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ABSTRACT 

The present research is a qualitative anaiysis of the life histories of six women 

undergoing Life transition. Research questions explored participants' inner characteristics 

and supports aromd them contributhg to resiliency, through reflection and articulating 

personal narratives. Questions also asked participants to reflect on the process of taking 

about resiliency and whether that changed their perceptions, and to reflect on what they 

believe constituted their own personal resiliency. 

Results revealed that there are a wide range of inner charactenstics and supports 

in place for wornen who are resilient. The hdings of this research are the influence of 

one key person, the ability to selfkeflect, articulate experiences and as a resuit move to 

another level of development. Other commonalities are an independent spirit, and 

previoudy overcoming stress or confiict in an eariier age. 

The women in this study described resiIience as 'Lbouncing back." The 

literature reviewed for this research focussed on life change as well as adaptation to 

major life crises such as war, as well as 0 t h  nsk factors associated with trauma, mental 

illness or major socio-economic changes. It is questionable whether resilience literature 

dealing with severe trauma refiect the experience of women in this study. 
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PROLOGUE 

From the time 1 was little 1 have wanted to be a writer. During Christmas gift 

exchange in MIS. Lindsay's grade three class, classmate Brad Smith gave me a hardcover 

copy of "Alice in Wonderland." Al1 the other girls got Barbie rnake-up sets, and 1 tried to 

trade. Brad gave me such a hurtful look that 1 couldn't go through with it. So 1 went home 

and read Lewis Carroll's book, cover to cover. 1 was transported, I found escape. 1 was 

hooked. 1 spent my Saturdays at the library quickIy devouring the Nancy Drew books on 

the shelves, moving through the lirnited "young addt" fiction, then just reading whatever 

1 could Iay my hands on. From then on, I've always had my nose in a book. 

My writing naturally evolved out of my reading. My desk drawer became stuffed 

with poetry, stones and rejection letters. Some of my work was published in church and 

Iibrary magazines. In a writing assignrnent for public speaking, I handed in two stories 

and asked the teacher to tell me which one was best. I came in third in a composition 

contest for Centennial Year, 1967.1 was 12. I wrote a regdar column for a regional 

newspaper circulated to al1 area hi& schools. Grade 10 English cIass 1 approached the 

teacher and asked her what should 1 do if 1 had already read the book we were studying, 

Nathaniel Hawthorne's Scarlet Letter. By grade 11 1 had decided to become a writer. The 

guidance counselor suggested journalism. 

This was the early seventies. We were on the verge of a ferninist wave. Laura 

Sabia spoke at our high school, and 1 left the auditorium feeling strange--feeling great! 

My first recollection of "empowement." Home was not a happy place, and in a moment 

of rage my mother burned al1 my art and WTiting. 1 cm write that sentence now and not 

feel much-just a big hollow space. That's what twenty-five years and lots of therapy can 

do. While my stepbrother was allowed to have part-time jobs so he could Save to go to 

university, my option was to go to community college so 1 could leave home and get to 

work and become self-supporting. 1 covered the ''wornen's beat" for our student 

newspaper, wrïting about women's issues and the k t  International Women's Year. 1 met 

Dons Anderson. My fint job was editor-reporter for a community newspaper. 1 began to 

read Michele Landsberg in the Toronto Star. 1 recall saying to my new husband in our 



new Little bungalow, "1 want to write about women's stories." 1 thought maybe 1 could get 

a Canada Council gant or something f i e  that. 

Our pubiisher owned six newspapers and they al1 produced a "progress edition" 

each September, with advertising and stones highlighting local business and industry. I 

thought it pretty "dry" reading, and as editor, changed the format of ours, focussing 

instead on people. I did feature articles on individuals in various businesses: the man who 

had worked in the flourmiLI for 20 years, the local letter carnier, vo1unteers. 1 invited 

submissions fiom politicians at the municipal, provincial and federal level and got 

responses from the offices of then Premier Bi11 Davis and Prime Minister Pieme Trudeau. 

Other newspapers followed our format. Five years later 1 won an award from the 

Canadian Community Newspaper Association as editor of a special cornmernorative 

edition. 

Ten years went by. My husband and 1 had moved: another tom,  bigger house, 

swirnming pool, fireplaces, two cars ... the middle class dream. 1 was tuming 30 and 

fhïshing my B.A. Once while having troubIe with a course, my husband comfoaed me 

and I told him, "1 want to write a book of women's stories." A few months later my 

marriage had ended and 1 was on rny way to the faculty of education at Western in 

London, Ontario. 

For fifieen years now 1 have put my journalistic training aside, put my personal 

writing goak aside, squashed my hope of "wrïting women's stories." 1 was in survival 

mode, training to be an English teacher, imrnersed in intensive therapy, getting 

established in teaching? then on to graduate work in special education at OISE/UT. 

Now, 1 work privately teaching and consulting learning disabled students, and 

teach developmental English classes and classes in reading and writing prose at the 

college level. My creativity flourishes with fabric art and painting. 1 have long ago traded 

my middle class interest in acquiring such items as fancy living room furniture, for a Iife 

that now includes a 21 speed hybrid bike, a state-of-the art cornputer, a clrafting table and 

a loom. 

And now, 25 years iater.. -1 am vniting women's stories. 



We shall not ceuse pont exploration 

And the end of dl our erplorhg 

Will be tu arrive where we started 

And know ttrat place for thefirst fime. 

T.S. Eliot 



CaAPTER ONE 

RESILIENCY 

This study explores the topic of resiliency in an exploratory qualitative analysis of 

six adult women in the midst of life transition. I focussed on external factors that 

combined to encourage and promote resiliency in the individual, dong with intrinsic 

factors that may already be present as part of the individual's personality that led her to be 

more resilient in the face of life's setbacks. Through a course of personal interviews I 

watched for emerging commonalities in the personalities, life cucmstances and coping 

strategies of these individuais. There were severai key research questions that 1 held in 

mind. 1s resiliency the result of seved factors acting in concert rather than a single 

factor? lfit  is one factor, what single characteristic do those exhibiting resiliency have in 

comrnon? Do factors combine in a protective and compensatory system, or develop when 

faced with adversity? To what extent do extemal and intemal factors influeme an 

individual's resiliency? 

De finition of Resiliency 

Fonagy, Steele, Steele, Higgitt & Target (1994) define resilience as "normal 

development under difficult conditions. Resilience cannot be seen as anything other than 

a set of social and intra-psychic processes that take place across time given felicitous 

combinations of chiId attributes, faniily, social, and cultural environments." The Randorn 

House Dictionary (1973) calls it " the power or ability to r e tm  to the original fom, 

position etc. after being bent, compressed, or stretched; elasticity. The ability to recover 

readily from illness, depression, adversity, or the like." A synonym would be " 
buoyancy." When discussing my thesis with CO-researchers or people in social situations, 

the question inevitably came up, V h a t  do you mean by resilience?" And we called it 

"bouncing back." 

Discussing resilience in a broader sense, Werner (1994) writes "the rediscovery of 

the healing powers of hope in the stories of individual lives may be the most precious 

harvest of those who venture forth into research on risk, resilience, and human 

development . " 



And Robert Louis Stevenson said that life is not a matter of holding good cards, 

but of playing a poor hand well. 

A Positive Focus: What Works? 

A review of the literature on resiliency indicates there has been a positive shift 

away h m  a deficit mode1 of what has gone wrong, toward asking the question of "What 

works?" Some researchers have gone so far as to challenge the validity of the use of the 

term "at risk," originally meant in a preventative manner, declaring it a racist label 

(Benard, 1993). Indeed, it has been pointed out in discussions by Goldberg (as cited in 

Robins, John, Caspi, Moffitt & Loeber-Stoughhamer, 1996) that the English language 

includes many more trait adjectives referring to the neurotic than to the emotionally 

stable pole. The focus is moving toward trying to identifi factors that work in 

combination-the protective and compensatory strategies individuals develop when faced 

with adversity (Fergusson & Lynskey, 1996). Some studies are concerned with whether 

these strategies can be taught or at the least encouraged in individuals (Benard, 1993; 

Finley, 1 994; Miller, 1 996; Skerker & McDonough, 1993). 

Garmezy (1985) discusses how the literature is divided in tems of looking for 

positive outcornes of those facing adversity as opposed to those who succumb to 

pressures and become ill. Gannezy's states that in his writings he ernphasizes the 

language of children's success, of their overcoming adversity, of their potential for 

adaptation and self-sufficiency. He states the applicable construct to such behavioral 

phenornena has gained little or no attention. Many of those in the mental heaith 

professions are more concerned with psychopathology than to well-being, with those 

children who fail rather than to those who succeed, to children who capitulate to stress 

rather than to those who resist its debifitating effects. 

Garrnezy asks : 

Which view shall we heed? The literature of stress, the adaptive potential of 

chiIdren, their resilience, which is patterned, in part, out of personal disposition, 

the nature of their families, and the 'community of people of strengths and 

similarities' that provide support for them.. .there is linle to be gained by those 



who cry havoc while failing to heed the recurrent fhdings of our research 

literature on the ability of children to meet and conquer adversity. @. 228) 

A key factor which must be taken into account is that some characteristics of 

resiliency are elements that are intrinsic to the individual (Benishek & Morrow, 1995; 

Block, 1993; Brooks, 1994; Burns, 1994; Klohnen, 1996; Miller, 1996; Westemberg & 

BIock, 1993), while others are open to a theory of resiliency as a by-product of 

environmentai stimulus (Bradley, Whiteside, Mundfkorn, Casey, Kelleher & Pope, 1994; 

Werner, 1994; Werner, 1993). Of course, there is also the question of why some can 

overcorne and thrive in the face of challenge, and others buckie and crumble faced with a 

similar set of circumstances. Also of interest are those who have overcome trials above 

and beyond the normal scope of everyday challenges such as sexual abuse, war, racism, 

physical or mental illness and Holocaust survivors. 

For some time now researchers have seemed dissatisfied with the "one key 

person" as the explanation as to why some individuals would survive and even thrive in 

the face of incredibly negative circumstances. This theory is basicdly that we dl  need 

one key attachment figure in Our lives to give unconditional love and support. It is best if 

it is the mother, but other substitutes wouid do, as long as the caring was consistent and 

held the individual in positive regard (Anthony & Cohler, 1987; McNamee, 1994). This 

Iiterature does not usually use the specific t m s  "love" or "caring," but again there is 

recent research specifically on those topics. 

Other research examines attachment theory as a key factor in promoting resiliency 

and that intergenerational transmission of maladaptive relationship patterns are a threat to 

development (Fonagy et al., 1994). Some individuals are resilient to such a threat with 

one explanation being that individuals who are at nsk of tr&tthg insecurity, but who 

do not do so, may be distinguished in tems of the complexity of th& internal working 

mode1 of reIationship patterns. During the f i t  18 months of life the child is able to 

differentiate between the infiuence of independent parental relationships. This insulation 

of the intemal working models allows for the creation of a secure internal working mode1 

alongside one or more highiy insecure ones. This may explain the case for the resilient 

maltreated child and is a critical part of an attachment theory account of why the presence 



of even a reiatively remote, but stable and responsive figure in the child's early life can 

be so important. That person can be a protective factor, foster a secure interna1 working 

mode1 of relationships and contribute to the child's resilience to hardship (Fonagy, 2994). 

Emmy Werner and E. Timothy Burns venture into a relatively new area of 

academic research when they discuss the importance of positive self-concept, hope, faith 

and spirituality as key factors in resiliency. These areas are difficult to research. How can 

you prove hope? What evidence does one have for faith in God or a higher being? Can 

we prove the power of prayer? Can I compare my definition of happiness as a quality of 

life with yours? The healing powers of hope in the stories of individual lives may be the 

most precious harvest of those who pursue research on risk, resiliency and human 

development (Werner, 1994). There is increased support of the importance of this factor, 

but there is aiso increased recognition of the interconnected role of the home, schooI and 

community as al1 having an impact on the resiliency of the individual (Brooks, 1994). 

E. Timothy Burns (1994) examines the importance of positive self-concept as the 

key to resiliency, drawing on research by Bonnie Benard and Nancy Phillips to endorse 

this view. He says the broadest context of psychological hardiness and resilience is a 

purposive life and the purpose o f  our lives is threefold: finding our way to God, healing 

our wounds, and expressing our gifts, and that these three things will serve as a blueprint 

for a meaningfùl life. 

Researchers may also use other terms to describe resilience including hardiness 

(Benishek & Morrow, 1995) and invulnerability (Anthony & Cohler, 1987). It also 

encompasses survival of the human spirit or regaining of hope, al1 terms and concepts 

difficult to define, describe and capture. Some researchers, such as Emmy Wemer (1993) 

refer to it as a "second chance" in Iife (as cited in Skerker & McDonough, 1993). 

There are three important longitudinal studies on resiliency that are referred to 

consistently in the literature, a group led by Emmy Wemer in Hawaii, Jack Block in 

California and David Fergusson in New Zealand. All three studies have yielded rich data 

and observations, have been written about extensively by the authors over the years as 

they followed participants, and are cited fiequently. 



The Hawaii Studies: A Message of Hope 

Emmy E. Werner's longitudinal study has covered a span of over 40 years, 

following a group fkom birth to adulthood. Her study took place in Hawaii, starting with a 

group of 698 high nsk individuals. Compiling her findings fiom questionnaires and 

personal interviews spanning over more than thirty years, her research on "at risk" 

children is based on asking " m a t  is right with these chilchen?" and by implication, 

"How cm we help others to become less vuinetable in the face of adversity?" According 

to Wexner's work, resiliency is used to describe three types of phenornenon in children: 1) 

good outcornes despite high-risk statu, 2) sustained competence under stress and 3) 

recovery fkom trauma Her hdings can be summarized that negative biological factors 

c m  be overcome if there are strong enough environmentai and social factors to 

cornpensate. Longitudinal studies of children exposed to both biological and psychosocial 

risk factors that extend fiom infancy to adulthood are rare. The study so far fias noted two 

trends: 1) the impact of reproductive stress dirninished with time and 2) the 

developmental outcome of virtually every biological risk condition was dependent on the 

quality of the rearing environment. Overall rearing conditions were more powerful 

determinants of outcome than perinatal trauma 

Personal competence and determination, support fkom a spouse or mate, and 

reliance on faith and prayer were the shared qualities that characterized the resilient 

children in their rnid-30's; however, there was a persistent need for detachment fiom 

parents and siblings whose emotional problems still threatened to engulf them Werner 

identified several clusters of protective factors of children who had successfûlly adapted 

as adults including individual cornpetencies, degree of self-esteem and self-efficacy, and 

temperamental dispositions. Many resilient high-risk youths left the adverse conditions of 

their childhood homes (and their community) d e r  high school and sought environments 

they found more compatible. In short, they picked their own niches. 

Factors that were in the favor of the 'resilients' were the following: better 

relationships with parents who were less frequently absent fkom the home, the family 

milieu was marked by parental support, family closeness, rule setting, discipline and a 

respect for individuaiity, better health histories, recuperated fiom illness more quickly, 

were rated in infancy and in chi1dhood as more 'active,' 'socially responsive,' 



'autonomous,' and given to more 'positive social orientation.' Girls had fewer teen 

marriages, less teen-age pregnancies and fewer accidents. Resilient individuals had a 

positive personal disposition and f h l y  milieu, but beyond that was skill in identiwng 

and selecting resilient models and sources of support in peers, older fnends, niinisters, 

and teachers to whom they could tuni when needed. 

The most precious lesson researchers can l e m  fiom the study was hope (Werner, 

1994). This was reinforced by reports fiom a handful of other long-term studies into 

adulthood which have identified similar protective bufXers and mechanisrns that operated 

in the lives of vulnerable children and youths who had succeeded against the odds. There 

is a need to examine the price exacted fi-om such children and youth, for some protective 

attributes may promote positive adaptation in one context and have negative effects in 

another. The individuals in this study who overcame the odds and grew into competent, 

caring ad& had a special need for detachment. When they told their life stories, it was 

usually without rancor, but with a sense of compassion, optimism and hopefulness. 

Werner mentions the importance of leaming to read as a key ingredient, that by age 10 or 

grade 4 the child should be competent in readings. Failure to master reading skills is one 

indicator of the potential for serious problems, and learning to read is among one of the 

most potent predictors of successfil adult adaptation among hi&-risk children. 

Werner's (1995) most recent work, Pioneer Children on the Jouniey West, 

investigates joumals and records of early settlers between 1841 to 1865 who participated 

in overland journeys from the banks of the Missouri to the Pacific shores. Others joined 

them in the Gila Trail, travelling north fiom Texas to southem Califomia By examining 

children's diaries, letters to relatives and reminiscences of young emigrants who are still 

dive, the narratives of children have survived and been published "A competent mother 

emerges as one of the major sources of emotional support in studies of contemporary 

children who have overcome great odds. That was true for the pioneer children on the 

overland trails as well." Strong, independent women, who pooled their resources and 

never stopped thùiking about how best to protect the lives of their children, headed 

farnilies that survived. A belief in some kind of higher power also accounted for the 

survival of some. An ability to attract people to them as well as an optimistic, positive 

disposition also accounted for survival. An individual's basic temperament would be one 



of being defeatist or fiom a position of resourcefulness. Journal entries give accounts of 

families boiling and eating buffalo hides to survive; of a little boy who was separated 

kom his father and when taken in by another camp and fed, given wéirmth, caring and 

shelter, just seemed to curl up and die. He had given up hope. Families and individuds 

who exhibited positive traits were arnong the few who did not expenence a death in their 

family, and did not resort to cannibaIism to survive (Werner, 1995). Of the few survivors 

dive today, their basic temperament has not changed, but reports Say they were always 

people with a sunny, positive disposition, or cheerfbl and optimistic in spite of setbacks. 

Both Emmy Werner's journal articles and her books on her research in Hawaii and 

the pioneer settlers in the 1880's seem to follow Garrnezy's logic of accentuating the 

positive. Her writings indicate a tone of gentleness and caring with her research 

participants. She wants to find the good, of what they have done right in the face of 

setbacks. She reports that even hdividuals overcoming serious setbacks in their lives 

show very Little "rancor" or ill-Al, but an acceptance. This too may be a key factor in 

resiliency. Werner's findings also indicate tiiat resilient individuals have characteristics of 

personal cornpetence and determination, and a reliance on faith and prayer, dong with a 

certain eIement of detachment fkom their farnilies of origin. 

The New Zealand Study: The Role of ChiIdhood Adversity 

Another significant longitudinal study has been undertaken by David M. 

Fergusson and Michael T. Lynskey (1 996) in New Zealand following 940 individuals 

Çom birth in mid-1977 to age 16. His theories that several characteristics, both inner and 

outer, seem to work in harmony to promote resiliency in the individual, resonate with the 

stories of the women 1 interviewed. It was a combination of inner characteristics and 

outer supports that contributed to their resilience over tirne. His theory is that we cannot 

isolate one factor alone that is responsible for whether an individual has or Iacks 

resiliency. He supports the theory that childhood adversity may lead to the development 

of protective and compensatory strategies that combine to create the characteristic of 

resiliency in later life. His research exatnined factors associated with adolescent 

resiliency and childhood adversity. Resilient teenagers were defhed by: a) high exposure 

to family adversity during childhood and b) an absence of a wide range of extemalizing 



problems during adolescence including substance abuse, juvenile offending and school 

problems. Resilient teenagers were characterized b y significantly higher IQ, lower 

novelty seeking, and lower filiations with delinquent pem, with these factors acting 

cumulatively to influence the probability of resilience to extemalizing problems. The 

findings of the study indicated that: a) females were no more resilient than males; b) 

children who showed an absence of early disruptive behaviors, early anxious/withdrawn 

behaviors or high self-esteern were no more resilient than other chi1dren when due 

allowance was made for IQ, novelty seeking and peer affiliations; c) extemal activities 

and relationships were not related to resilience when due allowance was made for IQ, 

novelty seeking and peer affiliations; d) measures of parental bonding and attachent 

were not related to resilience when due allowance was made for IQ, nove1ty seeking and 

peer afnliations (Fergusson and Lynsky, 1996). 

Fergusson concludes by stating that resilience is likely to be an outcome of 

several factors acting in concert rather than a single factor. These pose a number of 

difficulties for andysis, which seek to diçtinguish between compensatory and protective 

factors since, typically, these analyses have focussed on the effects of single factors in 

isolation. What this analysis suggests is the need for studies of resilience to examine the 

ways in which combinations of factors, some of which rnay be protective and others 

compensatory, may act to influence the resilience of teenagers to high-nsk childhood 

environments. In generd, the fïndings of this study suggest that teenagers fiom high risk 

family backgrounds who show railiaice to the development of extemalking behavion 

were characterized by a combination of at least average inteuigence, low tendencies to 

novelty seeking and an avoidance of affiliations with delinquent peers in adolescence. In 

contrast, teenagers fkom high-nsk backgrounds who were susceptible to developing 

e x t e m a h g  behaviors are those characterized by a general absence of these features 

(Fergusson and Lynskey, 1996). 

The California Study: What Contributes to Ego Resiliency? 

Block's theories about resiliency seem contradictory to other research by Werner 

and Fergusson. He clairns that ego resilient children have parents who are cornpetent, 

loving, compatible, patient, integrated, and have shared vaIues; ego brittle children corne . 



kom homes rnarked by discord and conflict, Research by Garmezy, Emmy Werner and 

David M. Fergusson seern to indicate that resilient adults have experienced conflict or 

stress in the home environment, and have found ways to successfully adapt. It is through 

this learning to adapt-pulling on outside resources and adapting inner ones-that the 

charactenstics of resiliency are fomed, 

The longitudinal study undertaken by Jack and Jean Block focussed on the 

developrnent of ego resilience fiom the pre-school years to late adolescence. They noted 

the antecedence of resilience are likely to be found in genetic and constitutional factors as 

obsened in the way the infant responds to environmental change, can be cornforted, 

equilibrates physiological responses, and modifies sleep-wakefiilness states. A second 

group of factors lies in the nature of the families. Jack Block reported that ego resilient 

children have parents who are competent, loving, compatible, patient, integrated, and 

have s h e d  values; ego brittle children corne from homes marked by discord and confiict 

(BZock, 197 1). Initiated in 1968, their study involved 2 30 children who had been assessed 

at age three, four, five, seven, and most recently i 1. Each chiid was administered a 

battery of testing. Researchers also developed extensive assessrnent data on the parents of 

these children on parent-child interaction styles. Their focus was on the identification and 

measure of ego-resiliency and key charactenstics of individuals who have it. 

Block defines ego control as the degree and kind of control individuais exert over 

their impulses, and ego resiliency as individuals' ability to modify their characteristic 

level of ego-control. An ego-resilient person tends to be resourcefbl and adaptive when 

codkonted by new situations. An individual who is not ego-resilient tends to becorne 

inflexible when confionted with new situations, and is slow to recoup afler stress. The 

study assessed individuaIsl ego control and resiliency when the subjects were k e e ,  five, 

seven, 11, 14, and 23 years old by means of experimental measures, interactional 

procedures, self-evaluations, creativity tests, and clinical interviews. Results indicated a 

consistency in ego resilience across Grne for boys and a consistency in ego resilience 

during early chikihood and adolescence, as well as consistency in ego control for both 

boys and girls. 

In a more recent examination of the data fiom the study Jack Block and Adam 

Kremen (1 996) have examined the constructs of intelligence and ego-resilence. The 



personality implications of "pure intelligence" and "pure ego-resilience" were identified. 

Intelligence (IQ) was indexed by the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised and ego- 

resiiiency by an inventory scale. Residual scores measuring "pure intelligence" and "pure 

ego-resilience" were correlated in the items ofthe observer-based California Q-sort, used 

to describe participants. Persons relatively high on ego resiiience tend to be more 

cornpetent and cornfortable in the "fimier" interpersonal world; perçons defined 

prirnarily by raw IQ tend to be effective in the "clearer" world of structured work but tend 

also to be uneasy with affect and less able to realize satisfying human connections. 

Gender differences exist in relations of ego-resilience and intelligence and in their 

adap tive relevance. 

Evaluation of Resiiiency: Peer and Self-Reports and Issues of Subjectivity 

Other related research bas been conducted by Oliver John and Richard Robins 

(1993) regarding agreement in testing on personality traits making up resiliency, and 

cornparison of peer and self-evaiuations of those traits. They examineci several 

detenninants of interjudge agreement on personality traits. The hdings, which were 

cross-vaIidated in two sarnples, suggest that agreement is a function of four factors: 

which Big Five content domain the trait represents, how observable relevant behaviors 

are, how evaluative the trait is, and whether the self is one of the judges. Agreement was 

highest for traits related to extraversion and lowest for traits related to agreeableness. 

More observable and less evaluative traits elicited higher interjudge agreement. On 

average, self-peer agreement was lower than peer-peer agreement; however, this effect 

was lirnited to evaiuative traits; for neutral traits, self-peer agreement was as high as peer- 

peer agreement. These findings suggest that self-and peer perceptions proceed through 

similar processes for neutml traits but not for highly evaluative traits, raising the 

possibility that self-perceptions become distorted when the trait is af5ectively charged. 

Regarding the reference to the Big Five dimensions, Norman and Goldberg (as 

cited in John & Robins, 1993) f o n d  interjudge agreement was higher for some content 

domains than for others. They examined intejudge agreement on the Big Five 

dimensions measured by 20 bipolar scales. In two samples, they found the highest 

agreement for Extraversion (talkative vs. dent) and the lowest agreement for Emotional 



S tability (calrn vs. anxious) and Agreeableness (good-natured vs. imitable); 

Conscientiousness (responsible vs. undependable) and Intellect (intellectud vs. 

unreflective, narrow) fell in between. SeveraI studies have since replicated these hdings. 

Along with these studies, there is specific research emerging fiom the study of 

coping strategies of different groups who have experknced significant trauma or life 

events. This ranges fkom changes due to career stiifts (London, 199 l), or aging 

(Brandstadter, Wentura & Greve, 1993), to the effects of sexuaI abuse (Benishek & 

Morrow, 1995), growing up with a psychotic mother (Dm, 1993) and war (Casella & 

Motta, 1990; Krel, 1993; McNamee, 1994). In support of the "one key person" theory, 

research into the effects of war on children in Northem Ireland revealed that separation 

f?om the mother or key careprovider was more devastating to children than threat of 

death, scare of bombs, or the very idea of war. Children of a certain age do not have a 

broad enough understanding or awareness of what a bomb means, or what war entaik. 

But they do know when mother or grandmother has been away for too long, and this 

perceived abandonment has been found to have more devastating effects than war. 

Research cornparhg characteristics of Vietnam veterans with and without Postramatic 

Stress Disorder (PTSD) provides evidence that those who did not develop the disorder 

despite hi& exposure to combat stress are individuais with exceptional strength and 

resilience. 

Identifyiag the Nature of proteeove Influences 

Garmezy (1 985) discusses the expansion of research with children who are 

presumed to be at risk for future psychopathology. Risk factors have included family 

background, parental maladaptation, individual persondity dispositions, potential 

hereditary influences, deprived ecological settings, and societal-institutional indices. In 

examining who gets better and who stays sick in schizophrenic children returning home, 

researchers found those who relapsed had homes characterized by excessive criticism and 

emotionai overinvolvement (Leff, 1976; Vaughn & Leff, 1976a; Vaughn & Leff, 1976b). 

Garmezy's theory is that "predisposition and potentiation" have always played central 

roles in psychopathologists' orientation to etiology and symptomatology in the major 

mental disorders. He states conversely that protective factors, what he calls the inhibitors 



of pathogenic processes, have played a negligible role either in theory construction or in 

the empirical researches of psychiatnc investigators. He suggests that the next decade 

will witness a growth of interest in the study of resiiiency and stress-resistant components 

of persons presumed to be at risk for later disorder-and that such investigations will be of 

importance whatever the theoretical mode1 used to explain the origins of mental disorder. 

Michael Rutter (1 979) aIso took a similar position: 

There is a regrettable tendency to focus gloomily on the ills of rnankind and on all 

that cm and does go wrong. It is equally unusual to consider the factors or 

circumstances that provide support, protection or amelioration for the children 

reared in deprivation.. .Would our results be better if we could identie the nature 

of protective innuences? 1 do not h w ,  but I think they would. The potential for 

prevention surely lies in increasing our knowledge and understanding of the 

reasons why some children are not damaged by deprivation. (p. 49). 

He later states: 

Many children do not succurnb to deprivation and it is important that we 

determine why this is so and what it is that protects them fiom the hazards they 

face. The scanty evidence so far available suggests that when the fhdings are al1 

in, the explanation will probably include pattemhg of stresses, individual 

clifferences caused by both constitutional and experiential factors, ccmpensating 

expenences outside the home, the development of self-esteem, the scope and 

range of available opportunities, an appropnate degree of environn?ental structure 

and control, the availability of personal bonds and intimate relationships, and the 

acquisition of coping skills. (p. 70) 

Garmezy (1985) states the correlates of an adaptive behavior includes personality 

dispositions, parental attributes, situational and culturai contexts, family milieu, 

significant supportive figures and institutions. In a three-stage theory of examining these 

atûibutes he says stage three would involve: the systematic search for the processes and 

mechanisms that underlie the manifestations of stress-resistant behavior in children. 

Rutter's (1979) Isle of Wright study looked at family variables that ied to 

heightened prevalence of psychiatrie disorders, and conversely asked the question, " What 



is resilience and stress-resistance?" In attempting to answer that question they identified a 

number of nsk reducers including the fouowing: positive temperament factors, gender 

(girls proved to be less vuinerable than boys); the presence, even in a home marked by 

parental strife, of a parent whose relationship to the child was marked by waxmth, 

affection and the absence of severe criticism, and supportiveness; and the socialking 

influence of a positive school environment that had as its ethos teacher/administrator 

concern for the growth and well-being of the child (Rutter, 2979). This research suggests 

three broad categories of variables: personality dispositions of the child, a supportive 

family milieu, and an external support system that encourages and reinforces a child's 

coping efforts and strengthens them by inculcating positive values. 

Nuechterlein (1 970) and Garmezy (198 1) reported on their studies of Black 

children reared in poverty in America's inner city ghettos (as cited in Garmezy, 1985). 

Those who exhibited resilience had the following in their favor: socially responsive, 

active, sensitive, lacking in sullenness and restlessness, intelligent and cooperative, 

enjoying a positive view of self and evident self-esteem. Family intactness was not a 

factor, but in single parent homes mother was active, concemed for the child's 

competency, assisted with homework and recognized and reinforced her child's interests, 

goaIs and striving for self-direction. Physically the family household was neat, with a 

lack of clutter and the presence of books. There was at least one adequate, significant 

adult who was able to serve as an identification figure. The achieving youngsters seemed 

to hold a more positive attitude toward adults and authority figures in general. 

Children of divorce were studied by Wdlerstein and Kelly (1 980) and the 

following positive elements were present in those with more resilience: family relations, 

social surroundings, reacting on the resources or fiailties of the particular child at a 

particular tirne. Other factors were the extent to which the parents were able to resolve 

and reduce their conflict and anger; the course of the custodial parent's treatment of the 

child and the resumption of good parenting in the home; the extent to which the child did 

not feel rejected by the non-custodial parent and maintenance of that regular relationship 

over time; the range of personality assets and deficits which the chiId brought to the 

divorce including the child's history within the pre-divorce family and the capacity to 

make use of his or her resources within the present, particularly intelligence, the capacity 



for fmtasy, social maturity, and ability to tum to peers and adults; the availability to the 

child of a supportive human network; the absence of anger and depression in the child; 

the sex and age of the child. 

Various survival strategies have been used by those with high resilience. Adult 

children of the Holocaust found that telling their stories was the key factor to integrating 

their life events and movhg forward. Telling their stories, and resulting self-reflection led 

to a higher level of functioning. Another survival strategy was to "hide" behind work, 

such as a talent or ability they were good at, in order to remah emotionally distant or 

aioof but very successfbl in many areas (KreU, 1993). 

In the home environment, research with children growing up with mothers 

experiencing mental illness reveds the development of different cùping strategies @unn, 

1993). The trend is to search for substitute parenting or a sense of family outside of the 

home, eventually leaving their family of ongin and finding their own niche. Problems 

arise when these people actively m v e  toward getting their needs met, through the 

process of separation, career and relationship success. There is a tendency to suffer nom 

suMval guilt and loyalty conflicts. Therapy reportedly helps these individuals verbaiize 

their feelings. It is interesting to note that half of children in adverse family situations do 

not repeat those patterns, 

Vreni: A Case History-The Concept of Requïred Helpfulness 

Manfied Bleuler reportai the results of a 20 year longitudinal study of 208 

schizophrenic probands (as cited in Garmezy, 1985) and published in English under the 

title The Schizophrenic Disorders: Long-term f atient and Family Studies. In the case of 

his study 104 of Bleuler's patients married and had 169 offspring, with 16 bom outside of 

marriage. Of these 185 children only 10 were diagnosed as schizophrenic and five of 

these recovered before the research was concluded. Three-quarters of the children were 

mentally sound in adulthood, 120 were found to be working in jobs exceedhg the 

expectations based on training and education, and a11 but 10 exceeded patemal 

occupational level. Eighty-four per cent who had manied had happy and successfbl 

marriages. Bleuler reported the accomplishments of these children were remarkable when 

one considers their handicaps - the emotional suffering, social ostracism, and econornic 



disadvantages to which their parents' psychoses subjected them. Ganneq (1985) quotes 

Blueler: 

In studying a number of the family histories, one is even left with the impression 

that pain and suffering has a steeling-a hardening-effect on the personalities of 

some children, making them capable of mastering their lives with al1 its obstacles, 

in defiance of all their disadvantages. (p. 400) 

Garmezy's agreed with Blueler, and Garmezy wrote: 

Those who have had the opportunity to observe at length the positive adaptations 

of stressed children were Iikely to be able to provide hypotheses related to 

resilience that would be needed for friture research on stress-resistant children. (p. 

223) 

In correspondence to Garmezy, Bleuler reported the case history of "Vreni": 

In brief, Vreni presents an almost classical picture of a child exposed to chronic 

adversity. Her mother was addicted to drugs, the father an emotionally unstable 

alcoholic. To Vreni, at age 14, fell the task of caring for a 13-year-old brother, a 

12-year-old sister, 6-year-old twins and a mentally and physically ill father. So 

distressed was Professor Bleuler with these adverse circumstances that he 

dispatched a welfare worker to the home who returned to report that 'the 

household was kept in perfect order by Vreni, the smaller children were well, 

happy, well fed, well dressed, went regularly to school and their teachers had no 

cornplaints as regards their behavior. 

At the same time Vreni visited her mother regularly in the hospital, 

brought her fiesh clothes, accompanied her on walks near the Clinic. She had 

hoped to be a nurse and Dr. Bleuler arranged for her to be tutored to make up for 

her educational deficiencies. After she had been accepted into a nursing school 

and with her goal close to reality, she returned to Bleuler in tears with the 

realization that she could not study and simultaneously care for her younger 

siblings and sick father. 

Vreni at age 22 married a kind-hearted man who devotes 'al1 of his fiee 

time to the family.' There are now two healthy children and the family circle is a 

happy one. Bleuler reports that he has maintained touch with her and her family. 



Her household is well cared for, she sees to it that her children are well educated 

and she and her hkband maintain 'a cordial and wam atmosphere in the home. 

(p. 223-224) 

Garmezy (1985) reports that Bleuler's purpose was not to provide drama but insight 

through the elaboration of a researchable hypothesis: 

It is not speculation but a fact that these children who have developed well had 

found-like Vreni-living conditions in which they could apply their gifts and 

interests in an active way that corresponded with their personality. 

Why has Vreni become a very healthy and very happy wife and mother, 

in spite of a childhood, which became so theateuing soon after babyhood? Or 

should the question be asked the other way around? 1s she healthy and happy on 

account of a threatening childhood? 

To point to an (in-bom personality) disposition in this connection is far 

fiom satisfactory. She is certainly not a 'superkid.' Her IQ is average.. .From 

anecdotal expenence we are tempted to Say: Life gave her a rare chance in her 

childhood: The chance to do what she liked to do and was able to do. It seems that 

stressfbl, difficult childhood conditions are not felt as too stressful and as too 

difficult if they offer the opportunity to the child to filfil1 a great task which the 

child likes and is able to fblfill. (p. 224) 

Professor Blueler's theory of learned helpfilness is opposite to Seligman's 

experiments and writings (1975) on learned helplessness (as cited in Garmezy, 1985). In 

1978 Rachrnan (as cited in Garmezy, 1985) published a volume titled "Fear and 

Courage" in which he descnbed a theory he called required helpfulness and a subsequent 

article published in 1979 descnbed the process: 

People who are required to carxy out dangerousldifficult tasks that are social 

desirable, often manage to do so effectively and without strain.. .required 

helpfulness refers to dangerous/difficult acts that are performed in response to 

social requirements-in order to reduce or prevent other people fiom expenencing 

serious discornfort. Under the incentive of high social demands, helpers often act 

more effectively and more persistently than at other tirnes. The execution of 



successful acts of required helpfiilness may lead to enduring changes in the helper 

himself. (p. 1) 

According to Garmezy (1985), there is therapy through helping others: 

Its consequences include increased competence in the helper, markedly 

heightened morale and a marked increment in motivation and persistence, a 

heightened probability of successful accomplishment of one's tasks, a greater 

tolerance of discornfort evoked by its performance, and the acquisition of new 

skills that Li& the level of performance past its previous asymptote. 

Rachman explains that it is possible that the execution of required tasks followed by 

appropriate feedback will lead to the growth of new coping skilIs. 

Renegotiating Goals Through Life Stages 

Research into the aging process reveals growing old does not automaticaily mean 

loss of control or resiliency and some report these factors are even higher among older 

adults (Brandtstadter, Wentura & Greve, 1993). The determining factor for avoiding 

long-tirne depression seerns to be letting go of mattainable goals, and whether 

enWonmental opportunities converge with individual motivations. For those individuals, 

resiliency will be high throughout, despite the inevitable compromises the aging process 

entails. Most participants in this research study did not see themselves as particularly 

brave or unusual. Most described themselves as doing what was in fkont of them, putting 

one foot in fiont of the other, or just doing what they had to do under the circumstances. 

Only on reflecting back and telling their stories did they gain perspective on their inner 

resources and outer supports which helped them overcome, survive, and even thrive as a 

result of their circumstances. 

Specific research has led to different findings of what does or does not constitute 

resilience. While high self-esteem is a strong indicator of resiliency, level of self-care and 

expressive playfuhess are not indicators (Westenberg and Block, 1993). Those with an 

interna1 locus of control seem to have a higher rate of resiiiency. Another key point in the 

research is that there seems to be a trade off or a pnce to pay for the attainrnent of 

resiliency in the face of adversity (Werner, 1994). 



The case of Vreni and other nsearch points to the idea of "requinxi helpfulness." 

Educators have found individuals can and do nse to expectations of those around them, 

that somehow it helps us to "get outside of ourselves," reinforcing the internai locus of 

control. We have an innate ability to muster the inner strength to meet challenges put in 

fiont of us, as evidenced by Werner's accounts of pioneer children, and Bleuler's study of 

Vreni. 

intergenerational Transmission: Can Resilient Behaviour Be Passed On? 

Findly, a question emerging fkom the litetanire is whether maladaptive behavior 

patterns are passed on to succeeding generations. This idea r e k e d  in a positive way 

would be whether positive behaviors encouraging resiliency could be passed on as well? 

There are opposing views on this theory. One view by Grosman, Frormner-Bombik, 

Rudolph & Eichberg (as cited in Fonagy et al., 1994) is that there is an accumulating 

body of data codhdng  that there is an intergenerational transmission of insecurity and 

according to Benoit (as cited in Fonagy et al., 1994) that this nsk may be assessed before 

the birth of a child. The parent's intemal working modeis of relationships innuences or at 

least pre-figures the child's security attachment; to unequivocally demonstrate its 

transmission a direct relationship between the child's and parents' intemal working 

models needs to be established. In order for secure attachment to be considered as a part 

rather than as a correlate of certain resilience processes it is important to show that the 

transmission of infant security is caregiver-specific, not the artifact of constitutionai 

factors, temperament, assortative mating or the spreading of security fiom one caregiver 

to the other. 

Other research supports the notion that we do inherit the patterns of closeness and 

wellness, but that does not determine the outcome. We can leam different ways of being. 

The importance of self-reflection is a key kd ing  of research led by Peter Fonagy (1994). 

His research supports the idea that the coherence of autobiographical narrative depends 

on the adequacy of reflective process. He reports that research data are consistent in the 

view that a supenor reflective-self may explain the greater interpersonal awareness may 

explain the greater interpersonal awareness and empathy observed in seu-reflective 

children. It serves as a "ballast, or a self-nghting capacity." It is an important therapeutic 



construct to create interna1 working models of thernselves and others as thinking and 

feeling. According to research led by Fonagy (1994) reflective-self hc t ion  is a 

protective process: 

Al1 attempts, regardless of theoretid fhmework, at focusing on the working of 

the mental Iife of an individual have clear therapeutic effects. There is something 

unique about the therapeutic process that takes place between two individuals, 

where one person takes an interest in the mental Me of another. The patient's 

thinking is facilitated and he or she can conceive of his or her world in new, more 

redient and sometirnes sadder and perhaps happier ways. (p. 25 1) 

Research evidence in support of intergenerational continuity is weak. "Evidence 

of discontinuities in certain families is also strongly evident (Fonagy et al., 1994). The 

authors report that half of the children living under conditions of disadvantage do not 

repeat that pattern in their own adult lives. Conversely, others bom under more provident 

circumstances do move downward into poverty in their adulthood. Studies cver three 

generations M e r  weaken the case for intergenerational continuity. While there exists a 

partial literature supporting continuity, generalizations of a pattern of constance require 

caution. 

In the United States, Long and Vaillant (as cited by Garrnezy, 1985) conducted a 

folIow-up study drawn as controls for the Glueck and Glueck investigations of 

delinquency. They traced the mid-life outcornes of 456 inner-city men who had been 

reared as chiIdren in families marked by extreme poverty and a chaotic family life. On 

the basis of early ratings, when the men were children, a four-fold categorization of their 

families was made: a) chronically dependent, b) a multiproblem group, c) a 

nondependent, nonproblem group and d) a social class V group that was both 

nondependent and nonproblem, despite their location in the lowermost category of the 

socioeconomic ladder. 

Whereas the early delinquent group on follow-up was clearly on a downgrade and 

had remained so for the most part, the control group of children, not known to the police 

during childhood, had in adulthood taken its place in middle-class Amenca. Group 

members' employment and family lives were stable. Viewed prospectively, many 

children reared in poverty had escaped the confines of their parentsf low socioeconomic 



status. Thus the inevitability of the transmission of a parental chaotic We-style was found 

wanting as either a necessary of suflicient condition for predicting later negative Life 

status. 

Garmezy goes on to discuss the commoniy held belief that children placed in 

foster care will not do as well as mainstream children. Research by Festinger (1 983) 

examineci 277 men who had been placed in foster care, years Iater when they were young 

adults and compared them nationally to similar aged and same sexed family-reared 

controls. It was found that the foster group showed Iower scholastic achievernents, the 

employment rates were similar for the two groups of White respondents, and somewhat 

lower for BIack respondents. However, in terms of hedth and symptom status, the groups 

were similar, as were their self-evaluation of their future hopes and feelings and their 

"sense of happiness." 

Festinger was led to conclude that the assumptions and dreaded expectations for 

foster-reared children were inappropriate. Further, there was no evidence of a 

generational repetition of foster care placement, nor was thcre an excessive dependence 

by the group on welfare or public support. The foster-reared adults were generous 

contributors to the study, exhibiting a willingness and openness to discussing their lives 

in the hope that others might benefit from their experiences. 

Conclusion 

Festinger's (1983) conclusion is a valuable one. She asks, "Why such a singular 

emphasis on vulnerability? 1s there so little confidence in young people's capacities to 

corne to grips with the reality that no one's world is perfect? 1s there so little faith in the 

strength and resilience of children"? (p. 253) 

We have an innate ability to muster the inner strength to meet challenges put in 

fiont of us. Most individuah do not see themselves as particularly brave or unusua.1. Most 

of us are busy "living Me" and doing what is in fiont of us, putting one foot in fiont of 

the other, or just doing what we have to do under the circumstances. Only on reflecting 

back and telling our stories do we gain perspective on inner resources and outer supports 

which help us to overcorne, survive, and even thrive as  a result of individual 

circumstances. 



The importance of self-reflection is a key fhding of research led by Peter Fonagy 

(1994). His research supports the theory that the coherence of autobiographical narrative 

depends on the adequacy of the reflective process. He reports that research data by 

Cowan, Wyman, Work and Parker in 1 990 and Pelligrini in 198 1 (as cited in Fonagy et 

al., 1994) are consistent in the view that a supenor reflective-selfmay explah the greater 

interpersonal awareness and empathy observed in self-reflective children. It serves as a 

"ballast, or a self-righting capacity. It is an important therapeutic constrtxct to create 

intemal working models of themselves and others as thinking and feeling," (Fonagy et 

al., 1994, p. 250) and the reflective-self fiinction is a protective process: 

Al1 attempts, regardless of theoretical framework, at focusing on the working of 

the mental life of an individual have clear therapeutic effects. There is something 

unique about the therapeutic process that takes place between two individuais, 

where one person takes an interest in the mental life of another. The patient's 

thinking is facilitated and he or she can conceive of his or her world in new, more 

resilient and sometimes sadder and perhaps happier ways. Reflective-self function 

is a protective process. (p. 25 2) 

For the purposes of this study, 1 am denning resiliency in terms of a mental and 

psychological state of being as opposed to physical wellness. It must be kept in mind, 

however, that we are body, muid and spirit, and only when these work in concert do we 

experience optimum living. Resilience is the ability to bounce back after a setback. It is 

facing life's challenges and doing what is required under the circumstances. It is "learned 

helpfulness" or getting outside of oneself for the higher good. It is maintainhg an attitude 

of hopefulness in the face of obstacles. It includes attracting and getthg the needed 

supports to rneet our needs and reach our potential. An innate contributing factor seems 

to be having an independent, somewhat "rebellious" spirit and expenencing conflict in 

younger, developmental yem. 

Extemal contributing factors to resiliency include having unconditional positive 

support ftom a key person who could be the primary careprovider or a teacher, older 

fiiend, or rninister. This p r emes  healthy attachent to a careprovider within the first 

two years of iife, md acquiring the innate learning that different adults have different 

levels of fùnctioning. This affects the adults' level of availability to provide supportive 



and nurturing responses. Individuals may be distinguished in terms of the compIexity of 

their interna1 working model of relationship patterns. This model is formed d u ~ g  the 

first 18 months of life when the child dinerentiates between the influence of independent 

parental relationships. This insulation of the internai working models allows for the 

creating of a secure internai working model alongside one or more highly insecure ones. 

This Attachent Theory accounts for why the presence of even a relatively remote, but 

stable and responsive figure in the child's eariy life can be a protective factor, foster a 

secure intemal working mode1 of relationships and contribute to the child's resistance to 

hardship. Conversely, resiliency is seen in individuais who have experienced a measure 

of failure that was not completely devastating, that would provide a leamhg experience 

fiom which to transfer life skills to enable the individual to go on to a higher level of 

fùnctioning than previously experienced. Other factors contnbuting to resiliency include 

the support of a caring school and commnity, a high level of self-reflection and 

articulation to move to another level of developrnent, detachment fiom unhealthy 

influences and creating a niche, and finding meaningfbl work. 

The literature reviewed in preparation for this research focussed on examination 

of the longitudinal studies d e h g  with life changes. Other researh focussed on the 

adaptation to major crises such as war as weii as other nsk factors associated with 

trauma, mental illness or major socio-econornic changes. For example, the kind of 

resilience dernonstrated by the individual survivor of war may differ fiom the kind of 

resilience demonstrated by the individual surviving life changes; there would also be 

cornmon elements that would run through the range of experiences as well. Again, there 

is subjectivity in the awareness, reporting and interpretation of our own life expenence 

that needs to be kept in mind in understanding the research findings here. One may 

conceive of resiliency as occurring when one faces different levels of challenge. 



CHAPTERTWO 
TELL ME YOUR LIFE STORY 

Introduction 

For the past four years 1 have been CO-editor at OISEKJT of a manuscript project 

on the topic of creativity and wellness, dong with my thesis supervisor. The book is an 

edited anthology of individual accounts of overcoming adversity or Life changes using 

creativity-either everyday activities or through the arts. The topic led to the examination 

of the concept of hope and survivd of the human spirit. In 1996 Dr. Solveiga Miezitis 

developed an OISERTT course on Creativity and Weliness: Learning to Thrive. As a class 

assignment students were requested to write a personal experience narrative about 

overcoming adversity. On the basis of these narratives, we approached 12 students who 

had demonstrated factors of resiliency while undergoing life transition, and had 

completed the course- 

Six women volunteered to take part in thîs exploratory qualitative analysis, a 

narrative inquiry for the purpose of writing their life stories. My intention was to 

i n t e ~ e w  them individualfy over the course of several months and fiom their life stones 

Iook for common characteristics of resiliency. After 1 had completed the writing, the 

women would be consulted and collaborate with me on the ha1  draft version. Writing 

their life stories, 1 would be an active participant in the research: 1 would be interviewed 

and write my own story as well. 

My focus was on gaining a life story through the filter of resiliency. 1 used serni- 

stmctured, open-ended methods, meeting with each wornan three times over the course of 

several months. 1 joined in the dialogue during the taped interviews, making notations 

while transcribing, of issues that resonated with rny own. Because of my own long 

personal experience with therapy, 1 did not find it difficult to disclose my own issues 

when appropriate. This created a dialogue of mutual exchange that 1 believe added to the 

clirnate of trust, enabling the women to be open and honest about their issues. 

My research goals were to explore the topic of resiliency within the h e w o r k  of 

existing research in the area, particularly the "one key person" theory, and examine 

intemal and extemai protective factors and compensatory strategies that have been 

utilized and have influenced the CO-researchers. With that informing my stance as 



qualitative researcher, I endeavored to M e r  explore the topic with the CO-researchers to 

see what new reality might emerge. My focus, therefore, was on providuig a vehicle for 

their stories to be expressed, and to hold them UF to the existing body of fiterature, while 

listening for broader themes and connections that might arise. 

Description of Participants 

Participants in this research are six women ranging in age frorn mid-thirties to 84. 

Each woman is in a different age cohort, thus in a different stage of Iife development, 

which informed our perceptions, decisions and future plans. AU participants are white, 

rniddle class, and university educated, with the majority with graduate university degrees. 

The sample, therefore was relatively homogeneous and selective. 

In addition, four of the six women who volunteered for this study were among 

graduate students who participated in the course on Creativity and Wellness: Leaming to 

Thrive. The course involved extensive self-refiection and jounialling as part of the 

examination of personal adversity. Five of the women had undergone personal therapy, 

hence the participants in this study may have been particularly inclined to use stnitegies 

of self-reflection in anaining a higher level of resilience. 

Selection and Initial Contact 

My initial contact was with Laura whom 1 had known for some time on a personal 

Ievel. 1 had Iived in a student residence with her and for a number of years had been 

tutoring her grandson for reading disabilities. 1 was vexy intrigued by this woman in her 

80's who seemed so vital and vibrant, taking courses and living in a student residence! 

She had been very encouraging and had taken a special interest in my topic, and the idea 

came to me that she should be included. So, on a Thanksgiving Sunday we rode the 

Toronto Island Ferry to the Rectory Cafe overlooking Lake Ontario. Over mugs of herbal 

tea 1 asked Laura if she would be a research participant in my thesis. Without hesitation 

she said, "Yes." It was the affirmation 1 needed to begin. By way of introduction to her 

personal issues, 1 read a paper she had written for a creative wrîting class on "ageism." 

The other participants had taken the course "Creativity and Wellness" with 

Professor Miezitis and had completed "Personal Projects" and reflection papers. Some of 



the students were appmached about their potential interest in volunteering for this study. 

Out of a list of a possible ten or tweve women, a few seemed to have a genuine interest 

in exploring the issues M e r  and the flexibility to accommodate an i n t e ~ e w  schedule. 1 

spoke to each woman individually over the phone, introducing rnyseif, explaining in 

more detail the scope of the project, and asking for a meeting just to talk more about it. 

At this stage initial impressions were important, as 1 tried to gauge interest level, rapport 

and the possibility of working ciosely together in what, for me, was a very important 

undertaking. 1 met individuaily with each woman, either at her home or at a lounge area 

at OISE/UT. From there we ananged a meeting t h e  and place for our first session, with 

the plan then of having the participants read and sign the release form. The atmosphere of 

openness and trust in that course would lay a foundation for the explorations the 

participants were to go through with me. So the cycle began where 1 worked with two 

women at a time, meeting the- beginning the intewiews, and immeçing myself in their 

issues and literature they were currently reading or studying. 

Initial Meeting 

My main goal at the initial meeting was to set a common ground of understanding 

as to what was to happen between us, to get a sense of the penon and establish rapport. 

During the initial meeting we just taked. I consider rnyself an experienced interviewer 

because of my joumalism training, my work with Children's Aid and most recently 

individual tutoring-consuhg for students with learning disabilities. I tried not to have an 

agenda and do more iistening than tallcing, although the thesis research was the area of 

comrnonality between us, and most women asked many questions. It was very important 

that 1 perceived a sense of energy and genuine interest fiom the participants. 1 cannot 

stress enough the importance of their energy and interest, as in every sense of the word 

they were CO-researchers and participants. Their energy was vital to the success of the 

project. 

Issues that came up were confidentiality, the content of the release forms, the 

range of questions, the t h e  cornmitment expected, and the types of questions 1 would be 

asking. Most asked about my research results to date, which 1 spoke about in a general 

way. 1 conveyed that my research was exploratory, that 1 had a few initial hunches of 



where the research was going, but that my purpose for the interviews was to see what 

would emerge through the process. 

The h t  i n t e ~ e w ,  after the initial meeting, was usually cornfortable while being 

quite intense. 1 atûibute that partly to the effect of the dynamic of the one-to-one 

relationship that was beginningg, as well as the powerful impact of having a tape recorder 

placed between us. There is power and affirmation in "being listened to" and knowing 

our words are being recorded and transcnbed ad& another important dimension to that. It 

was true that in al1 cases 1 had no concem with having insufficient material. Al1 women 

were very articulate, expressed îhemse1ves very clearly, and were very conscientious 

about giving me references, readings, and adding and expanding on points for 

clarification. Their commitment to clarity and integrity in self-expression was truly vital 

and amazing. 

Data Collection 

Early on, the power of the spoken words became very apparent to me dong with 

the level of cornmitment of each participant in gettùig at her own personal "truth." My 

notes at one point have the word "gold." 1 had a true sense of an emerging essence of 

each woman. 1 found most interview sessions physically and emotionally exhausting. 1 

would have to "decompress" and have "down t h e t '  alone for a few hours afterward. That 

was an important part of the process, and 1 would have to plan for it as part of the 

research agenda 1 could not go fkom an i n t e ~ e w  onto another activity. 1 always needed 

this tirne alone to reflect, deal with my emotions, sort through my thoughts, make notes, 

sip tea and get back into the present. Likewise, if a core issue resonated with my own 1 

would be in tears or totally immersed in the "other's" story for a few hours afterward, 

maybe even while going to sleep. Sometimes it took a day or so to feel fully grounded in 

my own reality again. A personal observation was to affirm my role in life as "teacher," 

and not therapist. It is a h e  line sometimes, but it is an important distinguishing 

characteristic for me. 1 do not have the training, expertise and personal stance to be a 

therapist. In my professional life 1 am a teacher, which 1 think involves a bit more 

detachment, although equal caring, with a clear purpose and end goal. Holding those 



differences and fine points was important to me, and being aware that I approach my 

work fiom the stance of "teacher" and "writer." 

1 quickly predicted a pattern following each i n t e ~ e w  and tried to prepare myself 

psychologically for it. Memard 1 read books and materials in which each person was 

currently immersed, such as psychosynthesis, Kegan's life stages and meaning making, 

Gestalt therapy and shamanic studies. Cycles began to emerge in the inteMew process. 

Firstly, psycho1ogically 1 could only meet with two women at a tirne, and 1 also began to 

notice a cycle within the i n t e ~ e w s  themselves. There was a changing energy fiom the 

fint i n t e ~ e w ,  the second and the third. The &st were usuaily taken up with telling their 

story and background in a general way. The second was more intense, with participants 

telling more of a narrative and personal accounts of experiences. The third interview 1 

experienced as more of an "intellectual" exercise, where participants more or less listed 

the traits they thought made up their own resiliency, and the supports around them they 

felt contributed to their personal resiliency. They were dso in a sense going through a 

sort of "closure" knowing that this was the end to the formal interview sessions. In 

transcribing the tapes later, 1 was surpnsed to find a "different voice" in the third 

interviews, especiaiiy cornpared to the rniddle interview or when participants told 

personai narratives. Voice changes on the tape were quite revealing and they were the 

fust things I noticed during transcription: a hollow voice when speaking about a spouse 

they had separated ftom, distant when speaking about an ernotionally bleak tirne, Little 

girl voice when speaking of a traumatic time in childhood. Likewise the voice would shift 

when moving into the present, recounting happy times, and intellectually listing 

observations or ideas, as was the case for the rnost part in the h a i  interview. 

Interviews: The Research Relationshi~ 

We met in different locations: their home, office, and at OISERTT with the goal of 

seeing participants in different settings. This was important to my understanding of the 

person, to background 1 would observe in their surroundings, and the shift in personality 

as participants moved from professional persona to relaxed at home. It was fun to meet 

and be greeted at the door by Sarah in fuzzy slippers and bathrobe while reading the 

morning papers. She quickly changed into jog pants and sweatshirt to sit at her kitchen 



table to tak with me. Later, tallung in her office 1 noticed a picture of her son, met her 

CO-workers and absorbed the milieu of her work environment. Laura and 1 ofien met at 

her home, over a Friday evening fish dinner, and after dinner 1 would sit at the kitchen 

table with the tape recorder between us. Leila appeared at the door having just gotten out 

of the hot tub in robe and hair up in a turban-style towel, a few minutes later retuming 

with "how's that for a quick change?" Leith and 1 met at her office where she is 

establishing a practice as a Gestalt therapist. 1 feIt included when she shared with a CO- 

worker and me that her new ad had been placed in a local magazine. She explained later 

the sense of legitimatization it meant for her. 

In some cases, logistically, it was not possible to rneet other than in an office at 

OISE/UT. That was fine too. Meeting places were always mutually negotiated and kept 

as simple as possible for both parties. Mugs of peppermint tea and comfortable 

surroundings usually made the i n t e ~ e w  process seem comfortable. But 1 was aware of 

the different effect of various settings, that different settings would elicit a different tone, 

sense of safety and level of sharing. 

The heart of qualitative research is the relationship with researchers. Guba and 

Lincoln (1989) state the observer should not be disentangled fiom the observed in the 

activity of inquiring into consûuctions. According to Eisener (1991) there is no "pristine, 

unrnediated grasp of the world as it is" (p. 46) and, M e r ,  that "no sharp distinction c m  

be drawn between knower and known, between accounts of the world and those doing the 

accounting" (p. 248). David Hunt (1992) discusses the research relationship as one where 

the researcher must first accept theu own personhood and their CO-operation with those 

they hope to understand. Personal intentions, dong with the related perceptions and 

actions which fiow fiom them, are our most powerful and sensitive means for recording 

and interpreting our research (Hunt, 1992). In the role as researcher, we need an 

awareness of any personal intentions, perceptions, and actions, but attempting to 

eliminate them as 'experimenter bias' is to cut oneself off from perceptual antennae and 

our capacity to make meaning. According to Hunt, the ideal of eliminating personal bias 

is a misguided iflusion. 

1 felt honoured and affirmed both personally and professionally by the level of 

trust afTorded to me by the CO-participants in this shidy. This is a vital core of qualitative 



research. Where traditional verifiability rests on a raiional proof built upon literal 

intended rneaning, a criticai quaIitative perspective involves a less certain approach 

characterized by participant reaction and em0tiona.I involvement. M e a d  of validity, we 

speak of trustworthiness, of authenticity and integrity as d e m g  characteristics. How 

does the knowing subject corne to know the "other?" How can researchers respect the 

perspective of the "other" and invite the "otheil to speak? The central issue here is 

trustworthiness. According to Kincheloe and McLaren (1998): 

Truth is a matter of the best informed and most sophisticated construction on 

which there is consensus at a given time.Truth is internally related to meaning in a 

pragmatic way through normative referenced claims, intersubjective referenced 

claims, subjective referenced claims, and the way we deictically ground or anchor 

meaning in our daily lives. (p. 262) 

Even though sessions were therapeutic, 1 kept in the forefiont of my mind that I am not a 

therapist. It was not unusual for participants to comment at the close of our talks that they 

" felt good" or " felt better." Sarah was going through separation at the tirne, and 

commented, "Xfm going to be talking to someone about this, it might as well be you." 

Interview ProtocoI 

1 i n t e~ewed  five women over the course of two years. 1 worked with two women 

at a tirne and the time-span between the first and last interview for each woman was 

about three rnonths. 1 conducted three two-hou interviews per person using prepared 

questions and an open-ended inte~ewing approach. As CO-researcher 1 discussed in a 

broad sense issues of resilience in the CO-researchersf lives. A starting point for discussion 

was the CO-researchers' "Personal Reflection Paper" submitted for Solveiga Miezitis' 

course "Creativity and Wellness." 1 had broad questions prepared for this session, with 

the goal of avoiding value Ioaded questions, and attempting to keep them open-ended. 

The second interview focussed on issues arising fiom the h t  session, with 

explorations and more direct attention to issues specific to each individual. The third 

interview incorporated feedback fÎom the CO-researcher, while testing my observations 

and clarimg any differences in perception. The CO-researcherç were actively involved in 

each stage and 1 welcomed their input. 1 was aware of the extremely sensitive nature of 



this topic and memones and feelings it rnight amuse. I was prepared to discuss this with 

the CO-researchers, and felt competent because of both personal experiences and 

professional training, to deal with the issues in a sensitive and supportive manner. 1 also 

recognized that where deeper issues might mise in CO-researchers, they might choose to 

pumie a greater understanding of them fiom other resources, such as personal therapy or 

discussion with a trusted confidant. Of course, participants were fiee to withdraw at any 

thne if they expenenced undue anxiety or ambivalence about their involvement- 

Solveiga Miezitis conducted my own interview with me. 1 chose to be last in the 

cycle for a nuniber of reasons, one of which was scheduling, the second being that 1 

wanted to be able to i n t e ~ e w  the CO-mearchers fiom a position of openness to the 

process. I had read the iiterature on resiliency. 1 was familiar with the "one key person" 

theory, the concept of intemal characteristics and extemal conditions promoting 

resiliency. But 1 had not identifiecl exactly what had contributed to my own personal 

resiliency. This is the stance from which I wanted to approach the women. David Hunt 

(1992) discusses the need for the researcher to be open to surprise, and include people in 

the study who are diEerent fkom thernseives and 1 think that 1 achieved that goal. 



Interview Ouestions 

The following are questions that were asked during the initial interview: 

Describe experiences when you felt you bounced back fiom a setback in your kife. 

Try to recall your earliest memory, right up to the present tirne. Provide examples. 

Based on your expenences, what would you Say were inner characteristics that 

enabled you to bounce back fiom those experiences? What were the 

circumstances surrounding the event that enabled you to bounce back fiom the 

event? 

Was there a turning point, or moment in your life that you distinctiy feel, on 

looking back, when your life took a completely different direction. Describe that 

t he .  

The following questions were asked during the second interview: 

Has the process of talking about these events, or revisiting certain expenences 

changed your perception about what happened or the way that it happened? 

Has the process of t a k g  about the event changed your perception about your 

own role in the situation, or the role of others in the situation? 

The following questions were asked during the third interview: 

1. What sustainç you during difficult times? 

2. What would you Say is the characteristic or characteristics that make you 

resilient? 

3. What are the things around you in your life that you consider vital to encouraging 

your own resiliency? 



Transcription of Taped Interviews 

1 used two tape recorders during interviews, one a battery powered tape recorder 

and another a plug-in. One served as a back up in case of battery or power failure, 

mangled tapes, or inaudible recording. In some instances, when transcribing, sornething 

that was missed on one tape was picked up on another. 1 personally found the 

management of the audio-equipment one of the most stressfùl aspects of data collection. 

in the actual interviewhg process I felt competent, clear in what I was doing, and 

praaiced in taking to people in this way. My main concem, however, was in having 

reliable equipment, a very important consideration in fieldwork. 

A few weeks d e r  the conclusion of each interview 1 began to transcnbe them 

ont0 yellow legal pads. In total there was over 200 fiours of Ionghand transcriptions from 

the audio tapes. During the transcription 1 was made increasingly aware of the realization 

that when we speak we only perceive a smail percentage of what the person says. 

Communication is made up of so much more than what our actual words convey. It 

includes the words, tone of voice, inflection, pauses, pacing, laugher and choking up. We 

miss a lot of communication when we talk to each 0 t h .  1 also used the transcription t h e  

to check on the integrity of my own i n t e ~ e w  process-of whether 1 led a person to what I 

hoped they would Say. 1 was able to c o n f h  that in my questionhg 1 gave broad choices, 

and 1 was reassured that the participant was following her own agenda within the 

fi-amework of the topic and the questions. Many of the participants were veqr insistent on 

specific points they wanted to rnake, and workd hard to be sure I understood them. 

Very eariy in this stage I noticed participants used a different voice when 

speaking about different times in their lives. The k t  two interviews largely involved 

anecdotes and recalling mernories, while the 1 s t  i n t e ~ e w  questions focussed on the 

person listing their characteristics of resiliency and supports around them that contiibuted 

to resiliency. The last i n t e ~ e w  led to an ''inteilectualization" of what the participants 

thought made hem resilient. This was an issue to which 1 retumed often. The different 

i n t e ~ e w s  and different voices became a basis of cornparison for information gathered. 

Transcnbed notes were then typed on the cornputer verbatim. 1 am a fast typist, so 

this task went fairly quickly, but it was dso served as another opportunity to go into the 

material. While transcnbing longhand and during the typing I found myself starting to 



make notes, underlining key quotes and finding comrnonalities between the participants. 

It was important to use large p ~ t  and double spacing for codhg and organization. 1 

used the person's h t  initial and my initial to indicate the question and answer format, 

and recorded clearly at the top relevant information including name, date, where the 

interview took place, and whether it was i n t e ~ e w  number one, two or three. Each 

participant wanted a copy of the transcnbed interview, making corrections, filling in 

sections that were inaudible on the tape, correcthg spelling and place names, and 

clarimg dates. One participant wanted a copy on cornputer disk because it had 

references to her grandmother that she wanted to keep. 1 organized raw data in a binder 

for each participant including the signed release fom, the interview protocol questions, 

the yellow legal pads of longhand transcnbed notes, the typed transcriptions and any 

other materials or readings they gave me. 1 labeled the side of the binder with the 

participant's name. 

Reading and Cod@ 

1 developed a method of coding data that was to prove invaluable in making it 

manageable when 1 was ready to begin writing. My method of data organization was to 

number each exchange chronologically on the left hand side of both the longhand 

transcribed notes and the typed transcnpts. On the right hand column 1 surnmarized each 

paragraph by one or two key words or phrases. The key word or phrase summary became 

invaluable when 1 was writing and wanted to make a quick reference to a quote, or corne 

back to it later. My reference then had a topic and a numerical place dong with the 

i n t e ~ e w  number. 1 put a star on the top right or wrote a key word on the top right of a 

page if it was directly on topic and used the word "key" if it was directly relevant to 

characteristics of resiliency, or any other related topics that emerged within that 

fiamework. When writing I put large check marks over material 1 had used as a method 

of organization and to avoid duplication. 

The Creation of the Co-Researcher's Narrative from Transcripted Raw Data 

By this stage 1 had been over the materials a few times: 1) the actual interview, 2) 

transcription onto yeliow legal pads, 3) typing, 4) reading 5) coding. It was summer and 1 



had the opportunity to use a fiend's campsite up north for one week alone with no 

television, radio, computer or other reading materials- I took three women's interviews 

with me, including the yellow legal pads and typed transcriptions and additional readings. 

In that space 1 immersed myseff in the interviews and background information of those 

three women, 1 really felt their presence there with me while 1 sat at the table Iistenuig to 

the birds, looking out at the Iush August growth, steeping myselfin their stories. 

1 am a daily jogger, so 1 began a daily routine of a moming run and swirn and 

then sitting down to read and code one person's h t e ~ e w .  While coding 1 would rough 

out an outline of the person's life story in chronological order, dso marking the interview 

as such for easy reference, or recording the page numbers. 1 also recorded issues, themes 

or characteristics of resiliency, which began to emerge. The next day 1 would begin with 

the person's outline and start to write. This process continued until the week's end, and 1 

had written drafts of three Iife stories. Because the electricity was unreliable, 1 wrote the 

Iife histories longhand on yellow legal pads. Once the details of their life were covered, 1 

branched out into their particular methods of coping, their own components of resiliency, 

and a Iist of characteristics at the end. About three weeks later 1 began the process again 

with the last three interviews. This time 1 used a colleague's office, packing food and 

snacks for each day and going through the process of steeping myself in each CO- 

research's material. It was important for me to be away fiom e-mail, telephone and other 

communication to have complete concentration for long penods of uninterrupted time. 

Following completion of this stage 1 typed the interviews on the computer and 

subrnitted them to my professor for feedback. At the same time 1 contacted each 

participant advising them 1 had completed a ciraft of their Iife story, and we began to 

negotiate times to meet with each person individually. 

One problem 1 experienced was how to stay on course with the topic of 

"resiliency" and not get sidetracked into the topic of "transition." 1 found myself listening 

to their stories, contuiually being amazed by the level of honesty and openness and 

surprised at how their issues resonated with my own. 1 found my own place within the 

framework of resiliency and mid-life transition by enterkg into the process with the 

women and hearing their stories. 



CHAPTER THREE 

STORIES OF RESILIENCE 

Introduction 

What can 1 Say in preparation for the six women's stories that foliow? They are in 

many ways ordinary women. They have lived ordinary lives. Pulitzer prize winnïng 

author Carol Shields once stated, "It's my life's theme-either we're al1 ordinary, or none 

or us are." Yet, in so many ways these women have been called on to do extraordinary 

things. 

In researching the topic of resifiency and through my dialogue with the CO- 

researchers, I got to know them and consequently myself better. Our talks were intense, 

emotiond, honest and insightfiil. The women displayed a Ievel of integrity and 

cornmimient to the exploration of the topic of resiliency that was vital to this project. 

They ûusted me and the research process with their level of disclosure and iiisight about 

their personal lives. 

1 believe synchronicity played a big part in ow coming together with a 

combination of education, life experience, personal therapy and level of appropnate 

disclosure leading to meaningfûl and productive self-reflection. These women risked 

their intimate selves and the result was mutual growth and understanding and new 

fkiendsfiips. Through their commitment and willingness to be vulnerable, our 

understanding of resilience has moved forward. 

During our interviews, 1 wrote the word bbgoId" in my notes. For me, that 

describes the moment when a level of honest sharing occurs, a truth is achieved or 

revealed, a connection is made. 

May the women's stories be received with the amitude of respect and hurnility in 

which they are ofFered. 



Laura 

Laura's head lowers slightiy, gray brai& crowning her head, her eyes cIosed in 

concentration as sbe looks back over her 83 years. Like the velveteen rabbit in the famous 

children's tale, Laura has the patina of something weIl loved, eyes that shine fkom the 

heart, apple cheeks and fine, fine lines that crisscross her skin. She has a plethora of 

anecdotes to choose fkom when asked about resiliency. She is a role mode1 to my fiiends 

and me, a smogate grandmother who ofien responds wiîh a heartfelt, "Yes, dear, " or 

"Oh, my word!" 

Family History 

Born in 191 5 on a southem Ontario f m ,  Laura is a third generation Canadian of 

Scottish and native Canadian ancestry, the product of the proper British Victorian 

manners of the tirne. She was three years old when her rnother was diagnosed with breast 

cancer. Her rnother traveled to the United States for treatment, dyhg suddenly there. 

Relatives wanted to keep Laura in the States. On the advice of a lawyer a "kidnapping" 

was arranged to r e m  her to the 350 acre fami with her father and grandparents. Shortly 

aflerwards her father retumed h m  a party in Toronto with a new wife, a stepmother to 

Laura, a woman trained as a govemess, poor but proud with "upper crust Scottish old 

country correct manners." And Laura met her and just did not like her. Laura had to 

leave the big house and live in the small house where she was born. Now, instead of 

being taken into bed as before when she had nightmares, she screamed at being sent to an 

upstairs bedroom, aftaid she'd suffocate behind the closed door. The door wasnY opened 

until she stopped screaming, and she recalls lying on the floor trying to get air fiom the 

crack under the door. Her stepmother was controliing, enforcing strict rules and her 

father, although loving, did not stand up to his new wife on L a d s  behalf A significant 

memory was being made to apologize to her stepmother when she didn't mean it. And 

when she went to an aunt with her "tale of woe" of feeling misunderstood, she was not 

consoled but told to deal with her stepmother and father directly. Trying to overcome a 

sense of isolation, she recalls being outside with the dog and experiencing her nrst sense 

of spirituality. 



There was a presence there that was with me that was comforting and real ... so 

that was a red helpmate. A n i  it disappeareed. but it never really lefi ne. you how. It lep, 

but I had a sense that I wasn 't totally isolated. 

Today she tries to make sense of the family influence, quoting Car1 Jung: 

Nothing hm a stronger influence psycho2ogically on their environment and especially on 

their children than the unlived lzfe of the parent. 

Creativity and S pirituality 

She recalls continually feeling a seme of her innate creativity being squashed 

when practicing her piano lessons, presenting a landscape drawing, or singing off key. 'Tt 

was a putdown. Plunk " 
I escaped Ulto books. Our sitting room was the librnry and of course, there were 

al1 these books and they were mostlyfiom the 1gh Centwy. So. here I wm not bowing 

whnt in the world l was reading halfhe time, but Iread anyway. I was forever escaping 

into books and 1 wasn 't doing the dusting and so it got so-I have no doubt a lot of the 

time I was punished because of the reading. that I felt guilty about ..Bad loved to 

read ... everybody liked to read! But there was a proper time for it. Not when there were 

chores to do. So. older I really almost cut myseifofffiom readingfiction because I could 

leave non-fiction much eosier than I could leave Jction. 1 found a spot to hide out for 

reading. I'd go outside. Sornetimes there were kids. The fann, whoever was working for 

Dad would have children and I'dplay with them. They seemed to be boys rather than 

girls. But I was forever making c o q  spots and dnfir in the winter. Oh dear, and in the 

house in the middie of a woodpile. 

As a somewhat sickly child she recalls the terrible flu that stnick when she was 

Young. The local doctor saw her need for a playmate and brought his daughter. Laura 

recalls the joy of having a fkiend to play faines and "wands of the weeds" using thistles 

dipped in snow. Although she knew she was loved and cared for, with a base of security 

in never doubting her fathers genuine afEection, she nevertheless distinctly felt a lack of 

encouragement. Her spiritual experience was reinforced by family attendance at church, 

but she noted her aunts being the very grain of respectability, while her grandfather 

would s q u h  or perhaps even leave in disagreement. Her father had a genuine 



spirituality but was not a regdar church attender. But by osmosis a significant growth 

took place. 

There wtzs something that wus a spirïtuaZ side of life thut was very real- Sitting in 

church between grandparents and my aunt, I felt the influences of the generations and 

their time that they were fiom. 1 rnust have hud a sense of myselfthat Igive credit to 

those first formative years, and I give a lot of credit to whatever that spirifuaZ experience 

was that X was @en-and with my aunt and my grandmother, was Anglican. And we went 

to church, you know, regularly, and I'd sit beside my grandmother. 1 can remember my 

grandmother on one side and my grandfather on the other and I was in the middle there. 

Now, Dad rarely went to church. But he had a strong faith, regardles ... and just sort of 

sitting in the pew and my grandfather was alwaysJdgeting around and blowing his nose. 

And ifhe didnt agree with what was being said he would sort o f f iget  and rnight even 

walk out. But my grandmother, she was very, what was it, never dreamt of going against 

the grain of the respectjl. But it was very meaningfirl to her. and somehow or other-just 

sitting there in church, Sunday afier Sunday, I think L a n d  my aunt would be there too. 

That it was very sigttzj5cant, by sort of osmosis. n a t  there was something- That there was 

a spintual side to life that was very real. And 1 think I got that. And I go back. as I say, to 

Victorian tirnes because I can remember the old dining room tabk and old walnut 

fiuniture and a f t r  breakjfiàst my grandfather was supposed to do the reading of the 

morningprayers, you know, in the Anglican Book of Common Prayers. And 1 can 

remember kneeling down beside the chair and we had morningprayers around the table. 

So, you know, it was important. And Dad ... they rarely went ... special occasions ... but we 

could not get him to be a churchgoer, but he got it over to me very plain&. I can 

remember talking about the miracles and he said something, ' lf God c m  create 

something then he can heal a broken leg. ' It was strong. I was given that bask, so 1 think 

I'm vew gratefil for that. 

Love of Nature 

Laura was shy, always hanging behind someone's skirts. But she loved the 

outdoors and recalls exploring nature with her dog by her side, Yying down in the g r a ~ s  

and looking up at the clouds and maknigpictures. " She was isolated but imaginative and 



"loved to climb, hide away up in the trees eating apples. " Hdping her father lead the 

team in plowing and getting hay or driving the rake, being thanked for her help despite 

the '"wobbly lines"' led to a sense of being a part of something meaningfbl, of 

contributing. Other famiIy values she recalls were a sense of "keep going. Don 't @ve up. 

So there had to be a real earthquake under me before I gave in." 

School and Community History 

At school, Lama was a f m  girl sent to school with the village children, and 

therefore felt like a "misfit," very aware of class distinctions. She loved Ieaming but 

recaIls the universal shame of not being asked to be on teams because she reaiiy could not 

throw ! 

1 was completeZy ... 1 was isolated ... no fooling! Jean was my wonderficl bosom 

fnendfrom the village. It was in a fam community. And ifthey hadn 't had property in the 

village 1 wouldn 't have gone to school there. 1 could have gone to the counw where at 

Iemt there were faming kids around. But I went to the village ... and whatever they did in 

the village 1 wouldn 't be a part of: And Jean was my only contact and then her father died 

and they leB. MW have lefi when I was about nine. ï l a t  was devmtating. Su 1 was a 

m i s -  Sutton was settled by educated EngZish-Scottish people. Su there's a class 

distinction there. And my grandmother wm an eariy settler there. And the house she lived 

in was calZed the 'Manor House'and where 1 lived was called 'A id ie  Hill Fam. ' So it's 

a throwback somehow or other. My father'speople were Scottish-Uudron's Bay, and the 

great-grandfather retired there and he was well up in the Huakon Bay. There was a class 

division thnt I was mare of which made it hard too. for me. 

I liked leanzing but there were al1 these upserting things. I wouldn 4 have got the 

prize for populmïty. I could hit a baseball but 1 could not throw! So nobody wanted me 

on a team. Ifve always liked to leam and I think another thing is that, fiom my 

experience, going through lqe, of this isolation in childhood, it just happened that's the 

way it was. That I've been very appreciative ofpeople and beingpart of the group. f ie 

appreciatedfnenh, and being a part, because Ididn 't have it. So, that ifyou always 

have it then ... wherear I appreciated if and continue to do so. 



She grew up in the period following World War 1 when women and children had 

a subordinate roIe in society. 

Women were caregivers. m e  young. the old and sick in the family were the 

responsibiIity of women. Daughters sacnfced their careers to stay ut home and take care 

of their parents. As a girl, I could aspire to becoming a teacher, nurse or work in an 

ofice until, hopefiilly. Igot mam-ed- 1 was taught to be obedient, helpful andpolite- to be 

a helpmate. I was to be a serf-effacing, carïng, supportive woman. liz the 1920's or 

1930 5, social assistance camafi.orn families, religzgzous institutions or volunteers. Those 

who upplied on& did so when desperate. Ophanages andpoor howes took care of those 

who had no one and thus pouredshame on inmates. To be kept by the government was 

demeaning. Should some tragedy happen. families depended on one another for support. 

Early Adulthood 

As a young adult Laura h t  trained as a teacher in the Toronto Nomal School. A 

memory stands out of reading with a circle of children surrounding her, when a 

supervisor spying hem fiom the doorway told the students to return to their seats; an 

illustration of a different era in education. Unable to get work in that field, Laura later 

switched to nurses' training, and apprenticed and received payment of room and board, 

working to become a registered nurse at Toronto Generai Hospital. 

This was between 1935 and 1938 during the Depression and before antibiotics 

and wide use of h g s .  We were taught that the person was made up of body, mind and 

spirit, that their physical heulth depended on their spiritual and mental health und to pay 

attention to those elements. 

Married in 1941 to a man she looked up to, who was university educated and 

employed by the govemment, they had three children and settled into a traditional 

married life in Nova Scotia Laura ran the household and her husband doled out the 

family hances. She reluctantly accepted the situation, vaguely uneasy and questioning 

never having any money of her own; he thought that was "stupid." Her years as a family 

woman taught her ofirst of al1 to turn your life over to the care of God and then go 

forward mafiad. One foot before the other. " She uses the analogy of camping as a way 

of handliag change. 



1 never camped as a child or anything. On a fam. swnmer holidays were foreign. 

that was the busiest time of the year. But my husband loved camping and introduced me 

tu camping. Living 12 years in the Maritimes, they would drive and camp and make it a 

holiday. 

Again, he iuved to get things organized,j?nd out the campsites that had 

pools ...and try and get in between three andfaur in the aftemoon and we'd go for a swim 

and have dinner. I mean, thefirst year we did it with two tents, and three M... But this 

constant camping ... as we were trmeZ1ig we did camp longer periocis of tirne. Today, 

when her farnily expresses concern over changes or another move Laura is about to 

embark on, her response is often: Oh, it 's just another campsite. Change is just another 

campsite. Y o u f i  it up as best you can to make it home and it's a short time or a long time 

and on you go to another campsite. 

Paid Employment 

In 1972, with one child at home and attending University, the other two not yet out 

of high school, &er 30 years of mariage, her husband died suddenly. 

niings have happened so suddeni'y in my iife: just bingo. One day things were as 

usual and the next day my hurband had died. 

Never having had paid employment during her marriage Laura explains it was 

"al1 so sudden. " She needed money, and received her Nova Scotia pension but no Canada 

Pension. But I needed this extra, and it never came through und it never came through. 

So, it gave me, again. a push up. I've got to have m e  more money. So I went searching 

for a job. 

Laura had taught Sunday schooI at "old St. Paul's" and knew one of the kids was 

the daughter of a psychiatrist. So she got to kmw him. His wife was a diabetic and Laura 

saved magazines to give her to take to her work at the Nova Scotia psychiatrie hospital. 

'Su 1 look my magazines and I told her 1 wanted ... needed ... some work " The woman told 

Laura that Dr. Smith was only part-tirne at the hospital, but was opening an office part- 

t h e .  And his current receptionist was not very satisfactory. " n e  next day he phoned 

and so there I w u .  That gave me tremendous satisfaction. That 1 managed to do it. 

Managed tofind myseifa job. " And she received her Canada Pension. Knowing nothing 



about the job, she made mistakes; these were pre-cornputer days. Laura laughs at the 

memory of a man fiom the govemment coming and Einding mistakes on dl the 

catalogued Nova Scotia insurance cards, " the whole pike of them. So lïve and leam. But 

it gave me great sattfaction, what I did. I could manage. " Eventually the job ran out, but 

there were bigger challenges yet to corne in the spiral of her life. 

University Studies 

Her daughter, a university student at the tirne, taked her into taking a non-credit 

university course. "'Our WorZd. ' Jwt for wornen- And it wm jus? greut. " This was 2973, 

when Women's Studies was not yet a discipline, and women came and joined their 

discussion, their children tucked away in day-care. And through that Laura got interested 

in taking more university courses. At 57 she took her first credit course, "Perspectives on 

Women" with input fiom al1 the disciplines: history, anthropology, science, and 

psychology. Then she had to pick a major subject. 

"We had to zero in on something, and 1 had nothing to zero in on! So, 1 codd 

choose between religrgrous studies and political science. And political science sounded 

ghastiy. So I did a general B.A. Such a stnrggle. Anyway. Ipmsed sornehow. 1 kept on. 

And it w m  very satisfiing. Su. " Nine years later, in 1982 at the age of 66 the local paper 

ran a story of Laura "finally graduating" with her BA. Rer son smiles proudly today as he 

says, "Mom and 1 took a course together. We were in the same class." 

Laura is a small woman, petite in build and fair complexioned-a prime candidate 

for osteoporosis. She had had bouts of severe anexnia In mid-life her severe back pain 

was diagnosed as sciatica, and she experienced the powerlessness of being bedridden 

while the household continued without her, for the k s t  time in her life the sense that 

there was absolutely nothing she could do. In retrospect she now feels that was a f b t  

warning of what would later develop into osteoporosis. Doctors have since fond discs in 

her back, which are completely fusecl. At that time her bones started breaking. It was a 

gradua1 thing: her baby finger, her wrist, and her arm. With her shouider broken, her son 



wrapped her up with her coat on backwards, stuffing her into the car like a rag doll so she 

would not miss a uriiversity class. 

Again she talks about "the speed with which things happen. " Her son Tom had 

just retunied fiom a conference in Europe and he had a cold. While he rested on the 

couch she went out back for a walk with the dog. She describes the s e h g  as "Nova 

Scotia woods. Rough. Real woods-not like Ontario woods. " She walked dong a path, up 

into an area called the barre-, and chbed  a hill. The sun was setting. She looked d o m  

over Bedford and the basin beyond, throwing sticks for the dog. Underfoot the Nova 

Scotia granite had a light covering of gravel, and she lost her balance and feIL 

And there I was. 1 t e d  to raise this leg. Hurt Zikefüry. Wouldn't move. I knew. 

You know. Once you've broken a bone you know ... if was up in my hip. And there was 

nothing I could do. Not a dam fhing. 

It got colder and sti1I she couldn't move. "Beautz@l sunset. fie never seen such a 

sunset. I was on top of the world. " She h e w  her son would come eventualfy, but when? 

She waited about an hour, totally helpless. 

Because there's nothingyou can do. Absolutely nothing you can do. 11's getting 

cold and it 's getting dark and there you are. So I kept on saying the payer font Noman 

Vincent Peale: 'God is always with me. He loves me. 1 can trust Him. IW do my best tu 

not be afi-aid' and Qing to ...kep t turning away fiom my fear. PhysicaiZy I could do 

absolutely nothing. Igot rny body straightened out, so that Zmsened the pain. And Tom 

was there. Evev time when I've been faced with txtremes. heb has always corne. The 

biggy is not to get swallowed up by the fear. And that's where Isay 'let go and let God. 

Her son found her, ran back for an ambulance, and the vehicle, of course, couldn't 

get in with al1 the trees. So there was a stretcher and Lights strung everywhere. An hour's 

wait at the hospital. Broke her hip. Surgery. Surgeons had to do a hip replacement. Now 

Lama adds "mobiiity" to her list of things she appreciates in life. " I was not mobile. 

Plunk. " 
She remembers her sense of vulnerability of being an old woman in the hospital, 

of having to assert herself. When they were wheeling her up with the intent of x-raying 

on her nght knee, how the nurse wouldn't listen when L a w  insisted there was nothing 

wrong with her knee, the injury had been to her left hip. 



On an emotional level, she tatks about osteoporosis as being bent double with 

other people's issues. She remembers tima of going to her aunt for solace. "When I told 

her al1 my complaints, she said, 'Dont come to me, go to yourparents. ' That war very 

devastating to me because that says that I couldn 't go to anybody else. 1 had to keep it all 

to myselfand 1 think.that camed an awful lot of weight. " When she has the feeling of not 

being her "authentic self," it triggers childhood memones of having to apologize to her 

stepmother, and her father wodd beg her to apologize when she clicin? really mean it. 

ïXat was part of the way of agreeing. Cause I'd hold out and hold out and then 

Dad wodd come tu me and say, 'She feek so badly. just go up and say you're sorry. ' This 

was always the thing she wanted me to say. And so M giw in to him. But it's not being 

the authentic self And so it went that way. And then being very much a part of - 

the ... brought up in a culture where women were to serve; we were the second c h s  

citizens. Although, that's not fair exact& in a fanning community, because there was 

great respect, but there were separate roles. S M  and all the men had the power. So I 

continued to be conditioned .. .then training of course, the doctors were 'lora3 of creation! 

You got up on your feet when they came in and you held the doors open when they lefi 

We were very driIled in hierarchy. And the head nurses were the priority, and you were 

the lowest of the low and stood back for everybody. So. ail abng the way ... and then when 

1 was mam*ed, again, the same thing. My hrrrband was under the same thing where the 

man was the...yet, he wasn 't autocratie and so forth ... but hek stilZ of the school ... Still I 

was confming. con forming, confonning und ah ... that fine line ... and 1 can l say I've 

found it yet. But how to be authentic and be compassimate of others but don 't take their 

burdens on rny back Haw to distinguish, because everything told me that's just what 1 

did ... what Ishoulddo ... 

F a w y  Conflict 

At 78 Laura and her son had lived together for some time in Gloucester, outside 

of Ottawa, sharing household expenses and chores, a cornfortable partnership that worked 

for them both. Laura had given psychologicai support while Tom hished his masteis 

degree, and now he had a responsible job. 



We joint& owned the house. We had a joint bank account, and he had a new job. 

A responsible job for the first tirne after many years of being a student with bartending 

and garage and all the rest of it, t o m  in. And then we shared the upkeep. I had 

osteoporosis and broke my hip in 85  1 think it was, in Bedford, and dad to have an 

arrifcial hip, u f t r  four breaks before that. So, Tom was always concerned that I would 

faZl again. And I had the on& car but we shared it. WelZ, then he got involved with a 

ma& wuman who had le@ hm- marnage ... a rnother of two children, and 1 think one 

was four, the little girl was four 1 think at the time, and the boy was nine. She couldn 2 

support herserand le$ the mam-age very sudden& and had no place to go and was 

fiightened of being alone and so I agreed to her corning in-it seemed only right . .. what 

was she going to do? But that produced a situation that 1 could not live with. She took 

over and she had written me beforehund. and when she was uring ive'she meant Tom 

and she, that 1 was to come to them ifthings weren 't going right. 1 blew up more or las. 

So I went and spoke to ker. Not blowing up, but told her that this would not work That 

the only way it would work would be ifsomehow-three of us, as three adults and two 

children-could work out how we were going to manage. 

She taiks about "turningpoints" and the "moment of decision " as the key to the 

unfolding of this ongoing story. With tension in the household and Laura feeling 

displaced, her son suggested they a l l  see a weII-recommended farnily systems therapist. 

Laura acknowledged the differences among the generations, the difficulty with having to 

do îhhgs differently fiom the way they'd always been done. She felt that as  a family they 

should try to negotiate, accommodate, and manage as best they could. She remembers her 

feelings. 

mat's  the use. Nobody understundr. Ijwt have to put up with the situation. 1 also 

became aware that I had felt this way before. Where did it come from? After puzzling and 

praying 1 remembered my childhood, my ongoing battles with my stepmother, my father 

coaxing me untilfinally 1 confonned. saying I was sorry when I did not feel it, jusî for the 

sake of peace. 

During the therapy session Lam, feeling "an implication thal my life was one of 

dependency, " expressed her views that the therapist was ageist and sexist, her anger 

hally fbeling her uncharacteristic outspokenness. Tcannot remember a time in my life 



when Ihave been so angry. I found my voice. " She was fùrious enough to make plans to 

leave. "So, to get me to move it seemed you had to get me reaZZy mad. " 
Ihad a sense of mysefthat w m  't squished. lXat wus a key point. That made me 

decide l have to do something. ' 1 know too that 1 can 'l afford to get too uptight and upset. 

The first thingyou know I'iZ fall and 1% break bones. That's sort of a basic. 1 know I can't 

afford it. 

Turning Point 

Doors opened and by a series of synchronous steps she ended up in Toronto. Her 

life changed in unimaginable ways: living in her own apartment, doing volunteer hospital 

work, taking courses, nding the subway, joïning groups, meeting new fiiends of al1 ages. 

Tension with Liz continues. She says if she had not had the exposure to university, with 

feminist studies, the whole episode with Liz would have snowed her under. She tries to 

see beyond, ttoZder women need to have that. " She knows there is something unnnished 

there-the leamhg spiral. Significantly, another codlict erupted afler one of our 

in te~ews.  Lama hows she's handling the situation better because she's focussing more 

on her own reactions. 'Tt's not what the otherperson does. fi's how I react to if. And I 

can 't let go until I become consciom of what I do. And I'm getting clearer. " She is 

beginning to lose interest in the struggle. '!h tired. It's boring. Yes, I've lost interest. 

Well. when I've lost interest, I've sure& moved. " In relationship systems theory, when one 

person moves, the other will predictably react with a countemove. The Iast time Laura 

visited Ottawa, Liz had Iefi a fnendly note for her, a sign of movemegt on her part as 

well. Laura recalls a symbolically significant dream with an image of a snake shedding 

it's skin. Using k t i n g s  of Jungian psychoanalyst Marion Woodman (1985) she 

interpreted it as a message that "emotion is the c h e r  of consciousness." In the dream 

she was the granhother, which she interpreted as standing for "birth, growth, death and 

resurrection" according to her studies of psychosynthesis by Robert Assagioli (1965). 

Laura says she had to get in touch with her shadow side, accepting "the uglirzess of 

friction and the grief of loss to a movement toward regeneration and seIf-actuulization. " 



Recurring Themes-The Spiral 

Laura's recmrhg issues center round being part of a culture where women were 

second cIass citizens. In farming communities where she grew up, older women were 

respected and loved, the younger wornen looking after them. While men held the power, 

women had a pIace in the community. They were suwivors and had stories to tell of their 

stmggles. 

It saddens me. So much lived axpedence is buried with the old women. Today, 1 

beiieve our voices need to be heard. We have lived through incredible changes and we 

have suwived. We need to p u s  on our strengths and weaknesses. 

The spiral continues as a current event may trigger something fkom the past to 

resurface: her childhood home with its ghosts and echoes, her feeling of displacement 

when her stepmother arrived, al1 repeated, seventy years later with Liz. 

I always have the feeling, 'Oh gtmd. Now I'm through with that. No more. 'And 

then. bingo. There you go again. I can see it's constant& being aoare of rny own 

reactions and then I can see whether it's heIpfirZ or a great hindrance. It'i usually a great 

hindrance. 

Aging 

Laura's study of Robert Kegan's (1 994) life stages theory has given her a renewed 

appreciation of being old, that she is still growing and changing with a need to live in the 

present, 

Who I am has no age. Everybody, I think. is at dtrerent stages. You go through 

stages, phases, whatever, and I'm at a stage of being old. I'm not middle aged, and fie 

gone beyond that ... because ... being over 80. I don? look at things the same woy that I did. 

and 1 think that i~ a key thing. 

She now has a more realistic view of her late husband, though a university 

graduate with a good job he didn't lmow it dl-and the danger of evaluating yourself 

against another's standards. '7 think l'm finally learning. They 're on their jotirney. I'm on 

mine. I%e moved. 1.5 a waste of time. Jurt a plain waste of time. ." Asked how do you 

know yourve moved, Laura answen, "Tu me it's like puning on another pair of glasses. ." 



Laura likes the image of the phoenix nsing fÏom the ashes that she found in a 

Jungian dream dictionary. Today she takes pnde in her new way of life, in managing 

little day-to-day things: doing the dishes, managing her money, getting l o t  on the 

subway- al1 relative to the phase you're in. She acknowledges not having the energy she 

used to, praising spiritual teacher Ram Das (1980) for validating less guilt around that 

issue. So she priontizes, while managing her guilt about not doing more, comparing 

herself to some who push too hard and then have no energy left for themselves. '7 think 

there's d i m e n t  challenges at dzfferent stages- When we 're old it 's a going inward to find 

more meming and share LI. You have to reach a balance between being invoived and 

having time for yourserf:" She prizes her mobility and independence, constantiy doing 

something to optirnize it: exercise, acupuncture, sacro-cranial message, and positive 

attitude. "We Ye're body, mind and spirit and boy one of them f d s  by the wayside and you 

go down. " She has a new awareness and ability to choose which she credits to the result 

of Jesus' teachings and prayer dehed as "loving intentionality. ' She would never have 

these insights if she did not work at it continually, "day by day by day by day in whatever 

way. trying to let go and let God, and reading and meditation and so forth." 

Personal Meaning: 

It is an important contention of Laura's that we need meaning in our lives. "And 

that's very basic to resiliency, because ifthere's no rneaning then we give up. " She feels 

rneaning has corne for her fiom growing up with Christian values, her enjoyment of 

reading, that she is philosophical with a need to search for deeper meanings. The key for 

her is seeing life as a gifi, to become conscious of the divine and not get caught up in the 

cornpetitive, materialistic world, to become conscious of a different ethic and live out of 

that. "For whatever reason, lrve known I had to search for the spiritual. It's sort of a part 

of me. Thal's basic to me. Why and wherefore I don >t know. Nature i s  part of the spiral. If 
you take the awe out of nature you're Zefl with nothing but the materialistic world. " Her 

childhood lessons caused what she interprets as an inward rebellion. She now stnves for 

authenticity and forgiveness. 



Forgiveness 

Idon 't know why, what's behind the other person that's projecting ail these 

things, these misdemeanors on me. I don 't h o w  why they 're dumping al1 th& 1 can think 

of vurious triggers, but forgiveness to me rneans that I...well Jesu was the epitome, 

'Father forgive them for they know not what they do.'lt<s no help to them, no help to me, 

even ifidon 'î say anything, to battle mentall'y with them, 1 canjust as soon by and 

become mare of whatever I've contnbuted. 

Forgive myselffor gettihg in this state and then go forward to do whatever seem 

to be important, and the underlphg belief that I have to let go. The higher selfthat I have 

tried to connect with God will guide me and whatever I'm doing will be positive. not 

negative. 

Before I let go 1 have tu know what I've conhibuted and acknowledge it. And it's 

becoming conscious of my interaction, but taking responsibiity for mine, and letting go 

and let them take responsibility for theirs, and somehow doing so with compassion. that 

they are on their path. lfthey don 't solve it now they're going tu go around and stmggle 

with it. 

ï%at cornes ffom the second step ofAA, 'Turn your will and your l$e over to the 

care of God as you understood Him. ' First step: recognize you 're powedess. And 

recognùing I'm powerless fits in with recognxn'ng that I'm in the g~@ of fear, and then 

praying as best 1 can, which is tuming my back on fear mentally. So when I turn my back 

on fear I'm letting go of the fear. And that tu me is forgiveness. 

Laura illustrates with a quote fiom The Creation of Health by Norman Shealy and 

Caroline Myss (1 988), among her wide range of current reading. "Depression is an 

ovenvhelming reaction to fear in which we allow o u r s e h  to feel unworthy or so aji-aid 

that we give in to what Freud called the 'death wish. '" 

Teaching and Learning 

Laura has tremendous respect for teaching and the value of learning, feeling it is 

the basis of  her spirituaiity. 'Tt @ves me great pleasure ifïfind something meaningfùl 

and I'rn able tu share it with somebody else and then sort of see a bnghtening of their 

eyes. You know, 'Oh.' That sort of interaction that meuns that they go? the idea. I enjoy 



that. And I think that gives me resiliency. " She gains strength fiom afnrmations she's 

leamed and repeats, such as the Bible quote, " We are not born of the spirit, for God did 

not give us the spirit of thidity, but a spirit ofpower and love and self-control. (2 

Timothy 1: 7) "or Norman Vincent Peale's (1987)"God is nlways with me. He loves me. 1 

can mt him. I'll do my best to not be afiaid. " 
I'm in contact with people whose problems have been so severe. So in 

endemonhg to be of assistance, and nying to stay open, in giving I've received an aw@ 

lot. But just asking the other person to giw to me hasn 't been easy and still isn 't. But it's 

in trying to give Iget back far more than I mer gave, and it will corne back to me. To get 

1 have to give; that 5 abundance. You first have to give before you can get. It's the 

principle of universal love, to love God andyour neighbor as yourselfwill move you 

beyond isolation. And somehow after the comeback's made and so forth, I can have fin 

with the silliness of things. They seem so a v f l  and when you look at them more carewly 

they can be rididous at the time. 

Laura's childhood experience of going to her aunt for help and being tumed dom 

has stayed with her. It made it difficult for her to reach out and be a part of the group. 

So I learned, unfortunately. that I wosn 't to usk for help. I had to do it myself: In 

various groups I%e been in, we had the give and t u b  and in that way Iovercame this old 

prohibition that 1 wasn't to ask for heZp. That's one reuson I found groups so great. 

because I could say where 1 was corningfiom and I could ask for heZp when I heard how 

other people responded. And we couZd Zaugh at ourselves ... but if had to be in a group 

session somehow or other for me to overcome the old taboo. I'd sooner not ask because 

to ask for help and have somebody trivialize my request or say they didnrt understand, or 

give me the feeling that I w u  taking up their tirne, and they were busy or something. I'd 

sooner not risk that. Sort of the skin is tenderfiom the pain of that in childhood. 

Meditation 

'Tm learning mare about meditation and that is tremendousZy heZpfil. 1 have to 

quiet myself; my fears. '' The last three years she has paaicipated in a week long workshop 

on psychosynthesis, gainhg energy and empowennent fiom being part of a group, and 

the leaming that combines spirituality and becoming consciously aware. 



Taking Action 

I have to ta& responsibility before 1 can take action. Ifyou had to stop and think 

which foot to put befre  the other, you'd never get any distance. I chuckled away over 

that one and thought 'That's suund." m e n  you recognîze what you're in is a blue funk. 

and then you pruy as best you can at the moment, then you have to put one foot before the 

other. Do something. And it moy not be anything more spectnnrlar than getting the dishes 

done. or the shopping which you 5ie put ofi or making that phone call, or wnling that 

letter, or paying some bills. or something. You have to do something. And keep on doing 

something. And pretty soon you find you 've moved. 

Volunteer Work 

Laura volunteers at Toronto General Hospital, where she trained so many years 

ago as a nurse-another curve on the spiral. Visiting under the auspices of the United 

Church chaplaincy, she tells patients she's "an old nursett in an effort to put ?hem at their 

ease. Trying to go two days a week, she observes changes in health care fkom the days 

when she was in nursing. She was trained to take time to care, by valuing the individual, 

listening to their stones, and giving messages. 

There was a sense that the person was more than just the body, and that h a  to do 

with resfiency. There was a dzfferent sense of the person. We hadprayers in the morning. 

This was God's work, to care forpeople. We helpedpeople recover by trying to care for 

their body, mind and spirit. 

Today she finds Toronto Hospital full of lonely people, f a  nom home for world 

class treatment, with families unable to affiord the journey. Nurses ciip in and out, with 

cornputers taking over where hurnan wannth is needed. Why does she do it? She knows 

what it's like to be hurt and immobilized, dependant, alone, lonely. ..and she laughingly 

tells of the specter of her "old director of nursing who got the Order of the British Empire 

and knew ... or met Florence Nightingale looming in my rnind. And lam rnentaliy saying, ' 
I don 'i think I can face them in the next world ifI don 't go forward!"' Day to day she has 

a sense of just doing the best she can, the enormous burden of it, of being al1 aione. But 

Laura's eyes sparkle when she describes what it's iike on the rare, special days when she 



has a sense she's reached someone, to hear someone Say, '!Lt%jilst wonderful you've corne 

in. " 
Life is a joumey. WeYe here to Zearn and the lessons keep coming. My Zesson is 

how to take critici3m.s and putdowns, fo take responsibility but don 't assume it all and 

emerge without fementing massive resentment, anger, und fear inside me. 

A Prayer 

God is my help in this my need. 

God does my every hunger feed. 

God dwells within me, guides my way 

Through every moment night and day. 

God is my health, 1 can't be sick 

God is my strength, unfailing, quick. 

God is my dl; 1 know no fear, 

Since God and love and truth are here. 

1 now am wise. 1 now am true, 

Patient kind and bving too. 

Al1 things 1 am c m  do and be, 

Through Christ the truth that is in me. 

(Anonymous) 



Leila has it all: education, good career, a solid, loving marriage, close family ties, 

a nice home and seemingly the ability to achieve anything she puts her mind to. It is early 

November and 1 am in Leila's famiIy room in a home filled with photos of her and Rob 

in-line skathg, at a wedding, holding the kids, the dog. Leila is blond, petite and 

articulate. 1 sense her mind racing ahead as she expresses herself with emotionai 

intensity, prefacing important points with, "Yeu know what?" She is struck by her own 

clear memory of key points in her life. While her hKo daughters are napping she fills our 

mugs fiom a big pot of herbal tea and talks about "the really black time" that was 

infertility. 

Family History 

Leila is fkom Caigary, Alberta, the middle child of three girls, her father a United 

Church minister. Her mother is a social worker and daughter of a minister. Leila recalls a 

home where she felt very loved, a very warm family, %ey a6soluteZy adored us kids" but 

at the same time being affected by the expectations that went with having a high profile 

in the commmityty Her parents' energy, in addition to the family, was focussed on other 

people and large world and community issues. 

As a youngster Leila had an independent spirit and says she "always felt like my 

own person" and would do her own thing, maybe feeling she couldn't Iive up to an older 

sister who was a leader and mode1 student. Leila describes her relationship to her mother 

during those years as "conflictual" and perhaps loving too much. She recalls blowups in 

her early years that were, for her, significant crises with fears of "is she still going to love 

me?" She would go to her room to write these notes and float them d o m  f?om the stairs 

"Ilove you. I'm sony, '' and later the physical sensation of leaming to control her temper. 

"I realized that 1 couid stop myselffiom having one of these blowups. " 
A neighbor mom, Susie, offered time and unconditional acceptance, and Leila 

rernembers her yust sitting rocking me in the living room because I j m ~  needed a hug. " 
"Murnsie." as Leila called her, would become a significant mentor to her, who would 



raise a child who was adopted and named after Leila But as a 'teenager Leila had 

significant self-esteem issues, and rocked the family with her adolescent rebellion, 

"wrong crowd, dmgs, drinking, " and lack of cornmitment to school. Looking back at this 

time in the late 1970's, she redizes her parents had their own mid-life issues, that some of 

it was nomid teenage experimentation, but in her middle class home it loomed larger. 

She descnbes her feelings as "ktrrrggling to be heard and to be understood. and 1 didn 'r 

feel like anybody was really Zisfening. " 
She acknowledges the solid home she was tes* "Both Mom and Dad were 

detennined not to give up on me. But I was most confiontationai with my Mom. 1 

remember screaming at her, %Uck you! I hate your guts!' And she'd Say, 'Well, I love you 

and I1m never going to stop iuvingyou, ' when we were in one of our confrontations. " 
Leila was dxifting through grade 1 1 and hating it, with plans to change schools 

against her parents' wishes. That summer her older sister was getting ready to go away to 

university. It had a powerfül impact on Leila to see her Mom corne dive in her plans and 

support, shopping trips, the tnink in the living room where she secretly added packages 

for Cassamirats life in residence. Leila chokes up today with the rnemory. On a drive one 

day with her sister she said "You're ss lucky. IV never be able to do what you're doing. " 

Her sister stopped the car and confkonted her. "You are so smart. Yau are letting 

thk..yourpride or whutever get in your way. You're taking this too far. You're just as 

smart as me. You should be dohg it for yourself: you know. Think about yourself: What 

do you want to do? Ifyou want to go awuy to university you can do it. It's not too late." 

Leila recaIls the turning point. She switched to academic courses for grade t 2, 

having to ask every teacher for special entry, although they were reiuctant given her 

reputation. She announced her plans for university at the dinner table while her parents 

quietly ate their dinners, hoping not to interrupt the welcome change of plans. She got a 

schedule, never missed classes, sat at the fiont, cut back her time with her fiiends and 

ended up with honors, the top of her class. She renewed her church involvement, nrnning 

the youth group and going to confirmation. Et had been a major stand when she had not 

been confirmed with her sisters a few years earlier. She genuinely felt good. She had 

renewed respect and was an inspiration and role mode1 for her peers. But she recognizes 

now that part of the motivation was that her concept of "self" was tied up with deeds or 



what one did-who you are as opposed to what you do defining you as a person-an issue 

that would rear up later in life around her infertility. 

Young Adulthood 

At univers@ she made a fiesh starï, different fkiends and met the man who would 

be her husband six years Iater. The family tradition continued: Leila attended the same 

faculty as her mother and where her parents met years ago. 

I had a real senre of doing the right thing now. 1 felt as ifTd spent rnost of my Zzye 

not doing the right thing andjînally I'd made some big decisions and 1 had a sense of 

self-confidence I'd never felt in rny life before, basically. And I really felt I l i  done it on my 

own. I made the decisions when I was reaafy. 1 sort of proved to everybody that the ?ad 

seed" rninisrer's daughter ... rebellio us... who wasn't going to live up tu anybody's 

expectations really ... had the ability tu. as a 17 or I8 year old, make decisions and t m  

my Me around. 

She describes her own interna1 movement prior to her sister's confkontation-that 

she really was at a crossroads. 

I think I was building up to it. Istarted to think IAm I going to be sitthg around 

Sue's ... can 't even rementber her lasi name .. . basement in ten years? Is this where I wani 

to be for the rest of my life?' I think 1 really was brought up with a really broad vision of 

the world. We always had visitors and it was a really interesting family l i f .  So my model 

had afways been that we were so privileged to be in this family that had so many 

opportunities. a very broad perspective on life and interesting people and places. I war 

starting to feel Me. .. wow ..&t living for the moment and the next par& is that really 

what it's all about? But ... once you get yourselfinto that mode, how do you get yourself 

out? Because you start to become defined by that ... 

She also describes her parents' pulling back and giving her space as M e r  

irnpetus to make her own decisions. 

At University, Leila's life tumed around. She utilized the overcoming of her 

adolescent crisis as a theme, filtering and interpreting her studies at university back to 

this ûiumph 'Y hod this naiie perception that. well, 'YOU 've gune through one bad thing 

in yow lije and you <ve corne through it. You !re just going to sail through. '" 



InfertiIity 

A consistent thread ninning W u g h  Leila's Iife was her love of children. She 

always loved kids, felt especiaily gifted in working with them and it was always an area 

of natural ability and self-confidence for her. 2 n d  Rob war a very family oriented person 

and I was going to becorne and teacher and. you how, this was going to be great. So we 

got mam-ed." 

Teaching jobs were scarce, but by knocking on 96 principals' doors Leila landed a 

job while Rob started his MBA, "Which was absolutely incredible. But again this whole 

theme oJ you're on top of the world. Ifyou just work hard enough no matter what, you 

can succeed and get what you want, and help people along the way-it was interactive- 

and l f e  would be wonder$ul. " After moving to Toronto and starting to get established, 

Rob approached her with his penciiled time-Iine of when they would start a farnily. But 

the first year Leila went off of the pi11 was a cycle of ups and downs, charting, recording 

her temperature. "My life got very 'me' fomsed al2 of a sudden. " Medical interventions 

and more tests, a diagnosis of a hormone imbalance, dmgs to regulate hormones ... "it was 

just this incredible cycie of hope and disappointment. " At 27 Leila had exploratory 

surgery revealing endometriosis. The disease does not always lead to total infertility. For 

Leila it did. 

1 was reully young for the infertiliq world. 

Leila wrote about her experiences. "ûver the next couple of years 1 mzlstered al1 

the optimism 1 could to face what seemed like endless operatioas, fertility treatments, and 

monthly cycles of incredible hope followed by devastating disappointment. The personal. 

hidden nature of the losses associated with infertility made this time extremely dzflcult to 

endure. As Q passage from rny journal at thut tinte describes 'the infertiliS, takes over and 

is central to my thoughts. 1 can 't rnake other things genuinely important."' 

Over the course of the next two or three years it became an increasingly real crisis 

in her life. She didn't h o w  how to cope. She didn't lmow who to t ak  to. ''I felt 

vulnerable. 1 felt lik u failure. 1 didn 'r want anybody to how that 1 wax so incompetent, 

that I couldn 't do this thing thar everybody else could do naturally. Because it was so 

important to me 1 was increasingly ... rny whole sense of who 1 was was just falling apart. 



1 didn 't have any rnodel. The rnodel in my family was. 'You buck up and you carry on.' 

And so thut's what I nied to do." 

Leila questioned the traditional Christiau work ethic. "Ifl was such a good 

person, and so competent and such a hard worker, 1 wwas supposed to gel whatever 1 

wanted in life. Why wasn 't it working for me?" She describes this as a "really black time 

for me." 

'Y absoluteiy couMn 't cope anymore. 1 remember seeing myself in this black pit, 

like way down in the bottom and there was no way out, Ijust felt complete despair." Yet 

she kept up the façade at the infertility chic of 'Miss Comptent, ' The Cheefii One, ' 

learning al1 the nurses' names, ever the optimist. She had so much in her life, her 

childhood tapes told her to be gratehil, but the feelings of despair persisted. She feels 

things more intensely than the average person with a need to process on a deep level. At 

this time she was teaching young children, unable to cope with parents' day-to-day 

worries about seemingly little things, wanting to screarn at them, "But you've got kids. " 

Turning Point 

Again a crossroads, a himing point, a moment of decision. Arriving home fiom 

teaching, she fiIled the bathtub, beside henelf sobbing with grief that was ahnost out of 

controt. A phone cal1 to her mother who suggested perhaps Leila shodd talk to someone 

"outside the family." It was the third such suggestion, the first fkom an oider wornan 

fiend she'd met iat a board of education workshop, the second fiom her younger sister. 

"1 ZiteraZly couldn 't cope. It took me so much energy to get through the day, that 

I'd corne and 1 would literally fa21 apart. " She had been to Infertiiity Awareness 

Association of Canada (IAAC) meetings and as a coping mechanism had become a 

member of this or that cornmittee, keeping up the perky, 1 cm handle this' image at al1 

costs. But the group process was working. By listening to others' stones she was working 

through some of her own issues and she had read the literature. That's where she got a 

referral for therapy; that made al1 the difference for her. 

That phone cal1 and the subsequent process of gnèving and healing changed the 

course of my Zife and, perhaps more importantiy, changed the way 1 view myselfand the 

way 1 interact with the world around me. I'm a completely dzfferent person now than 



prier to that. nie infertzlity was the thing that drew me into therapy? but it really got me 

dealing with a lot of the issues that were really l@over issuesfiom the whole rest of my 

1$ee 

LeiIa felt she was facing a crossroads in her marriage until one day in the car, she 

apologized to Rob for her inability to conceive and suggested that he should have married 

someone eIse, someone with whom he could have children. His reply was, " rfwe cant 

have kidr then it's otlr problem, it's not yourproblem. I don t  want to have kidr with 

sorneone else. " He continued to struggle with the situation in his own way, being 

supportive, joining the IAAC group, but questioned Leila's need for and the high cost of 

her intensive therapy. Leila replied that although she did not need him to take part, "You 

know what? I'm feeling better about this and l'm working through my feelings and ifthis 

is what I need, then you need to support me one hundred per cent. You don 't have to get 

on board with the jargon and all the talk with me. I don 't need that. But I need you to 

know that this is helping me to be able to live my lfe. ." 

Over time îhey each came to terms with what their loss meant. "It's a chronic loss. 

It's a loss that we will live with our whole lives. And yet? it 's a loss that ifyou corne to 

tenns with if, then you do live with it. " In WI1ting about the issue she quoted Patricia's 

Johnson's "Adopting M e r  Fnfertility" (1992). 

Infertility is an experience which involves multiple losses, each with its own 

degree of signzjkance. These include: control over many aspects of 1% individual 

genetic continuity linking past and future. the joint conception of a child with one's l f e  

partner, the physical satisfaction of pregnancy and birth, the emotional gratrfication of 

pregnancy and birth, and the opportunity to parent. 

In working through these issues individually and with her husband over a penod 

of time it became increasingly evident that the most signincant loss for them was the toss 

of the opportunity to parent. 

It didn t realiy bother me that I couldn 't produce, pass on my genes. or the joint 

creation of a baby. That wasn'l it. It wasn't that. 1 really wnnted to be a' rnom.'lreaZly 

wanted to live in a fumily life kind of way. 

Leila had had three invitro-fertilization (NF) attempts. By the last one, while 

being wheeled into recovery, she was ready to concede, telling her husband, "You know 



what? Thir is the end of the road. I'm not going to do thir anymore.'' They agreed to start 

the adoption process. Then, travelling to visit her sister over Christmas she was greeted 

with the news they were expecting their first child. 1 wanted thefloor to open up and fall 

back to Toronto. I felt it was the hugest injustice of all time. They hadn't been mam-ed as 

long, they hadn't been hying as long. " Leila appreciates their sensitivity in how they told 

her, and the fact that they could all cry together. When her nephew was born she toasted 

him with wine at her younger sister's house, making c a b  together with well wishes kom 

"Aunt Samantha and Aunt Leila" Then, less than a week later Leila and Rob received a 

call that they'd been chosen by a birth mother. Natalia was born two days later. The two 

cousins are nine days apart. Leila wrote about her feelings of getting NataIia when she 

was five days old. 

On July 23, 1994 the wordr. 'You have been chosen by a birth mother'symboked 

the end of one long journey and the beginning of another. From the moment I saw our 

newborn daughter Iknew that we were all meant to be together. I lived for a long time 

(and still do to a certain extent) in a state of complete disbeliefrhat our life could be so 

wonderjid. SO blessed. s o w  of feeling. And then sixteen months later, the joy of being 

chosen by another set of birth parents-a sister for Natalia and a completed family for us. 

The poignant qerience of meeting the bir?h parents, of sharing tears and dreams and 

laughter. The uFemoon when they brought 'our' (all of our) baby to us. The moment 

when Maria handed me our new daughter and said. 'Here you are, Mom. ' The 

recognition that my world and my soul will never be the same. She described the i 3 t  

year as one of complete bliss. 

Today Leila says, ''It had to happen the way it happened. I don't think it would 

have happened ifI hadn 't worked through it and been ready." 

I say to her, "And now you're a family." She softIy answers, "Yes. " 

Therapy 

Leila describes going into therapy as 'bbsolutely huge for me. Having somebody 

completeZy outside of my world that only knew me in that situation that was there for me. 

That was incredible. That was such a big move for me." And "I'm a completely direrent 

person because of that experience. I think I did the work, but 1 think she was the right 



person to ask the right questions and to support me through the personal change. For me, 

therapy was reall'y like a safe testing ground and now I have more self confidence." At 

f b t  Leila felt a personal stigma against therapy that had to do with seeing herseras the 

healer of others. It was a failure, a sense of "Oh, I can't cope with my life, and I'm 

supposed to be this competent person who can always be here for others and that kind of 

thing. And 1 think that there war also a real message that 1 had to not dwell on your 

problem, that you should be there for others. So don 't M l  on yourproblems!' 

Leila talks about the tu-g point of making a decision, recognizing that there 

had been a process that moved her dong so there was no other choice. 'Ynd there was 

also a moment when Ifirst sturted going to see the therapist that I reulized, 'I'm going to 

go for this. I am going tu really tell the truth and I'm going tu be vulnerable. 'And that 

was the huge turning point for me. I still remember how 1 was sitting, I remember the 

day, and I remember saying in my rnind, 'You know what? I gotta do this. It 's a survival 

thinglBut I also would have known how to go in and give the right answers and maintain 

control and not tell the tmth in how 1 was feeling inside. I could have done that, and I 

chose not t a  Itm glad I chose nat to. " 

Issues she's faced in therapy included absolutes-dichotomous thinking of right- 

wrong and good-bad, being a caretaker, seIflessness, issues of conîrol, and role 

expectations, "the kind of person 1 was mpposed to be versus whnt I was feeling, the 

correct way to live your life is to be selfess. You don 't wallow. Ifyou can 't get pregnant 

you don 't wallow in it. You just carry on." 

The abiliv to challenge these things about myseïfin therapy that didn S work for 

me, but I was doing them because 1 felt that to be a good person meant that's what I had 

to do. And it tookso much energy to face those things. 

Giving myselfpennission tu let some of these roles and expectations go. It 

changes the way Iperceive rny life. my world. It'sfieeing. 12's exciting to me. IS>e opened 

my heart and mind and the direction of my life in a way that I think is going to be this 

really enrichingjourney. Instead of feeling like Pm construined by how I'm supposed to 

be, and making other people happy, and in ullowing myselfto feel some of these things, 

it 'k fieeing. 



She recalls ançwering her therapist's questions of why she felt she had to do 

certain things and what would happen if she stopped the "shouldr." 

But ifl don 't do al1 these things. then who am Igoing to be? It was a shift f iom 

being a compilation of al1 the roles that you are. I f y u  bmy yourselfwth these roles, 

and doing good and being thme for other people, and being competent and making your 

Iists, and being the leader of th& group or the organker of that group. iflgîve al1 that 

up, then who am I? And it was the most scaryfeeling in the world. Who am Igoing to be? 

And the answer is, 'You know what? You don't know, but you've gotta go down that path 

in order to find out.' 

Farniiy Issues 

She talks about change and how it affects the with other people, when 

"we're not wïiling to play the gante anymore. " Most importantiy, Leiia has recognized the 

need to feel cornfortable in the process of renegotiating the boudaries of a relationship 

with someone she loves so much. Leila shared her sense of vulnerability in moving 

outside the confines of therapy to talk with me about her family of ongin, the need for 

autheiiticity and truth. We discussed the subjective reality within families and her 

entitlement to her own truth. Liela's goal is "to be confident with kho  l am' as separate 

from my famil'y value systemmM hcreasingly, she sees her adolescent rebellion as part of a 

family systems dynamic, that she was acting out some role within that structure, while 

her parents coped with their own mid-life stresses. 

In some ways this issue is more difficdt for her than infertility. It's scary for her 

to break the mies and tak about these things in therapy, let alone in this context. Along 

with therapy she's keeniy imrnersed in Kegan's theories of life stages and the need for 

conscious awareness. She's committed to being authentic, getting at her own truth, to 

being aware, to having integrity. 

Leila feels she would not have been a good parent if she had not been pushed to 

work through some of these things, but would have continued old patterns. Now, instead 

of knowing something in her head, she says she's reaiiy starhg to know in her heart that 

unless you're there for yourself, you can't be there for other people in a genuine way. 

She's more selective of fiiendships, pnoritizing a few people with whom she can be 



herself, with strengths and vulnaability. As a f d y  they pnontize how they spend thne 

together. Her support network today includes her husband, described as "a huge, stable 

force-.. w e k  very dzrerent in a lot of ways but Ineed the balance, " her therapist, her 

parents, her two sisters and fiiends. Olneedpeople." 

Faith - 
Leila discussed her faith joumey, firstly in the context of growing up as a 

rninister's daughter, and secondly in dealing within infertility. She rebeiled against 

religion and faith in God in adolescence. She made a huge statement in not being 

confirmed dong with her sisters. She ran her church youth group with a real sense of 

mission to reach the young people in the congregation. That was a time for her of a real 

sense of connection with God and spirituality. In her marriage she attended church, 

joined cornmittees but again found her faith tested during her Sertility crisis descnbing 

that tirne as feeling "completely alone. " 
I felt completely abandoned by God. That is exact& how 1 felt. I felt like that poem 

where it says, 'The footprints in the sand, and when there's on& one set I'm carrying you. ' 
I just thought that was the biggest bunch of bullshit in the world. That's what I thought. 

How dare anybody have the nerve to have brought me up with fhis idea about God and 

faith and love andfirgiveners and holding and being there. and it's not true. niat's how 1 

felt. I felt completely alone on a lot of levels. Ifelt that I'd been set up to be this good 

Christian which then lep me more alone because 1 didn 't even have people in the world tu 

support me, let alone God. 

It was in therapy that Leila had the space and security to question her beliefs and 

find her own identity. "That's why 1 had to go through that dark time, and that 

questioning time. Because $1 hadn 't I wouldn 't be where Z am now. mich is a better 

place. " She believes in God or a "Higher Power" and is questioning the social 

construction of how that works in organized religion. She maintains that even in her 

bleakest moments of the infertility crisis she did not lose dl hope, still mahtaining an 

ability, albeit faint, to reach out and not giving up, knowing somehow there had to be a 

way through. She recalls her relief reading, "Dear Barbara, Dear Lynne" a 

correspondence between two women going through infertility (Shulgold & Siporia, 



1992), her identification, feeling that she wadt  alone, that she wasnlt crazy, that her 

feelings were appropnate. And although she felt abandoned by God, church and religion, 

unconsciously she must have felt some hope and "that we are not alone. Those landr of 

ide& had to have been within me, men ifthey weren 't consciorcs, because I 

remember ... it never occumd tu me to give up. That was not the issue. It was, 'What am 1 

going to do?' No?? Tm not going to do anything. ' It was more that 1 needed tu hit bottom 

to be able to say, 'You h o w  what? Okny. I con? cope anymore. I need some help. I need 

to reach out.'" 

Now Leila attends church with her children but is questioning once again. "And 

doing this kïnd of reading and thinking and working through is aimost a more profoundly 

spiritual eqerience for me right now, than the experience of thinking about God and 

Jesus Christ." She descnbes an "up-down" faith. " m e n  IZook back on my qerience ... 1 

beZieve in God. 1 mean I beiieve that this jountey that Pm on is bigger than me. There's 

an untouchable quality about the process and thejaumey that I'm gaining this real sense 

thut everything happens for a reason." 

"Su, 1 'm in transition I think is what I'm saying. I'm sort of trying to reassess how 

my faith affects how I am. Because 1 really twned awayfiom God and the church and 

faïth during rny inferfiiity crkis-big time. I really queslioned it in a huge wuy. " She 

descnbes seeing Garth Brooks on TV in concert in New York's Central Park singing, 

"Some of God's greatest gifts are unanswered prayers." She was stnick by so many 

diverse people connecting in a spiritual moment "The rneaning of God is becoming way 

bigger and way more important to me but I'in kînd of questioning the avenues to get 

there. " 

Adoption 

Infertility for Leila is about loss and grieving that loss. Being an adoptive parent 

means living in the midst of extremes of joy and sorrow, gain and loss. Both adoptions 

were pnvate and one is open. In both cases they were chosen by the birth parents. Their 

oldest daughtefs birth mother has been unable to cope with meeting them but hm written 

a letter and Leila has sent photos. A new birth mother has met them. Her younger sister 

was pregnant and considering Rob and Leila as adoptive parents at the tirne of our last 



interview. It had corne as a surprise. Leila felt that her family was complete, and was 

faced with new Somation, and more hard decisions. The new birth mother has 

requested more visitations. Leila 's first response is to close in to protect her family, and 

that "th& will change the dynamic. " In a letter to them, one of the birth rnothers had 

written, "Adoption is not ail Win-win, but pain and joy intertwined. We need to recognize 

that and be honest each step of the way." Leila talks about how she and Rob have to 

process and discuss issues that arise as they progress on this joumey together. " 1 war 

thinking about resiliency and the process that we went through, and thinking about rny 

approach and how I owned my own issues around it. I found the information I needed, 

worked through it in a way that a few years ago Inever would have been able to do." 

Contrary to closed adoptions where parents go home "andpretend this baby's yours, " she 

says the reality is that her children have twii sets of parents. She feels by encouraging 

openness, it fiees the children to love and be part of their adoptive f d l y  while honoring 

the other part of themselves. She quotes fkom "Adoption, The Lifelong Search for Self': 

"The gift you give your chiIdren by honoring their birth family is to help them to 

genuinely belong in both places. One of the biggest challenges is deahg  with the very 

real fact that no matter how loving the adoption plan is for them, someone "gave them 

up" and no one except the child can know how that feels." 

''ln our society there is perception that the bond of biood and biological 

connection is stronger than other kindr of love." Leila says adoptive children take if for 

granted they belong in their adoptive families. "Ttie challenge as they grow up is 

realizing that someone else made this decision for ?hem and it's about real ioss and you 

need to be able to enter into that pain with your child and recognize your Iass and pain in 

the mi& of that. To be cornfortable with it, I need to have a pretty good handle on where 

I'rn at with my feelings. " And be able to deal with it at the appropriate tirne. 

" Adoption is another route to parenting. There are still losses involved. And 1 

still have to deal with those losses that my kids are going to have. It's about gain but loss 

is a huge part of it. From the birîh mother's point of viau, there's gain for her because 

she's gaining the life for her child that she couldn't provide. But there's obviously real 

losses and grkving for the birth parent. So everybody in the triangle is experiencing 

losses and gains and 2's very extreme. You're talking about the most extreme loss of the 



most intimate reiationship-jr the child separatingfiom the birth rnother and the binh 

parent separatingfiom the child And then it overlaps with the adoptive parents' 

Nfertility. They keep revisiting theV loss, in a sense, because of the importance of 

maintaining the connection with the birth parents for their child andfor themelves. I 

mean there's a lot of entitlement issuesS There's a lot of permission to be parents that we 

getfrom our connection with Maria as well. So it's a very cornplex process. 

Leila feels her whole life has been a struggle with the black and white issues: 

good-bad, competent-not competent, success-failure. In adoption there is a gray area 

where the issue of loss and gain is something that cannot be resolved. "We have to [ive 

with that reality. " 
They have been on the phone to Texas with an adoption counselor. They have 

questions and they are working through some of their concem. Leila has strong views 

and, undentandably, an emotiond investment in the issue. "I'm not sure i f l  made this 

point yet ... did 1 say that? nie biggest g@ adoptive parents con give their children is in 

allowing them to explore this other side of themselves and what en& up happening is 

they end up feeling more connected. I'ie learned that in reality supporting your child 

finding out those other parts of themselves, in fact, strengthem the bond Because they 

feel heard, they feel listened to, they feel understood. " These are things Leila places a 

high value on. 

Today Leila is learning to live with ambiguity and uncertainty. She's no longer 

&aid of conflict. She needs to gather information and process, to come to conclusions 

and move forward on issues, to keep the doors open to possibilities. 

She has changed "There's a spirituality. Zhere's a sense of connectedness with 

the universe and people in the worZd. As Ilive more of my lve, then analyze it against this 

ever-broadening horizon, if's really exciting. As 1 keep having these experiences I have 

this deeper faith and belief that things are okay and things happen for a reason and 

evevthing that's given to us is given for a reason. It 's an opportunity to grow and to 

change and not necessarily that you know the outcorne. Things come sidewuys. not 

necessarily in a direct relationship. " 
It's not just an intellectud exercise. It feels Wte reality to her. 'Tt's not just having 

these theories but really intemalking them. I'm starting to be able to not only see things 



in retrospect when I1m faced with bad things. men linle cnkes in my life. I'm able to kind 

of...not always, but increasingiy. stop and think. Okay. You know what? Let's just think 

about thispom another angle. Step backfi-OM it. Things wiil work out. Maybe not the 

wayyou think they're going to work out, but there's a reason. You need to keep your 

sense of selfand your sense ofpeace about your fije men in the midrt of tragedy! There's 

no one right way of doing it. Things just aren 't that black and white." 

Today-Resilience 

Leila wrote about the changes she had undergone. 

1 am a different person than when Istarted this quest for parenthood. I am a littie 

more seIf-assured. a little less cr+tical of myself: I am a lot more aware, and a lot more at 

peuce about the person 1 am becorning. 

I am very clear about the need to continue the search for seg 1 am very clear 

about my priorities in life, very clear about the importance of my family. Without the pain 

und loss of infertility I rnay never have had the opporhcnity, or rather the impetus, to 

reaify look at who I am and how I deal with personal crisis. 

You can leam to sidestep crisis, you can learn coping rnechanisms to take on 

roles that will take you right around that tunnel andproceed with your life right past the 

tunnel without ever going through it, and I'm really glad I didn't do that. 1 have a sense of 

peace about my l f e  that I never had before. It's a gift that I may never have been able to 

receive if1 hadn 't experïenced inferttrttlity. 

I've always had a pghting spirit' and being comfortable being that way. My Mom 

recognized it when I was six months old. I just wasn 't the same as other kiak. There was 

a certain spunk or individuality. I1m becoming more self confident, und honoring that 

part of me. 

I get a lot of energy fiom discussions andfiom idem. And that's huge for me. 

People around me who think the way I think, ihat con connect with how I'm thinking. that 

care about me enough to work through things on the levez thnt 1 need to work things 

through. There's sort of resiliency arowui a 'sfoic' kind of resiliency where you but things 

into perspective' and 'you realize there are so many people out there worse ofthan you, ' 



and Lou appreciate what you have- ' The Christian ethic of 'be grateful and sort of cany 

on,'l think that for me that came to mean a repressing of the real feelings. 

Adoption is a dzferent way of being in a family and a recognition, honoring the 

needr to go along with that of the birth families that are connected to our famdy. Il's Zike 

a widening of the circle of love in your famiiy. 

I'm overly analytical in decision muhng, so it's very labor intensive, but in 

relating it to resiliency, once the process is gone through, things are really dealt with and 

they're really worked through. and there isn't the same kind of lingering "stuff' that I 

carry with me. 

And it's like the resiliency bu* on itselfalmost. And once there's that 

recognition that you have it in yourseifto do this and get through hard times and it 

doesn't mean that the hard times aren 't there- 

I can be vulnerable and recognize they are jwt as important as the strongparts. 

There's strength in wherability, LFn 't there? mat's something new to me. tu not be afraid 

tu show vuInerability and being more cornfortable with who you are. That you recognize 

the resilient, strongparts ofyou are jus? as important as the vulnerable, insecure parts. 

You don 't need to have a defernive mode where 'Everything's just fine and l'm total& 

competent and I can handle everything. ' 

Xhere's a depth that I take things t a  I want to peel back the layers and understand 

things. Ijust don't take things ut face value, sort of getting at the 'why! It took a lot of 

work to relate that quality about myselfto infertility* but then once istarted looking. it 

realiy did have an eflect on how Ideal with the rest of my ire. 

It isn 'r just about getting through hard tirna It is reali'y the way you do if. Maybe 

what you get at the end of the hard t h e ,  rnaybe there's a qualitative diFerence ifyou get 

to it in an authentic way that's sort of true to yourself: versus a means tu an end. 



Sarah 

Sarah is sitting with me in the kitchen of her new home while her son sleeps 

upstairs, home on Christmas vacation h m  his first term at university. The two cats corne 

by to investigate the monring visitor. Sarah is low voiced and reflective as she sits with 

her legs tucked under her on the chair. She is newly separated and somewhat numb as she 

waits to regain her bearings after so many changes at once. Along with this recent ending 

of a 13-year relationship, her son has left home for the first t h e  to go away to school. 

She had success~ly  navigated a major career change seven years ago that was the 

biggest risk she has ever taken. Now ifs t h e  to draw on the wiçdorn and experience of 

those past years as she navigates this mid-life transition. She is in the "neutral zone" 

while she develops a new personal vision. 

Family History 

Sarah is among the many whom now identifL their family of origin as 

dysfùnctional. The middle child dong with an older brother that she stilI remains closest 

to, Sarah has an older sister and a younger sister, the family constellation c e n t e ~ g  round 

a mentally ill sister and a physically disabled father. Sarah was close to her late mother 

and describes her as strong, very warm, very, very loving and supportive. "She tnéd to be 

there as much as she could. She was great. We had a very wam, bving, close in ail kindrs 

of wuys .. .you know, physical closeness and evevthing else ... kind of relationship. " Her 

parents' prevailing messages were that she 'kould do anything. You need an education. 

It's important to look ahead and plan for thefuture. " Sarah felt a bit of pressure living up 

to those messages, but the spiral continues as she passes them on to her son, and she lives 

out those values in her role as a community college instructor in career counseling. Her 

life goal is helping people attain their own personal vision. 

Early Childhood 

Sarah's brother was older by three years, and being both middle children they 

naturally played together. It was a privilege as a girl that she was Wlowed' to play with 



the group of older boys. As a teenager he always included her and both being good 

dancers, they wouid go dancing together. "We were very chse on a lot of levels in terms 

of shared values. I think part of it was his opennesr. and I matured fater than my age. 

Welre still very supportive of each other. I%e beconze bestfiendî with hir first wif. And 

I wm "best mant' at his wedding! So we're really quite close in t e m  of shared values, 

the work that we do, that sort of thing. " 

From about age four, Sarah remembers she loved to read and would 'Mt devour 

novels. 1 remember rny parents had just tons of books and I would literally. in the summer 

holidays, just go through the shelves, and I'd work my wayfiom one end to the other and 

I'd just read. I'd read them all. " Today she stiii reads constantiy, a book a day, one every 

few days if work is busy. 'Y'm forever reading, even if it's not great fiterature. I mean. it's 

just a novel Ipick up at a garage sale. But the character will speak of something and itV 

go whew, right here, that's exact& what Itm fseling e h t  now. TEat they articulate in 

some way that perhaps I'm unable tu urticulate it for myself: 1 buy all these booh I 

should read There's Ziterally n pile of them in my bedroom and 1 don 't read them because 

1 just read novels instead. " Today Sarah also loves movies, going b y herself and "when 

the lights go down, it's just me ri'ght there in the rnovie. " 

Sarah describes herself as introspective, a leader and an introvert. She remembers 

nom the age of 10 developing strategies to cope with her family, the n o m  that people 

didn't t a k  about these things outside the family. "This was shamefil stug so I don 't think 

1 would have shared this with myfnendî. 'During one of what Sarah calls ''peaks of 

craziness" the bouncing back for her would be in the support of her family. "My mother 

was very supportive and no matter what was happening tried to be sure the rat  of us 

were okay. My brother and I were very close and sort of helped each other through that. I 

certainly didn 't want to be Zike my sister, so I think 1 tried to make my own way in that I 

would define myselfmore clearly. ïliat's probably where I got this whole thing about. 

'Wb0 am I? Where am Igoing? ' Sort of thing. Ijust nied to be centered in myself; clearer 

in myselfand then the support and love around me.'' 

She stresses her brother and mother were the two most important people mund 

her. She had good fiiends that she enjoyed being with, but was always more of a leader 

both culturally and personality wise. t~C~Zfur~lZy, you how,  British shf-upper-lip, don 't 



share your business with others. By nature 1"rn an introvert and therefore a very private 

person. So, 1 would by nature just keep things to myself So I think those two things 

combined with me not really seeking outside too much, mainly going inside-" 

Sarah fhds escape and solace in nature, just as she did as a chiid. When there 

would be a family disturbance around her sister's behavior, being the "hannonizer" she 

just couldn't bear it. Saying, "Ijust have to get out of the house" she would nui into the 

back fields and stay there for hours. 

it would just soothe my soul. I use it a lot in my imagery-it's so soothing to me. I 

always liked to be close to nature. In the summer we'd swim und canoe and al2 that s t u -  

1 think one of rny real images, a clear strong image of childhood and what 1 would do in 

times of stress would be m go and walk in my backfields. For me, a connection to nature 

has always been a v e v  nurturing thing. I mean, I can remember I would Zie in the fiel& 

and watch the clouds and srnell the smells and hear the soundr and I wouid feel 

connected to sornething and it would make me feel better. And one ofthe best things in 

the world for me Ls we used to always go up tu this specialplnce in Georgan Bay. Just 

being there ... and I open use that in my imagery, like when Ineed to be c d m  ... 1 use that 

place in my mind when I do my guided imagery- fi's the water, the trees? the wind, the 

space around me. mat's a consistent imagefiom youth to now, a way I feel a deeper 

connection. 

Social Work 

A memory that stands out clearly for Sarah is first articulating in front of her 

grade eight ciass what she wanted to do when she grew up. She told them she had 

changed her mind about being a pediatrician, deciding she didn't like science and blood 

very much! She vividly remembers saying, "I want to work with people and I want to 

heip otherpeople. T h e  was raised in a Christian householâ, her mother in particular 

'bracticing her faith by living out her Anglican-Christian values with the whole notion of 

service always at the forefiont. " So, although she knew she wanted to help others, she 

wasn't clear on exactly how that would be. Her undergraduate work was in sociology, 

anthropology and psychology-studying people. S he had a clear, steady vision of wanting 



to do socid work, getting her h t  job as a weifare worker- But not until age 27 did she 

£ïnd her niche in the area of career and employment counseling. 

So I had a vision about helping. I didn 4 have a clearpicture of what that wodd 

look like, but that developed in my late twenties and h m  just continueci to evolve a lot so 

that I still see myselfin thrSfield 

Her fkst work with people on weifare gave Sarah an increasing awareness of what 

happens when people live in negative space "who smv themselves poorly and catastrophe 

after catastrophe. I lrod to start thinking. "She believes we cal1 different energies to us. 

'Yf 1 were in a cornpletely negative space and saw everything bad in the world, I'm sure 

bad things would start to happen to me. Ijust happen to believe tthat. " From a 

sociological point of view she says she understood "the hand they were dealt, " they saw 

themselves in certain ways. 

They had expectations of certain things, and lo and behold domn 't it happen- Su 

that was in 19 70 that Ifirst started seeing that in action, seeing sociology in action. And 1 

think mer since then I've just been avare of when you work with clients and people in 

distress, in transition. you really get a chance to see a lot of what happens. And why do 

some people rnake it and some don?? 

Views on Resiliency 

I think a lot of it is around selfimage, self-esteern, eneray, vision. Why does one 

childfiom Regent Park make it out and ten of Ais classrnates don% Maybe there was a 

role model. Maybe there was sornebody-a role mode1 to me is just a vision embodied, you 

know. <Ifl had a role mode2 it would be ... I could be like that. 'And that person believes 

that i could be like that. The role model or mentor, is one who also believes that 1 could 

be like that. Well, that person may be thère for al1 of those otherpeople. Let% take the 

teacher who is a r d e  mode2 and a mentor. The same teacher is in pont of all that class- 

maybe one or two of those kids access it. How do they access it? Whatk in their being 

that allows them to access it? And 1 don 4 know the a m e r  to that. But I do thinkpeople 

are optimistic or pessimistic. 1 think we have personality traits-innate personality traits 

that .. . that you fight against. I've seen a lot of people with pessimistic attitudes fight 

against their pessimism. 



Career Transition 

Sarah's next job she worked for 13 years for a large federal govemment 

department as a trainer of counselors and a consultant to management on client delivery 

systems. She had enjoyed the increasing challenges as the job evolved. However, she was 

becorning aware that the type of s e ~ c e  provided to clients was not meeting their needs 

in a rapidly changing labor market. A new vision of s e ~ c e  was evoiving in her thoughts. 

This vision incorporated more career counseling to help prepare clients for the changes 

they were expenencing in their work lives. She shared this vision with her supe~so r s  

and her colieagues and while they thought it interesting there was no cornmitment to 

change. 

I jwt saw so clearly that as things were changing. and this was about 1989. that 

we needed to change what we were doing. And of course. thatk exactly what happened. 

Bat is the shzp that's happened because of the changes in the labor market because of 

the recession. So. I've always been able to see a few years ahead I've always been able to 

see jurt a little bit ahead in order to prepare myse5 whether it's acquisition of skils, or 

confidences, or whatever, to be able to move into new directions. Yes, thut's been there a 

long tirne. I think l'm by nature a refective person-certainiy in high school I would say I 

did that a lot. Where am I? m a t  do I want to do? So, I've certain& done that most of my 

life. 

At this same time Sarah had been workhg on a poIicy paper for about a year on a 

policy in which she did not believe. And it was a vision around where her organization 

was going. "This w u  causing me such distress, because I couldn t accept it. " She did her 

best with it, and after returnirig home fiom a week's holiday found the goveniment had 

decided something new. 

Everything-the princ@les thar would have made it palatable like collaboration, 

partnership with stakeholders, aall that stug was just thrown out the window. And 1 

thought. I can 't do this anymore. 'And right avay I started looking for another job. So I 

think there were big things outside of me, completely out of my conaol. like politics, 

which pushed me. But 1 also think it was also being able to confont my own inner fears. 

Those two things happening almost at the same t h e ,  allowing me to make that change. It 

was the belief that I could do something else. that there wus something waiting for me. I 



had had a vision of going to work at the college for about three years before that and 1 

had been working toward it by doing part-time work 

Sarah feels it was a formative time for her professionaily, realizing that her values 

were no longer in synch with the organhtion for which she worked. She had to make a 

choice of whether to stay there or go. She would Iose senionty, she would lose secuity, 

and as a sole supporting single parent, she worried about finances. "But to stay would 

have mean certain death. " It took a long tirne to make the decision. 

Sarah recalls the events that interacted amund pushing her to make a change. She 

wrote about her feelings at the tirne. 

The year was a turbulent time for me. I was caught up in a negative spiral of 

assumptiuns- I assumed that 1 would not have marktable skills in the Iabor market as I 

was comingjî-om the public secfor. I also msumed that the on& avenue available to me 

was se[f-employment. These mental models, deicribed by Senge as being ''deeply held 

interna1 images of how the world works, images that Iimit us to familiar ways of thinking 

and acting (Senge, 1990) were holding me backflorn creating a personal vision. 

One day I worked with afnend who happened to be in town, and he went through 

a littie exercise with me around what was blocking me, what was preventing me fiom 

making the decision to leave my job. And that wm very usefil because he was coming in 

from outside. he wasn't in any way enmeshed in my situation. So he was able to be quite 

objective and help me work through a process which actually gave me some insight. I 

consider that one of the pivotal things that happened. 

When 1 realized how much discornfort I was in there, Istarted to think about it. 

But 1 had this mental mode! that "nobody will hire a public servant." the coroilary being, 

"ifno one will hire an ex-public servant becaure therek no respect for us, rhen the only 

thing 1 can do is be an entrepreneur. And then, of course, what kicked in w u ,  Tm a 

single parent. I'm feeling responsïble for this other person financially. 1 can 2 risk that. ' 
So it wns only in starting to challenge that set of mental rnodels that I was able to move. 

And what happened was a fnend worked with me and he just did a little diagram. And 1 

think I'm quite a visual person. He did this 1ittIe diagram with this Iittle road and here I 

am walking d o m  this road and then there's this big chasm and then the road goes on the 

other side. And so he look me up to the edge of the c h m  and he said, 'What is in the 



chasm?'And Isaid. 'Financial imecuri~! That's what it was...that's what was holding 

me back! It was about my responibility ar a parent. So. once 1 realired that, then 1 said 

to myse[f: 'Well. being an entrepreneur is not the only thing I can do. What is it I have to 

market?' And then 1 went through a whole series of looking at myselfand looking at the 

skilIs and interests and experience. And how does that translate? Trying to find the 

transferabk stufto other venues, other than the government. And that was really a 

precipitating moment for me because if was facing what my fear war that allowed me to 

reframe other things."So 1 had been working towards that vision but it w m  jurt taking 

the leap that I found difiinil 1 would say it was inner preparation, extemal things that 

happened that jwt cinched it. There's jurt no way I could have stayed there. There's just 

no way. 

Ideas that emerged were trainer, consultant or counseior and she developed 

resumes for d l  three to get started marketing herself. She took a transitional job as a 

counselor, continuing to work part-tirne at a community college that eventually hired her 

to develop a new program-totally in keeping with her vision and her values. 

In the end, what's happened, it h a  been, not bouncing back, men ..A's like 

bouncing forward. Because I war able tu. in the process of change, ciystallize more 

clearly what it was that I was looking for-for myself: And in su doing was able to sort of 

set my goals and move towardr those and 1 really havent luokd back since then. So whnt 

in some ways Iperceived to be a setback at the tirne, and in the process oftrying to rnake 

a decision to give something up. in fact worked out to be, in theprerent, really good for 

me. Because it forced me to be clear, it forced me tu stretch, to take nskr that I nomtally 

wouldn't have taken. 

Sarah used the energy around this career change to push for a move forward in 

her relationship at the tirne. They had been together for five years, but in two separate 

households. She was willing to sel1 her home so they could settle somewhere neutral, 

wanting a true partnership. 

So it really was about seeing that I Aad dzjterent possibilities, that I had options. 

kstead of keeping myself(c1osed)-that is al1 that I can do, this is al1 that lam. And it was 

really that transferability ofall the skills and qualities thot I had to new ciraunstances 



and validating them and honoring them. Bur the thing that got me going to that point was 

facing my fear. And I guess that 's where I am right now is facing rny fenr ... 

Famiiy Transitions 

Sarah keeps her life transitions in perspective, "lrnean, like everybody, I've had 

lots of setbacks-personal andprofessional. '." But this year she has had to draw on ber 

reserves, faced with two major changes: her 19-year-old son left for university, and her 

13-year reiationship ended. Her first mariage ended after 15 years, and he's the father of 

her son. The transition with her son has been relatively smooth; Sarah says she's been 

preparing for this practically since he was bom. She's always encouraged him to "keep 

his options open " and get an education at whatever Ievel he chooses, she read to him as a 

youngster and she's proud, and seems pleasantly surprised by the fact that he's studying 

creative writing. His photo sits on her shelf in her office, short blond hair and a nice 

I reaiZy examined my values around, 'Why do we raise children-to be independent 

of us, to be self-sutcient, healthy beings out there. And Irealked i 'd  done my job-that I'd 

done myjob well. So I was able to let him go. I m h  him. I don T like it fhe  h a n  9 called 

for a fav weeh. I%e been able to view it as ceriain& necessaly for me too. It was so 

clear that this was the right decision: And I think it was right for me too because now 

with aZl the other changes-you know. selling the house. buying the new house, separation. 

everything else, I really need this time for myself: 

She knows her son is happy with his roommates and new fkïends. She did her 

grief work and letting go ahead of tirne and s a e r e d  no real pangs of the predicted 

"empty nest syndrome." Instead, for the fïrst the ,  she has time to be alone. 'Tm making a 

nest for myseifwhere I can feel at home while alone from both rny partner and my son." 

She moved fiom the old neighborhood, to a cozy street in a two-story house that she's 

newly redecorated just the way she wants it-white kitchen, upstairs carpet and chintz 

covered furniture. Walking up the street neighbors nod as they walk their dogs and the 

smell of their fireplaces fills the air. She has a fkont porch and is planning the back 

garden-a hobby she "adores." It feels cheerfbl and homey. It will be okay. 



This tirne, with the end of her mmiage she's promised herself she's going to take 

tirne, not seek solace with another relationship right away, which she would have done 

before. 11ï7zis time it justfeels too important. " For some reason this transition is harder for 

her. It's not one she wanted. She feels out of control without a personal vision of what 

will come next, and that's scary. She's in what Bridges, f 1980) cdls "the neutrcrl zone. " 

The successful navigation of this transition is where her energy is directed right now. 

The spiral continues as Sarah takes time for reflection on some of her core issues, 

which lead her to new ones. 

Who am I? How do 1 want to live the second halfof my life? m a t  kind, ifany, of 

relationship do 1 want with a man? And I'm just hying to do that refrection right now. Su. 

it 's easier for me to do that without any distractiom. You know, when I come home fiom 

work ït 's just me and the cats. 

Sarah taiked about feeling anchorless with al1 the changes, a new house and a new 

neighborhood, of being aione for the h t  time in 48 years. It felt for her like one wave 

after the other or one chapter after the other turning. She's not sure what's coming up, and 

what's always helped in the past was having a vision. What she h a  found most difficult is 

that this was not her choice, so not having control has been difficult "because I realh like 

to be in conn-ol of my own destiny. " While stressing she does not consider herself a 

victim, she did not have a chance to develop a vision for what she wanted before it was 

over. She thinks that has made a huge difference in ternis of her own resiliency. She had 

a vision around how she hoped the relationship would be, but that did not come about. 

They had been seeing a cowelor together and Sarah thought things were getting better, 

that they were working toward the same goals. The therapist told her husband to make a 

decision to stay or go. "i've been resilient aroundjob things, I've been resilient around 

my son's changing state in my life. but this one-because I don l have a vision for it, is 

rnuch more dcflcult for me to do the bouncing back " 
It's like a death. It's like yourparent dies andyou know they're going to die and 

everyone says, 'Oh. well. it's good you had n chance to prepare yowself ' But you 're 

never prepared for the death of relationship. It's Iike a death of everything that 1 held ar 

what I wanted in my l i f .  And so Ijust feel Iike I'm going fhrough the rnourning 



of...of...death, And no rnatter how cognihwly I t e  been mvare that this war certain& one 

of the options, emotionally if's been like death. 

Sarah is looking carefùily at the issue of, "Why is it d~flcult to let go? You how, I 

can let go of my son; I can let go of my neighborhood; I've let go ofjobs. W%y is this one 

more dz$cult for me to let go? I don 't know the answer to that yet. But I think when I 

have a clearer picture of that then it will make it eosier. Because Icertainly have let go of 

things before. " 
You know Bridges talh about the neutral zone. and lam stuck nght plop in the 

neutral zone. I do get ghpses  of the new beginnings, of where I could be going ... But I 

haven 't been able to get any energy into it yet, other than. of course I've got a new home 

and I've set it up the way I want it and that sort of thing. But emotionally, having new 

beginnings, I haven 't ... haven 5 seen that yet for myself: So. I would say I'm ~ m t  stuck right 

there in the neutral zone. And Ijustfind that dzjîcuult sometimes. because i'm an action 

oriented person. Although l am very reflective. Itm still very action oriented. and to not 

be taking action, to just be sitting in the neutral zone and trying tu be patient with that 

is ... is d~@ult  for me sometimes. In the neutral zone4 have not let go nor Rave I moved 

forward. There's a part of me that doesn 't want to. Becawe I think in letting go, then that 

meanî it3 over. But also Itm wom-ed about what will be le$ when I Iet it go, you know. 

will 1 just sort of be this empty shell. with nothing much inside? m a t  I need tu be doing 

is finding my own place within myself; and l5>e got al1 my intenral anchor points. Al1 of 

the external things are fie. other than I'rn not in a relationship. But the only way that I'm 

going to be able to move f m a r d  is to really feel solid inside myselfand feel complete 

inside myself: And Iguess that's my biggest fear at the moment, is, ifI do let go of what 

that relationship war. and how it defined me and al1 that End of thing. what will Ifnid in 

there, you know? 

Supports 

Today Sarah sees her career as an anchor, the one constant, holding her in place 

while eveqthhg around her is changing. She loves her work and "throws herser into it. 

We had one i n t e ~ e w  at her office, after an ice stom, the city street ankle deep in gray 

slush. Sarah was late that day, slowed down because of stomach fiu. If she missed 



teaching that day, she said, it would be her fïrst tirne. Because of her separation, she's 

found concentration on marking hard sometimes. A fnend pointed out that even if she is 

not working at her peak, itts what the average person wouId do at one hundred percent. 

Her fnend encouraged her to use the anaiogy of physicai ihess, that if she had 

pneumonia, she would have to heaL "Thave this wound. Ihave a psychk wound. The 

body is coming back I had Zost a ton of weight and now I'm eating and sleeping. but it 

feels Zik a wound to die ssoul. " She's taking anti-depressants for the first h e .  V'm on 

anti-depressants-jtist to get rid of the troughsU and help with concentration. 'YlfinaZly 

understand what 1 have hown cognitive& about depression, just that 1 had never 

experienced it before. T h e  has aven herself permission to take the tirne and not be 

perfect, a reaily important component of her healing. She won a teachiug award of 

excellence within her faculty and another for the college as well. She enjoyed the 

recognition, especially at this t h e ,  and noted her picture and a write up appeared in the 

schooI newspaper. She talks about the honest relationship she has with her coUeagues, the 

relief of not having to be "supe~toman." When a project didn't get finished as soon as 

she'd hoped, she let her CO-workers know she was affected by depression. To her surprise 

a few of them shared they were expenencing similar difficulties. But Sarah stresses that 

she loves her job. "I can always work " 
She has good fnends who have been supportive, with moral support when she 

asks for it. She's clear with them whether she wants listening or advice. Her best friend 

lives across the street; they work together and share office space. Sarah says its nice to 

have someone just ask how things are, that that is enough. She often doesn't want to talk 

about it, because that's "boring. " Her sister has helped with "doing things. " Sarah's had 

the support of a very good counselor. Lastly, she adds how important it was to have a 

good real estate agent at a time when she was vuinerable. She found someone who 

worked with her and made sure her needs were met in finding a new home, and a fair 

price when her other house was sold. The move has aUowed more kancial freedom as 

well, enabling her to heIp her son with university expenses. And for the first tirne his 

father is contributing as well "I don 't needfinancid pressures right now. ' 
Letting go has been difficult because she perceives that in some way as a failure. 

During a class exercise she was teamed with a partner, and shared with hirn her sense of 



disappointment that two significant relationships have ended in her adult life. The person 

across from her had never been in a long-term relationship and pointed out to ber 'kome 

people never have whatyou5ie had " She's tucking that away for some fiiture îime when 

it will be usefbl to put things into perspective. 

Sarah talks about herself as essentialIy an optimistic person. She has faith. 

By that Irnean faith in myself; faith in the universe. faith in others. faith that 

things will evolve, and I think coupled with that is faith in optimism. Up until this tirne in 

my ifte, IZie always been a very optimistic person. Ifthings would go wrong I would be 

distraught for a little while, btit M ver- quickiy bounce into optimism to try to see how to 

refiame it in a sense, to be able to see it in a dzfferent light. I j u t  think that I'm really 

quite a special person, you know, in my own littie way and somehow that's linked to my 

optimism. They're sort of one and the same in a sense-the things that will be good for me. 

1 am aflex-ble person able to make change. 1 do welcome change, have good coping 

strategies, a good support system. Just having knowledge helps a lot in resiliency, having 

a context within which to put things. A cognitive thing and a heart thing and a spiritual 

belief that things can be good, things will change, that 1 can do whatever I can do. 1 

guess a part of welcoming change is being able to kee. ' 
She has faith in love, of her family, fiiends, her cab-that as she gives love she wiII 

get it back. She is making elaborate plans for a garden in the back, and will take a course 

in the summer. With the anaiogy of gardening she sees herself in the image of a "corn," 

or plant that goes through a dormant phase under the ground until it is ready to grow. A 

corn is like a bulb for plants such as irises. 

So there I am under the earth in a corn state, btit I know that if that corn is 

nurtured, zyit's watered and fed through the soi1 and it doesn 't get fiozen too much, that 

il's going to corne back And so, I%e been tr-ying to use that image for myselfnght now, tu 

just be okny being a corn in the earth, but knowing that Ineed to nurrirre that corn ifit's 

going to sprout again. There's this whole notion or regeneration, rebirth, and enrichment 

of the eiements. 



Personal Vision 

Sarah did not consciously and purposefblly start using creative visualization until 

she was an aduk and one of her mentors did a lot of training and teaching around it. This 

was in the 80's, and since then she uses it a lot. She purposely chose not to use 

visualization around her relationship feehg that if she had infiuenced him to stay and he 

really wanted to go, it woddn't have been any good 

So purposefilly I did not do that. If's a very powerfirl vehicie for change. I realb 

believe very strongZy when 1 don 'r have vision that iffounder around. But when fie got 

vision, it 's such ... it 's a place to put your energy, it's a place to see yourselfmoving 

towardrs. For me it's very powefil. You have to be sure it's what you want. And some 

people don? want vision. They'd rather just let things happen. I'm jtist such a self- 

directed person thnt I really need to know where Ifm going. 1 need tu have vision. It's the 

not having vision that scares me. One of the things that's held me up was that I couldntt 

see a vision for myselfin tenns of my personal stug so therefore the fear was, 'Well, if1 

let go, and I don 't have a vision, where will I be? ' And then 1 realued that I actually do 

have a vision, it's just not my wual kind of vkion. The vision is that Ijust want to be 

healthy in myself: So, it's not the more mual 'actionf oriented vision, which is probabiy 

more what mine usuaZZy are, but it's more ofjtrrt tiying to be Then Irealized, 'well 

this is a vision. ' So I t?y to get a vision, try tu create sornething to work towards, being an 

action kind ofperson, I Zike to have something to work towards. 

Having a personal vision is the core of Sarah's beliefs. In a recent paper she 

wrote: 

Without a vision one is stumbling in the dark I have cam'ed this belief into my 

work as a courtselor and a teacher. Itry ta instili in my clients and students the 

understanding of what having a personal vision c m  do. The tension one feek between 

one's personal vision and current reality can provide the enerm to change. Senge says, 

'Tt's not what the vision zs, it's what the vision does. In my case it gave me the courage 

and confidence to take a step toward my vision. This view of the role of vision is 

important to people in transitions. It is easy ?O get discouraged ifthe exact vision is not 

achieved. Recognizing that the vision giws energy and movement helps one to keep the 

motivation to change. 



As a teacher o f  career counselors she tells her students they must believe in 

people's ability to make change. They m u t  have a personal vision. They are the 

facilitators of their clientsf visions, and if they do not develop their own vision they wiU 

be of no use to their clients. 

You can help them access information. You can be nice to them. But what îhey 

needfrom you is fucilitation of their vrrion. So first of al1 you%e got to be able to vision 

for yourselfand then you can facilitate others. The two-year college progrnm is designed 

in a way that will ennble them to constantly be moving towurd vision. nie end of thefirst 

year we revisit their vision they set in September. It is designed in a way that allows 

them to create a vision for themrelves and then tu facilitate that vision. The orientation 

course is our best one, I have to Say. The course comists of group process, Meyers- 

Briggs, Tme Colors. learning styles, conflct resolution, diversity, shared vision with 

goals. noms and values of how they want to work wïth each other. 

Sarah stresses the need for congruence with inner values and outer reality, and 

that she describes the feelings of dissonance she expenenced in her job before she chose 

to leave. "My values were changing, or my values had aiways been the same but there 

are times Iput them a bit on the back burner and they were becoming more and more 

into prominence for me and causing me more and more discornfort." It is a belief she 

carries over into her teachuig today. " 1 teach it and have Zived it both professionally and 

personazly. I think fhat when that tension becornes too strong ... Say it is an elastic. So 

here 's your vision and here 's your cuvent reality and it 's ge fting reully taut. Well, ifyou 

let go of this it moves the elastic forward towards your vision. And I think thut's what 

Senge tulks about a lot, is this moving fomard toward vision. And that's exactt'y what it 

was for me, was by letting go .... isn 't that interesting ... " Sarah pauses to absorb her own 

words as they hit home for her-that's exactly the point shefs at in her relationship. 

One of my greatest lessons fiom this erperience is that personal vision keeps 

evulving. As my current reality sh@s so does my vision. The changes may be subtle or 

just refinements but they dernonstrate that persona1 vision is dynamic, alwuys in motion. 

Since setting mypersonal vision sixyears ago, if al1 came hue. When this happened I 

asked myself: 'Now what?'I have readjused the vision. I entered the rnasters program at 



OISE with a vision to rnoving on to p@onning career deveiopment in a Zurge, prefwably 

Ieaming organization. 

Sarah recently wrote about her broad career involvement at the college, 

undergraduate university and provincid and national level. 

On a large scale I am involved in a number of initiatives to brïng more vision to 

the field of career development. 1 am on the steering committee of a new professional 

organuation for career development practitioners in the province. 1 was part ofa sub- 

committee that developed a generic rompetencies mode2 for the field. Iam on a national 

group establishing national standards for career counseiing. 1 am also involved in 

developing an articulation agreement between our community college and OISEXJTthat 

will create an undergraduate p r o p m  in career developrnent. AI2 of these initiatives are 

part of my persona1 vision for myselfand for my profession. Iam sure that as these 

visions are achieved new ones wilI be emerging to capture my creative energy. 

Having a persona1 vision has had a profound influence on my lqe. Without it 1 

wasjloundering. With it I have a sense of purpose and r e n d  energy- 1 feel that my 

passion is engaged in what I do. That passion then rubs o f o n  the other areas of my life. 

Personal vision is one stmtegy for an individual to have creativity in one's lijë. It also 

provides a base of resiiienq as the vision evolves. It gives a sense of control and power 

over ments in one's life that previotrsly may have felt outside of one's control. 

To me to be open to synchronicities is to how oneselfvery well. rfyou dont then 

you're not going to see them when they're happening. So to me it cornes back to intuition 

as well. I think 1 know myselfpretty wel2. I get to know myself better al2 the time. As long 

as I'rn open to myselj: that's a good startingpoint. Part of that openness is openness to 

possibilities. which is vision. And ifyou have those two things then when the possibility 

occurs you're ready for ii. Otherwise they could just slip nght by you. To me to be open 

to selfand open ta the fùture, open to possibility means you're open to synchronicities. 

I'm not saying that you make things happen. Sometimes we rnake things happen 

for ourselves. And other times we do in the sense that we have prepared ourselves to be 

rendy for different options and when they corne, there you are. It's sort of a mixture-of 

individualistic thinking and more cosmic rype of thinking. But 1 think it's n combination of 

both. I don 't think things just happen in l i f .  I rnean. they do happen. Why do some people 



get al1 this bad energy around them? I mean, why do they call that to them? Why do some 

people call good energy to them? WelZ, to me it's about what you're doing inside yourself 

at the same t h e  as events outside ourselves do whatever they do, and then itk just the 

alignment of those two things, the UIner and the outer work 

Itk like the Serenity Prayer. What are the things I can change, what are the things 

1 can 't, and the wisdom to know the dzference? 1 think knowing what one h a  control 

over, our thoughts, our reactions, our actions. And that's where serendipity cornes in, is 

that i f rh  at a place where I'm clear about myself: who Iam, what I want, where I'd like 

to go, where I've been, then my eyes can be open to the things that are all out there. You 

know people say to me about relationships, 'WelZ one day you 1ljtîst open your eyes and 

there the person wiZ2 be. 'And that tr always how it happens. But thnt opening of the eyes 

is all about the state of readiness and the state of readiness is the bowledge, the cornfort 

with se& And to me that is what one has control over, what I have control over. The more 

out of touch a person is with themselves the less likeZy they're going to see what happens 

and they're going tojust rush into things or whatever. I think the more open you are to 

yourselfthe more open then one can be to events outside of onmeIf: Because the world is 

going on-we're not the center of the universe, men though we think we are. We're the 

center of our own universe but that's about it. 

When I think about my own career at the college, there's so much serendipity 

there. but yet a lot of it was my own doing. Imean, 1 chose to do things so that 1 would be 

known there, so that I would be valued, so that when the tirne came th ey'd... that's who 

they would think of would be me. And that's exactly what happened. 

She stresses the importance of networking and building up acquaintanceships. 

I help people, somebody cornes to me for an information interview Ignte them my 

time. Who knows? Five years down the road I may need them for something. So I put a 

lot of energy into maintaining a strongprofessional network and a strongfiiendship 

network so that I know that wiZZ corne back to me. And it has corne back to me. Like this 

surnrner, with being so depressed, rnyfnends have been fabulous. There hm to be a win- 

win, othenvise why bother doing it. The win may be way down the road. But it needs to 

be a win-win in order for it to be a valuable networking experïence. So, I do work on that 

a lot. And that takes energy, but it's worth if in the long run. 



She is right in the midst of change but sees it as part of the overail continuum of 

her life as opposed to a major t u h g  point. 

I don 'î know what is going to happen, whether this in fact will result in a very 

different way that I live my life because Ifm not there yet I%e always been pretty clear. 

X've had little detours, doubled back on myself: but I would not say there have been any 

m a w  tzirning points in my life. 

Sarah trusts her intuition and persona1 visioning7 finding it a place to put her 

energy, to put her in a state of readiness when opportunity arises. This leads to 

synchronicity, the alignment of the inner and the outer work. 

ProbabZy the major thing for me ù the alignment of the inner work and the 

extemal supports. The two seem to be very necessary for me to be able to be resilient, 

emotionuliy resilient within. 

Personal Faith 

Sarah was raised Anglican, but today she fhds that while she's moved by the 

music she is questionhg organized religion with everyone in their separate buildings, 

convinced that theirs is the right path to whatever they're looking for. "To me it's su much 

bigger than that. " She recognizes that the same wisdom ninç through ail religions and has 

faith in love: love for self, nature and love of the planet. She has faith in humanity and 

conscious life. "I think Iprobably [ive a ves> Christian life ifyou take the tenets of the 

Christian religion, but I jmt  don'lprofers to believe in Jesus Christ as the Son of God. I 

do have faith in us as people. " She has what she calls an individualistic philosophy. "The 

oniy thing I can really work on is myselfand by doing that make mal1 changes in the 

world, and make a diference, combined with the way I was raised around a Zife of 

service and giving to others and respect and caring for others. " 
She has appreciation for life and the sense that "everything is connected. " She has 

strong intuition, and having that ability feeds on her sense of vision. " We do live in the 

realm in possibilities. '" 

The procm of talkïng about these things shines n clearer Zight on it. In the dny to 

day it's emy to just bury aZZ this stufl What's happened is it's j u t  put a really strong 

spotlight on so that I'm seeing things much clearer. 1 don 't think the actzial perception of 



what happened in my mind has changed. Because Ispent well over a yearprior to men 

separating examining myself: the relatiomhip. And now since that's been finished, thut's 

what i%e been doing non-stop. It's changed in that it's a sharper fucus for me. awareness 

of my dependency, over-responsibility, over-compensation, his role ... it's right t h e  in 

fiont of me. 

Reading th& stuff was good, very good to read. You con see the insights jumping 

off the page. It gave me a f o m  and it was clear that one of my problems was that I w m  

not able to articulate rny vision und I could see what was holding me back frurn that, but 

it was also that not having the vision was keeping me stuck in a kinù of limbo, so that was 

helpful. 



Leith is a Gestalt Therapist, writer of poetry, student of native spirituality, and 

recently finished a Masters Degree in Adult Education. With fier nchly colored woven 

vests and interesting e-gs, she looks years younger than 58. Perhaps it's attitude, 

because in mid-life Leith underwent a rebirth, a transformation. She used to be a high 

powered vice president of pharmaceutical marketing before she was terrninated without 

notice, escorted out the door just years prior to M l  retirement benefits. In her lifetime 

she's also experienced depression, divorce, the death of her oldest son fkom leukemia and 

a bout with breast cancer. Now she's busy building her private practice, risking reading 

her poetry to colleagues and family, and learning the Sweet Medicine Sundance teachings 

in shamanic studies. She's excited about possibilities, an integration of new leaming and 

her past history as she navigates the second halfof her life. In the words of  ne of her 

poems, 'Tve found the magic thut tum adversity into adventure." 

Childhood History 

Leith does not, however, r ecd  experiencing a lot of adversity as a child. Strong 

family influences were academics and medicine. Her father was a professor of 

pharmacology at a major Canadian university, hex mother juggled expenses by making 

clothes and buying second hand as a stay-at-home mom of four children. Leith has two 

brothers, one older, one younger, and a younger sister with a PbD. in biochemistry. A 

family standard was emotions or feelings were not displayed or encouraged. ''As a chiid 

the creative, intuitive, imaginative, even "magical"part of me was not encouraged. me 

scholarly, academic, practical, organized, logical side of me was encouraged." As the 

oldest granddaughter, her relationship with her grandfather was significant, "Zike father- 

daugh ter once displaced. " 
Her grandfatfier was the positive infitience in her life for many years. 

He was the adult who Itumed to for love, for appreciation, and I feZt ... now 1 can 

use the word ... he was my source of unconditional love and approvd, much more than 

either of my parents. He was a medical doctor in the good old jfamib doctor sryle, ' who I 



felt always approved of evetything I did. I%e realized that he was really a source of 

approval that 1 turned to in the family. 

Childhood memories include the ritua1 of Sunday visits, staying over at her 

grandparents' house, that she could always run to Grandpa and jump on his hee ,  and 

accompanying him to the hospital while he went on his rounds. His office was in his 

home and Leith mails her childhood imagination being intrigued by the "Dingbat 

calerzdars" behind his door, with cartoon depictions of gant ants in medical settings 

rendered in heightened detail. She irnagined they "were really alive and really doing al2 

their stufl and l'à try sneak in and catch them moving around, but the minute I came 

around the corner, theyfi-oze. " When Leith pIayed dolls it was always "hospital dolk. " 

her desire and detemination to one day be a nurse fueled by her relationship with her 

grandfather and the "Cherry Ames" image of the supportive professional popular at the 

time. She comments today on her lack of self-esteem and confidence that prevented her 

fkom senously considering going into medicine, although recent career assessrnents 

indicated an aptitude in that area Her father had a strong bias against women in medical 

school, believing that they took classroom seats away fiom men and then did not practice. 

She did, however, go on to get a nursing degree. 

Speaking again of her grandfather, she recalls, "He always took my sister and I to 

the hospital nurses'graduation ceremonies. He wos chief of staffof a hospital for many 

years. And ijust grav up with this notion that 1 was going to be a nurse. And it was 

partly the connecfion with my grandfather's image. Now, it never occuwed to me ... 1 was 
too scared to be a doctor. " 

Her grandfather died just after Leith's first son was bom. She was 21. She 

remembers the respect he had professionally. "He was jurt a very kind person, that 

showed up in ail Lis l i f .  He hadpatients who refused tu change doctors even though he 

was in his eighties. He was still seeing some of these patients because they wouldn 'l go 

anywhere else. " He was also a very forma1 man, and Leith does not recall her 

grandparents ever referring to each other by hrst name. Instead he called her "Mrs. 

Wallace." 

Leith's father is a doctor too. "but a v e v  dzjlerent kind of doctor. He's very shy 

and very reserved and unemotional. He's probably been one of the strongest influences in 



my life, and that's hud both positive and negatnre efects for me. " Mer working as a 

professor he became general manager of a imiversity-affiliateci laboratory. Leith talks 

about "the acudemic atnzosphere around us, and-just that expectation that we'd al1 go to 

university. " Her father did not want her to be a nurse. Leith compromised by doing a 

four-year nursing degree program at university, getting married at the end of her second 

year. Her marriage was partly a way of getting away fiom farnily Muences, "because 1 

thought Icoufd never live up to my father's expectatiom. " It is a denning theme in Leith's 

life and an issue she still stniggles with 

1 had felt that somehow 1 wodd never be able to meet rny father's expectations, 

so I would just Zeme the arena. I was afiaid that he would think that I was stupid si& or 

whatever. I1ve done a lot of work on things I learnedfiom him and the things fie 

struggled with in my own selfworth. Igrew up with a feeling of having very low self- 

esteem. My recoflections are that he said 1 was too fat. 1 was a chunky kid ... I don 't look it 

now, but he was critical of that within my hearing. Igrew up with the belief that I was too 

fat and fat is ugiy and nobody will love a person who's too fat. mat translated into a lot 

of areas-nobody will love someane who's stupid, and IV never do it right, and IV never 

be quite good enough. I'll always have to try harder ... that kind of thing. 

First Marriage 

Her first husband was not acadernically educated, and fkom a different social 

class. His f d y  was Scottish background, big-hearted, earthy, open, generous, loving, 

and welcomed Leith with big hugs. 

ïXey a h  't have much. They were nof well ofbut  yau couldn't go to their house 

and not sit down ro a meal. It wouidn't matter what time of the day or night it was. They 

were old country Scottish. His rnother had grown up in a Stone cottage with a dirtfoor. 

They always had a bigpot of soup on the back of the stove and there was always enough 

to share with farnily and neighbors. 

Leith basked in the unconditional love and acceptance of her new family. "They 

thought I was just wondeyful. I had never expeTienced anything Iike this before. " Her own 

parents were not happy about her choice in marriage, but went dong with it. Her first son 

was bom while she was in her third year of nursing, and she took a year off. 



My rnother was very insinmental in getting me to go back andfinish my fourth 

year of nursing. Ifshe had not, who knows where I'd be today? But it was really. really 

important to her und probabiy the single biggest thing that she's done for me, it's that she 

encouraged me was to encourage me to do that. 

Living on the third floor of her parents' home, she finished school while her 

mother looked after her son while she finished school. Leith also sees that time as the 

"beginning of the end of my ma-e with rnyfirst husband. He was a technicd school 

graduate and 1 think secretly quite happy when I lep university. He w m  4 partictdarly 

keen on my going back He didn't stand in my way, but he wasn 4 happy about it. " Leith 

had a second son at age 23. By her early M e s  her depression began, feeling quite 

hopeless that things weren't going to work out with her husband. He wanted her to be 

something she wasn't, a stay-at-home mom. She wanted something for herself. At hrst 

she did general duty relief shift work to accommodate her family, then worked part-tirne 

for a general practitioner in his practice. 

"lgot extremely depressed for the betterpart of a year. I lost a lot of weight. I 

was feeling completely hopeless. I saw no way out. And then IfinaZZy came out of it 

enough to say, 'okay. I've got to do something for ntyself: I'm going to gel a job. I don 't 

care what he says. I'm going to do it! " She had the redization that sooner or later she and 

her husband would have to spiit up. "He wouldn 't let me-couldn 't let me be what 1 needed 

ta be. He was too threatened by my having an identity outside the family. " 
She was not willing to take the k t  step toward separation, instead waiting until 

he came to the reaiization? going into what she laughingiy calls '@pnssive-aggressive 

mode. " She tried to be as neutral as she could until he came to the realization-it took two 

years. It was the 70's and mortgage money was tight. They parted on amicable terms, 

their explicit goal to cause the boys the lest  amount of stress possible under the 

circurnstances. When they couldn't sel1 it, her husband stayed in the house keeping the 

boys, aged 11 and 13, with him. It was a non-traditional decision for a woman to rnake 20 

years ago, and not an easy one. Her career started blossoming. Leaving the "G.P.'s" office 

to work in pharmaceutical sales, Leith began a 20 year cfimb up the corporate ladder 

from sales representative, clinical research associate, marketing manager, marketing 

director, manager of a sales team and fïnaily vice-president of marketing. It was an 



avenue where she would express both the logical and creative parts of her personality. 

But when ber oldest son died of leukemia about seven yean d e r  the break-up, she had 

guilt that it was partiy the stress of her leaving that may have caused his cancer. She 

believes that we can't cause cancer in others, but we can cause the stress that leads to it, 

She also questions if she'd chosen another route whether there might have been even 

more stress at home. "But then you get aZl caught up in these stories about being selfish I 

really believed it was better for everybody all around if we separated ... thnt was in my 

good moments." 

Kendrew's Death 

Frorn about age 16 her son had developed serious behavioral problems, used 

alcohol and experimented with dnigs. Leith worried that he would seem to 'Visappear" 

under stress. When he developed mononucleosis and had no strength left even to walk up 

a flight of stairs, a doctor diagnosed leukemia With chemotherapy treaûnent he had one 

remission. A bone marrow transplant wasn't possible because mother and son were not a 

perfect match, and he did not want a lot of interventions. Leith says when he was first 

diagnosed she knew he was going to die of it, then felt guilty about this insight. Her 

medical training helped-she did some research and had a professional understanding of 

what was going on, and feels he received very good care. Her son would never talk about 

death. "He didn 't want to talk about dying. On& once he said. Y don 't want to die, Mom. ' 
And I said, 'mat's it about?' And he said 'Well, 1 don 't want people to cry about me.' l 

said, 'WelZ, people will .y, because they'll miss you, and they love you and it's okny. ' But 

that was the oniy time he said, 'Well, Idont want you to cry. '" Leith still has sadness that 

her firstbom son died alone, and that it was the day after Motheis Day. 

During the tirne of her son's death she coped by using her analytical side, 

intellectualizing, researching, fïndhg out as much as she could about leukemia, trying to 

read and understand. As a member of the medical profession she respected the care he 

received. She credits her facility to see both sides of a question that helped her get 

through that phase. And for ten years she buried herself in her work. Leith had remarried 

about three years before her son's death and now speaks of her husband as her "best 

friend. A wonde@ support. " She had long since corne to realize that she had to leam to 



be okay with herself as a single person on her own, before she had anythmg to offer 

anybody in a relationship. For ten years she coped by being very busy, her work was 

engrossing and she continued to stuffher feelings, just as she had done for years. The 

family pattern had been set. It was easy to hide her feelings until they became too strong. 

Then sheld break d o m  and couldn't get control again. 

While on a business trip to California, she somehow ended up at a Gestalt 

workshop at Esalen, devoted to the study and advancement of human potential. It was her 

first exposure to Gestalt, a fortuitous moment for ha.  Durhg typicai Gestalt "hot sent, or 

MO chair work" she found she had never done any work around her son's death, never 

properly grieved it." About that tirne she was introduced to the writings of spintual 

teacher Ram Das and his ideas on death. "Nobody dies a minute too soon or a minute too 

late. 1 don 't know what your son war here to do, but he did it. and it was time for hirn to 

go. The manner of leaving is not the point. the point is that when it's your time you will 

go. " Leith ponders the idea that maybe, in some way, her son led her to Gestalt. 

In the fi&-eight years I have been in th f i  body 

My path has taken a greut many t u m  

And twists and gyrations 

Like a sn& on the ground 

Or a doi'phin at play in the heaving seas. 

Goodness me, 

How open I1ve failen 

From heights into valleys. 

From sunlight to fog, 

From joy and fulfillment- 

Such feelings so fleeting- 

To the depths of depression 

Bleak, hopeless and raw 

Always to c h b  up again. 



Spiritual Journey-Synchronicity 

She realized she was attracted to the Gestalt method (Yontef, 1993) so began to 

study at the Gestalt Imtitute in Toronto and pwsued it Çom there. "I can see now how 

much synchronicity has piayed a role for me in rny iife, especially in the last 10 to 20 

years. And now I'm much more aware of it. Look for it. " 

It's like 1 heard about the book The Artist's Way, fiom three, maybe four dzrerent 

people ... so, now I don 't have to be hit over the head as many times. And there is a 

diference for me between doing things, and doing things in awareness. You can do 

things, and there are habits. But habits aren 't 'marenars. ' It 3 when you becorne aware of 

the habit and then acknowledge, 'Oh, this is what Ido.' then something happens. In 

Gestalt there's something called 'Paradoxical neory of Change,' which basically says 

'change happens when you get where you're d l n  other wordr. fyou get into the present 

moment and getfuIZy into where you're at and how you are ...righ t now, rather than 

fomsing your attention on how you' want to be, ' then change can happen. But change 

won 't happen-can't huppen, as long as you're focussing on where you want to go rather 

than getting to where you're a?. In Gestalt we ofen do what we call 'emggerate things, ' 
to full) acknowledge where you're at now. For me that's been a really important 

realization. 'Okq, this k me now. This is what Ido. This is how I do if. 1 do feel this way. 

Once you 've acknowledged that you are or have something then you can let it go. But ar 

long as you 're denying that if's you, which is what we're u~cctlZy trying tu do when we 're 

trying to be something else, you can 't let go what you haven 't grasped. Many of us spend 

our tirne in the past and the firare. Most of us spend the bulk of our time in the past and 

in the future. And not in the moment. 

The first resources she drew on for personal growth were Maxwell Malt's writing 

on psychocybemetics with his message that you are what you think you are. Until you 

value yourself you have nothing to give other people. She loved Jonathan Livingstone 

Seagull with the message that "you have no idea what you can be. You just have to keep 

going and keep trying to be better than you are. Keep working at it. Istill believe that. 

niere's no end to my poten t id ifl have the guis to go where it's scary. And to face and to 

get into those situations that cause me amiety and fear, that I can corne through the other 



side. " When Leith met her new husband, one of the thuigs they had in cornnion was the 

Jonathan Livingstone Seagull book (Bach, 1970). 

Leith had traveled twice to India for studies in meditation and began to study the 

writings of spiritual teachers, significmtly Rarn Das (1980) during that the .  

He talks about going into the fire to come out in the water. And ifyou always try 

to stay in the water, you're going to come out in the fire. Go where the amlLXIety is. Go 

where there's something diflcult about it for you. Ifyou aiwnys stay where if's easy, 

you're never going to go anywhere. Change doesn't happen when we're cornfortable and 

happy. It just doesnt The on& way change happens is when you're uncornfortable 

enough to want to do something dzflerent, to be willing to experiment with something 

dzrerent. Pm much more aware iflget this ciench in my gut when somebody suggests 

something, I'd better take a look at it. 

Determination 

I once heard it said 

That without the vaiZeys 

ïïiere couldn 't be mountains 

And the times that you fa22 

Need not be counted 

As long as you don 't end it there. 

Just get up, bnrrh off (say what you must) 

And resume your clirnb 

One more tirne. 

'I can do it rnysey is kind of a theme sang for me. And if1 can 't do if myself: I may 

opt for something that I can. Iam pragmatic. If one way doesn 't work, then I'll try 

another way. I can get really hung up about what should and shouldn 't be in the world, 

and I am also a v e v  practicalperson. Ill put a lot more energy into somethingpractical. 

han& on. that a m s  me, than I will into philosophy and a stutement of values, or morals 

or whatewr. I do need to be able to feel a sense ofpersonal involvement and cornmitment 

1 guess. So, if's l i k  'Keep going! And lguess that 's what I've aiways done. Just keep 



going. The worst time was that nine month to a year of depression, when I di& 4 mer go 

and get help with it, but 1 knew I wm depressed. But men there, it was like, 'Well. I'w got 

to keep going. ' So, I dragged myself out of bed in the moming and ... andjust had to keep 

going. Iguess that's a b y s  been a theme for me. 'You gottu h e p  going. ' 
Iguess one of the themes that h m  corne up for me in my Gestalt work is that fie 

grown up with an idea that I'm never good enough. And whnt I do is never good enough. 

It could be betrer. You've got to OY harder. And the 'keep going' is very consistent with 

that. but I have actually never verbalued it in that WQY- 'Just keep going. ' And 1 am very 

much like that. Just keep going. Just keep trying. Don 't give up. ifone way doesn 't work 

you'IIfind another. Or maybe you'll have to change your direction a bit. And certain& 

looking back, Ican say that what I i ~ e  done, what I've been through, Iprobably had to do 

it al2 that way. And a's ail cuntributed to who 1 am and how I am today. 

Leith was studying rneditation and spirituality. The Gestalt Institute has become a 

very important community to her. Since then, in spiritual leamhg and practices, she has 

moved on fiom the eastem focus to Native studies and the group she's studying with is 

very much a community. It's also been important to her that her husband has corne into 

both of these with ber. 

Career Change 

After 20 years in the pharmaceutical industry, Leith had a vague feeling of 

wanting a change-did not envision becoming president of marketing and did not want to 

stay on as a vice president of marketing indefïnitely. A corporate reorganization had 

resulted in her working with someone who used to be a rival. She had mentally mapped 

out a tentative plan of working about five more years while pmuing her studies in 

Gestalt on a part-time basis. Knowing she wanted to make a change, and aware of 

increasing signs around her saying, "it's time to go," she did not yet have the courage to 

take that step by choice. The decision would be made for her. Her termination without 

notice has been the most difficult transition of her life. Called into a meeting ostensibly to 

discuss the structure of her department, she was shocked to find the meeting was about 

her. She was declared redundant and escorted out of the building. She received a 

severance package of a drastically reduced pension and a referral to an "out-placement 



counselor." She says she's becorne increasingiy aware of "notfining into that culture. " 

Her game plan had been to get Gestalt training, stay at her job for a few years while 

developing a practice and then îake early retirement. "And thbr just speeded up the 

process. It was a whole change in direction. It was iike, 'Now the decks are cleared Now 

I have no excuse. I can get rnoving in a new direction!' 

"This is not your death knell, 

But a chance for üfe. Now you're fiee to go on 

As you knew you must, but hadn 't the guts 

To do for yourselfl " 

"Than-you Spirit, I know it had to be this way 

For me to turn in a new direction. 

My courage and trust were not enough 

To clear my lge by conscious choice. 

But did you have to be so rough?" 

Today she describes being terrninated at work as the most significant turning 

point in her Life. 

That's the one that really cornes to mind; the rest of thern were more gradual. But 

in the moment, I remember the vice-presiden t 's words. You 're sitting there and the VP of 

human resources, and 1 was VP of marketing, and my new boss was corporate vice- 

president of sales and marketing. And he said. li>e been giving a lot of thought to your 

department shucture!And I said, 'Fine. I think that's good. 'And he says, 'And I've 

decided we have no place for you. We don 't need another vice-president. ' Gasp. And I 

don 'r know what he said afier that. But ...g oing through my mind was, 'Wow! Now things 

are really ... hit the fan and now things have really cieared away! And the VP of human 

resources said to me, 'Well. Do you have anything to say?'Ijust ZOOM at her and said, 

'Not that you 're going to hear! I would never have ever said anything Iike t h t  to her 

before. But I hm in that moment that things were going to change, that all of a sudden I 

was on an accelerated change path. And Iprobably also knew in that moment, although I 

hnd to revisit it and revisit it, that I wasn t going to go bock to corporate l i f .  I wasn 'l 



goiw to go and try andfind anotherjob in the indmtry, and ail of that. But Ithink ... that 

was the strongest moment that I had- 

"W7lile 1 was over in India just a few months earlier 1 had realued things were 

going to change somehow. 1 had no idea how. " Career assessments revealed an aptitude 

for medical school, but it would take 10 years. She was encouraged to do a Masters in 

Adult Education and pursue further studies in Gestalt. 

It was a big adjustment financialIy. Her husband had recently taken early 

retirement and although he had wanted to leave the work environment he had been in, 

was frnding the Ioss of work identity difficult. They had to sit d o m  and work out a 

financial plan and found they would be okay if they did not buy things without thought. 

Leith says she's surprised how well they c m  manage, thaî they're really happier today on 

less and she has enough of a financial base to be able to keep her therapy sessions 

accessible, and not charge top fees. 

m a t  was really important to me in doing all those things was an intzmaI sense 

that th3  wm really a big opporfunity to do what 1 would be happier doing, what rnaybe 

was more in line with what my real mission could be. My htisband was very supporting, I 

got support Rom the out-placement people, the Gestalt Institute provided me with 

another comrnuniS) that was supportive and helpfirl. 

Breast Cancer 
- -- 

A year later brought another shock. A routine mammogram detected a srnall 

invasive tumor that a biopsy revealed to be breast cancer. Afier surgery and radiation, 

Leith's risk factor is minimal. " 1 have every expectation that Tm probably not going ta die 

of breast cancer. It'll be something else." 

Leith experienced a brief sense of shock, but in retrospect says, "it's hardly 

tripped me up at all. "For a few weeks she had feelings of, "ûh, rny God! This doesntt 

happen to me, and going through al1 the howor s t o M  in your head. But Ialready had a 

new direction and sense of purpose. " But she acknowledges breast cancer has changed 

her perspective. 

nie mind once stretched by new ideas never reverts to its former shape. So, once 

you know you've had cancer, you know it could happen again. Until youLe had cancer, 



it 's like a remote possibility. And y m  h o w  it could happen intellectually. but once you %e 

had it, it's reaL 1 do volunteer work at Willow, which is a breasî cancer resource and 

information center. which came out of that. because you have to be a breast cancer 

survivor to be a peer support counselor there. And one day the phrase came up 'loss of 

innocence.'If is. Ir's a Ioss ofinnocence. And so it dues change your perspective a bit. 

Today-A Life Mission 

Today Leith is setting up a private psychotherapy practice, particulariy with a 

focus on working with people who are making Me transitions. 

ï3ey are dealing with change or muking change in all of the various arenas that 

can make an impact, be it career, relationships or health. And IZle had personal 

erperience in viriually al1 of those arenar. So Ithink that Isee it as-it may be my mission. 

It sounds a bit pretentiouî fo say that. It feels pretentiow to me to say, 'I think I've finall'y 

found my puvose and mksion. ' And yet what I realize is that the more that I learn about 

myseIfund how I have ... how lam and whatlam. the more Ihave tu offer, and want to 

offer to other people. 

I've got tu lenrn more about myseg 'dLrcover, ,' and 're-cover' more of myself in 

order to explore my potential and then it's about making that milable tu other people- 

It's about sharing it. 

Change for Leith has been a 'kenes of small building blocks that have continued 

and things have fallen into place. IV say that also if1 look at things that have happened 

in what seemed to me to be synchronous ways, they%e always moved me farther along in 

this direction. " 
I do feel that everything that I have done hm conbibuted to who and where and 

why I am now. And that ifl had missed any piece of it ...y0 u know, people do say, 'WeZZ. 

what ifyou had it to do over again, would you do it dzyerently?' And part of me wants to 

say, 'Weil, of course I wodd. ' And another part of me says. 'Don? be silly. You had to do 

what you had to do. You h o w  that. " 1 mean. I had to marry who I hnd to rnarry first and 

do what I had to do there and have children. 

She now expenences more of an inteption of her creative and logical sides, 

being able to move between the two. While she used creativity as a corporate person, she 



felt more cornfortable using Iogicai, anaificd skills. Writing poetry has been exciting 

and scary, reading it to colleagues even more so. But the biggest challenge was 

expressing this part of herself to her family. 

Something I did about two months ago, which 1 certainly wouldn 't have done a 

few yean ago, was take some of my poehy and read it to rny furnily. Like my father and 

my two brothers and my sister, sister-in-law, and was very gratified by their response. 

And you know, you kind of wonder, what did I think they would do? Laugh at me, 

probabZy. Or poke fun or...I don 2 know. m a t  is it that we fear in letting people see who 

we are? Or something that's very important, close to us, personal to us? And i certainly 

would never have done that, but then I think if1 hadn't been in Gestalt I wouldn 't even be 

into my poetic side, I don 't think ïRat would be buried. 

She was fearfiil of her father's judgement of her Gestdt studies, even as an adult 

in her fifües. 

It took me a while before 1 men told my father what 1 was doing. Now, here we 

are like, fiFy years later and Istill have enouglz concern about getting a negative 

reaction or a derogatory reaction fiom my father, which may be entirely mfounded, but 

nevertheless, that was the fear that I had, that 1 wouldn 't tell him. And it took me a long 

tirne to tell him what 1 was doing and Ididn k tulk to him too much. Then I found much to 

my surprise he was very interested and he wanted to borrow textbooks. I had a very 

mked image of him, obvi02(~Zyfi.om rny upbnnging, and he's a much more complex man 

than 1 mer gave him credit for. 

Trust 

Leith credits the teachings of Ram Das and Gestalt to increasing her ability to be 

more vulnerable, in leamhg to "let go. " 
Safeety is being completely vulnerable. In trying to keep myselfafe 1 was keeping 

myselfisolated and I feltt lonely, depressed. me on& way to be safe is basically to have 

nothing to hide-tu have nothing you're Qing  to protect. People build up waZZs to protect 

their material accumulation, and that creates separution and fenr. Ifyou're not attached 

IO any of it, you are able to move. 1. is about movernent imtead of rigidity. The theme of 

rigidity versus flexbility cornes up in Gestalt. how we lock ourselves in trying to protect 



ourselves, îrynving to deal with ourfenrs by tightening up and becoming reulZy @id. It 

appears in natn>e teachings about health and wellness and spin'tuulity, and it's about 

movement. In native teachings there are four cardinal directions in the Medicine m e e l  

relate tu difjérent aspects of humanness: south for emotiun and the place of the child, 

West is about the physical body, north is about the mind, und east is the spirit. In the 

south, the place of emotions, 'e-motion. ' is about energy in motion. In the West, we are 

meant to use our physical bodies ar containers and channels. Not locked in boxes, but as 

channels for our energy. What usually happens is that as humans we 'hold' with our 

emotionr and '@et with our bodies. You how, we work ourselves to death physically, 

but we hold back our emotions. 

For me it's about being able io be in the centered place and be able b move out to 

the edge, in awareness, when you need to, and then be able to get back to your center. 

Leith feels she has leamed to allow thhgs to happen in Me, at the same time not 

being a d  to push for change when the t h e  is right. 

With this perspective, I've found the rnagic 

Tu transfom adversity into adventure. 

Anxiety shzjls to unlemh excitement 

That if1 can stay long enough, 

-Yes, it 's tough 

In the place of hot knowing' 

And no, I don? have to stay there alone- 

I'ZZfind a new piece, anoiher dimension 

mat grgrva me some courage to take the next step. 

I don 't have to do everything immediately. Part of it is an issue of trust, self-trust, 

self-confidence, that e w n  though I think 1 how.  I'm not sure. I don 't tmst myself 

sornetimes to make a decision and step out and implement it. And cerîuinly that was the 

case in my mam-age, and that was certainly the case in my corporate life. is that I didn't 

tend to Say to myself; 'Okny. well, this is whai 's gotta happen. so I'm going to make it 

happen. 1 would gradually become more and more strongly awure and I would still be 



waiting, maybe, for something to feel right about it. Now. that's an 'afer the fact ' thought 

that's kïnd of coming to me right now. There's something about allowing things to emerge 

until 1 have a feeling that it's n'ght to move, rather than push it. And. now what? What I 

want to Say lLve also done some reul& riihy things on the spur of the moment, and some 

of them ttirned out jus$ fine. So, it's not to say that 1 can O and I don? know what the 

difference is. Unless. it 's when I do the rrSky things it is because I'm operating fiom a 

sense of knowing and confidence that I haven 't possessed through here. @oints to head) 

qyou believe some of the spiritual teachings, and 1 Zike the idea in shamanic 

studies that we are souls, we are energy and we have chosen this body. the 

circumstances, the parents, whatevet. Weiie chosen obstacles we will face in order tu 

learn and evoive. and the spirit can only evolve in human fonn. In spirit f o m  we chose it 

all, and when we corne into the human body. we tend to lose the knowledge of why we 

corne, what we 5-e hem for. But somewhere it 's there. So, you know, when you say the 

'what iJ' somewhere it was there but yoti cmldn't give voice to it at that point. 

Transition 

I think the hardest part of making decisions is staying in what Bridges caZls 'the 

neutral zone.' Only for many people it's not very neutrai because it is a place of loss of 

control. You 've let go ... and you haven? got anything else to hang on to. And it comes up 

again and again in different contexts. In Gestalt we speak about staying at the impasse to 

get to the point of creative indiference. In Ine Ariist's Way she says. Tou have to let go 

with both han& and when you do, the safety net will appear.' That's the essence...as long 

as you 're hanging on with one hand you're not going to be able to get beyond a certain 

distance and you may not be able to see your safety net. YouZle got to wait until you can 

let go. And it 's a big thing about trust. And certain& for me, when 1 was younger, 

certain& in myfirst rnam'age and men in corporate ive, Idid not have enough trust in 

myselfto pwh things along, because I was a m d  1 wouldn 't be able to handle what 

would emerge, or nof emerge. Now 1 have moved into, 1 think more of a space of 'I can 

wait without knowing because I can trrrst. ' So it's a totalflip fi-om Y had to wait without 

bowing because I didn 't tmst myseij and now 1 am much more comciously aware of 

choosing to wait because I do tmst that when things are right I will get both the impetus, 



the motivation, and the opportunities to rnove. And then 1 have to sîruggle with whar 1 

consider the fine line beîween doing too little ... 
Leith talks about recognizing the validity of "the restingplace. " She explains 

practicing Gestalt is being present in the "hwe and now. " 
1 am also including myself in the exchange-the interaction. How do you know 

when you 're doing that? I start getting excitement and some anxîety in my gut. I know 

when I'm putting myseZf on the edge. Bat's the place where the ive is. However, you 

can't be out there al1 the time. Sa there's a resting-place. m e n  does the resting-place 

become a 'rotting place? ' When you are indulging yourselfto the point of beginning to 

rot, rather than jus? resting, renewing ... Pm thinking of the image of a seed genninating, 

but ifthe seed stays in the ground too long and gets too much water and heat and 

moUture, itU start to rot. and then it won 't sprout and corne forth. So, the fine line for me 

is howing, being able to move back and forth between the edge and the restingplace, 

and not let myseJfsIip into the rottingplace. 

Leith talked about needing a sense of closure with her graduate studies. 

Contemplating pursing a Ph.D., she weighed her enjoyment of being a part of the 

academic community with her need to ide&@ new life goals. She described the 

discornfort of the thne of waiting for clarity for what would corne next. 

We talk about getting to an impasse and then staying in that impasse, in that place 

of greut discornfort? knowingyou are not going to go back RefuPig to go back to your 

oid neuroses, and not knowing and being afiuid to do something dzfferent. Just waiting 

until some new figure fonns and you Say, 'Aha, 1 can do thut. ' 

For Leith, the physical awareness cornes kt, followed by psychological 

movement. 

It had to be physical before my mind could start thinking. When you get to the end 

process, you 're stifl looking a? it, you're still loohïng at it, you 're stiil watching it und 

you're backing awuy from it, and then at some point you can turn around and sturt 

looking forwurd, looking out. But I had to do these physical things. get them done in 

order to stop my focus. in order to change rny focus. 

ïîiat's the hardest part of the neutrai zone or the impasse ... I'ZZ use the anulogy of 

doors. You know, when you're closing one door behind you, ifyou can see thut there's 



three doors here in front of you and you could try any one of those, then you're not so 

inclined to be gazing at the one you just shut behind you. But ifyouSte jllst shut one 

behind you, and there's nothing there, that's the impasse. nat ' s  when if's really hard not 

to go back 

And 1 also have corne to know that rny body knows. there's an intuitive ... 1 have an 

intuitive sense about what's the nght time for something. and then when Ifind myself 

procrastinating or ... not doing something that my head is saying, fWeil, corne on. You 

should get on with this.' WeZl, there's something ... there's something not nght about this 

so. I think I1Z just allow myselfto procrustinate a iittle longer and when the time is nght, 

I will know. I will feel it and 1 wiZZ have the energy and I will move. 1 will do what neecis 

to be done, 

Leith illustrates with the fact that she advertised for her private practice, and that 

taking physicai action legitimated her new role in sorne way. 

Body Image 

Leith speaks about taking better care of herselfphysically today than she ever ha, 

eating healthfhlly, becoming vegetarian a few years ago, caring for her skin with special 

facial creams, walking more since she rnoved downtown. 

For so many years in growing up I learned to not be in my body. I didn 't like my 

body. Igot lots of messages that it wasn '1 a good body. It was too fat; it was...you know 

things like that. And so, I leamed, as rnuny, many people do in Watern society, to be in 

my head and discount what's going on in my body. And that's kind of one of the things 

that brings me full back to Gestalt. 1 was starting to become aware, that 1 could pay 

attention, and give credence to a 'pt ' feeling, that it wouid be valid, that it wouki be the 

wise course of action, even if it wos nrnning counter to what rny Zogical brain said. 

Re-storying 

So why tell our stories, unless we can change 

Something about thern 

ntat ieadr tu new sight. 

Can we make ourselves heroes 



Imtead of the victirns? 

Dkcover new meaning in the pain that we felt 

-and suntived 

We did what we had to do at the time. 

mat was then, this k now 

We can change the perspective on old hurtful scenes 

nose  places we 've been 

And passed through. 

ney 're still with ur it 's hue 

Their images Zut, nuriured and vivid, 

Until we let go and step to a new viauingplace. 

Maybe higher, or farther, 

Or only a shortpace 

Away. 

In shamanic studies Leith has leamed to r e h n e  stones fiom the past, to create 

empowering images. She talked about the intemal messages we send ourselves. " We tell 

our stories8 using them for mythology and entertuinment and we h e p  ourselves in a 

certain place by the way we entertain ourselves with these stories." Leith has been able to 

change her interpretation of a significant chi1dhood story. She was four and got into 

trouble for walking alone with her older brother to school. The words "selfsh" and 

"inconsiderate" are what she recails. In telling the story now she sees the behavior as not 

only redistic for a four-year-old, but that she was "spunky" and "brave" to venture forth 

the way she did. And after carrying that around for years, she now holds it "as a power 

story instead of a poor me sto?-y." 

So I change my perspective, my viav of the scene, 

From some kind of disaster that overtook me 

To something to leam fiom, a personal teacher, 

Something 1 chose (at some level of knowing) 

As the meam to stretch me and help me grow. 



Renewal 

Leith has declared herself an apprentice of shamanic studies, a step that means a 

cornmitment to learn the teachings and perfora the ceremonies and use it as a way to 

continue to change her life. The mission statement for BIack Lightening Lodge is that it 

"dances the Sweet Medicine Sundance teachings in beauty, excellence, and with 
- pleasure-in order to CO-empower all the people in their growth through providing 

opporhrnities for healing, learning and ceremony." 

"You work your way all around the rnedicine wheel and there are lessons in each 

place and as you muster each position you move on. " Using the image of a spiral, she 

explains that you never finish but as you reach a different level you keep returning to 

things but at a different level of awareness. There are gateways, and each gateway 

consists of a number of ceremonies, expenences and leamings. Leith is at the Red Lodge, 

the first gateway. As you progress, the challenges increase to match the new energy Ievel 

that cornes with increased awareness. Leith has a sense of joy in opening herself up to 

new learning at an older age. 

As an older adult, to be able ta say, 'Idon't know anything about this ... corne on, 

let S just see. There 's excitement about new possibilities! And integrating it in a way or 

corn ing to it in a way thal 's dzrerent fiom a child coming to it. So it is.. . it 3 a dzyerent 

place to be but ... excitement in Iearning but bringrkg with it al1 mypast history. 

Leith passed on some literature ta me on sharnanic studies for background. "What 

is Black Lightning? Physicdy 'black lightening' is the charred part of a tree that has been 

recently hit by lightening. The power created fiom it is a deep, rich, black color with 

sparkles that shine in the light. EnergeticalIy, it cames the force of magma, molten rock 

matenal that allows anything to take on the power of life. It is the life force of the mineral 

world. Within this energy is contained the Dream of our Iives. It is how we experience 

our lives and make visions happen, Black Lightening symbolizes the potential of living 

life in the form we choose, and the potential for the growth and expansion of our spirit 

towards the light. This is the energetic that Black Lightening Lodge holds for the earth- 

based shamanic teachings of the Sweet Medicine SunDance Path." 

The image is well suited to Leith. And she simpiy says, "I'm in a process that 

seerns to be moving dong." 



Mentorinq 

Making a contribution is really important to Leith today and she continues to 

define what that means for her. During a workshop, participants were asked to create 

mission statements. The process for Leith was a revelation. 

I am a seeker. I have to find out more about myself: I'm self centered and lguess 

I think about that in a derogatoty sense, but what I realize is there's a corollary to that 

and it's about exploring so I can heLp otherpeople corne along. Sa, fie got to do the 

erploring and then I will be able to help other people. My gravdfather was a positive 

influence in my life for many years. I would like to make sure that my grnndchildren have 

someone like that in their lives as well. 

She has also experienced a role reversal of sorts with her father, and feels pride 

when she gains his approval over something she's written, or he asks for texts on Gestalt 

studies. 

Resiliency 

Leith sums up the Iife lessons she has learned, 'Tt's okay to be serjish. Ir's okay to 

ark for help. Stay in the present moment. Tak-e action" 

The resiliency part of it is 1 always try harder. I aiways want to and do better 

than I've done it. It's like a parada or a polariiy. Pm always hying to do it better 

because I know I'ZL never be 'good enough. ' So, I have to keep lryUg to do better. And of 

course there's stress to that. And there's low self-esteem to that. And it made me a strong 

person: it made me a detennined person. It made me kind of a 'gorila. ' 1 don 't go out 

front and lead the charge. But I'll stay in there and keep slugging. 1 don 't give up easiiy. 

I'rn beginning to trust and allow my purpose 

To reveal itselfand come into fonn, 

To attend to coincidence, 

Meetings that happen 

In seerningly random, just luck' fmhion. 

Beauty, simplicity, haiZmarkr of 'magic' 

I've come to believe in, 



1s this synchronicity? 

The way of the universe is not laborious 

Simple things are open rnost glorïous. 

And sometimes very fightening too 

Until we can learn to shifi our Mau. 

Castaneda learned to 'see without looking, ' 
Tb 'hear without htening,'and t m t  in htr knowing 

Without the need of material proof: 

Paradoxplays with her magic bal!. 

My lifee's an adventure or nothing at alL 



Samantha radiates serene beauty as she describes her alternative lifestyle in 

Muskoka Her days are filled with the routine of yoga and meditation, jogging, Qi Gong, 

joumalling, painting and clay work. She grows her own mesclun salad greens, watches 

what she eats, drinks mostly water. She's recently quit her job as a public school teacher 

and spends weekdays in the city pursuing graduate studies, wondering how to reconcile a 

cornmitment to writing her doctoral thesis with her decision to have a chiid. Artemis, "the 

wild woman" has long been her archetypai goddess, but lately she fin& an afEnity 

resounding with Demeter, earth mother. Samantha, or "Nan" has amazingly thick 

brownish blond hair past her shoulders. She's fond of b u b  sweaters and flowing skirts, 

funky flowered tights and sweatshirts. She grew up here, but her spiritual home is 

Switzerland, the heart of Europe. She speaks in flowing metaphors and often answers 

questions with, "You bet. " She talks about the treasure that lies below the surface of pain 

and illness. She tdks about being diagnosed, almost 19 years ago now, with Irritable 

Bowel Syndrome (IBS) and how she's leamed to transfom the disease into something 

usefiil. She's learned through the years to trust her "gut instinct. " 

Family History 

Nan's grandmother is 95; she's one of Nan's role models. As a young girl, Nan's 

giandmother had "rhis incredible love afair with Switzerland. And this incredible love 

afair with her husbund. and had a v e v  exciting fijie. '' Her grandmother has spoken of 

two men and i5e conscious choice between being a housewife in Oshawa, or "do I want 

adventure?" She chose adventure. Working in Muskoka as a maid she met a chef-in- 

training, the youngest son of a wealthy Swiss farnily who owned a hotel in Zurich. They 

fell in love and there followed a trip to Zurich, "trial-by-&el' in language school to leam 

German before the mother-in-law wouid permit marriage, and Iater stmggles to break 

fiee of the matriarcha1 influence of "Gross Mama." Returning to Canada during the 

depression, at fkst they lad rnoney. Later the Porsche and family home changed to a 

lifestyle of taking in boarders to pay the mortgage. Nan had a "wonde@ connecting" 



between herself and her grandmother. She recalls thoughtfiil little gifts at birthdays and 

Christmas with special wrapping. She remembers taking her lunch to visit her 

grandmother at work at the Elsa Harvey Doll Haven near the Colonnade, and at displays 

at the Canadian National Exhibition Better Living Building "She drew me into that part 

of her l i f .  " She remernbers going to her house only two blocks away for an after school 

snack and game of Snakes and Ladders or Crazy Eights. "It was jurt a wonde#Z, sort of 

solid, connected place to be. " 
More importantly, Nan showed a keen interest in her grandmother's Swiss 

pictures and stories, and the two spent lots of tirne fantasizing. When Nan turned 12 she 

got to take three weeks away fiom school, using her paper roue money to visit 

Switzerland for the first t h e  with her grandmother. They visited the hotel in Zurich, 

places her grandmother used to live, where she had her f i t  job.. .Nan describes her 

grandmother as "worldly" and a very strong influence. The brought the Swissness out, or 

I5e always felt an afinity there. On some b e l  1 always knew I w m  going to marry 

sorneone who war Gennan or Swiss. She had an incredible love for the country." 

Nan describes growing up in Etobicoke. "I was an Adler, logical consequences 

childfrom way back " Her parents were professionals, her father an educational 

administrator, her mother a nurse. The tone of the household was set by the tension 

between their differences, something Nan still struggles with. They separated five years 

ago. She describes ber mother as a "good nurse, very dedicated and well schooled in her 

medical perspective. " 
My Mom was an interestingperson. She always told us that we were special. that 

we had incredible talents, that we could do anything we wanted to do. You're okay. 

You're great now. My Mom, I think, gave us an awareness of what "home" is. You know 

that feeling when you're "home" and close ta yourselfand your core. My Mom in her 

work was definitelyfulfilZing her life's purpose. Her work is her life, and she's amazing ut 

it and loves it and does it with complete giving of herself: She's a martyr and jwt  druws 

on this well of love for wanting to help otherpeople. So she gave us that. She gave us a 

true sense of what that feels like to receive. 

Mom did an amazing job of giving this core se& because she was so genuine in 

who she was and so solid in who she w u .  We always criticized her for not being broad 



enough. but she just was so developed in who she was that she gave us that sense, as Zittle 

kids. you could kind of draw on home. 

Nan describes her mother as representing the inside, consenrative element, while 

her father was the outside, alternative influence. He started out to be an actor, but through 

what Nan sees as a failure of nerve, stifled his creativity to work through the ranks to 

become an educatiod administrator. Her fatfier's struggle with fkeeing his own creativity 

is the major theme Nan has internalized in her own attempt to reconcile her creative and 

logical sides, something she has become increasingly aware of throughout the course of 

our interviews. 

For me, my Dad was very, very creative. He was an actor before he was a teacher 

and 1 think he was a lot happier. He'd make papier-mâché things in the basement, and he 

was into gardening, that kind of thing. My Mom was very-not creative, su we had these 

weird. you know, ferninine-masculine role models in a sense. My mother had total& shut 

down her creatiwMty and it's an issue now for her and her three daughters, because her 

daughters say, you how. 'You gotta stop the work stus ' She's paît the retirement age, 

but work is ail there is, and she's reaIly got some kind of bhck some kind of barn-er to 

finding another way of being for her and that was something that was always in my 

consciousness. 

My Dad was an educator and very much believed that the discovery approach, 

and sort of creating your own reality as a child was the way it should be. " Her father's 

message was, "You have to work harder tu be as good as you think you can be. Tlrere's a 

drive there tu always getjust a bit closer. 1 have that drive to shave a little bit closer to 

find out a little bit more, to get closer to home. 

She says the combined messages h m  her mother and father gave her a drive to 

rralways get doser to that feeling of being totali'y centered and tata& happy andflexible 

and feeling liRe you 're doing what you should be doing-your lifie 's purpose." 

Nan says her father showed her how you can navigate the path. He f?eely entered 

into new space, rejecting the old, but separated himself in this way. In the 60's he was one 

of the leading reformers of the educational system. So he brought home ideas, things to 

read, saying "There's a dzfferent way. There's a better way. " Nan says that's where she 

got her natural world connection, 'So there's a ballast there, but there's also a good 



strong wind But if's a torture rest too, because the down side of the baZIast is that 

sometimes you don? want to go out there." Sometimes Nan sew the world as a scary 

place to protect herself fiom, other times she's so far out in the world she loses her sense 

of home. "So Idance between those two a lot. " She thinks that's part of her split Lifestyle 

between Huntsville and Toronto, where she's in the outside world struggling to keep the 

core happening. 

Nan shudders now thinking of growing up in the suburbs, but talks about 

childhood memories of times with her two younger sisters. They made up al1 kinds of 

plays and had musical bands, and Nan would pretend she was a teacher. 

We tised to ride ail mer the place on our bikes, and rivenvalk So I had this real 

burgeoning creativity. I was in this world of 'inside out.' There was no Zine. I was aïways 

just dancing to this tune. 

Her b a t  fkiend kom grade one was Linda, and they have what she describes 

today as a life connection. Nan was drawn to Linda's earthy intelligence, they played 

chess together, and when Linda moved away to a f m ,  they rode horses and rivemalked 

together. They promised each other they would travel to Europe together during their 

surnrner breaks. Their fiiendship briefly interrupted after high school, they later 

discovered they were both in Europe at the same time at age 21, Linda in Nantes, France 

while Nan was in Geneva, Switzerland. 

Nan recalls Linda as the smallest child in the class with cute barrettes and 

matching dress and stockings. One day while the class played outside Linda waved to 

them fiom inside and suddenly put her head through the plate window thinking it was 

open. Nan had never seen her cry before but this tirne she did. The teacher asked 

everyone to be kind to Linda because she had had a shock. Part of Nan's school routine 

was walking back and forth together with Linda, the two girls making up fancihl stories 

about kids in the trees and places around the school that had significance. 

Irritable Bowel Syndrome (TBS) 

Between ages 13 and 14 Nan was prescribed antibiotics, tetracycline, by a 

dermatologist, a drug she took for almost five years. At the time it was considered a 

major breakthrough-adolescent girls and boys no longer had to suffer the psychological 



hardships of having acne. But medical science had not determined that long-term 

antibiotic use dimpts the stomach's natual balance of healthy bacteria Nan's h t  IBS 

symptoms began around age 19. 

She wrote about her experience. 

At the age of 19, afier a year of gus-intestinal distress mnrked by alternating 

constipation and erplosive diarrhea. 1 was referred by my general practitioner to a 

specialkt. AAft much palpitating and i n t e m l  viewïng I was given the news. I was one of 

the many millions of North American young women unlucky enough to be suferingfioom 

Irritable Bowel Syndrome (iBS). Many books and articles later I had obtained 

information, Many substances were to be avoidett cafleinated beverages and foods 

(chocolate), alcohol. yeast containing foodr (breadi), fats, reefined sugars and many dairy 

products (cheeses, creams). Alsu, I WQS to avoid stress, because that was likely tu upset 

my gut. Although al1 tests demomtrated that there was nothingphysically wrong with the 

structure of my intestinal tract, it was possible that long-tenn antibiotic use p r b b e d  

for acne as a teenager may have permanent& d h p t e d  theflora in rny organs. 

Therefore, acidophilm and bifidum bactena were recornmended. 1 lived with this 

regimen off and on for the next ten years with varying degrees of success. Some rnonths 

went smoothly with fav symptoms; others were like riding a roller coaster of emotions 

andphysical discomfort. Rudically modtfying rny diet open heiped a great deal. 

Occasionally it seemed to make no dzrerence what I ate. It wasn't untii I was introduced 

by my childhood fnend Linda to an alternative paradigm, that 1 began my journey to 

understanding my illness in a whole new light. 

Nan talked about possible contnbuting factors towards her IBS. At home she was 

increasingly squashing her creativity in favor of pursuing sciences in hi& school and 

university. Another key factor was the effect on the farnily atmosphere of her father's 

strong ego needs. She describes family dinners where her father would prepare gourmet 

meals with rich creams and heavy desserts, the obligation to eat to shore up his ego, 

usually fo1lowed by an episode of IBS. 



Famiiy Tension 

The conflict with her father is a defining theme for Nan, an awareness that 

heightened during the course of our interviews, a d  she began recording her impressions 

in life history wrïting for a course in graduate school. She has an evolving awareness of 

his perspective and the choices he made. She reflected on her father's decision to go into 

teaching and her own decision to become a teacher as well. In his university student days, 

as an actor and an artist, her father performed at Hart House Theatre. But his career 

choice was to become a teacher. 

He made e decision to teach as a usefil way to channel a certain amount of 

creative energy and do something worthwhile. He had a strong social conscience about 

what he thought he shouid be doing. But I thntk it was a big mistake. I think the acting 

was a vew nsky thing and he didn't go with that risk As the years progressed he becarne 

n teachm and eventually moved up to being an administrator, he become progressively 

andprogressively more derachedfiom his wwk andporn his family. So when he carne 

home he was very imitable; he was very closed. He was very demanding, very crilical, 

sometimes he got physical ifhe was very a n m  and ifwe sort ofpushed his buttons far 

enough. 

Nan recalled an incident that occurred at the family cottage when she was about 

16. It was a defining moment for her. As the oldest of three girls she would cal1 in her 

sisters and mother for family "pow wows" to try to get through to her mother not to 

accept his putdowns and behavior, and indirectly to get through to their father with these 

messages. She felt she couldn't talk to him directly because he just couldn't hear ber. One 

day he got very angry. 

He physicully h-ied to take me to put me in my room. And instead of resisting him, 

fighting him, I jwt total& let go and let him 'manhandle ' me like a piece offurnittire. So I 

hud no resistance. This sense of >ou can put me wherever you want to, but there S an 

essence that you c m  't touch. 'And that h a  been a powerfirl memory for me about feeling 

that, 'there 's something there that you can ty to squash, that you can try to kill. that can 

try to move away, but you con 't do it. ' And it was an incredible feeling ofpower, self- 

power. just containment, and 1 think that 's the first conscious uwareness of that. 



Her father's response was at fïmt dissipation of energy, then to become redly, 

really angry and really abusive. Her motheis response, using the yardstick of her nufsing 

experiences, was, "Dad's behavior was no? reully a big thing. So in her sense of the world 

in t e m  of a barorneter, having loved ones die or be tenninally ill, or be very, v e v  il1 for 

a longperiod of time, chronically ill, having nahrral catastrophes in my mi& living in a 

war zone, eqeriencing famine, or poverty ...y0 u know what i'm getring at? " 

So 1 was brought up in v e v  much ... thk is my rnother's nursing stt@knd what's 

important. She's working with people who areprobab& going to remain quadnpiegics 

for the rest of their lives. It's big, right? So for us to say, 'mat 's  Dadfieaked out about? 

Why is he always so imtable and so dzj%xdt to talk to, and why is it you always pmtect 

him? And she said, 'Itk not really that big a deal, is it?' So in my world in some respects 

that's the wuy Iframed it. V S not really that big a deal. 'But as Ipeel the layers of it 

back, it is. It's a fündamental big deai, right? It's a k h o  you are as n person big deal, ' 

nght ? 

Nan says home was dways a place she felt welcomed, that her mother put energy 

into that But there were paralle1 lives going on with separate mealtimes and play space 

for the kids. Her father did try to reach out with the latest books fiom school, making 

skating rinks in the back yard. 'Y think ifthere was any iack of safety in my home growing 

up, it wns a lack of safety I think a lot of women feel in tenns ofhaving a respected, 

valued feminine voice or fernale voice. And feeling nurtured and safe in being 

that .. . right? 

Frorn this experience Nan has intemalized a sense of invulnerability-of resiliency. 

I do have a sense that no one c m  reully hurt me. ïRere5 nothing really that 

anybody ... 1 mean somebody could kill me, but there's nothing really that somebody c m  

do that's realEy going to hurt me, that's really going to stop me. So it gives me a sense of: 

'Well, take a chance. m a t 5  the worst thing that can happen?' So 1 have a very strong 

inner voice that gives that message. It reminds me, 'Just go do it.' What's going to 

happen? mat 's  the worst case scenario ... whar's the worst case scenario? So that allows 

me to tuke risks sometimes. It calms my inner mM1ticC 

Nan talks about the process of reigning in her creativity, becoming a hardcore 

science student, schooled in an objective, ngorous, problem-solving mode. " I developed 



my masculine. knowing. anaiytical voice. which is greot. It has stood me in good stead 

and will continue to, but 1 need to dig deep to pull out the uther knowing and the other 

voice, in order to have some kind of balance and integration. " There wasnY enough time 

or space in school to explore and develop creative1y9 and no support for it-being 

considered waste of tirne. She describes that time as playacting, or fuffilluig a role. Not 

until she took a break fiom studies at University of Toronto to travel on her own in 

Europe did she make the decisions that wodd change the direction of her life course. Her 

father insisted the girls work their way through university, which Nan sees today was a 

hardship but afso very formative. She came back fiom Europe and dropped organic 

chemistry, that halIowed gateway to medical school, and began studying psychoIogy, 

working at The Hospital for Sick Children, The Addiction Research Foundation and the 

Queen Street Mental Health Center. Today she sees that these decisions changed the 

course of her life. Investigating the possibilities for work, she found a job at 'Sick Kids' 

and "honed in on it. " Nan worked with a supervisor who was fiom Switzerland, later 

spending tirne over there when her supervisor went back. It was also through this 

connection that she met her husband, and as she had envisioned, he's Swiss. ''Ltfit quite 

niceiy with the stuff I was doing in psychology and seemed interesting. It was cIear. Ijust 

knew that that was where Ineeded to be. Everything has followedfi.om there ... 1 knew 

that that was my job and that's where 1 had to go. And there was no tension about it at 

d l .  '' 

'Y" was the beginning offinding out what it is that I really wanted to do, and how 

to realize that. " She became more physically active with aerobics, weights and swimming 

but not yet in a way that connected to the body. Her goal was to look good. The 

integration would corne later. 

'Y think that part of rny journey hm been joumeying back to myseifand that part 

of myseifthat is in nature and is much more creative and loves that kind of lfe. Iflnd I'm 

trying to integrate the scientzfic-objective area of the very rational side with the side 

that 's much more holistic, more sensual. That 's my rnasculine-fminine s t u t  Going down 

the road of science was cutting offmy earthy-feminine. " She was conscious back then of 

looking like a girl in a "Barbie doll' kind of way, but felt a split. She was play-acting. It 

was a persona, a role. She felt a need to get back to something more grounded. "To not 



look oufiide for connections and meaning but to Iook inside. And you need to clean out in 

order to be able to look inside. So that's an ongoing thing, checking in." 

Nan moved fiom a stance of feeling she had to perform and be real1y good and 

play the game, that other people cm influence her life to, "I'm the captain ofthis ship. 1 

can take it where 1 want to go. " Her thesis work now is on the "landrcape-mindrcape 

connection. So there's this incredible sense offieeedrn and choice, when I realized 1 

could choose and trust my choice. and en@y the outcome of that choice, and feel this 

incredible exhilaration that there's an infnite number of doices. That penneated my 

understanding of myself: That there's many things 1 can choose here-and I'm a competent 

chooser. " 

Farniiy Scripts 

Nan is aware of the strong professional role modehg from home, as well as 

scripting as the oldest child. She chose to becorne an educator. "Education is my 

lifblood. Defnitely. If there was a scripting, it would be around me being the oldest 

child and being the son that wasn't and therefre following father. 1 can see that." She 

describes teaching as significant for her on many levels: as a creative outlet, her love of 

children, contributhg to the famiIy incorne, summers off, gaining professional credibility, 

buying some tirne, and it was something she h e w  she could do. But the reality of being 

in a portable classroom of grade six students was % journey of adversity If It helped her 

defme "resiliency. "and develop inner resources. She learned to cal1 on other teachers for 

feedback instead of lening it get bottled up, to share her experiences with others to 

determine if it was real or not, to look for answen, persevere-to not give up, to refhme 

things, to continually try new things. And finally, the willingness to Say, 'Y can 't do this. " 
Nan had several years of successfbl teaching when she experienced the letting go, 

the breakthrough to a fiow of synchronicity where creativity and genuine learning 

flourished. She chose to leave at that point, feeling it can't get much better than that. 'Tt 

was my aftersong. " 
So, knowing when to quit is an option. Not assunting that that's not an option. And 

having the sense of when there5 too much of yourse[fgoing into something to the point 



where you're not ... the balance is ofl Ithink that's part of my decisian to feave as well. 

The balance is offsomavhere there. 

On some levei Nan felt teaching was a role. "I had m y ~ e l f o e l i ~ n g  I could do 

that role really well. " She was scared to find out that wasn't the case, because she didn't 

know what other answers there were. But the toll was too big to keep on acting a role. 

She also felt her decision to get into teaching in the first place was a logical, "heady" 

choice. Again, the awareness emerged for her through our interviews that teaching was a 

cognitive, above the shoulder decision that was very practical. 

lt was really neat in our interview to hear myselftalking about it that way 

because it allowed me to kind of...let that go. I don 't think itk finished. but 1 think I'm 

letting it go and not beating myselfup about the idea ... l'm leaving something as opposed 

to going for something else. Eiean'ng myselftalk about it being such a 'heady' decision 

brought it home.*ntat's what war rnissing. I coold do it but i couldn 't be tme to myself: It 

wusn't drawing on the best strengths that I have. it took an incredibie amount of energy 

to maintain that role. It was amazing to make that connection. Itfit certain 

understandings of myselJ as 1 ulways had as a child. There's a part of me that's that 

person. But that's a really smallpart and for some reamn to break out of the part was 

messy at that time. It meant I was going to have to do more expbring. It meant I was 

going to have to maybe do more school work It meant i was going to have to go into 

uncharted tem-tory, which meant aZZ kindr ofpractical inconveniences. " For a while, Nan 

bargained she could be txue to herseif in her t h e  off, but the cost became too high and 

started to spi11 over into other areas of her We, not unlike her father. 

The insight about teaching and how that was a practical 'heady' decision, and 

also the writing that came out around my Dad and the similarifies in the process that rny 

Dad went through was a big insight. He made a practical choice in teaching and it 

destroyed him in a lot of ways. 

Nan recalls the moment she decided to apply for her doctorate, where she was 

sitting, the time of year, and the teaching colleague whose enthusiasm and 

encouragement was pivotal to making the decision. He said, "You have to because the 

opportunity's there. You have to go. You huve to continue. You're memt to touch more 



people than the people in the classroom. You're not leaving the kids in the classroom. I f 5  

just mpposed to be dzfferent. Ifit's nof meant to be, they'll re@e y o ' '  

Alternative Lifestyle 

Nan and her husband now Life in Huntsville where Nan is developing her 

cornmunity iife, gardening, learning to engage in groups of people with very different 

viewpoints and understandings. Through a similar chah of events Nan's husband was 

able to leave a Bay Street job where he had prioritized a steady incorne and pension 

above the flexibility and uncertainty of being an entrepreneur, developing his own 

computer software business. It's a big change, but Nan saw the cost in energy and felt al1 

the things she loved about hùn and that onginally attracted her to him were being 

squashed, "One of rny priorities is to have time to think and to read, to create, to have a 

nice, naturalplace tu live. And to not have RSP's. you how. m a t  rnay corne back to 

haunt us, I don2 know. " 

Nan's childhood fiend Linda came to visit one summer a few years ago after 

having completed Touch for Health courses. 

She wasfiesh with enthusiasm and anned with a whole new way of working with 

the body. She eqdained that the scientific rnethod limits i t sewy seeing the body as 

simply a collection of physical orgam and organic systems. In fact, there is an 

understanding, based on eastern medicine that describes the body in tenns of energy 

pathways. Fwther, our bodies are not separate fiom our min&. Rather, all intellecttial 

and emotional processes are embodied and can be assessed at the body leuel. She went 

on to demonstrate where emotion has been stored in the body and how to clear it. She 

expZained that mendians are energy pathways that need to be in balance in order for the 

body to be functioning ut its bat.  This brief introduction opened a door of new 

understanding for me that was to change rny ire. 
During that same holiday with Linda, they were invited to attend a dream analysis 

workshop held in the neighborhood. A visiting Jungian analyst, Emy Alvera, who wished 

to share her insights with a small informal group of women was hosting it. She invited 

participants to bring a drearn to share. At that time Nan was on sumrner holidays from 

teaching, working on her Masters of Education in Global Transfomative studies. In the 



coursework she had been joumalling her thoughts and experiences. As a part of that 

process she had begun to jot down interesting dreams. 

I had never before attended a dream analysis workrhop and although I had 

always enjoyed sharing dreams, I had not linked my dream worid with other aspects of 

my Zife. My visit with Emy Alvera that summer evening changed ail that, Ipresented a 

dream that she interpreted to be both collective and v e v  instructive for me personally. Its 

basic message outlined how I was on a dtfferent ship, that 1 was challenged by the 

'nativest to disembark and be Iike them. but that I refued, captured one of them. dragged 

hirn on board and brought him through eustoms (where he tumed into a little bbnd boy). 

Finally I brought him home to the dock Without howing it at the time, this dream was to 

corne true for me in the next two years. 

î l e  experiences with Linda and Emy Alvera sent me down a new path. I was 

primed for a deeper understanding of the mind body connection and felt as though I had 

two new tools: Touch for Health muscle testing and dream dialogue. My brizf encounter 

with Touch for HeaZth gave me a sense ofprofound respect for the wisdom of my body. 

My contact with Erny connected me to the intntnguing world of the archetypal symbol. It 

allowed me to begin a serious dialogue with my unconscious. Ipurchased the book - The 

Rlustrnted Encyclopedia of Traditional S'bols by J. C. Cooper (1978) and began to use 

it regularity. 

She describes her master's graduate work at this time as nourishing but dso 

distressing- Global issues convinced her of the need to "become part of the solution to 

some of the more intractable problem facing the planet. " She felt fnistration at her 

perception of being "one person in a tide of ntnny. ' As her gut churned she took the 

signal to mean "too rnuch stress. " 
That summer Nan explored organic gardening. She began to grow her own 

organic greens and educated herself in the health benefits of homegrown produce. "1 felt 

nowished when eating my own greens and found a nmfound sense of connection to the 

earth. " 
Continuing to explore dreamwork and using Touch for Health helped alleviate the 

stress of that difficult year. "1 found it very fmnating to be uring my body to solidzfi and 

gain cornmitment for things that I would have in the part relegated to the sole domain of 



my head The yeur proved to be a tough one. " Her husband was d g  his cornputer 

software business h m  Huntsville, while Nan commuted to Toronto for work and school. 

I Zived in my childhood bedruom during the week under the stufed animals and 

beside the white flowered baby firniture. On the week-ends 1 drugged my scrambled bain  

and bus addled body back to M a v  Lake. 1 m-ed to run ofthe gastntrrc dish.ess, but I 

needed big blocla offiee time to loosen my bowel comtriction or some kind of new tool. 

Nan incorporated yoga into her preventative regimen. 

1 loved two aspects of yoga immediately. 1 loved the slow, mindfu! movements that 

pushed me to my limits but didn't muke me feel iike I was in cornpetition wiih anyone else. 

1 also loved the twenty-minute relaxation at the end. It was myfirst window into 

medifation and it af imed for me the benefis of guided imagery for enhancing health and 

well being. 

Nan found that things began to change. She used yoga to keep her back supple 

and to stimulate bowel fiuictioning. She also began to feel the energy of her body. 

During reluxation my hands would pulse and during some postures Idfeel rushes 

of energy coursing through my body. I was happier, had more energy und began to 

internalize the term 'centered. ' 1 never knew how off center 1 had been until I hud 

experienced centredness. 

Nan's regimen encompassed jogging, watching her diet, eating homegrown food 

and doing yoga and meditation regularly. She also continued joumalling her experiences 

and recording her dreams. 

Despite this. I went into a deep anomie. As Isat up in the beautiful surroundings 

of Muskoko my head began to chtmt with many questions. W%o was I? What w u  1 doing 

with my Zife? Myfnends sounded busy and engaged with their lives. ne re  war a whole 

world ouf there that seemed to be passing me by. At rny darkest times I feZt that I was a 

wastrel, an uncontnbuting member of society. 1 w u  a person with nothing interesting tu 

suy, nothing new to conm'bute, no new news and long days ta fille Despite assurances 

from friends and family, I felt as though I had Zeaped oflof the ship and was now 

drowning in a vast pool of emptiness. I w m  an unmissed nobody with no profession and 

therefore no identity. My gut spit and chumed, ached and compluined. 



Creativity 

Nan worked through The Artist's Way doing her "morning pages," doing battle 

with the proverbial "inner critic." 

I began to understand the immense power that the inner critic can have over our 

[ives. 1 began to recognke her voice. 1 leamed tu heed her warnings when it was 

necessary or prudent to do so. 1 also leamed to quietly put her complaints or warnings 

aside when they inteeered with my need to express my creative self: Most important&, I 

experienced directly the concept offlow. I began to experience what putting your raft in 

the river of the creative life force meant. 1 recognized when 1 was in that state and when I 

was grounded on the rocky shore. 1 began to see myselfas a conduit for creative energy 

and l began to see my daily pracrices as a way to keep my pipes dean and in good repair 

so that I might conduct the creative energy effciently. I addition tu writingfee 

associative poetry, I began to experiment with clay and taught myseifhow to draw using 

Betv EdwardslDrawing on the Right Side of the Brain. 

I want out of the vice that squeezes my brain 

The prickiy Zesion that gives me such pain 

nie voices that tell me that I'm no good 

The voice that spills hatred, the voice thut says "should. " 

m e n  will relief corne through my door? 

Nan feels a split between her thinking and feeling capacities. A "meaning map" 

introduced by David Hunt (1989) revealed to her the concept of "letting go" was located 

in her gut. "Xardiy suqprising, given the eliminatoryfinction of rny GI tract, but 

afirming nonetheless. " Mer having this awareness she was given the poem "Letting 

Go." 



Letting Go 

To "let go" does not mean to stop caring 
It means I can 't do it for someone else 

To "let go" is not to cut myselfoff 
If's the realkation that I can 't control another 

To "let go" is not to enable 
But tu allow Iearningfiom natural consequences 

To ''let go" is to admit powerZessnas 
Which means the outcome is not in my han& 

To "let go" is not to try to change or blame another 
It's to make the most of myself 

To "let go" is not to care for 
But to care %bout" 

To "let go" is not to fi 
But to be supportive 

To "let go" is not to judge 
But to alZow another to be a human being 

To Yet go" is not to 6e in the middle arranging all the outcomes 
But to ullow others to affect their destinies 

To "let go" is not to be protective 
It's to permit another to face reality 

To "let go" is not to deny 
But to accept 

To "let go" is not to nag, scold or argue 
But instead to search out my own shortcomings and correct thern 

To "let go" is not to aaust evevthing to rny desires 
But to take each d a .  as it cornes, and cherish myselfin it 

To "let go" is not to criticire and regdate anybody 
But to try to becorne what Idream I can be 

To "let go" is to not regret the past 
But to grow and live for the jùture 

To "Zet go" is to fear iess 
And to love more 

(Author Unknown) 

Nan feels fear was stopping her fiom letting go of dl that churned in her 

abdomen. "A feeling of wellness can on& be maintained through an active participation 

For me it's realZy about letting go. It'i just Zetting go of the need to conhol and 

anticipate the outcorne. Letting go of e w n  thinking there's going to be an outcome und 

just trusting that, doing what Ineed to be doing and what's going to corne to me cornes. 

And 1 can get into this tailspin where I don 't and 1 hy and anticipate and iry and map out 



pathways, and getfieaked ifthings take too long, you how, that kind of thing. But letting 

go of that..,it's great ifyou can do it,..it's great. 

She began to experiment with painting, using fiee association paying attention to 

energy shifts to choose the colors. She continueci to paint unti1 she felt she was done. 

Then she wrote about her feelings that day and wrote a fiee associative poem if 

appropnate. 

Nov. 21,1997 

Feel the blue 

Let go the green 

And go to places you"ve never been 

Jump on yellow 

And hold on tight 

Its energy swaIlows and fills with fiight 

mat part of you not in control 

That part so new, that part notfUll 

Take heed of red, give it space to roam 

But commit to blue, make it your home 

FiIl up your space 

Swallow your pride 

Corne out in full, no longer hide 

Behind the walls, behind the doors 

With your true selfthere's so much more 

To Ife, to love, to your higherpurpose 

So do it now, take hold, resurface. 

Her painting has increasingly taken on new rneaning and energy for her. 

It 'k amazing. Wondefil! 1 use it as a way to understand what's going on. It's 

affected my relarionship to the outside world in that sense that I see color dzfferentiy. I 

$kd' color. I feel that because th fi hm been fiamed around where I am at today, and 

when Iget into this cosmic stufi then ' I am the cosmos.' I am part of the cosmos. So, it's 



@en me this incredible sense of connection that I hadn't r e m  had before. It's made me 

passionate in a way that 1 had never been before. 

Nan has a sense of needing to commune with others and also go inward and pull 

out perspective to give her meaning and new understanding - a process vital to her 

creativity . 

That's a new piece. Thut's the mostpowerjblpiece in some respects because that's 

the one that seents to be providing the core, the root to core security. A d  then I'rn really 

able to accept the gifrssfiom the world around me. I feel ookay developing my voice and 

howing that there's no real voice I con model myselfa#er. mat I have to feel safe 

enough in what I'm doing and saying that it's authentically me. Thot I can stand up tall, 

you know, and say, Zike it or not it's authentically me. 

Alternative Healing: 

Nan also started one hour weekly Qi Gong (pronounced Chee Kung), an ancient 

Chinese practice of "exercising the breath." Qi is the atmosphere or vital energy that 

surrounds us. By breathing mindfully we cm circulate the energy in the body. It is the 

practice of disciplined breathing that acts as a way of controlling the body and mind. 

Qi Gong increased my awareness. Although I had experienced some energyflow 

during yoga, never before hud l actively chameled thatj7ow to dzfferent parts of my 

body. I directed the Qi to my cramping uterus when 1 was menstmating, with much 

success and I used it to maintain regular elimination fi-om my large intestine. I also 

reveled in their connection to nature. My sou1 leaped at the chance to be an eagle in 

flighr or to be the first green growth of a newly sprouting seed. Never before had I 

experienced such beautiful centering postures that connected me ta the planet and 

centered my being. 

Nan continued her exploration of healing with the investigation of Traditional 

Chinese Medicine with the insight that "the energy will notflow until the seams beîween 

the polar opposites of my life are sewn up. " 
Finally Nan explored the works of Deepak Chopra (1990) and Caroline Myss 

(Shealy & Myss, 1988) and the concept of chakras, energy centers connecting our nerves, 

hormones and emotions. Knowledge of the seven chakras can be instructive for healing 



mind-body connections because each chakra is associated with a different organ and 

emotionai state-specific fem and emotiom target specific organs in the body. 

Nan's process of exploration C O M ~ C ~ ~  to the Ioving energy and potentid of her 

uterus and a decision to have a child. 

This energy is earth, ferninine and very powe @il. Up until recently I had 

dkmksed any thoughts of having children. Iloved other people's children and those in 

my classes, but I couldn Z get p u t  the disnption Ipictured them causing in my own 

already happy life. However, an unqected side effect of clearing space in my sacral 

chakra hm been thejoyfilled desire to engage in the ultimate creative process of having 

a child. 

She describes an Afiican tribal tradition that has a belief in the connection 

beîween music and Iife, and the music and the cosmos, and so when a woman wants to 

have a child she goes into the forest and hears the song of the child. Then when she and 

her partner are making love they sing that song and then when the child is born they sing 

the song. Nan has a lilt in her voice as she describes it. 

It wm gorgeotis. I want tu go write the song. II1 H e  the words, my husband can 

write the music, and that can 6e the beginning of a real comection to ... to Our child. And 

to me ... to think that a thesis rS more important than that ... or that sontehow a thmis 

wouldn 't be incredibly enriched by that kind of axperience or relationsh ip... 

When I'm totully connected, feeling v e v  centered, very much at home with rnyself: 

with people around me... love my Ive? feel I'm doing the right thing, doing the on& thing 

I can be doing ... it a22 falls into place ... having a child is the most wondefil thing we 

could do. JVzy did we wait so long? AZl that. And there's more and more and more of that 

as time goes on. 

The ultimate optimistic act is to have a child. So, ifl'm having trouble with the 

idea of having a child, then I'm really a pessimist- Interesting. 

Today-A Balance 

Today Nan sees her life as a process-an ongoing dance between events and 

responses, that she's Iead a fairly serene kind of life. She doesn't suffer h m  Il3S the same 

way she used to, but it still cornes back. It has meaning for her. 'Tt's like a siren that goes 



off that says, 'Okay, it 5 time to look at what you're doing and see whether or not there's 

somethingyou need to be changing. New information coming in" She looks at her 

symptoms from the point of view of a long-term relationship with her creativity, 

childhood issues, and "the way I intemalized things and held them. It's a signal that. 

'Okay. Enough. Thar's as far nr you 're going on thk pack You Fe going to have to go 

sornewhere else!' 

Nan no longer feels separated fiom her body, the need to exercise until it hurts, to 

push harder. Now therets more of a connection, "the body can talk. can tell you what's 

going on. A light went on. " She continues to work on the inward stuff, despite an "inner 

critic that says it's not a use@ way to spend your time; youke supposed to be out there 

doing things. The Artist 's Way ' gave me that concept-yodre a conduit for energy and we 

block o u r s e h  in some respects with the concept of talent, that some people are 'grped. ' 
l read that poetry is the voice of the soul and this type of painting or this type of artwork 

is spontaneous and it isjust a tool to express the soul. " 

Resiliency 

The importance of a sense of home is interwoven throughout Nan's story. "I have 

some very strong sensors for 'home.' I just feel like-safe, secure. loved. m e n  I don 't I feel 

I have a fairly descent track record of recognizing it and doing something. I seem to be 

able to gamer enough energy to move out of it. " 

I really like connecting with other people. and sort of doing things with a kind of 

communal group feeling. Not necessady always doingphysical things with people, but 

by going through something or eqeriencing something in my life through the eyes of 

many people. 1 talk to a lot ofpeople and try and read al1 about people and try to gather 

what there is. 1 think that's realZy important. 

Nan talks about her thesis work and how she sees that as part of her own 

resilience. 

In many respects I1m not an isolated little being, typing away. I am one voice that 

is an important voice. but I am ako part of many voices. In many respects I'm more 

powerjhl the more I'm able to embody that voice ... take those messages. Because i'rn 

taùïng my little piece and rnoving that up. And people realize thot. And they're taking 



their littZe piece and moving it up. So that's cool and 1 think that's big. It's really big for 

me. 

Nan continues to engage in almost dailypractices of running, yoga, meditation, 

Qi Gong, joumalling, painting and clay work. 

It sounuk like these activi'ties couldfill a full day in and of themselves. It's true, 

that sometimes they do. More open than not they are done quickly and joyfizlly and seem 

ro blend in with theflow of my l i f .  Bey are not my entire life but without them my l f e  

would be much less rneaninafirl. 

This journey continues to spellbind me. What started as an innocent search for 

understanding and conrrol over my intestinal tract h a  inadvertently led me to a new 

home. new skills, nau frienids. new courses, new knowledge and new dreams for the 

fizture. My relationship with IBS continues to provide me with the push I need at times to 

keep moving. 

The connections that can be made by simply entering into a dialogue with your 

own inner wisdom is intriguing. Ultimately these connections bind me to the fabric of 

universal cosmological existence. I now know and experience n power higher than myself 

on ntost good days. On not so good days 1 can engage myselfin the task of meaning 

making. I can enter the territov by letting go, opening up and accessing the channels. 

Then I can map the nature of the temtory by accessing the symbols, opening up my own 

understundings and relating them to those of  estabiished knowledge system. Finally, I 

can discover the hidden treasures that wiff Iead me to new doors, new understundings 

and new iives to Zeud in thefirture. 

n i s  process with you and talking about the way Isaw my resilience, by talking 

about it, it's really brought me along in being ablz to understand where I've comefiom 

and where I'm at and how that infonnr what Ineed to be doing in my thesis stug It's just 

wonderfiil to be able to engage in that kind ofprocess. To have someone ask the 

questions and being able to talk if through has led to rnuch richer connections and 

insights. B e  act of sharing it in dialogue helps give it fom. Physicist David Boom talh  

about the idea that we need to shift our world to j2  with our misunderstanding of the 

continents and to do that is to didogue, and thnt's David Hunt's sharing as CO-creatzon. 

So, I do rny piece of creation with the universe, and then Ishare to create a piece and 



there's very much thk envelope thatk also transfonned So there's been ihat kind of 

procas. It's been very neat. Yeah, it's been good. 



Victoria 

Faced with the task of telling my own story in the context of 'resiliency' 1 feel 

conflicting pulls and loyalties: how to be objective about my o m  story if that were even 

possible, how to retell it fiom a non-blaming stance, the awe and humility 1 feel in light 

of the stories that have gone before me here, and how to idente  rny place in my life 

today and get clarity on the meaning that has for me now. 

1 have drawn energy from these women's stories, for my own mid-life transition. 

At the age of 45 as 1 near the end of my academic career, 1 am in peak physizal condition 

thanks to 15 years of faithfil jogging and healthful living-this summer 1 swarn across a 

lake and back. 1 now Wear my hair short and the golden brown now has silver highlights. 

1 am a teacber who loves to teach and use my creative resources to open up avenues to 

learning. 1 have a balance in life, loving winter cross-country ski holidays or evenings at 

the ballet. Since I was littie my goal was to be a d e r .  More than anythiag 1 love to read 

good fiction. 1 have many fiiends, although real intimacy with family and a significant 

life partner continues to eiude me. My life has not tumed out the way 1 expected-it has 

been far, far richer than 1 ever dreamed it codd be. 

Farnily History 

1 came fiom a matriarchal family of overfunctioning, strong women. Our British 

hentage and the noms of the t h e  dictated that feelings were kept in check and one did 

not tallc about their faniily business to "outsiders." My maternai grandfather was about 

seven when he arrived in Montreai by boat h m  England with his mother-curiously, 1 

never heard mention of a grandfather. Both my mother and 1 inherited my grandfather's 

Eastern European olive skin and high cheekbones. My grandmother was four when my 

grandfather went off to Europe to serve in World War II, retuniing five years later with 

tales of eating rabbit meat in Holland. My WASP family lived in "The Main," the Jewish- 

Italian ghetto made famous by Mordecai Richeler. Peddlers called out to sharpen scissors 

or make deliveries for the oil drums and iceboxes. My aunt was born shortly after 



Grandpa went away to war; when he returned she thought he was the coal man, an 

incident that became a staple topic in my family's folklore. 

After the war Grandpa drove a truck for the army for 25 years. 1 grew up with 

stories of his drinking at the 'taveni' but only ever saw him dnink once. 1 loved watching 

his ritual of roliing his own cigarettes with papers and Export 'A' tobacco he kept in a 

leather pouch in his breast pocket, one handedly lighting the wooden match with the £Eck 

of his thumb. He'd rub his stubbly chin across my cheek and I'd squeal with laughter. He 

was a willing accomplice to pranks played on him, feigning innocence. He had a lung 

removed and died of cancer five years later at age 75, the age he wanted to Iive to be. He 

was my favorite relative. 

My mother was fourteen when she became best Eends with the boy down the 

street. He was just a bit older, but had a reptation as being wild-he rode a motorcycle. At 

seventeen and pregnant with me she was whisked away to Ottawa to marry and 

camouflage the disgrace. It was 1955.1 was the first grandchild. Returning to Montreal, 

my mother went to work while my grandparents took care of me. My father worked in a 

garage, the lights of his powder blue Pontiac shining in the fiont window when he 

worked the iate shift. 1 was a s p w ,  outgoing child given to singing at the top stairs of 

our balcony or on top of the conter at the corner grocer. During my father's training as a 

machinist, a way to better himself and eam a higher salary, my mother grew restless at 

home with two children. They both have their own versions of what happened, she saying 

he was unfaithfÙI, he saying she wanted a better iife. He still says she was always the 

Iove of his life. But 1 think they both needed to grow up and mature themselves, before 

they couId nurture and raise children. The arguments had begun to escaIate, rny father 

pulling the phone out of the wall during my mother's long telephone talks. They 

separated. 1 recall going to my mother as she cried on the bed, 'Don 't w o q  171 always 

take care of you, ' setting up my own caretaker roIe it would take years of therapy to 

overcome. My sister and 1 lived with an aunt and uncle in Ottawa for aImost a year, 

attending school there. It was there that 1 leamed to ride my blue bike without the training 

wheels. It was there 1 lied and stole and acted out physicaliy, behavior problems 1 only 

understood later as a cry for help, because 1 was a h i d  to tell the truth, and because 1 was 

angry with the adults around me who offered so littie protection. We retunied to Montreal 



to [ive with rny mother in a new apartment buikiing with a swiniming pool in a better part 

of the city. My mother had a Iast meeting with my father to set the tenns of their divorce- 

he would not pay child support, but could not visit us either. It was the 1st  thne 1 saw my 

father for 20 years. 

My sister and 1 were playing in snow bank My father walked along up to the 

apartment and Irementber thinking, 'Oh, thme's Daddy!And he didn't ucknowledge us. 

He rnight have said 'Hi' or something, but walked on by us and then up to the apartment. 

And then came out later and thut was it. Today my feelings are 'How cun anyone leave 

their child?' it's harder to maintain a reZationship when you only see them in litile bits 

and pieces. So I can understand the pain of that. But my feeling is, 'How dare he? How 

dare he? How dare he no? think that I'm important enough to stand up to my mother and 

her rules, to insist on seeing your child? No tenns und no amangemena are fair ?rade for 

no? gerting to see your own child. Andfight for whatyou love. Stand up for what you 

love. ' 

My mother remanied and it was a happy tirne for me. 

1 was taken out of school for about sir months, which was amazing and wondeSul 

because we went tu Florida and St. Louis and traveled around. And I went on m .  first 

plane ride. 1 WQS very chatty and outgoing, going up and down the niSIes of the plane. 

putting the lights on for everybody, and visiting and mingling and telling everyone where 

we were going to Florida so Mommy and Daddy could ge? mam'ed. 

1 remember warm summer nights on my stepfather's lap, his smells of Old Spice 

and cigar smoke, while he read to me the childrents tale "Chicken Little," with its 

message about bravery agauist the admonition that "the sky was falling." 1 learned to 

swim there; my stepfather holding onto the back of my bathing suit while I dog paddled 

funously in the pool. 

1 just remember it as being an amazing thing. I was seven or eight years old and 1 

got to be in a wann place where it was summer and ail myfnendr were back home in 

winter. 

It was aIso the time 1 was f h t  punished for "telling our family business." We 

were a "real farnily" and this was my "real father" and 1 should remember that "fiorn now 

on. " 



We retumed to become a blended family of my stepfather's two children, an older 

brother who displaced me, and a sister. While writing my last name in the sand one day 

my stepbrother approached me, "That's not your last name, you know." My mother told 

me that was true. 1 was puzzled. My stepfathers family were French Canadian Catholic, 

and 1 recall a confushg tune of not being able to communicate with new relatives, 

drawing picîures in my catechism book at Cathulic school and watchuig people holding 

beads and the sweet incense smells at church. 

We moved to Ontario to a beach community with the 19603 middle-c!ass 

promise of the good life. My stepfather was weIl off financially so we were able to have 

our own home in the best part of town with a huge back yard and garden, the Iatest toys 

and household gadgets. 1 continued my pattern of excelling at school and escaping in 

books, spending hours at the local library or writing poetry and drawing pichires at my 

desk. 

White Winter 

White winter i s  a wonderland 

Of many beautzficl things. 

nte trees of spring and sumrner 

Know what the white snow brings. 

For when the cold wind calls them 

The lemm dance to the ground 

And trees and shnrbs are nakeà 

Until the bu& are found. 

"Reading was always a thing to do. To be able to lose myselfin a book and read 

was major. To escape. That has alwqs been und is still a major escape for me." While 1 

was always a good student 1 exhibited behavioral problems at home, much to my 

mother's mystification. Somewhere dong the iine 1 had realized 1 could not please her or 

Iive up to her high demands and expectations. 1 noticed things were different at my 

fnends' houses-they talked openiy about things that were deep dark secrets at my house. 



My mother's behavior veered between isolation and episodes of rage, her method of 

control to not speak to me for days or threaten reform school, or the ultimate, "and don? 

thbk you're goiug to your father because he doesn't want you." 1 coped by being the 

"brave one" often veering into the role of family scapegoat as a way of easing family 

tensions. 1 dways "led with my chin," a stance that was not always wise, 1 would later 

lem. I recd1 sitting at the top of the gray wooden stairs leading down to our recreation 

room, crying because no one would play Monopoly with me. I distinctly recall making a 

decision that in fiiture 1 would not be prevented fiom doing things, just because no one 

wanted to go along. 

Early Adulthood 

I couldn't wait to get away fiom home. Instead of grade 13,I opted for cornmunity 

coIIege afler grade 12, calculating 1 could be out working with a one-year investment. 1 

studied journalism and got my h t  job as a newspaper reporter on a weekly community 

newspaper, getting sidetracked fiom rny writing goals by the glamour, travel as well as 

the thrill of having my own by-line. 1 Ioved writing feature stories about people. 1 loved 

the varïety of dways leaming something new, the long hours into the eariy moming 

sitting at my typewriter with a coffee and a cigarette. The fkeedom of working on my 

own, the excitement the day the paper came out with my stories in print. It was an 

exciting h t  job: politics, banquets, celebrities and travel. It was a family business, part 

of a chah of newspapers and a job printing Company. 1 soon manied the boss' son and 

the lines between my personal life and "the business" began to blur. 

The Thirties: Letting Go of Mythology 

Around age 27 1 made some very significant changes, probably in anticipation of 

my 30's passage. 1 began therapy, began taking courses toward a BA and took steps to try 

and find my birth father. By a series of letters 1 found him listed in the Montreal phone 

book. We had some excited meetings, tentative dinners and visits, exchanges of gifts. But 

it's not like you see on television, a "Roots" happily-ever-after. I'rn glad 1 did it; it took an 

enormous amount of courage not the least of which was going against my mother's 

dictates. But 1 realized you couldn't overcome 20 years. 1 feel displaced that he has a 



daughter who now has the nurturing and love 1 had for my f h t  seven years, that she's got 

the wdl full of nbbons for horseback riding lessons, encouragement to go to nursing 

school and summers at their retirement f m .  Contrary to my mother's message al1 these 

years, he is just an average family man, rnarried to the same woman and w o r b g  for the 

same Company for over 25 years. 1 think he's a good person. 

In my mind ... and 1 know 1 was quite cleur in thinking this. ..that in my mind i 

wanted to be able to go him as an adult with some kind of l f e  in place. not asking for 

anything. To be able to say to him, you know, 'Y just wanted tn meet you. Idon need ... 1 
don 't need to sort of get ' anything fiom you. Ijust want to ... And wrote that in a letter to 

him. I mean, it gets worse as we deZve into this because 1.J menn he h a  a daughter 

who's had everything. You know, he's put her through nursing school und Aorseback 

riding Zessons, you know and ... 

He remarried. He's been successjul. He hm worked in the same job for 2.5 years, 

mam-eti to the same woman for 25-30 years. has been stable, raised a wonderful 

daughter who IS>e met. She 's great. 1 don 't have a relationship with any of them, but I've 

met them a few timei. Componded, exchanged gî@s and stufi But it never ... never ... 1 
think it was mostly my choice, but Inever had the sense...as an aduit, he would corne and 

see me if he had something else going on. He would never still make me a priority and set 

time aside and say. ' O b  this is what I'm going ?O do with you. I want to be with you. I'm 

coming on purpose to see you. That stiZZ wasn 't happening. You can 't cover up a 

lifetime . ..you can 't . ., 
At 30 my marriage ended, with my husband and me separating a week before my 

birthday, just months before graduating with my BA. While we had d l  we could want 

materially, neither one of us gave the marriage top priority and after 10 years we parted. 

Or, more likely the wounds and ghosts kom our past got in the way of us being truly 

intimate partners. 1 went straight fiom rny BA in English to a Bachelor of Education, 

partiy using the structure to cope with my divorce, but I also loved it and excelled, getting 

Dean's Honors and a tremendous boost in my self-confidence. M e r  successfully teaching 

for a few years 1 felt that 1 had managed well-bought myself a house, a new car, saved 

some bonds, taken a holiday to Barbados, and continued in therapy. The therapist was a 

source of unconditional positive regard, the first 1 could remember, ever! He encouraged 



me in my teaching goals, but also to pursue admission to law school a tentative goal I 

had mentioned to him in passing. 1 wrote the six hour entrance exams twice, nnding that 

in itself an amazing accomplishrnent. 1 received a late acceptance at the University of 

Windsor, and within three weeks had resigned my teaching job, cashed my bonds, left a 

promising relationship that had just begun, sold my house and embarked on this new 

venture. 

And it was hell on earth. If was the wrong decision. It wm the wrongplace for 

me. 1 felt myselfdisappewhg. 1 was flat broke to the point where I had no food, no heat. 

I don 'i know what I was doing. 1 honed'y don? know what I was doing. 

I ended up failing first year and the school readmined me on an appeal. 1 failed a 

second h e ,  this time different courses. On some level law school made sense-1 was 

logical, verbal, intelligent. Was it the male domain, professor's attitudes, old boys' 

network, or just the wrong fit? As one professor pointed out, "1t1s like you wanted to fail. 

You kept doubiing back on your information." In the meantirne 1 had been working for 

ChiIdrenls Aid, supply teaching with contract and summer school teaching. 1 had a new 

comrnitment to the profession. 1 had to sel1 my jewelry for gas money to go out to one of 

my teaching contract jobs, to tide me over before my cheque came in. The jewelry store 

was next to the bus depot, and fimg out a police report was standard procedure as 

protection in case of stolen property. 1 rationaiized that it was good use of some of these 

pieces fiom my rnarriage that no longer held meaning. The store gave me $50. 

Recommitrnent to Teachiop 

From there 1 applied to do a masters degree in special education at Windsor and 

OISE in Toronto. Windsor offered me $8,000, OISE nothing. Again 1 held my breath, 

sold more of my fumiture and moved to Toronto with a 'we'll see' attitude of reserve, 

afkaid to nsk again. By Christmas OISE gave me an $800 award and 1 bought my hrst 

cornputer. I started to breathe again. Around that tirne Supreme Court Justice Bertha 

Wilson had retired and chaired a commission investigating discrimination of women in 

the Law Society, faculties and firms. Her findings made the front page of The Toronto 



Star, and as 1 read them tears feu soffly down my cheeks. Little by little 1 grieved and 

healed and got anmers. But it took a long, long the .  I did not bounce back. It took years 

and was a long, sIow process. But the end result was fieedorn. 

I had never failed at anything academically. In all rny years. in al2 my Ife, I had 

never failed at anything academicalZy. I had aZways used doing well at school; I would sit 

by the door and a m e r  the door and be the neut printer and get the part in the class 

play. I was one of the top three girls in our cl- and always had confidence in my 

academics. It was one of the first t he s  in my lve I hadn't achieved a goal that Iset out to 

achieve. This was the first tirne when eveything Iput into place did not work. Everything 

Iput in place did not work. 

1 recommitted to teaching, realizing that that's where 1 draw energy, that is what 

rnakes my eyes shine. 1 lost my fear, felt fieer somehow that's hard to define. 

I've realized now, what else can happen? The fear of being a pleaser and V i n g  to 

seek approval and nying to do evetything ri&. I read somewhere, 'it's only the good 

rider who hm fallen offhis horse! The loss is in not tiying and not giving your best effort 

and not stickingyour neck out. But it's not worrh the risk to go so close to the edge. AAfer 

you havent had any food in thefndge, who carar. What can they do? 

There's a whole different fieedom for me now in teaching. It made me commit 

and it confirmed for me more than anything to use my taIents and abilities. 

It took a long tirne. Talking about resiliency here, this idea of 'bouncing back ' It 

took a long t h e .  It took three or four years. It took a long tirne. 

Other lessons: the maturity to take responsibility for my own decisions, to trust 

my gut instinct and intuition, that I know my inner wisdom, inner knowing is best, no 

matter what a therapist or significant others may Say. I now know what it feels like to fail 

and that insight helps in my awareness as a special education teacher in leaming 

disabilities and behavioral problems. I've considered many possible reasons for what 

happened; itls very multi-layered. One issue is rny own compliance with Irnother' and my 

transference around that, Iaw school may have been a missed goal for the therapist, and 

that the suggestion was made to me while I was in a regressed state in therapy. 1 have to 

factor in my own determination, stubbomness, pride, and inabiiity to let go. The paradox 

is that somehow failing is the only way 1 could break out of the mold of living someone 



eisets goal, of being cornpliant. It was a way of getting out, another example of my own 

tme self-asserting itself. Failing Iaw schooi was a way out when 1 couldn't muster 

quitting. It was taking a stand for me. 

The childhood stz@..how did 1 bounce back? I mean, years of therapy. years of 

journal writing, years of anger. grrgrrmng, rage. eveqdiing.. . the whole gamut. 

Moving On 

I've lived in every kind of circumstance and arrangement and things 1 never 

thought I would do. Living in a Christian comrnunity residence in my thirties and eady 

forties with students fiom al1 over the world. 1 thought I wns going to die the first month 

or two there. Coming to Toronto and living with ail these people after seven years of 

living alone, in a huge house al1 by myseZfin a little tom.  And I jwt thought 1 was going 

to die! I mean. every nene ending in my body would be screaming for solitude and peace 

and quiet. And 1 then got to the point where I'd be in the kitchen eating, and people would 

walk in and I'd just say 'Hi' and keep on eating. Worked on meeting people and interest in 

other people. Interest in different wnys of [ i f .  

Forties Transition 

In my forties transition 1 hally leamed to risk in a love relationship. I began to 

internalize a sense that "'no matter what, it will be okay." 

Even if1 did get h u e  even f i t  didn't work out, no amount of hurt could be that 

bad anymore that it would ... that Icouldnt handle it. It would be okay. 

Bere's a process of sitting back and seeing what happens. Which is the scary 

part. Which LÎ the unhown. m ich  is the lack of control. Which is the living life. And we 

don l plan the outcome. And we're out there vulnerable. And for me if's quite wonderjil. 

Il's been very good actually. It 's been temfLig. I have an awareness that it 's really not 

that important what the person's response is. It's by taking the risk and throwing myself 

out there that I am realiy, fully living. 



Going Home 

1 have been able to stand up and uskfar what 1 want when it's something no one 

can take awayfiom me. When if's something th& within my control such as education. 

goodjob ... I'm very good at getting my needr met that way. But I'm not so good at getîing 

my needrs met when it involves something that can be taken away-long term relationshrji, 

being in love with someone, having a family. having a home. 

A significant expenence was visiting my childhood home in Montreai where had 1 

lived until age seven just before my father le& 1 rode my bike dong the ùmer city trails 

to get there, first finding the place where 1 was christened, St. Alban's Parish at 706 St. 

Zotique Street East, then my old neighborhood, then my old corner. Every fiber of my 

being was dive and tuned in to recollections, sights and sounds. 1 had a camera and had 

to keep stopping to buy more film. Then my old doorway. 1 stood outside for a long t h e e  

The numbers 6624 in royal blue and white enamel above the door. The apartment was 

being renovated so 1 was let in. 1 found myself standing in my parent's bedroom window, 

seven years old, waiting for the lights of rny father's powder blue Pontiac. There was my 

old bedroom, there was the place where my blue chair with the brass upholstery tacks sat, 

there was that funny octagond shaped area for the baîhroom, there was the kitchen, and 

the outside baIcony looking out over the tops of buildings where 1 would sing songs and 

show off my dance routine. 1 saw the back lane 1 used to play in. Back inside there was 

wood and plaster everywhere fiom the renovations. I saw layers of wallpaper fiom 

generations back. Layers probably going back to when 1 was there as a child. 1 picked up 

pieces of wood and plaster and put them in my pocket. 1 was transported. Back at the 

front door 1 looked out at the garage across the Street. 1 used to play there too. It was al1 

as 1 remembered it, the placing, the main buildings, the signs, although some details had 

changed. It was al1 as 1 remembered it. It was al1 there. 

I'm not afiaid any more. It went away. It went away over the summer and 1 think 

it connected to going back and seeing my home in the summertime. Getting on my bike 

and going in and seeing this place had some kind of connection for me. A ghost was put 

to rest or sumething. It was just a culmination of things. 

Going to Montreal, renting a bike, 1 was by myself: biked for the whole day. 

Happened on this apartment. It was hard to get tu. Ikept huving to mk for directions 



because it was on th2 dead end Street. Not dead end but streets in Montreal are al1 kind 

of mixed up becatue of train packs that have been taken out and stutlike that. The 

streets stop and start. I remembered a 7-Up sign, and the 7-UP sign was where I 

remembered it. So there was some kind of a m e r  by going there and lookïng at that and 

confionting it. I actually had a map with me that 1 had marked out Zike a year 

prarious .JO step-by-step-by-step I've been doing something to put these pieces togethw. 

All my l i f .  I meun al1 my Ive. n a t k  no mystery to me. But the fact that I had this map 

with me, and low and behold the bike haif End of connected to this little dot on the map 

that marked Esplanade Street. So, there's a fieedom with that. There's also a grieving 

that goes with it. 1 don 't know, change or Zeaving some yourh ... dreams and the 

possibilities of youth ... Zeaving those behind. Leaving some of the mythology behind. Wat  

could be possible and what's going to happen? But also with Zeaving go of that is a new 

detemination in my own life to get what 1 want and get what I need. 

Work in Special Education 

On my wall are two important signs. One says, "Do it! Delegate it! Or Dump it!" 1 

use that to deal with the day-to-day clutter of paper, phone calls, markùig, and just the 

business of "getting things done." 1 heard it on a tape once, and it works for me. It feels 

good, affirming, when peopIe Say about me, "Yourre a real doer." That's the kind of  

person 1 want to be. 

My other sign says, "Encourage. Empower. Motivate. Inspire." Those are my 

personal goals. Those are my teaching goals. 

1 never unders tood why 1 was druwn to shrdents and children who had problems- 

who had leaming disabilities and behavioral problems. When I was Ziftle, of course, I 

grew up in a fumily that wosnt that stable and Zack of support at home. Two of my coping 

methoh as I was growing up were to lie and steal. I don 't think it was above and beyond 

what a kid nonnally dues. But 1 was made to feel that this was jusf realiy awfirl. 1 was 

made to feel ... in fact, growing up my mother woufd say. 'I'm going to send you to a girls' 

home or rjuvenile delinquent'place ... or who knows the tenn she used. But she was 

always threatening to send me to these places. So, 1 remember being severeiy 

punished ... everything I%e ever done that I lried to break the nJer Igot caught. I 



remember having these phares of thinking, Tm going to be good. 'And at some point 1 

realïzed there was no pleasing my mother no matter what 1 did. And whatever I did I was 

going to get caught, so I might as well play by the mler. Jusi to be honest. It's easier. You 

don 't have to rernember what you told anybody- You dont have that guialt. You know, 

those lessons you learn as you grow up. But as an adult, I started volunteer work in 

Children's Aïd, started working in education, and I s îa~ed  to realize sorne of the teasons 

why I was doing the things I was doing. So I don 't have this gudt thing, that I wm this 

bad kid I was reali'y resourcefial in getting my neeh met. I did it. 

Now I recognize it as rny spintjut  kind of getting what it needed and grabbing 

afler ...gr abbing hold of something. I was afraid to tell my mother the truth. But a 

therapist said to me, 'There was a turningpoint foryou where you decided ... ' Now there's 

a Iittle core in me that says, 'I will not go anyfurther than this. ' 
So Iittle by little I've been getting a m e r s ,  studying child pqwhology, education. 

Getting annvers for rnyself; of course, but ISie hnd teachers ask me, 'Whar do you do?' 

m e n  I'm working with a behavioral kïd or working with someone with leaming 

disabilititx 'mat do you do?' And there is something else. I mean, it's not just what you 

leum in school in the programs. There is something else, a respect that 1 have, a 

knowing, and an awareness. 

I worked with a teacher who approached me asking, ' m a t  do you feel you want 

to do? What's the bat thing for you rïght now? How areyou going to approach this to 

make a dzrerence to the students? ' There's a higher goal, and that is what I respond to, 

that's how I work best. 

Igrew up in a household where, through no fmZt of theirs, a lot of reading was 

going on, but there WQS not a lot of encouragement for the girls to pursue academicr. I 

have made that my mission, to get children interested in reading and knowledge and 

learning. ItZ a major thing for me. The work thol I do, Igo into their homes, so I'm part 

of their lives. V e v  deliberately. Isee the dynamic at home, so I'm aalways picking up 

dues. And the work that I've been abk to do is amming. ItZ more than what I've leamed. 

nere's a gifi part of it, an intuitive part. I don 't know exact& what I'm doing. It just 

happens. It's an amazingprocess but ... Iput the graundwork there, get al1 the supplies, do 



everything, but there's an eneray that I have that goes on, that I'm not exact& sure what 

that k. 

I tune into what the parents are doing, what the home environment is iike. With 

one Zittle guy, he brings h ù  special little toys and we set them around us, and the toys 

take t u m  reading. I hud chocolates, 1 had toys, 1 had stickers, 1 hud smeily markers. You 

name it! It took him a year to read one fine fiom 'Hop on Pop' by Dr. S's, 'No Pat No.' 

And I called his mother and said, 'You 've got a reader on your han&. ' And the other day 

his mother told me, 'He read a story tu me last night. ' 

So to know when tu pirsh and when ta pull back. it's ves, challengïng. ïRere's 

energy Iget fFom my s tuden~ and the satisfaction that I see, the trust that I have, I'm 

good nt it and I can help them. Thatk very energùing, very afiming for me. 

Iure everything. 1 use everything that the kid's into. 1.5 where they're at, so I use 

it. I've had enough successes su I%e learned to tncst that. 

My students. It doesn T mutter what the age group is, from the linle kidF Iget the 

wann fuzzies and the older people 1 get spurred on ... it challenges me to do more and 

ieam more and stay on my toes. But if's defùriteiy nourishing for me. It S not me giving, 

giving, M n g .  It's definiteh something that comes back to me in energy. It 's defniteiy 

sornething that cornes back to me. It cornes bock to me in the ife cycle. 

Mentors 

1 have become more aware of strong female mentors and role models that 1 have 

sought out throughout al1 my transitions. My boyfnend's mother as a teenager was a 

feisty, irreverent Scottish woman, about four foot sornething, and a real dynamo. During 

my divorce, a woman at church, Doris, who befkended me. Somewhat eccentric, in her 

eighties and journal writing and practicing tai chi, she was a positive source of 

encouragement for me in pursing my B.Ed. Laura, who slowly eamed my trust and 

encouraged me when I was going through the "Iaw school experience" at one point 

saying to me, "Maybe you learned something else more valuable here." My fnendship 

with Caroline, in her eighties, vibrant, inspiring, and aiways challenging those around her 

to think. 



Caroline, who's 82, h m  talked about the spiral, about issues coming up over and 

over again. and eventually there isn't a whole lot of energy around them. It's a spiral 

where our stuffkeeps revisiting, we keep repeating our lessons and we keep going 

through them. And when someone of 82 years old tells me that, 1 knaw that there's going 

to be some trzrth to it and to pay attention. mat  my stuff is not a 'done deal, ' and put it on 

the shelfond it'kfinished once and for all. That's not the case. 

And another role mode1 has been my supewisor, Solveiga who intemiewed me 

for this piece. 

Ido want to acknowledge my supervisor. Over the five years we%e worked 

together, it's always changing. I took a course with you, then worked on a book; and now 

supervising and interviaving me for the thesW. There's always this changing role. I 

appreciate the assistance and 'mentoringr that's gone on between us. That wiIZ make the 

d@erence. You 've been instrumental in helping to spur me along. So I need to 

acknowledge thai. It hasn t been a structured thing, but just evoived over time, and felt 

very integrated for me. It's been very positive for me. I need to acknowledge that role. 

1 was struck how often 1 repeated the r e m  that 1 wanted to break out of the 

"introspective therapeutic process." I'm not sure what 1 was gening at, except 1 felt the 

need for some physical rnovernent on a dinerent level in my life, but in reality it is al1 

intepteci. Perhaps 1 had a sense of needing growth in another area to maintain a sense of 

balance and equilibrium. 1 am always amazed, in hindsight, in looking over old letters, 

j.~umals and writings, the level of awareness that is there. We know. We have an innate 

wisdom that is unfahg  if we would only heed it.. .if I would only pay attention. 

I have gone through ?bis introspection process and the transition process I'm in is 

to 'get out of my head' and just get on with living. To move on and get to a 'doing'phase. 

I really sense that in myselfand I'm not sure where that will lead. What job it wiIl lead to, 

finishing my thesis, moving forward. 

Enough. 1 am as heded as Irm ever going to be and I have to go out there, in the 

condition I'm in. with ail the baggage and the flaws and scar tissue and whatever and 

say, ' Okay. L fe moves forwardporn now on. Okay, ïh moving fonvard in life. ISte got to 

move foward, because if I'm spiMing my wheels, stagnating. in a rut.. . I'w got to have 



some kind of movement forward in many areas. mat's the interna2 stufi more than whatk 

going on around me. 

I don 't want tu run for therapy and aZZ that. I"ve internalized a lot of stuffthat's 

usefil and that helps me. I don 't get sent into a tailspin so much with things that trigger 

me. I'm very m a r e  of the fact that I've came to this place where I've said,' I'm rnaybe not 

goïng to do this too much more.' You know? I want to get on with the present and move 

on with Zfe. But talking about it opens it up. Definite&. It opens it up and it does rnove it 

finvard a little bit more. 

To just let go and go with theflow. I'm very aware of the times when I'm not so 

driven, when I'rn not so stnictured and controlled, and have that loose kind of 'being in 

the moment. 'And it happens more and more, but Sm very aware of how good that feels. 

Being playll and getting in touch with the child-like part of me thaf for a long 

time wasn 't there. 1 feel that that's getting expression now. 

I'm in a mid-Z$e stage where I h  feeling some kind of intemal pressure ... time is 

moving a little dzyerenttly for me now. Tirne's going f ~ s t m  and I have a sense of &et some 

completion here and move into something else' because I'm approaching a mid-life stage. 

In some ways it rnakes me very tired, because I don 't have a new vision, or I'm just 

getting a new vision of what 's coming next. 1 don 't have it yet .. . 

Symptoms of Inner Peace 

Tendency to think and act spontaneously rather than fiom fears based on past 

experiences. 

An unmistakable ability to enjoy each moment. 

Loss of interest in judging self 

Loss of interest in judging other people. 

Loss of interest in conflict. 

Loss of interest in interpreting actions of others. 

Loss of ability to worry (this is a very senous symptom). 

Frequent, overwhelming episodes of appreciation. 

Contented feehgs of connectedness with others and nature. 



10. Frequent attacks of smiling through the eyes of the heart. 

1 1. Increasing susceptibility to love extended by others as weU as the uncontroIIabie 

urge to extend it. 

12. Increasing tendency to let things happen rather than to make them happen. 

If you have al1 or even most of the above symptoms, please be advised that your 

condition of PEACE may be so far advanced as to not be treatable (Siegel, 1989). 



CHAPTER FOUR 

INTERPRETING LIFE STORIES: METEOD OF ANALYSIS 

Almost a year had gone by since the h a i  interviews with the CO-researchers, two 

years since our fkst meeting. 1 had been in touch with most of them over the surnmer to 

give them an update as to how the work was progressing. 

The Feedback Session 

1 contacted participants and arranged to get them a draft copy of theù life story to 

read, to offer feedback and revisions. We arranged for the drop off of the interviews. 

Some were sent by e-mail because of tirne and distance constraints. I asked them to 

cornplete a number of tasks at this point: 1) to pick a pseudonym; 2) to look for things 

that did not ring tme to the essence of what they wanted to Say; 3) to correct any 

inaccuracies in details, dates, and information; 4) and to delete anything that would be 

potentially embmassing or cause any discodort to themselves of others. 1 was 

interested to see the pseudonyms people chose, and we laughed that these could be a 

psychological study al1 their own. 

1 met with Laura first to go over her life history. She asked if 1 would read it aloud 

to her and tears weiled in her eyes as 1 read the introduction. Her initial comment was, " 1 

can't believe how you've put it al1 together. It's ail there." As 1 read, she made corrections 

and clarifications of inaccuracies and asked for deletions of some material. Sarnantha said 

she had never been written about in this way before and thought the process was 

arnazing. She requcsted more of an integration of a section describing her illness. 1 had 

comrnented during our Iast interview that 1 was concemed we had not given her physical 

issue enough time and space. My intuition at that time proved to be tme. There was very 

Little discussion of it during our session. I'm not sure of the reason, perhaps my own 

discornfort and inability to relate sufnciently to the topic. In writing her story, 1 used 

quotes and analysis fiom a paper that she had written. Leila had an amusing story about 

her husband f i n h g  her biography on the cornputer. 1 had e-mailed a copy so she could 

read and edit it during a plane trip to B .C. to visit f d l y  over Christmas. While she was 



away she spoke with her husband over the phone. He said he had found something about 

her on the cornputer. LeiIa reminded him of the project she was involved in, and he 

seemed to recail her meeting with me. Then he commented, "But it's al1 there.. .a11 about 

you. It's really well written, but it's al1 there.. ." Her own observations were that the work 

was integrated, and said "1 like that part" when we read a sensitive section. Leila had 

issues about her grammar usage, and use of language. 1 tried to reassure her, saying 

people do not, as a rule, speak in grammaticdly correct sentences. At one part she 

changed a word that was really my own interpretation and did not really capture ber own 

meaning. She aiso eliminated areas that wouldn't have been cordortable for her to 

disclose in this context She hugged me afier our meeting. Leith wanted a copy of the 

biography for her own use. Since her story still had quite a bit of work left, we discussed 

the direction it would go in fbture. Sarah and 1 taiked about how she had been nght in the 

"middle of transition" when 1 inte~ewed her. 1 thanked her for her tmst in being so open 

with me. She said she was stili in transition to some extent but things were getting better. 

She agreed she was able to talk fairy openly with me because we are both divorced, and 

have both had that common experience. 

Some participants were uncornfortable with how their speech transferred to a 

transcrîbed hardcopy. They generally wanted to fix up the gmnmar, or were surprised at 

some of their speech patterns. 1 offered assurance that no one speaks in grammaticalJy 

perfect sentences, that it was important to retain the essence of how we really present 

ourselves over perfection. 

Methodology: Watch, Listen, Ask, Record, Examine, Interpret 

For over five years of my doctoral studies 1 had been sitting comfortably on the 

sidelines of the "quantitative/qualitative' debate, really wondering what al1 the hiss was 

about. Hawig no interest whatsoever in promothg one methodology over the other, 1 

would usually answer something to the effect that there are merits to both, or isn't there 

room for both? Of course my work, as artist, teacher and &ter, is informed by my 

background, rny politics, my faith, my education. And not unlike most people, 1 am 

resistant to beùig labeled and categorized. Although my academic and career route may 

seem like part of a grand design, like most it has been more a matter of being steered in 



one direction or auother, doors opening at the right tirne, oppoxtunities presenting 

themselves.. .or not, as the case may be. This study has aven me an opportunitty to 

closely examine the tenets of qualitative research in order speak fiom a more informed 

position. And 1 have returned to the place where 1 began. 1 believe there is roorn for both. 

1 believe the choice of methodology is informed by the unique fit of the personality of the 

researcher, the question and the formation of the research project. 

Looking back over the last five years in academia, 1 re&e a nurnber of 

experiences have had an impact and infomed my presentation of this work. My Master's 

of Education research was a quantitative study comparing teachers' impressions of 

language skills of students with attention deficit disorder with hyperactivity and those 

with attention deficit disorder without hyperactivity. My research was conducted at the 

Child Development Ciinic at the Hospital for Sick Children in Toronto using existing 

data in confidentid files. 1 gathered information on IQ and parent and teacher 

observations of attention and language problems. 1 loved "doing research," both at the 

level of reviewing literature and collecting data. I learned various statistical analysis 

packages until, after long hours, sheer panic and bursts of tears waiting for appointments 

with statisticians, 1 came upon the nght one that worked for me. 1 had the sornewhat 

typical affliction of giris fiom my generation - math anxiety. When I successfully 

analyzed my data, 1 presented the results proudly to my professor, waved the computer 

printouts in fiont of friends, and put a sign on the wall at home, "I'm a teckie." 

A kw months later, during coursework for my doctoral studies 1 took a course on 

adults with learning disabilities. As part of the coursework we were asked to spend a day 

undergoing a psychoeducational assessrnent to see what it feIt like, to give us empathy 

toward students we would work with in future. 1 had no problem with that, feeling 

cornfortable with my intellectual abilities. 1 was, however, very uncornfortable with a 

"color test" that seemed to tap into something else-emotions and family background. We 

were told in class we would be given our results, but the professor was mildly evasive 

each tirne 1 asked. So, after a t h e ,  1 forgot about it and moved on to other things. 

Five years later by a very curious chah of events 1 ended up working with that 

same professor helping to CO-ordinate the database. Leaniuig new cornputer skills and 

hearing the results of some of the research was interesting, but in the back of my mind 



was a nagging question about "my file." Subconsciously 1 was watching the level of 

caring and confidentialïty afforded to the data, and people being tested in the clinic. Then 

one day the resdts of data fiom the "color test" were presented to the research team. As I 

understand it, one component of the test is that it will indicate a wide gap between 

"actual" ability and perception of ability if a person has a learning disability or something 

unusual in their background. Kuowing the rationale behind the testing didn't help, but in 

fact just raised my anxiety firrther. 1 knew 1 was one of those black dots on the overhead 

projector screen. 

Then, while working late into the evening in the office alone, collating 

demographic data fiom the files, 1 specifically went into my own file. The test scorer had 

recorded my results in red pen - an abnormal score. I spent some tirne figuring out the 

nurnbering system used in the test and the correlation of the choice of color to specific 

moods and characteristics. The color 1 had chosen for "war" corresponded to the same 

color 1 had chosen for farnily. Tme sort of stopped. 1 felt familiar waves of feelings - 
violated, unsafe, rninimized, deceived and vers very tired. 

Later, on examining data ffom other files, I saw that it was not uncornmon for 

"subjects" to have similar cotrelations, and 1 used that to rationalize and reassure myself. 

1 spoke of this to no one. But my professor's original goal of experiencing "what it felt 

like" to be a subject in a study had been successflll. The research relationship is 

important. Participants in a study are "people," h t  and foremost. The credibility and 

integrity of the research is vitaI and must be maintained no matter how difficult or tirne 

consuming. This is what infoms my choice of methodology in writing the Iife histories 

of these six women, seen through the lem of "resifiency." 

We are constantIy in the process of interpreting the world around us, through the 

filter of who we are and what we how.  According to Wolcott (as cited in Guba and 

Lincoln, 1998) when doing research, matters of howing and being shouId be the 

principle concern and choice of methodology secondary. Wolcott states: 

Not only are methods the most unremarkable aspect of interpretive work, but a 

focus on methods (techniques for gathering and analyzing data) often masks a full 

understanding of the relationship between method and inquiry purpose. The aim 

of attending carefully to details, complexity, and sihiated meanings of the 



everyday Me world can be achieved through a varie@ of rnethods. Although we 

may feei professiondly compelled to use a special language for these procedures 

(e.g . participant observation, informant inte~ewing, archival research) at base, 

al1 interpretive inquirers watch, listen, ask, record and examine. How those 

activities might best be defhed and employed depends on the inquirer's purpose 

for doing the inquiry. hupose, in tum, is shaped by epistemological and 

rnethodological cornmitments. (p. 222) 

What marks constructivist or interpretivist work as a unique fom of human 

inquiry is a set of theoreticai co~~mitments and philosophical assumptions about the way 

that the world must be in order that we can know it. Qualitative research should be 

canied out in ways that are sensitive to the nature of human and culturai social contexts, 

and remain loyal or tnie to what is being studied, rather than a particular methodology 

(Altheide & Johnson, 1998). Thellconstni~tivist paradigm" according to Guba and 

Lincoln (1998) is a wide-ranging eclectic h e w o r k  which once fell under the heading 

of naturalistic inquiry. The term "constructivism" has recentiy gained use to characterize 

their methodology, although they acknowledge that constnictivist, interpretive, 

naturalistic, and henneneutical are al1 similar notions. 

The concept of researchers as CO-participants is an important one. According to 

Geertz (as cited in Guba & Lincoln, 1998) the fiture of interpretivist and constructivist 

research rests on dissolving long-standing dichotomies such as subjedobject, 

knowerIknown, factlvalue. Individuah need to become cornfortable with the bluning of 

the lines between the science and art of interpretation, the social scientific and the literary 

account Yet the lived expenence of he inquirer is also a vital piece of the research. 

Interpreting Life stories 

Lives, like stories, are the way we fashion ourselves: encountering and 

temporarily surmounting the projected demons that would diminish us. This is 

what a nanative perspective allows us to notice: not only the way we talk, but also 

about the way we live (Ochberg, 1994, p. 143). 



Six women took part in this narrative inquiry, telling their life stories with a focus 

on the topic of resiliency. As a narrative production, interpretive writing is iike fiction in 

that it is created out of the facts of experience and it follows a recognized iiterary format 

of plot with nsing suspense, climax and denouement (Clandinin & Connelly, 1998; 

Ochberg, 1994; Richardson, 1998). The protagonist in these stones is the hero, and the 

situation is fiequently concephialized as a stniggle that locates the subject's experiences 

in the contexts of work, family, kinship, and marriage. Narrative is the structureci quality 

of the experience and the patterns of inquiry, while the end result is the life story. 

According to Clandinin and ConneUy (2998): 

Thus we say that people by nature lead storied lives and tell stones of those lives, 

whereas narrative researchers descnbe their lives, collect and tell stories of them, 

and write narratives of experience. (p. 155) 

If the postmodem world c m  be read as a giant text, an understanding of the world 

requires the use of narrative rnethods. It is au important time in the developnent of 

personal experience methods of research, because of a willingness to experiment with 

narrative form (C land i  & Comelly, 1998). Researchers use the analogy of painters 

copying technique as a means of developing their own style, with experimentation 

needed to develop an individual research signature in the narrative fonn. They state that 

in the process of adaptation and the creation of a signature, we are advised to "listen to 

the remnants of narrative fom handed d o m  to us by our own personal narrative 

histories." Richardson (1998) describes Wnting as narrative of the self where the writer 

constnicts a sequence of events, a "plot," holding back on interpretation, asking the 

reader to "relive" events ernotionally with the writer: 

Narratives of the self do not read Wre traditional ethnography because they use the 

writing techniques of fiction. They are specific stories of specific events. 

Accuracy is not the issue; rather narratives of the seifseek to meet literary criteria 

of coherence, verisimiIitude, and interest.( p. 36 5 )  

Ochberg (1 994) asks whether our stories are idealized versions of our lives. If a story is 

an intemal argument between what is said aloud and what is on the verge of being said, 

c m  we see behind the public image? It is the relatiomhip between what is said and not 

said, and the writerlresearcher feels the tension between an officially avowed and 



unofficially repudiated version. What is the 'tnie'story? What is important is the way it is 

an argument between possible versions. Without an understanding that we live out one 

version of our lives in order to evoke and overcome the negative alternative, we cannot 

appreciate the effort that goes into maintaining a positive self-image (Ochberg, 1994). 

According to research by Manning and CullumSwan (1998) some medically 

trained writers have argued for the healing use of narrative analysis, arguing that stones 

reflect human feelings and lived expenence, and that healing necessarily involves the 

telling, hearing and unravelling of these stones. Each participant presents a unique, 

appealing, aesthetic, and humanistic rationale for his or her approach that is woven into 

his or her story. Narrative analysis is rather loosely forrnulated, almost intuitive, using 

tems defined by the analyst and takes the perspective of the teller. 

Identities are formed by the public telling of stories (Ochberg, 1994) although the 

public venue is ofien not available to the average person. We do not al1 have the 

opportunity that these women had here, to tell their stories to a specialized audience. 

There was some concern with issues of audience, with CO-researchers asking, "Who's 

going to be reading this?" amwered honestly that it would first be myself as researcher, 

then probably members of their famiIy who would read it, and then the academic 

community as it went through various stages toward completion of my doctoral research. 

After that, as published matenal, it could and would be read by anyone interested. 

Most of the women, as educated, professional people, were aware of the broader 

implications of this-what they had said in their life stones would impact others, it would 

reflect on themseIves, or as one woman aslced aloud,"What if my mother reads it?" In 

fact, the women here were able to use a pseudonyrn for some measure of anonyrnity and 

protection. They can choose with whom they disclose their reai identities. 1 chose to use 

my real name, after careful consideration of the implications of disclosing details of my 

life in professional writing within the academic community, while working as a teaching 

professional. For the sake of authenticity and my own personal integrity, I decided it was 

worth it, but it was not without some serious consideration and pangs of anxiety that 1 

arrived at that decision. It was not until some time had passed that I achieved a Ievel of 

detachment. However, each time a new person reads it and comments 1 again have 

anxiety over my own vuùierability of how my story will be received. 



There has been an important shift in qualitative interpretation fiom what is told to 

the process of telling Life stones (Ochberg, 1994). How do we present our lives to 

others-what phrases do we use, what larger stmcture organizes our accounts, and what 

purposes do these choices serve? Ochberg compares the structure of sequences of lived 

action to the structure of a traditional plot, orgmkhg an event with rising tension that 

reaches its peak in a climax and resolves into a denouement. We address these sequences 

to various audiences, and the identity of the protagonist/performer depends on the 

audience's response. In this sense a life lived as story is part of an individual's public 

record. According to Ochberg, depending on how the plot tunis out and how the audience 

responds, life performances justify the idealized images that narrators hold of themselves. 

There is a connection between living a life and telling, or perfonning, a story. A life is a 

kind of argument. It is a way of claiming that one construction of experience should be 

pnvileged and that some other, negative alternative should be dismissed (Ochberg, 1994). 

The important goal is the work accomplished by both the story and the life. Dur self- 

idealized identities depend on our success in meeting and overcoming the possibility of 

our being undone. Few of us go around telling o u  stones to each other, but ail of us are 

continually living out sequences of purposefbl action. If identity depends on the way 

others see us, then to affect identity, a life story must be part of the individual's public 

record. Telling one's story to an intewiewer or to oneself is not enough; the story must in 

some way be told to a community of signincant witnesses. However, such public- 

narration is not usudly commonpIace. Therefore it seems usefbl to see whether the 

psychological work supposedly accomplished by life stones may be accomplished by the 

Lives that individuals perfom. Action and narration may share at les t  these qualities- 

like a story, action may have a structure of plot; like a story, action may be addressed to 

an audience. The protagonist/performer may experience the success of the plot and the 

audience's response as vindication for one preferred version of the life, rather than a Iess 

palatable alternative. In this sense, a life, once again like a story, presents an argument 

(Ochberg, 1994). 

These similarities between lives and stones are psychologicaily significant 

because of the work that each accomplishes. To anticipate: stones and lives focus on 

latent danger of their own negotiation in order to see how the protagonist will emerge. 



This focus is what makes literary stones compeliing to readers and makes lives 

compelling to us who live them-we put our lives on public display-who are the 

audiences in our lives? Do they matter? Ail of us recruit our fiiends, families, or even 

casual acquaintances to be our witnesses (Ochberg, 1994). 

Reflexivity and Accountability 

Awareness of reflexivity makes researchers more accountable, thereby sharing 

expenence and insights more fully, and locating inquiry within the process and context of 

actual human expenence. Researchers should accept the inevitability that al1 statements 

are reflexive and that research is a social act. That is the essential rationale for research 

approaches grounded in the contexts of expenence of the people who are actually 

invoived in their settings and arenas (Altheide & Johnson, 1998). According to Guba and 

Lincoln (1998): 

The act of inquiry begins with issues a d o r  concems of participants and unfolds 

through a "dialectic" of iteration, analysis, critique, reiteration, reanalysis and so 

on that leads eventually to a joint (among inquirer and respondents) construction 

of a case (i.e. findings or outcornes). The joint constructions that issue f?om the 

activity of inquiry cm be evaiuated for their "fit" with the data and information 

they encompass; the extent which they "work," that is, provide a credible level of 

understanding; and the extent to which they have "relevance" and are 

"modifiable." (p. 179) 

David Hunt (1992) says the term reflexivity is fiom George Kelly's Reflexivity 

Principle published in 1955 and describes it as an "inside-out" progress where the person 

with a goal of facilitating change must &t begin with themselves. In qualitative research 

the tension between claiming that imowledge is the property of individual mùids and the 

view that knowledge can be publicly shared is evident. Einstein and Heisenberg (as cited 

in Kincheloe and McLaren, 1998) claimed that what we see is not what we see but what 

we perceive and what we c d  information always involves an act of human judgement. 

According to Kincheloe and McLaren (1998): 

To engage in critical postmodem research is to take part in a process of critical 

world making, guided by the shadowed outline of a ciream of a world less 



conditioned by misery, der ing  and the politics of deceit It is, in short, a 

pragmatics of hope in an age of cynicd reasoa (p.293) 

Life stories: Appealing to An Audience 

Within a qualitative fhmework 1 as researcher needed to recognize the inherent 

power differential between the CO-researchers and myself. Richardson (1998) calls for the 

researcher to engage in self-refiexive analysis of social categones to which they belong 

includhg race, social class, gender, age, sexual orientation, ethnicity, religion etc. since 

these enter into and shape what constitutes "knowledge" in any project and the 

subsequent ùiterpretation. Cole (1 99 1) suggests that researcher-as-author needs to 

indicate his or her positioning in relation to the nsearch process. If relationship is central 

to the research process, 1 had to keep in mind that it takes a long time to develop a 

"relationship." I also had to have an intuitive sense of the kind of relationship 1 had with 

CO-researchers in this context. It was one of professionai caring with respect for the 

individual, recognition of their contribution and awareness of the level of trust. Another 

task 1 had as the interpreter of their life history was to move beyond the representation of 

experiences to place them in a broader socio-historical context. 

As CO- researcher 1 reminded myselfthat 1 was not a therapist, although there are 

similarities in the dynamic, and 1 needed to keep appropriate boundaries in mind. The 

process is more important than getting answers, and it is egotisticd for me to think that 1 

have a clearer vision of iife stages, levels of deniai or use of defense mechanisms than the 

CO-researcher. 1 have faith that the processes of self-reflection, articulation and getting 

feedback should serve as a catalyst for change in and of themselves. The researcher does 

not need to take action in relation to pointing out inconsistencies or levels of awareness in 

the participants' narrative. According to Acker, the f h t  criterion of adequacy in this 

approach is that the active voice of the subject should be heard in the account (as cited in 

Sparkes, 1994). 

1 think the researcher may develop a fiiendship with participants. This merely 

heightens the need for truthfiilness, authenticity, and integrity in reporting. There is 

nothing more anirming than getting a hug fiom a CO-researcher &er collaborating on the 

writing of a îife history. Delamont States that he responsibilities of the researcher towards 



the subject become even more intense should they become f?iends (as cited in Sparkes, 

1994). It is important to hold the person in high regard, but there will be levels within that 

fkamework. There are some people we feel closer to than others; some we develop 

rapprochement with and some we do not. 

As the writer of women's stones 1 found that they validated themselves in the 

process of telling their stories, an act that is potentially empowering in itself. Hopefùlly, 

those reading it will respond at an individual level to the collective story as suggested by 

Richardson (as cited in Sparkes, 1994) with the feeling that it's their story, they are not 

alone That is an important reason for making our story available to others. The collective 

story overcomes some of the isolation and dienation of contemporary life. It provides a 

sociological community, the linking of separate individuals into a shared consciousness. 

Once linked, the possibility for social action on behalfof the collective is present, the 

possibility of societal transformation (Clandinin & Connelley as cited in Sparkes, 1994). 

Stones then can provide powerful insights into the lived experiences of others in ways 

that can inform, awaken, and disturb readers by illustrating their involvement in social 

processes about which they may not be consciously aware. Once aware, individuals may 

find the consequences of their involvement unacceptable and seek to change the situation. 

In such circumstances, the potential for individual and collective restorying is enhanced. 

The issue of "relationship" is centrai. These intensive relationships require serious 

consideration of who we are as researchers in the stones of participants, for when we 

become characters in their stones, we change their Stones. Stones of a life told by one 

person to another are joint productions; they are in a real sense %O-authored.' According 

to Measor and Sikes (as cited in Sparkes, 1994) the researcher's position in relation to the 

stones of participants ought to be acknowledged, examined, and explicated. 

A life lived is what actually happens. A life as experienced consists of images, 

feelings, sentiments, desires, thoughts, and meanings hown to the person whose life it is. 

Balancing the voices in telling the women's stones is a sensitive task I am wnting fkom 

the perspective of the social and historicai context that 1 have corne fiom and am now a 

part. That is the fiamework, and the issue of resiliency is the lem. But my concern was 

always that the women's voices take pnority. 1 am the vehicle to collect and convey the 

information. Then, after considerable immersion, 1 provide a synthesis to reach a new 



Ievel of understanding. The life stories need to corne first. The best we can do is listen to 

what someone says about their lives. There is so much to learn nom the stories and lives 

of others- Even if we are lirnited to scratching the surface, the work itself may be the best 

methodological therapy. It provides the best way to break through to the next level of 

understanding. 

Data Analysis 

During transcriptions of the tapes 1 noticed a different voice in the last interview. 

1 account for that on a nurnber of levels. There were stages and shif€ing energies as each 

i n t e ~ e w  progressed to the next, and the next. The first i n t e ~ e w  was primarily focussed 

on geîting information about background and an overview of the person's life-a 

description of the plot. There was aisa the dynarnic of continuhg to establish rapport and 

the energy that goes with the novelty of beginning a new project. The second interview 

was u d l y  more intensive leading to personal disclosure, tapping into issues through 

narrative and, in a sense, appealing to a perceived audience through myself as 

interviewer. During the last interview, there was a sense of clari-g issues from 

previous i n t e~ews ,  revisiting ideas and getting ciosure. 

The phrashg of the questions in the last interview tapped into an unexpected 

change in responses and tone of voice. This was an interesting connection in the analysis 

of the topic of resiliency. The first two interviews led to recounting childhood 

experiences, and narratives of adult experiences that had had an impact on the person. 

The third interview questions asked the person to state characteristics that made them 

resilient, and things around them that had contributed to their resiliency. The shift Ied to a 

perceived change to an intellectual level of recounting characteristics they "thought" 

made them resilient, and things around them that encouraged their resiliency over time. 1 

sensed the shift during the actual interview, and in transcribing the tapes it actually 

becarne more apparent. These observations, while at h t  puzzling to me, later proved to 

be enlightening. They confirmed the integrity of the narrative accounts, where the person 

spoke fiom a voice that resonated with the recounting of the details of the experience that 

was pivotal for them. Often it was like they were transported back to the actual event, and 

when the story was told, reemerged into "real" t h e .  Also, in recounting the stories, 



participants often said something to the effect that they did not think they were doing 

anything out of the ordinary, but what was required of them in the circumstances. There 

was no ego investment, but actually the opposite, in speaking fiom a place of deep 

knowing. In contrast, during the last interview, the voice was different, and the listing and 

recounting of characteristics and supports did seem to have more "ego" investment, 

saying "this is what 1 think makes me resiiient." At this stage, it was as if they were 

speaking to an audience, recounting their belief system of what had been said about them 

by others over years-how they were perceived by others, as opposed to their own views. 

It was their final a r p e n t  in support of their Iife stories. 

Although 1 was carefiil not to "fhd what 1 was looking for," 1 was aware of asking 

questions with the expectation that each person would mention a key figure, role model, 

or significant person who had made a real impact on them as a child. No one related to 

the tenn "role rnodel." in most cases the "key person" was intruisic to their life, as if they 

took that person's presence in their Iife for granted. 1 filtered this information through my 

knowledge of attachment theory. 

Instead what emerged as an area of comrnonality was a sense of au independent 

spirit among al1 the women. Later 1 reasoned that they a11 had different charactenstics and 

extemal factors contributing to resiliency. It was after revisiting the research literature 

that 1 arrived at the understanding that their abiIity to self-reflect and articulate was what 

the women most had in common. The literature supports that these two combine to move 

one to a heightened level of fitnctioniug. Therefore, by the process of our involvement in 

this project, we have collectively moved forward. At every stage of research, 

collaboration and writing, rny first instinct has been reinforced, that the connections 

would emerge through the process of "being with" the women and the materiais. 

Writing up the results of this research, 1 worked holistically. I created an outline 

on the computer, positioning the pieces 1 had already d e n ,  such as the life histones, 

literature review, and interview protocol. 1 integrated and recorded field notes and 

observations, and revisited the literature, refining my focus to two or three authors whose 

theones seerned to more accurately resonate with my work. By this time the process of 

analysis had begun, and 1 found myseif jotting down information on scraps of paper 

while on the subway, thoughts coming to me while jogging, and getting up fiom bed to 



write down a comection. 1 began to leave a notepad and pen beside the bed, just in case. 

The point of writing this is that the connections started to happen, with commonallties 

and meta-analysis emerging from my immersion and being steeped in the information 

over time. Also important at this stage was making reference to a thesis that 1 considered 

exemplary which 1 used as a guideline for formatting and language. On a practical level, 1 

had to make a chart of the wornen's names and their new names, their pseudonyrns, 

piacing that in fiont of me at the computer. My own thesis writing informed my teaching 

English at a cornmunity college as 1 shared my awareness and struggles with rny class. It 

kept me realistic in my expectations of them, made my teaching more real, and in tum the 

energy from my classes began to circle back into my writing. Auditing a course on 

methodology also energized me. Participants were at a different stage with their thesis 

work. My awareness at the tirne was of being very protective of being "in the writing 

stage" and not wanting anything to dissipate that energy or adversely affect the flow. The 

class was very respectfuI and understanding of this stance, and 1 came away fiom these 

sessions afErmed and energized. 

Conclusion 

It is important to locate myself within the research paradigin by restating the 

subjective nature of the study, and my own expectations regarding some of the constructs 

explored which may have created tensions within the participants. When I began 

interviewing the women in this study, each asked what 1 meant by the texm resiliency, 

and we usually called it "bouncing back." Bouncing back fiom personal life cnsis codd 

be considered different in degree and quaiity fiom the experiences of war, mental illness 

or other trauma described in the literature on resiliency. It is difficult to compare Zevels of 

individual pain and courage, but it is important to keep in mind the notion of a range of 

seventy of experiences and effects representing different levels of life challenges and 

resulting levels of resiliency. 

Regarding the issue of my exploration around the importance of one key person 

who aEected an individual's resilience, 1 was informed by the literature indicating that 

this is an essential component of personal resiliency. There was a lack of immediate 

acknowledgement of some of the participants of the role of the '%ey person" in their 



resilience. It is possible that there rnay be several key people throughout our Iives that 

appear at pivotal moments when we need suppoa in a particutar area. Again, the 

subjectivity of this 'konnection" should be considered, because the individual must be 

open and attractive to the support that is being offered. Synchronicity plays a big part- 

resilient people rnay have the ability to draw to them what they need at the fime they need 

it. 



CHAPTER HVE 

STORIES AS PLOTS: EMERGENT THEMES 

Identities are fomed by the telling of life stories. As a plot, a story exposes the 

protagonist to the possibility of defeat, as a performance a story risks disbelief or 

disinterest in its audience, and as argument the story nsks being supplanted by an 

invidious nature (Ochberg, 1994). My own story continues to weave in and out of the 

research experience. 

A few years ago 1 went on a pilgrimage. Returnîng to my childhood home in an 

old section of downtown Montreal, 1 dared to face the ghostly mernories and haunted 

corners of 6624 Esplanade Street, the old aparfment where 1 1s t  saw my father and where 

my life changed forever. It was an arduous journey, h t  by train, then by bicycle, 

following rny crumpled map, stopping at corners for directions, hitting dead ends and 

continuing on. I hesitated for a long moment at the corner of my old street. Then 1 

climbed the stairs where 1 used to live. The place is gutted for renovations after a recent 

fire. There's my parents' bedroom with the fiont window where I watched for the 

headlights of my father's powder blue Pontiac to return home fkom work. There's my old 

bedroom; that's the spot where my blue vinyl chair with the brass upholstery tacks sat. 

There's that weird octagonal shaped bathroom, the oblong kitchen, the balcony facing the 

other rooftops with the steel gray sheet metal siding, and the back stairs Leading down to 

the lane where I played. 1 emerged dazed after snapping several rolls of fiim, clutching 

plaster and scraps of wood in my hand. I emerged to step squarely into the second haIf of 

my life. 

Over these past few years 1 have been pnvileged to work with resilient wornen- 

the women whose stories have been told here. Their collective courage, wisdom and 

strength of spirit have uifluenced, inspired and changed me in irnmeasurable ways, ways 

that 1 am just beginning to appreciate more and more as time passes, as is the case with 

al1 deep laiowledge and leaming. 



Laura's Themes: Loneliness and Father Issues 

Two themes run through Laura's life story. One is the fact that she was an only 

child, needing companionship and playmates, seeking solace in an appreciation of nature 

and an early awareness of God. 

ïkere was a presence there that was with me that was comforting and real ... so 

that was a real helpmate. And it disappeared but it never really feji me, you know. It lefi. 

but I had a sense that I wasn 't total& isolated. 

I was cornpletely ... 1 was isolated ... no fooling! Jean was my wonderful bosom 

frendfi-om the village. It was in a fann community. And ifthey hadn 't hadproperty in 

the village I wouldn 't have gone to school there. I could have gone to the country where 

at ieast there were fanning kids around. But I went to the village ... and whatever they did 

in the village I wouldn 't be a part of: And Jean was my on& contact and then her father 

died and they lep. Mwt have Zefl when I was about nine. That was devastaring. So I was a 

misfit ...go ing through life ... this isolation in childhood. it jus? happoed that 's the way it 

was. ï lat  I Le been very appreciative ofpeople and being part of the group. I've 

appreciatedfriendr. and being a part, because 1 didn 't have it. So, that ifyou aiways 

have it then ... whereas I appreciated it and continue to do so. 

The second theme is her displacement for her father's affection by the anival of a 

stepmother upon the death of her mother of cancer when Laura was three. This issue 

would repeat itself years later when Laura lived with her son and he met a woman who 

would become his Iife partner. Laura relived her old anxieti-, and faced the life spiral of 

issues reappearing until there is some kind of resolution. Laura talked about the chain of 

events that happened when she was 78 years old, and she would no longer be living with 

her son. 

We jointly owned the house. We had a joint bank account, and he had a new job. 

A responsible job for thefirst time afier many years of being a student with bartending 

and garage and all the rest of it, to $11 in. And then we shared the upkeep. 1 had 

osteoporosis and broke rny hip in '85 1 think ü was, in Bedford, and had to have an 

artificial hip, afler four breaks before that. So, Tom was alwuys concerned that I would 

fall again. And 1 had the only car but we shared it. Weil, then he got involved with a 

married wornan who had lep her mam-age ... a mother of two children, and I think one 



was four, the linle girl was four I think at the time, and the boy was nine. She couldn 't 

support herseifand lefi the marnage v e v  suddenly and had no place to go and was 

frightened of being alone and so 1 agreed to her coming in-it seemed only right ... what 

was she going to do? But that produced a situation that Icould not live with. She took 

over and she had written to me beforehand, and when she was using 'we ' she rneant Tom 

and she, that 1 was to come to them ifthings weren 't going nght. 1 blav up more or less. 

So I went and spoke to her. Nat blowing up, but told her that this would not work That 

the onl'y way it would work would be ifrornehoty-three of us. as three adults and two 

chiidren-could work out how we were going to manage. 

Laura was aware of  having been in this kind of  situation before. Sessions with a 

family therapist did not seem to help. 

mat's the use. Nobody understanh. Ijiust have toput up with the situation. I 

also became aware that 1 had felt this way before. Where did it come f i r n  ? After 

puzzling and praying 1 remembered my childhood, my ongoing battles with m y  

stepmother, my father coam'ng me until final& I conformed, saying I wm sorry when 1 did 

not feel it, jus? for the suke ofpeace. 

Laura descnbes the feeling of anger, especiaily at her perceived ageism of the 

therapist, and her feelings of powerlessness in the situation that h d y  enabled her to find 

her voice. 

I cannot remember a time in rny life when I have been so angry. 1 found my voice. 

Su. to get me to move it seemedyou had to get me really mad. Ihad a sense of myselfrhat 

wasn 't squished. ïXat was a key point. l3at made me decide, '1 have to do something. ' 1 

know too that I can 't afford to get too uptight and upset. Thefirst thing you know I'll fall 

and 1'11 break bones. That S sort of a basic. 1 know I can 't afford it. 

Being an o d y  chïld, Laura's sense of isolation was there as long as she could 

remember. Today, she places prernium value on being a part of the group, and her 

mobility which is her assurance of being able to be with others. 

So I leamed, unfortunately, that I wasn 't to ask for help. 1 had to do it myself: In 

various groups I've been in, we had to give and take and in that way I overcame this old 

prohibition that I wasn 't to ask for heCp. Thol's one reason I found groups su great, 

because I codd Say where I was comingfiom and Icould ask for help when I heard how 



other people responded. And we c d d  laugh at ourselves.,.but it had to be in a group 

session somehow or other for me tu overcome the old tabou. I'd sooner not ask because 

to &for heZp and have somebody hMulîze my request or s a .  they didn 't understand, or 

give me the feeling that I w u  taking up their time. and they were bus, or something. I'd 

sooner not risk that. Sort of the skin îs tenderfrom the pain of thot in childhood. 

Having osteoporosis somehow weaves the themes of her life together- 

strengthenhg her faith, being more carefid of penonal boundaries and ûying not to take 

on other people's burdens, rnaintaining her independence and mobility so she will not be 

isolated and can keep her group connections. On a fiindamental level, she has to manage 

personal stress, because that is when she is most susceptible to falls and the inherent 

danger of breaking bones. She recognizes that on a psychic level osteoporosis is taking 

on the weight of others' problems. Her goal is for a balance in body, mind and spirit. She 

described an incident when she fell while walking in the woods, and had to wait for her 

son to come and help her. 

Because there 's nothingyou can do. Absulutely nothingyou can do. It f getting 

cold and it S getting dark and there you are. So I k q t  on saying the prayerfiom Norman 

Vincent Peale: 'Gud is always with me. He loves me. I can trust Him. 1'22 do my best to 

not be nfiod a and Qing tu ... kept tuming away fiom my fear. PhysicalZy 1 could do 

absolutely nothing. Igot my body straightened out. so that lessened the pain. And Tom 

was there. Every time when f i e  been faced with extremes, help has always come. The 

biggy is not to get swallowed up by the fear. And that f where Isay, 'Let go and let God. ' 

Laura remembers the feeling of going to her aunt for help and being tumed away. 

That was very devastating to me because that says that I couldn 't go tu anybody 

else. 1 had to keep it al1 to myselfand I think that cam+ed an awfirl lot of weight. 

And the cycle continues. 

Life is a ~ourney. We 're here to leam and the lessons keep coming. My lesson is 

how tu take criticisms and putdowns, to take responsibility but don 't assume it al1 and 

ernerge without fermenting massive resentrnent, anger and fear inside me. 



Leila's Themes: T m  Different; T m  Competentf) 

One theme ninnuig through Leila's life is that she is different, that she had to 

rebel against her family-particularly her mother, against the church and school. She had 

to find her own way. Later, after strugghg with infertility and adopting two daughters, 

she still works gt finding her own way to "be a f d y 7 '  that is different fiom what was 

modeiled at home by her mother and minister father. A second theme is that dong the 

way she has renegotiated her belief system, developed a sense of integrity, and through 

therapy has given up some of the need for cornpetence, perfectionkm and control. 

Leila spoke of her parent's reaction to her teenage rebellion with the classical 

'wrong crowd, dmgs, drinking.' She descnbes her struggie to be heard and ta be 

understood, and didn't feel Iike anybody was listening. 

I've aZways had a pghting spirit' and being cornfortable being that way. My Mom 

recognized it when I was six rnonths old. I jwt  wasn 't the same as other M. There was a 

certain spunk or individuality. l'm becoming more self-confdent and honouring thut part 

of me. 

Both Mom and Dad were detemined not to give up on me. But 1 was most 

confrontational with my Mom. 1 remember screaming at her, 'Fuck you! I hate your 

guts! ' And she 'd say, ' Well, I love you and I'm never going to stop Zoving you ' when we 

were in one of our confi.ontations. 

Leila turned her life around during her last year of high school, changing her 

fkiends, improving her marks, and making plans for university. 

I nad a real sense of doing the right thing now. I felt as ifI 'd spent most of my life 

nor doing the right thing andfinally I'd made some big decisions und I had a seme of 

self-confdence I'd never feit in my life before, basicaii'y. And I realiy felt I 'd done it on 

my own. 1 made the decisions when 1 was ready. Isort ofproved to evevbody that the 

'bad seed' minister 's daughter ,.. rebellio us... who wasn 't going to Zive up to anybody 's 

expectations really ... had the abiiity ta, as a 1 7 or 18 year old, make decisions and tum 

my life around. 

1 had this naïve perception that, well, 'You 've gone through one bad thing in your 

Z$ie and you 've corne through it. You 're going to sail through. 



Following university, Leila had that sense that whatever she set her mind to, if she 

worked hard enough, she could achieve it. She was married and working as a teacher. 

Teaching jobs were scarce, but by knocking on 96 principals' doors, Leila landed a job 

while her busband started his MBA. 

m i c h  was absolutely incredible. But again this whole therne of: you 're on top of 

the world. Ifyou jus? work hard enough no matter what, yoti can succeed and get what 

you want, and heZp people along the way-it was i n t e r a c t i v ~ n d  life would be 

wonderjül. 

Yet, when it came time to plan a fady,  at age 27 Leila found she was infertile, 

diagnosed with endometriosis. 

I felt wlnerable. I felt Zike a fnilure. I didn 't want anybody to h o w  that I was so 

incompetent that I couldn 't do this thing that everybody else could do na turally. Because 

it was so important to me I was increasing ly... my whole sense of who I was wasjust 

falling apurt. 

FI was such a good person. and so competent and such a hard worker. I was 

supposed to get whatever I wunted in lr3fe. Why wasn 't that working for me? This was a 

really bladc time for me. 1 absolutely couldn 't cope any more. 1 remember seeing myself 

in this black pit, Zike way down in the bottorn and there was no way out. I j w t  felt 

complete despair. 

Yet, throughout intensive infertility treatment and invitro-fertilizatim procedures, 

LeiIa kept up the facade of "the cheerfiil one" or coped by sitting on cornmittees where 

she could feel somewhat in control. 

1 literally couldn 't cope. It took so much energy to get through the day, that I'd 

corne and 1 would literally faZZ apart. 

The turning point was allowing herself to reach out for help with a therapist, 

going against her inner dictates to cope and be strong. 

Oh, l can 'r cope with my IfeI and I'm supposed to be this conigetent person who 

can always be there for others and that kind of thing. And I think that there was also a 

real message that I had to not dwell on yourproblems. that you should be there for 

others. So don 't dwell on yourproblems. 



There was a moment when Ifîrst started gorirg to see the therapist when I 

realized, T m  going to go for this. l a m  going to really tell the hurh and I'm going to be 

vulnerable. ' And that was a huge tuming point fop me. 

The ability to challenge these things about myselfin therapy that didn 't work for 

me, but 1 was doing them because I felt that to be a goodperson meant that 's what I had 

to do. And it tookso much energv to face those things. 

Giving myselfpemlSsion to let some of these roles and expectations go. It 

changes the way Iperceive my Ife? my world. It 's fieeing. It S exciting to me. I Le opened 

my heart and mind and the direction of my Zfe in a way that Ithink is going to be this 

reaily ennching journq Instead of feeling like I'm constrained by how I 'm supposed to 

be. and making other people happy, and in allowing myself to feel some of these things. 

it 's freeing. 

But U d o n  't do all those things then who am Igoing to be? It wa. a shzjifiorn 

being a compilation of ad the r02e.s that you are. Ifyou busy yourselfwith these roles, 

and duinggood and being there for otherpeople, and being cornpetent and making your 

lists* and being the leader of this group or the organizer of that group. ifIgive ail that 

up, then who am I? And it was the most scaryfeeling in the world. Who am Igoing to be? 

And the a m e r  is, 'You know what? You don 't know, but you 've gotta go down that path 

to find out. ' 

Throughout this jomey, Leila has had to renegotiate her faith. 

1 felt completelj abandoned by God. Thar Lr ex~ctly how I feZt. 1 felt like that poem 

where it says, *The footprints in the sand, and when there 's only one set I'm canyïng 

you. ' Ijust thought that was the biggest bunch of bullshit in the world. That's what I 

thought. How dare anybody have the nerve to have brought me up wifh th& idea about 

God and faith and love and forgi'veness and holding and being there, and it 's not m e .  

That S how I felt. I felt completely alone on a lot of levels. 1 felt that I'd been set up to be 

this good Christian which then Zefl me more alone because I didn 't even have people in 

the world to support me, let alone God. 

Today, Leila has developed a different sense of faith and spirituality. 

There 's a spirituality. There 's a sense of connectedness with the universe and 

people in the world. As I [ive more of my life. then analyze it aguinst this mer-broadening 



horizon, it 's reully exciting. As 1 keep having these aperiences I have this deeper faith 

and belief that things are okay and things happen for a remon and ewrything that 's 

given to us is given for a reason. It 3 an upportunity to grow and to change and not 

necessarily that you know the outcame. nings corne sideways, not necessady in a direct 

relation.&@. 

Leila's infertility crisis has changed her. She's leamed to be less perfectionistic, 

less concerned about control and does not always have to be 'Wie competent one." 

I'm a very dzrerent persun than when I started this quest for parenthood. I am a 

iittle more self-assured, a little l a s  critical of myself: Iam a lot more aware, and a lot 

more at peace about the person 1 am becoming. 

Sarah's Themes: Breaking Family Patterns; Having a Vision 

One theme resonating throughout Sarah's life story is breaking out of the family 

pattern, a goal she had an awareness of at a very young age. Sarah states that using 

today ' s terminology her family wouId have been caiied dys fiinctional, with a physicalI y 

disabled father and a rnentaliy iII sister. She found fiiendship and support fiom an older 

brother, and her mother offered unconditional Iove and encouragement. 

This was shamejid stz& so I don 't think 1 would have shared this with fiendS. 

My mother was very supportive and no matter what was happening tried to be sure the 

rest of us were okay. My brother and 1 were very close and sort of helped each other 

through that. I certain& didn 't want to be like my sister, so I think I W d  to make my own 

way in that I wuuld define myselfmore clearly. mat's probably where Igot this whole 

thiitg about, '?$%O am I? Where am igoing? ' Sort of thing. Ijust tried to be centred in 

myseK clearer in myselfand then the support and love around me. 

Sarah described herseIf as having fnends while growing up, but distancing herself 

somewhat because she was usually the leader. 

By nature I'm an inhovert and therefore a very private person. So, I would by 

nature just keep things tu myself So I think those two things combined with me not reali'y 

seeking outside too much. but mainly going inside. 



During a famiIy disturbance around her sister, Sarah would get away where she 

would loose herself in the Magery of the back fields. She also uses books and movies as 

a way of escape and leaming more about herself. 

For me a connection to nature hm always been a very strong. nurttïring thing. I 

mean. I can remember 1 would lie in the fields and watch the clau& and smell the smells 

and hear the sounds and I would feel connected to something and it would muke me feel 

better. 

Sarah had undergone separation after a 13 year relationslip, and her son had lefi 

home for university. For the nIst time in a long time she was alone. She was ready for her 

son to leave, feeling she had done her job of preparing him to go out into the world- But 

Sarah found it difficult letting go of her partner and was struggling with the reasons why. 

She had successfuIly navigated a career change years earlier, but this change had lefi her 

numb. 

It 's like a de&. It 's like your parent dies andyou h o w  they 're going to die and 

evevone says. 'Oh. well, it S good you had a chance to prepare yourself :' But you 're 

never preparedfor the death of relationship. It 's like a death of evevthing that I held as 

what I wanted in my Zije. And so Ijust feel like I 'm going through the mourning 

of...of. ..death. And no matter how cognitively I've been avare that th& w u  certain& one 

of the options, emotionally it S been like death. 

Why is it so dzflcuZt to let go? You know, I can let go of my son; 1 can let go of my 

neighbourhood; I've let go ofjobs. lYhy is thk one more dz%ficuZt for me to let go? I don 't 

know the answer to that yet. But I think when I have a clearer picture of that then it will 

make it easier, Because 1 certainly have let go of things before. 

I'm a very action oriented person and to not be taking action. to just be sitting in 

the naitral zone and Q i n g  to be patient with that is .As  dzficult for me sometimes. Al2 of 

the extemal things are fine, other than l'rn not in a relationship. But the only way that 

I'm going to be able to move forwurd is to really fiel solid inside myselfand feel 

complete inside myself: And Iguess that 's my biggest fear at the moment. is, f l  do let go 

of what that relationship war. and how it defned me and ull that land of thing, what will I 

flnd in there, you know? 



A second theme in Sarah's iife has been the use of visualization and imagery as a 

way to reach a deeper spiritual connection and find meaning in her life. From the tirne 

she was a little girl, Sarah was getting a picture of  what she wanted the future to be. 

And one of the best things in the world for me is we used to always go up to this 

special place in Georgian Bay. Just being there ... and 1 often use that in my imagery, like 

when I need to be calm ... 1 use that place in my mind when Ido rny guided imagery. h 's 

the water, the trees, the wind, the space around me. That 's a consistent imagefiom youth 

EO now, a way 1 feel a deeper connection. 

Sarah knew nom the eighth grade that she would work with people and had a 

vision of helping. She has, in fact, gone on to work in career counselling in a comunity 

college while continuhg graduate studies. 

I had a vision about heZping. 1 didn 't have a clear picme of what that would look 

like, but that developed in my late twentia and has just continued to evolve a lot so thnt 1 

still see myselfin this field. 

During her career change a few years ago, a pivotal experience was when a fkiend 

helped Sarah use visualization to help her take the risk. 

And what happened was a fiend worked with me and he jurt did a little diagram. 

And 1 think l'm quite a visual person. He did this little diagram with this little road and 

here 1 am walking down this road and then there 's this big chasm and then the road goes 

on the uther side. And so he took me up to the edge of the chasm and he said, ' What is in 

the chasm? 'And Isaid, 'Financial insecurity. ' ntat 's what it was...that 's what was 

holding me back! It was about my respunsi6ility as a parent. So. once I realized that. then 

I said tu myself; 'WelL, being an entrepreneur is not the only thing 1 can do. What is it 1 

have to market? ' And then 1 went through a whole series of Zooking at myselfand Iooking 

at the s W s  and interests and experience. And how does that translate? T'.'.ing to find the 

transferable stuff to other venues, other than the govemment. And that was really a 

precipitating momentjôr me because it was facing what my fear was that allowed me to 

refume other things. So I had been working toward that vision ait it was just taking the 

leap that 1 found dzflcult. I would say it was inner preparation. extemal things that 

huppened that just cinched it. There 's jurt no way I couhi have stuyed there. There 's jtut 

no way. 



Sarah descnbed her subsequent career change as a real move forward where she 

was able to sort out her goals. So, what she perceived as a setback at the time was really 

something that forced her to grow and stretch. So, why did she not make use of 

visualization to salvage her relationship? 

PurposefilZy I did not do that. It S a very powerjid vehicle for change. I really 

believe very strongi'j when I don 't have vision Iflounder around But when I've got a 

vision. it 's such ... it 's a phce to put your energy, it 's a place to see yourselfmoving 

towardr. For me it 's verypowe@l. You have to be sure it 's whr~t you want. And some 

people don 't want vision. They 'd rather just let things happen. I'm such a self-directed 

person that I really need to know where I 'm going. 

Sarah taiks about personal vision as giving a sense of power and renewed energy. 

It gives a sense of power and control over events in one's life. It makes one open to 

synchronicities. 

I'm not saying that you make things happen. Sometimes we make things happen 

for ourselves. And other times we do in the sense that we have prepared ourseives tu be 

ready for dzferent options and when they corne. there you are. 

Probably the major thing for me is the alignment of the inner work and the 

txternaZ supports. The two seem to be very necessary for me tu be able to be resilient, 

emotzonaliy resilient within. 

Leith's Themes: Facing Father and Heart over Intellect 

Recurring themes in Leith's tife story are that of facing the challenge represented 

by her father and the resulting patterns of the need to be strong and independent. A 

second theme is giving herself permission, in the second half of her life, to lead with her 

creative side as opposed to her intellectual side. lin fact her biggest fear was reading her 

poetry to her father, and when she received his approval she asked herseIf, "What did I 

think was going to happen anyway?" 

Leith's grandfather was her strongest influence in her fife for many years. 

He was the addt who I turned to for love, for appreciation. and I felt ... now 1 can 

use the word ... he was my source of unconditional love and approval, much more than 

either of rny parents, He was a medifal doctor in the good old Ifnmily doctor style, ' who I 



felt always approved of everything 1 did. I've realized that he was really a source of 

approval that I turned to in the family. 

He always took my sister und I to the hospitu1 nurses' graduation ceremonies. He 

was chief of staff of a hospitul for many years. And Ijust grew up with this notion that 1 

was going to be a nurse. And it wm partly the connection with my grandfather 's image. 

Now, it never occurred to me-..I was tao scared to be a doctor. 

In cornparison, Leith's relationship with her father was one of stnving to gain his 

approval. 

He was a doctor, but a very dzyerent Rind of doctor. He 's very shy and very 

reserved and very unemotional. He 's probably been one of the strongest influences in my 

lqe, and that 's had both positive and negative effects for me. 

Leith was aware of an academic atmosphere surrounding her, with the expectation 

that they wouid al1 go to university, although her father did not want her to be a nurse. 

Her mamage was a way of getting away from family influences. Her fint husband was 

not academically educated and fÏom a different social class. She basked in their 

unconditional love and acceptance; they thought she was wonderfiil and she had never 

experienced that before. 

I had felt that somehow I would never be able to rneet my father 's erpectations, so 

I would just leave the arena. 1 was afaid that he would think that I was stupid, silly or 

whatever. I've done a lot of work on things that I leamedfiorn him and the things I've 

struggled with in rny own sepwoorih. Igrew up with a feeling of having very low self- 

esteem. My recollections are that he said 1 was too fat. I was a chunky kid...ldon 'r look it 

now, but he was critical of that within my hearïng. Igrew up with the beliefthat I was too 

fat and fat is ugly and nobody will love a person who 's too fat- mat tmnslated into a lot 

of amas-nobody will love sorneone who S stupid, und I'Zl never do ir right, and I'll never 

be quite good enough. I 'II always have to try harder .. .that kind of thing. 

In spite of her husband's disapproval, Leith finished nursing school and found a 

job. She felt her husband was threatened by this, but she had to do something to 

overcome her depression she felt within the mariage. She says she chose a passive- 

aggressive way out of the maniage, waiting until he ended things. It would take her a 



while to leam to risk and confiont her fears directly. She feared ber father's judgement 

most of d l  when she decided to enter Gestalt studies- 

It took me a while before 1 men told my father what 1 was doing. Now, here we 

are like, f i f i  years later and 1 still have enough concem about getting a negative 

reaction or a derogatory reactionjkm my father, which may be entirely unfounded. but 

nevertheles, that was the fear that I had. that I wouldn 't tell him. And it took me a long 

time to tell him what i was doing and ldidn 't taik to him too much. men l found much to 

my surprise he was very hterested and he wanted to borrow textbouh. I had a very 

mixed image of him, obvious&fi-ont rny upbringing, and he 's a much more complex man 

than I ever gave him credii for. 

Leith talks about the illusion of safes-and the fact that she now no longer needs 

it. It has served its usehl purpose in her Life in the past, but she has learned to be alive 

means to risk. 

Safeg is being completely vulnerable. In trying to keep myselfsafe I was keeping 

myself isolnted and 1 felt lonely, depressed. B e  on& way to be safe is basically to have 

nothing tu hide-to have nothing you 're hying to protect. People build up walls to protect 

their material accirmulation, and that creates separa fion and fear. r you  're not attached 

to any of if, you are able to move. It is about rnovement instead of rigidiiy. The them of 

rigidity versur flenbility cornes up in Gestalt, how we lock ourselves in trying to protect 

ourselves, trying to deal with our fears by tightening up and becorning realiy rigid. 

Leith continues with the legacy of her relationship with her father, in always 

pushing herself to be better. 

The resiliency part of it is I always hy harder. 1 always want to try and do betrer 

than I've done if. Ir S Zike a paradox or a polar@. I'm always trying to do it better 

because 1 know 1'22 never be 'good enough. ' So, I have to keep nying to do better. And of 

course. there S stress to that. And there S iow seIf-esteem to that. And it made me a strong 

person; it made me a detennined person. It made me kind of a 'goriIla. ' 1 don 't go out 

front and lead the charge. But I'iZ stay in there and keep slugging. Idon 't give up ensily. 

Leith travelled to India for studies in meditation and spiritual teachings where she 

leamed more about facing her fears. 



Go where the am-ety is. Go where there's something dz~cul t  about it for you. I f  

you alwqs stay where it 's easl, you 're never going to go anywhere. Change doesn 't 

happen when we t e  cornfortable and happy. It just doesn 't. The on& way change happem 

ii when you i e  uncornfortable enough to want to do something d~rerent. to be willing to 

experirnent with something dzrerent. I'm much more mare  iflget this clench in rny gut 

when somebody suggests something. I'd better take a look at it. 

Iguess one of the themes that h a  come up for me in my Gestalt wurk is that I've 

grown up with the idea that i 'm noter good enough. And what I do is never good enough. 

It could be better. You t e  got to try harder. And the 'keep going ' is very consistent with 

that. but I have never actually verbalired it in that wuy. Ywt keep going. ' And I am very 

rnuch Zike that. Jurt keep going. Just keep trying. Don 't giw up. Ifone way doesn 1 work 

you 'Zlfind another. Or maybe you have to change your direction a bit. And certain& 

Zooking back, I can say that what I've done, what I've been through. Iprobably had to do 

it uZZ that way. And it 's all contrïbuted tu who I am and how i a m  today. 

Leith has faced major changes including her depression, divorce, death of her first 

bom teenage son to cancer, her own breast cancer, and unexpected layoff fiom her job 

when she was close to retirement The biggest challenge has been the layoff, because 

there was no waming, and because it challengeci her use of intellect and 'head' over her 

creativity or 'heart' It Ied to her pursuit of training as a Gestalt therapist and shamanic 

studies, and to writing poetry that she fearfûiiy shared with her f e i y .  Getting in touch 

with her creative side is the second major theme in Leith's life story. She recalled her 

feelings during her layoff. 

I knew in that moment that things were going to change. that ail of a sudden I was 

on an accelerated change path. And lprobably also knew in that moment, although 1 had 

to revisit it and revisit it, that 1 warn 't going to go back into coporate life. I wasn 't going 

tu go and try andfind another job in the industry. 

What w m  really important to me in doing all those things was an interna2 sense 

that this was really a big opportunity to do what I wouid be happier doing, what maybe 

was more in Zine with what rny real mission could be. My hurband war very supporting. 1 

got supportfrom the out-placement people, the Gestalt Imtitute provided me with 

another comrnuniiy that was supportive and helpficl. 



Today Leith is setting up a psychotherapy practice with a focus on helping people 

who are making life transitions. 

Those who are dealing with change or making change in all of the various arenas 

that can make an impact, be it career, relationships or health. And f ie  had personal 

experience in virtually all of those arenas. So I think thut Isee it as-it may be my mission. 

I soundr a bit pretentious to say that. It feels pretentious to me to say. '1 think I 've final& 

found my purpose and mission. ' And yet what IrealUe is that the more that I leam about 

myselfand how I have ... how I am and what I am. the more 1 have to offer* and want to 

offer to other people. 

One of the biggest challenges Leith has faced is reading her poetry to her family. 

Something Idid about two months ago, which I certainly wouldn 't have done a 

f i  years ago. was take some cfmy poetry and read it to my family. Like my father and 

my two brothers and my sister, sister-in-Zaw, and war very gratrjîed by their response. 

Andyou know, you kind of wonder. what did Iïhink ïhey would do? Laugh at me. 

probablj. Orpokefun or ... Idon 't how. What is ü that we fear in letting people see who 

we are? Or something that 's very important, close to us* personal tu us? And I certainly 

would never have done that, but then I think $1 hadn 't been in Gestalt I wouldn 't men be 

into my poetic side. I don? think That would be but-&. 

Samantha's Themes: Family Scripts; Security vs Creative Freedom 

A strong theme in Samantha's life story is the influence of her father and his 

choice to be an educator and not follow his reai love-acting. Growing up she keeniy feIt 

the tension ftom dichotomous parental models, her mother being the logicai, orderIy 

person, her father following his creative impulses. She feels he suppressed his creativity 

in favor of professional security and the resulting anger and frustration was acted out on 

the home fiont. 

My Mom was an interestingperson. She aZways told us that we were special, that 

we had incredible talents, that we could do anything we wanted to do. You 're okay. 

You 're great now. My Mom, I think, gave us an awareness of what 'home' is. You know, 

that feeling when you *re 'home* and close to yourselfand your core. 



For me, my Dad was very, very crea-e. He war an actor before he was a teacher 

and I think he was a lot happier. He 'a make papier-mache things in the basement. and he 

was into gardening, that kind of thing. My Mom was very-not creative, so we had these 

weird, you how ,  ferninine-marculine role models in a sense. My mother had total& shut 

down her creativity. 

Seeing her father give up his dreams of acting, Nan's message fiom him was to 

aiways strive to find your life's purpose. 

My Dad was an educator and v e y  much believed that the discovery approach 

and sort of creating your own reality as a child was the way it should be. His message 

was you have to work harder to be as good as you think you can be. There 's a drive there 

tu always get just a bit closer. I have that drive to shave a little bit closer to find out a 

little bit more, to get doser to home. Always get closer to that feeling of being total& 

centred and total& happy andflexible and feeling like you 5.e duing what you should be 

doing-your Zije 's purpose. 

So there 's a ballast there, but there 's also a good strong wind. But it 's a torture 

test too, because the down side of the ballast is that sometimes you don 1 want to go out 

there. 

Nan feels her father compromised too much of himseifin choosing a career in 

education. 

His decision to teach was a usefil way tu channel a certain amount of creative 

energy and do sumething worthwhile. He had a strong social conscience about what he 

thought he should be doing. But 1 think it was a big mistake. I think the acting was a very 

risky thing and he didn 't go wlh that nsk As the years prugressed he became a teacher 

and mentuaily moved up to being an administratur, he became progressiveZy and 

progressively more d e t a c h e d m  his work andfiom his family. So when he came home 

he was very im'table; he was very closed. He was very demanding, v e v  critical, 

sometimes he got physical ifhe was v e v  angry, and ifwe sort ofpushed his buttons far 

enough. 

Nan found a way to counter her father's anger. 

He physically tried to t a k  me tu put me in my room. And instead of resisting him. 

fighting him. Ijust totally let go and let him 'manhandle ' me like a piece of fumiture. So 



1 had no resistance. This sense of >ou can put me wherever you want to, but there 's an 

essence that you can 't touch. 'And that has been a very pow-firl memory for me about 

feeling that, 'there S something there that you can try to squash, that you can hy to kill, 

thnt you can try to move away, but you can 't do it. ' And it was an incredibIe feeling of 

power. sev-power, jus? containment, and 1 think that 's the f i s t  conscious awareness of 

that. 

Her mother, as a professional nurse, conveyed Nan's father's behaviour was 'no 

big deal' with her barorneter of life and death experiences. But Nan still struggles to 

corne to tems with the issue. 

But as Ipeel the layers of it buck, it is. It 's a findamental big deal, right? It 's a 

'who you are as a person big deal, rïght? 

1 think ifthere was any lack of safety in my home growing up, it was a lack of 

safety Ithink a lot of women feel in terms of having a respected. vulued feminine voice or 

fernale voice. And feeling nurtured and safe in being that ...righ t? 

Nan is aware of the strong professionai role modeIIhg fiom home, as well as the 

scripting as oldest child. She chose to become an educator. 

Education is my li$ieblood. Definitely. Ifthere was a scripting, it would be around 

me being the oldest child and being the son that wasn 't and therefore following father. 

But Nan's diagnosis of IBS and her need to live a less stressfui life has led to an 

exploration of alternative methods of heaiing, quitting full time teaching to retum to 

graduate school in the city while commuting to the peace of a Muskoka home. A second 

theme for Sarnantha is the tension she feels between having a sense of home and security 

versus being out in the world, risking and expressing herself creatively. 

So, knowing when to quit is an option. Not assuming that that 's not an option. 

And having the sense of when there 's too much of yourselfgoing into something to the 

point where you 're not ... the balance is ofl I think that S part of rny decision to leave as 

weiL The balance is off somewhere there. 

The insight about teaching and how that was a practicd 'heady ' decisian, and 

also the wrïting that came out around my Dad and the similarities in the process that my 

Dad went through was a big imight. He made a practical choice in teaching and it 

destroyed him in a lot of ways. 



One of my priorities i s  to have time to think and read, to creote, to have a nice, 

natural place to live. And &O not have RSP 3, you Rnow. That may corne bock to haunt us, 

Idon 't know. 

Like most people, Nan struggles with her inner cntic, that voice inside saying she 

is wasting her tirne, not productive, with the ongoing tension between 'doing' and 

'being.' She's more in tune with her body, which in tum flows into her creativity. 

The body can talk Ir con te21 you what 's going on. A light went on, Despite an 

inner critic that says it 's not a usefil way to spend your time, you Ce supposed to be out 

there doing things. ' B e  Artist 's Wq 'gave me that concept-you 're a conduit for energy 

and we block ourselves in some respects wïth the concept of talent, that some people are 

'gifted. ' I read that poetry is the voice of the sou1 and this type of painting or this Srpe of 

artwork is spontaneous and it is just a tool to express yourself: 

Thejourney continues to spellbind me. What started as an innocent search for 

understanding and control over my intestinal tract hm inadvertently Zed me to a new 

home, new skias, newfnends, new courses, new knowledge and new dreams for the 

fiture, My relationship with IBS continues to provide me with the push 1 need a& times tu 

keep moving. 

Victoria's Themes: Parental Abandonment and 'Heads over 'Hearts 

One of the recurring themes in my life story is the need to overcome my father 

leaving when 1 was around age seven, and my ongoing confiict with my mother. My 

response was to take on a caretaker role with rnovement between a message of '1'11 take 

care of you and 1'11 be good' to a rebeilious stance of 'What's the use, 1'11 never gain 

their approval anyway.' The story of my life has been an attempt to be my own good 

parent and stop making decisions in a reactive way, but to stay tnie to my own inner 

goals. For as long as 1 can remember rny goal has been to do whatever it would take to 

break the family cycle. 

1 recalled the moment when 1 1st  saw my father as a child. 

My sister and I were playing in a snow bank My father walk-ed along up to the 

apartment and 1 remember thinking, 'Oh, there 3 Daddy. ' And he didn 't acknowledge us. 

He might have said, 'Hi, ' or something, but walked on by us and then up to the 



apartment. And then came out afier and that was it. Today my feelings are, 'How can 

anyone ieme th& child? ' Il 's harder to maintain a reiationship when you on& see them 

in linle bits andpieces. So I c m  understand the pain of that. But my feeling is. 'Kow dare 

he? How dare he? How dare he not think that I'm important enough to stand up to my 

mother and her rules. to insist on seeingyour child? No t e m  and no awangements are 

fair irade for not gening to seeyour own child Andfight for what you love. Stand up for 

what you love. 

Years later, when 1 contacted father, 1 was very aware of wanting to convey the 

message to him that 1 didn't want a n m g ,  but simply wauted to meet him. 

in my mind ... and I know I was quite clear in thinking this ... that in my mind 1 

wanted to be able to go to him as an adult with some kind of life in place, not asking for 

anything. To be able to say to him, you know, 'Ijust wanted to meet you. I donPt need ... 1 

don *f need to sort of 'get ' anythingfiom you. Ijrrst want to ... and I that in a Ietter to him. 

My childhqod experiences would translate to working in teaching with students 

with leamhg disabilities and behavioural probierns-an area 1 seemed to be led to more 

than making a conscious choice. 

I never understood why 1 was drawn to students and children who hadproblem- 

who had learning diwbilities and behaviouraiproblems. When I was Iittle, of course. 1 

grew up in a farnily that warn 't that stable and Iack of support at home. 1 remember being 

severely punished ... evevthing I've mer done that I tried to break the rules Igot caught. I 

remember having thesephases of thinking, T m  going to be good. ' And at some point 1 

realized there was no pleasing my mother no matter what Idid. As an aduif, Istarted 

volunteer work in Chiidren 's Aid, started working in education, and Istarted to realize 

some of the reasonr why 1 was doing the things I was doing. So I don 't have this guilt 

thing, that I was this bad kid. 1 w u  really resourcelir[ in getting my needs met. I did it. 

A second theme for me has been the struggle of intellect over heart, or rny rational 

side over my creative side. In that context, failing law school somehow made sense in the 

context of finally leaming to stay tme to my own goals. 1 lost my fear of failure, gained a 

newfound sense of integrity and personal power, and recommitted myself my original 

goals of teaching and writing. 



I had never failed at anything academically. In all my years, in ail my 1% 1 had 

never failed at anything academically. I had always wed doing well at school; I would sit 

by the door and a m e r  the door and be the neat printer and get the part in the class 

play. 1 was one of tlze top three girls in our class, and always had confidence in my 

academics. It was one of t h e w  times in my lve 1 hadn 't achieved a goal that Iset out to 

achieve. This wwas the first time when everything Iput intoplace did not work. Everything 

Iput into place did not work 

I Le realized now, what else can happen ? The fear of being a pleuser and trying 

to seek approval and trying to do everything right. I read somauhere, 'Ir 's only the good 

rider who h m  fallen off his horse. ' The loss is in not V i n g  and not giving your best effort 

and not sticking your neck out. But it 3 not worth the risk to go so close to the edge. Afier 

you haven 't had any food in the fndge, who cares. What can they do? 

Travelling to Montreal to see the home I lived in untiI age seven when my father 

left was pivotal. 1 realized through that joumey that 1 had been heading in that direction 

for a long, long t h e .  It has been a lot of work and a hard struggle to put the pieces of my 

life together and get 'me' back. 

Step-by-step I've been doing something to put these pieces together. Al1 my lifte. 1 

mcan al1 my lije. n a t  S no mystery to me. So, there 's a fieedom with that. ne re  's also a 

gngneving that goes with it. I don 't know, change or leaving some youth ... dreams and the 

possibilities of youth Jeaving those behind Leming some of the mythology behind. What 

could be possible and what 's going to happen? But also with leaving go of that is a new 

determination in my own life to get what 1 want and get what I need. 

IPm not afiaid any more. It went away. It went away over the sumrner and I think 

it connected to going back and seeing my home in the summertime. Getting on my bike 

and going in and seeing this place had some kind of connection for me. A ghost was put 

to rest or something. It was just a culmination of things. 

In mid-life 1 am striving for a better balance of intelIect and creativity. The law 

school expenence has taught me that. I'm less immersed in therapy, and have finally 

relegated the self-help books to the back shelf, and revel in roaming the aisles of 

Chapters, Book City and Indigo while perusing the latest fiction. The latest books are 

stashed around my apartment, happily waiting for me. 1 am looking forward to the 



culmination of my doctoral studies which will open up more time for me to do some 

writing and art. 

1 have gone through this introspection prncess and the transition process Ini in is 

to 'gel out of my head ' and jurt get on wifh INing. To move on and get to a 'doing ' phase. 

I really sense that in myserfand I*m not sure where that will Zead. 

Enough. I'm as healed as I'm mer going tu be and 1 have to go out thme. in the 

condition lSm in, with al1 the baggage and uZZfraws and scar trssue and whatever and 

Say, '&y. LLife moves fowardfi.orn now on. Okny. I'm moving fovard in lfe. I've got 

ta move fonuard, because i 'm spinning my wheels, stagnating, in a nit ... I 've got tu have 

some kind of movement forward in muny areas. That 3 the intemal stufl more than 

what S going on around me. 

To just let go and go with thefrow. I'm vev  aware of the timer when I'm not so 

driven. when I'm not so stmctured and controlled. and have that loose b d  of 'being in 

the moment. ' And it happens more and more, but l'm v e v  m a r e  of how g o ~ d  that feek. 

Conciusion 

Each woman had her own issues, formed by the unique circumstances of her Iife. 

Laura was living out the repeating cycle of feeling isolated and lonely, wanting to be part 

of a group, and feeling displaced by her stepmother when her father remanied. Leila's 

issues centred around feeling different and whether she codd Iet go of the need to be 

competent, instead of being vulnerable to othem and having a ncher life. Sarah's issues 

revolved around breaking the family pattern and using her visualization to move forward 

f ier the breakup of an important relationship. Leith had to face father and allow her 

creativity to flourish. Samautha also had to overcome family scripts and her father's 

modelling to find her own way to creative fieedom and inner heding. My theme of 

parental abandonment replays itself again and again in my life, and is somehow 

connected to my need to intellectualize over allowing my creativity to have fiee 

expression. Although there is some overlap to these themes, they are al1 unique to each 

woman. In our own way, we are al1 using our past experiences toward being more 

resilient. 



CHAPTER SIX 

COMMON TfEEMES 

There were several themes that the women had in comrnon including reading, use 

of visualization and a strong faith or belief system, early family conflict, a Iife changing 

event or transition and experiencing the stages associated with that of an independent 

spirit and tension of intellechal abiïlty over creative ability. 

Reading 

Reading was mentioned often by the women as a means of escape, method of 

Iearning, a large influence in their lives, and a way to make sense of the world. 

Laura often referred to the importance of books in her life. "I escaped into books. 

Our s M g  room was the library and of course, there were al2 these books and they were 

mostlyfom the lgh Century. So, here 1 was not knowing what in the world 1 wns reading 

halfthe time, but 1 read anyway. I was forever escaping into booh and I wasn't doing the 

dusting and so it got so-1 have no doubt a lot of the time I was punished because of the 

reading, that 1 felt guilty about ... Rad loved to read ... everybody liked to read! But there 

was a proper time for it. Not when there were chores to do. So, older 1 reah'y almost cut 

myself off'from rendingfiction because I could leave non-fiction much easier than I could 

leave fiction. I found a spot to hide out for reading. I'dgo ouiside. Sornetimes there were 

kids. The fam,  whoever was working for rDad would have children and I'dplay with 

them. They seemed to be boys rather than girls. But I was forever making c o q  spots and 

drifts in the winter. Oh dear, and in the house in the middle of a woodpile. " 
Sarah, without hesitation, mentioned reading as one of her favorite things to do. 

From about age four, she remembers she loved to read and would "just devour novels. I 

remember my parents hadjurt tons of books and I would literally, in the summer 

hoiidays, just go through the shelves, and Iii work my wayfionz one end to the other and 

I'd just read. l'ri read them aZ2. Today she still reads constantly, a book a day, one every 

few days if work is busy. 'Tm forever reading, men fit's not great literature. I mean, it's 

just a novel lpick up at a garage sale. But the character will speak of somellring and it'll 



go whew, nght hem, that's exact@ what I'm feeling right now. That they articulate in 

some way that perhaps I'm unable to articulate it for myseg 1 buy al1 these books 1 

should read. There'k literally a pile of them in my bedroorn and I dont read ihem because 

Ijust read novels instead. " Today Sarah also loves movies, going by herself and "when 

the iights go down, it's just me right there in the movie. " 
Leila mentioned reading several books that helped her corne to a better 

understanding of her infertility. At the time of our meeting she was immersed in the work 

of Robert Kegan's life stage theones and excitedly suggesting titles to me. During her 

infertility crisis, she recalled readuig a book, Dear Barbara, Dear Lynne a correspondence 

between two women going through infertility, her identification, feeling that she wasn't 

alone, that she wasn't crazy, that her feelings were appropriate. Leila describes herself as 

anaiytical and t a h g  things to a deeper level than most, and reading is part of that 

process for her. 

"There 's a depth that I tuke things io. 1 want to peel back the iayers and 

understand things. Ijiust don 't t a h  things at face value, sort of getting at the 'why. ' II 

took a lot of work to relate that quaiity about myselfto ùfeertlityy. but then once Istarted 

looking, it reaZZy did have an efect on how I deaZ with the rest of rny life. '' 

Leith came fkom a family that valued academics and studying and reading has 

always been a part of her life. During the time of her son's death she coped by using her 

analytical side, intellectualizing, researching, fïnding out as much as she could about 

leukemia, trying to read and understand. During her job transition she tumed to studies at 

the Gestalt Institute, shamanic studies and graduate work as a way to developing a new 

identity and getting in touch with her creative side. She mentioned several books that 

were instrumental to her, including Johathan Livingstone Seagull with the message that 

')ou have no idea what you can be. You just have to keep trying to be better than you 

are. Keep working ut it. Istill beiieve that. There Is no end tu my potential zY1 have the 

guts to go where it S scary. " She says it was one of the things she had in common with 

her second husband at the t h e  they met-they both loved the story of Johnathon 

Livingstone Seagull. 



Leith says the title, The Artist's Way was mentioned to ber three times before she 

finally picked it up. *'It 's like I heard about the bookfiorn three, maybe four dzfjérent 

people. " 

Samantha spoke of reading, her doctoral studies and particular books that were 

instrumental for her in her healing process. She worked through 'The Artist's Way" 

moming pages exercises as a way to get in touch with her creativity. She explored the 

works of Deepak Chopra and Caroline Myss to gain a better understanding of her body. 

She sees her doctoral thesis work as adding to the Iarger pool of knowledge. "in many 

respects I *m not an isolated linle being, yping away. 1 am one voice that is an important 

voice, but l am ais0 part of many voices. " 

1 discovered my love of reading at a very young age-iit was a safe place to be 

while the world seemed to slip away. My childhood pattern was to excel at school, but at 

home 1 was somehow always getting into trouble. 1 started spending hours at the library 

or writing poetry and drawing pictures at my desk. 

"Reading was always a thing to do. To be able to lose mysefin a book and read 

was major. To escape. B a t  has always been and is still a major escape for me. " 

"1 grew up in a househoid where, through no faulf of theirs, a lot of reading was 

going on. but there was not a lot of encouragement for the girls to pursue academics. I 

have made that my mission, tu get children interested in reading and knowledge and 

learning. It 's a major thing for me. " 

Al1 of the CO-researchers are graduate shidents with the exception of L a m  who 

was something of a celebrity when she received her BA at age 6 6 h e  locd papers had a 

feature story about her. To a certain extent we all use our intellechial abilities, reading 

and research skills (whether formal or informal) to gain a better understanding of our own 

issues and that transfers to the world around us. 

Visualization and Personal Faith 

Al1 of the women spoke of making use of visualization and nature during difficuIt 

moments or throughout their daily life. Some women talked of the importance of 

synchronicity, being at the crossroads of opportunity and chance. All women found 



expression through prayer or meditation and a sûong personal faith. Ail of the women 

expressed a belief in a higher power or God. 

Today Sarah h d s  escape and solace in nature, just as she did as a child. When 

there wouid be a family disturbance around her sister's behavior, being the Whamonùer" 

she just couldn't bear it. Saying, "Ijust have to get out of the house" she would run into 

the back fields and stay there for hours. 'Tt would just soothe my soul. I use it a lot in my 

imagev-it's so soothing to me. I always liked to be close to nature. In the summer we'd 

swim and canoe and nll thnt sh@ 1 think one of my real images, a clear strong image of 

childhood and what I would do in times of stress would be to go and walk in my back 

fields. For me, a connection to nature has always been a v e v  nurturîng thing. I rnean, 1 

can remember I would lie in the fields and watch the clouds and smell the smeils and 

hear the sounrls and I would feel connected to something and it would make me feel 

better. And one of the best things in the worldfor me is we used to always go up to this 

special place in Georgtàn Bay. Jwt being there ... and 1 open use that in my irnageryp like 

when I need to be calm ... l use thatplace in my mind when Ido my guided imagery. It's 

the water, the pets, the wind, the space around me. mat's a consistent imagefrom youth 

to now, a way @el a deeper connection." 

Connected to Sarah's love of nature is her fim belief in the power of visualization 

in both her personal and pr~fessional Me. She has leamed to be respectfbl of that power. 

"Having a personal vision has had a profound influence on rny l i f .  Wilhout it 1 was 

floundehg. With it I have a sense ofpurpose and renewed energy. I feel that my passion 

is engaged in what I do. That passion then nibs oflon the other areus of my life. Personal 

vision is one strate0 for an individual to have creativity in one's Ife. It also provides a 

base of resiliency as the vision evolvss. It gives a seme of control andpower over events 

in one's l f e  that previously may have felt outside of one's control. " 
"To me to be open to synchronicities is to know oneseZfvery well. Ifyou dont then 

you're not going to ses them when they're happening. So to me it cornes back to intuition 

as well. I think I h o w  myselfpretty well. Iget to know myselfbetter al2 the tinte. As long 

as I'm open to myselJ that's a good startingpoint. Part of that openness is openness to 

possibilities, which is vision. And ifyou huve those two things then when the possibility 



occurs you're ready for it. ûtherwise they could just slip right by you. To me to be open 

to selfand open to the future. open to possibility means you're open to synchroni~itia.'~ 

'Y'm not saying that you make things happen. Sometimes we make things happen 

for ourselves. And other times we do in the sense that we have prepared ourselves to be 

ready for diferent options and when they come. there you are. It's sort of a mixture of 

individualistic thinking and more cosmic type of thinkng. But 1 think it's a combination of 

both. I don 't thhk things just happen in life. 1 mean. they do happen. Wl~y do some people 

get al1 thk bad energy around them? Imean, why do they call that to them? Why do some 

people call good energy to them? WelZ. to me it's about what you 're doing inside yourself 

at the same time as events outside ourselves do whutever they do, and then it's just the 

alignment of those two things, the inner and the outer work " 
Nan described her use of meditaion as helpfiil in managing her IBS. 

"To not look outside for connections and meaning but to bok inside. And you 

need to clean out in order to be able to look inside. So that's un ongoing thirig. checking 

in. " 

Later, her joumey to gain better understanding and management of her IBS 

symptoms led ber to an anaIysis o f  her dreams. "I had never before attended a dream 

anabsis workshop and aitizough I had always enjoyed sharing dreams, 1 had not linked 

rny dream world with other aspects of my life. My visit with Erny Alvera that summer 

evening changed ail that. Ipresented a dream that she interpreted to be both collective 

and very instructive for me personally. Its basic message outlined hiw I was on a 

doren t  ship, that I was challenged by the 'natives' to disembark and be like them, but 

that I refued, captured one of them, dragged him on board and brought him through 

customs (where he turned into a iittle blond boy). Finally 1 brought him home to the dock 

Without knowing it at the time, this dream wm to corne m e  for me in the next two 

years. " 

"The experiences with Linda and Emy Aivera sent me down a new path- I was 

primed for a deeper understanding of the mind body connection and felt as though I had 

two new tools: Tou& for Health muscle tesring and dream dialogue. My brief encounter 

with Touch for Health gave me a sense ofprofound respect for the wisdom of my body. 

My contact with Emy connected me to the inrnrnguing worid of the archeqpai symbol. It 



allowed me to begin a serious dialogue with rny unconscious. Ipurchased the book - me 

Rlustrated Encyclopedia of Traditional S'bols by J. C. Cooper (1978) and began to use 

it with regulurity. 

Nan dso began to use yoga as a tool for inner healing and a way to be centred. 'Y 

loved two aspects of yoga immediatel'y. I loved the slow, rnindful movements that pushed 

me to my iimits but didn 't make me feel like 1 was in cornpetition with anyone else. I also 

loved the twenty-minute relaxation at the end. It was myfirst window into meditation and 

it aflnned for me the benefts of guided imagev for enhancing health and well being. " 

"For me if's realZy about letting go. It's just letting go of the need ro control and 

anticipate the outcome. Letting go of even thinking therek going to be an outcome and 

just trusting that, doing what I need to be doing and what's going to corne to me cornes. 

And I can get into this tailspin where 1 don 't and I hy and anticipate and by and map out 

pathways, and getj-eaked fthings t a k  too long, you know. thaf kind of thing. But letting 

go of that . .. it 's great ifyou can do it ... i f i  great. " 
A deepening of personal faith and being in harmony resonates with the idea that 

"God" seeks us out, that it is not us seeking God. Faith requires of us only the stance of 

being a listener, to be silent and receptive, to let go of the clamor and busy-ness of the 

world, and be receptive and expectant. The tmth is aiways inside us; our inner wisdom 

never fails. This deepening faith expenence echoes with questions of TVho am 1 now? 

Where am 1 now? Where do 1 go fiom here?" In Christian teachings, the Bible quotes 

Jesus speaking to Nicodernus in John 3:3, "Uniess a man is bom again he cannot seek the 

kingdom of God." The yearning to know ourselves is one of the deepest and most 

persistent drives of human beings. From the time we are babies to adulthood, the more 

we know the more we want to explore ourseIves and the world around us. 

Leila expenenced a renewal of faith through the crisis of her infertility. She now 

attends church with her children but is questioning once again. '<And doing this kzkd of 

reading and thinking and working through is alrnost a more profoundly spiritual 

expertènce for me right now, than the qerience of thinking about God and Jesus 

Christ. " She describes an "up-down" faith. " m e n  1 look back on my experience ... 1 

believe in God I mean 1 believe that this journey that I'm on is bigger than me. ïïiere's 



an untouchable quality about the process and the ~oumey that I'm gaining this real sense 

lhat everything happem for a r e m . "  

"So, I'm in transition I think is what I'm saying. I'm sort of hying to reassess how 

my faith affects how 1 am. Because I really tumed away from God and the church and 

faith during rny infeertiliiy crisis-big time. 1 really qumtioned it in n huge way. '? 

" m e  meaning of God is becoming way bigger and way more important to me but 

I'm bnd of quesrioning the avenues to get there. " 

Sarah spoke of her deepened faith-something that has been with her througi~out 

her Me. She is essentially an optimistic person. She has faith. "By that I mean faith in 

myself; faith in the universe. faith in others, faith that things will evolve, and I think 

coupled with that is faith in optimism. Up until this time in my life. I've always been a 

very optimistic person. ifthings would go wrong I would be dktraught for a little while, 

but IV ver- quickIy bounce into optimism to try to see how tu refiame it in a sense. tu be 

able to see it in a different light. Ijlrst think that I'm really quite a specialperson, you 

know. in rny own little way and somehow that's linked to my optimism. Bey're sort of one 

and the same in a sense-the things that wiIl be good for me. I am aflexzexzble person able 

to make change. I do welcome change, have good coping strategies, a good support 

system. Just having knowledge helps a lot in resiliency, having a context within which to 

put things. A cognitive thing and a heart thing and a spiritual belief that things can be 

good. things will change. that 1 can do whatever I can do. Iguess a part of welcoming 

change is being able to 'see. ' " 
Laura t h  about her early spuitual expenences, and her tacit acceptance of this 

presence as part o f  her life. "There was a presence fhere thnt was with me that was 

comforting and real ... su that was a real helpmate. And it disoppeared, but it never really 

lep me, you know. It left. but I had a seme that I wasn't totally isolated." 

"There was something that was a spintual side of ife that was very real. Sitting in 

church beîween grandparents and my am?, 1 felt the influences of the generations and 

their time that they were Pom. I must have had a seme of myselftthat I give credit to 

those first formative years. and lgive a lot of credit to whatever that spintual qerience 

was that I was given-and with my aunt and my grandmother, was Anglican. And we went 

to church, you know. regularly, and I'à si? beside my grandmother. I can remember my 



grandmother on one side and my grandfather on the other and I was in the middle 

there ... That it was very signifiant, by sort of osmosis. Thot there war something. Thnt 

there was a spirirual side to life that was very real. And 1 think 1 got that. And I go back, 

as I say, to Victorïan times because 1 can remember the old dining room table and old 

wo2nutfurniture and after breavàst my grandfatlier was suppaed to do the reading of 

the rnorningprayers, you know, in the Anglican Book of Cornmon Prayers. And 1 can 

rernember kneeling down beside the chair and we had momingprayers around the table. 

Su, you know, it was important. And Dad...they rurely went ... special occasions ... but we 

could not get him to be a churchgoer, but he got it over to me very plain&. I can 

remember talking about the miracles and he said something, ' r f  God can create 

something then he can heal a broken leg. 'It was strong. 1 was given that basis, so I think 

I'nz very grateful for that. " 

It is an important contention of Laura's that we need meaning in our lives. "And 

fhat's very basic to resiliency, because ifthere's no meaning then we give up. " She feels 

meanhg has corne for her fiom growing up with Christian values, her enjoyment of 

reading, that she is philosophical with a need to search for deeper meanings. The key for 

her is seeing life as a gift, to become conscious of the divine and not get caught up in the 

cornpetitive, materialistic world, to become conscious of a different ethic and Iive out of 

that. '%or whatever reuson, l've known 1 had to search for the spiritual. It's sort of a part 

of me. l7iat's basic to me. Why and wherefore idon 't know. Nature is part of the spiral. If 
yoti take the awe out of nature you're lefi with nothing but the materialistic world. " Her 

childhood lessons caused what she interprets as an inward rebeliion. She now strives for 

authenticity and forgiveness. 

Leila spoke of the black time she faced in confronthg her own infertility. In the 

aftennath, she questioned the traditional Christian work ethic. "Ifl was such a good 

person. and so cornpetent and such a hard worker, I was supposed to get whatever I 

wanted in lifë. WJzy wasn >l it working for rne?'?'he descnbes this as a '5-eally black time 

for me. " 

'Y absolutely couldn 'î cope anymore. I remember seeing myself in this black pit, 

like way down in the bottom and there was no way ouf. I j w t  felt complete despair 



'Y Ziteraily couldn 't cope. It took me so much energy to get through the day, that I'd come 

and I would literaiiy fall apart. " 

Today Leila acknowledges that, although she fe1t abandoned by God, church and 

religion, unconsciously she must have felt some hope and "that we are not alone. Those 

kinds of ideals had tu have been within me, even ifthey weren't conscious, because 1 

remember ... it never occurred to me to give up. That was not the issue. It was, 'What am I 

going to do?' Nat. 'I'rn not going to do anythriig. ' It was more that I needed to hit bottom 

to be able to Say, 'You know what? Okay, I can 't cope anymore. 1 need some heip. I need 

to reach out. "' 

Sarah described the end of a relationship as like death."lt's like a death. It's iike 

your parent dies and you know they're going to die and weryone says, 'Oh, welZ, it's good 

you had a chance to prepare yourseZJ'but you're never prepared for the death of 

relationship. It's like a death of everything that I held as what 1 wanted in my lfe. And so 

Ijust feel Zike I'm going through the mourning oJ..oJ..death. And no matter how 

cognitive& I've been aware that this w u  certainly one of the options, emotionally it'i 

been like death. " 

Family Conflict 

The women al1 experienced early family conflict that they recalled with varying 

detail and sense of awareness. There was an awareness of the spiral of life where our 

conflicts are repeated, with issues appearhg eariy, and the tone set by the expenence of 

those earIy interactions. 

When Laura's mother died suddenly of cancer and her father remamed, Laura did 

not like her new stepmother and remembers feeling displaced by her. When she went to 

her aunt seeking support, she was not consoled but told to deal with her stepmother and 

father directly. Laura talks about cycles repeating themselves, with this kind of connict 

reappearing for her 70 years later when she was living with her son with joint ownership 

of a house and a sharing of responsibilities and expenses that was working out. Then he 

met a woman who moved in with them. 

" But that produced a sihration that I could not live with. She took over and she 

had written me beforehand. and when she war using 'we ' she meant Tom and she, and 1 



was to corne to them if things wwen 't going right. I blew up more or less. So I went and 

spoke to her. Not blowing up, but told her that this would not work ï l a t  the on& way it 

would work would be i f s o m e h o ~ h r e e  of us. as adults, and two childreneould work 

out how we were going tu manage. " 

They visited a family systems therapist together. But Laura was aware of the 

repeating cycle and her feelings at the time. 

"What 's the use. Nobody understands. Ijust have to put up with the situation. I 

also became aware that 1 had feZt th& way before. Where did it corne from? After 

puzzling and praying i remembered rny childhood, my ongoing battles with rny 

steprnother, rnyfather coaxing me untilfinally I conformed, suying I was sorry when I did 

not feel it, just for the sake ofpeace. " 

"1 dways have the feeling, Oh, good. Now I'm through with that. No more. ' And 

then. bingo. ïhere you go again. I can see it 's constant& being mure  of rny own 

reactions and then I can see whether it 's helpfUl or a great hindrance. It S usually a great 

hindrance. " 

Leila descnbes her relationship during her growing up years as "conflictual" and 

perhaps loving too much. She recalls blowups with her fears of "is she stiZZ going to love 

me? " She would go to her room to write these notes and float them d o m  fkom the stairs, 

"I love you. I'm sorry. " and later the physical sensation of leaming to control her temper. 

As a teenager, Leila had signifïcant self-esteem issues, and rocked the family with 

her adolescent rebellion, "wrong crowd, drugs, drinking, " and lack of comïnitment to 

school. She describes her feelings as, stnrggling to be heard and to be understood, and 1 

didn 't feel Zike anybody was listening. " 

'30th Mom and Dad were detemined no? to gïve up on me. But I was rnost 

conji-ontational with my Morn. 1 remernber screaming at her, 'Fuck you! I hate your 

gurs. ' And she 'd Say, ' WeZZ, I love you and I'm never going to stop lovingyou, ' when we 

were in one of our confi.ontations, " 

Being a minister's daughter, Leila also rebelled against religion and God during 

her adolescence. Later, during her struggle with infertility, she would come to a sort of 

resolution on the issue. 



Sarah described her early family Me as "dysjinctional" although she did not 

have an awareness of it in those tenns at the the .  She was the middle chiId dong with an 

oIder brother that she still rem& close to. Sara3 has an older sister and a younger sister, 

the family constellation centering around a mentally ill sister and a physically disabled 

father. 

When there was a disturbance around her sister, Sarah would "jtcst have to get out 

of the house " and she would run to the back fields and stay there for hours. 'Tt would just 

sootke my soul. " 

She descnbes her mother as a strong, very w m ,  very, very loving and 

supportive. T h e  was great. We had a very w m ,  loving, close in all kinds of ways ...y0 u 

kno W. physicai closeness and everything eise. ..kind of relationship. " 

Although Leith did not recall a lot of adversity as a child, she did relay stories of 

fearing her father's approval, of feeling fat and stmggling with seIf-esteem issues around 

hirn. Her father was a medical doctor, and Leith did not try out for medical school when 

her father wamed women should not take up seats reserved for male students. Leith 

decided to be a nurse instead. That decision was met with the silent disapproval of her 

new husband. It was her mother who provided the impetus to go ahead, and succeed. 

Her marriage was pitrtly a way of getting away fiom her father's influences, 

"because 1 thought 1 could never Zive up tu rny futher S expectatiom. 1 felt that somehow I 

would never be able to rneet my father 's expectations, su I wouldjust leave the arena. I 

was afraid that he would think that 1 was stupid, si& or whatever. I g m  up with a 

feeling of having very Zow self-esteem. My recollectiom are that he said 1 was too fat. 1 

was a chunky kid ... 1 don 't look it now, but he was mMZtical of that within rny hea- I 

grew up with the beZief that I was too fat and fat is ugZy and nobody wiil love a person 

who Li too fat. That translated into a lot of areas-nobody will love someone who 's stupid, 

and I'II never do it right, and 172 never be quite good enough. I'Zl always have to try 

harder . . . that kind of thing. " 

Sarnantha described an awareness of f b l y  confiict fiom an early age, the 

tensions between ber father's creative needs and her mother's need for order and control. 

Nan's father started out to be an actor, but through what she sees as a failure of nerve, he 

stifled his creativity to work through the ranks of education to become an administrator. 



Her father's struggle with fieeing his creativity is the major theme Nan has intemalized in 

her own attempt to reconcile her creativity and logicd sides. Nan descnbed her father's 

increasing tension at home, because of what she perceives as his dissatisfaction in his 

career. 

A defining moment was a family meeting the girls had to try to get her mother not 

to accept his putdowns. The sisters were trying indkectly to get through to their father 

through k i r  mother. One day he got very angry. 

"He physically nied to take me to my room. And instend of resisting him. jighting 

him, 1 just total& let go and kt him 'manhandle ' me like a piece of furniture. n e r e  was 

no resistance. niis sense of >ou can put me wherever you want to, but there 's an essence 

that you can 't touch. ' 

Today she is still trying to corne to an undersîanding of the situation. 'As Ipeel 

back the layers of it. it LF. It 's a findamental big deaZ, right? It 's a who you are as a 

person big deai, right? 

'Y think ifthere was any lack of safev in my home growing up, it was a Zack of 

safety Ithink a lot of women feel in t e m  of having a respecte4 valuedfeminine voice or 

female voice. And feeling nurtured and safe in being that . ..right? " 

1 experienced confiict in my family early in life when my parents separated. 1 

lived with my mother, who was controlling and manipulative, whose long spells of anger 

would erupt suddedy into fits of rage. 1 had a tendency to try to be the caretaker and ''be 

good" while at the same time f i lhg the family scapegoat role. 

"Somewhere along the line 1 had realized 1 could not please her or live up tu her 

high demands and expectations. I noticed things were dzrerent at myfnendr ' houses- 

they talked openly about things that were deep dark secrets at my house. My mother 's 

behaviour veered between isolation and episodes of rage. her method of control to not 

speak to me for days or threaten refom school or the ultimate. "and don 't thinkyou 're 

going to your father because he doesn 't want you. 1 always led with my chin, a stance 

that was not always wise, 1 would later l e m .  " 



Independent Spirit 

AU of the women descnbed a denning moment in their childhood or early 

aduIthood where they were aware of being independent, of having a stubbom sense of 

foIlowing their own will. Sometimes this Ied to conflict with those around them. Ofken it 

was a survival skill and a means of coping in the midst of some kind of confict. Today, 

the wornen see these characteristics as assets, but it wasn't dways so. 

AIthough L a m  recalls as a child always hanging behind someone's skirts 

because of her shyness, she had a sense of independence. She was isolated but 

imaginative, and "loved to climb, hide away up in the trees eating apples. 'Helping her 

father lead the team in ploughing and getting hay or driving the rake, being thaaked for 

her help despite the "wobbly hes"  led to a sense of being part of sornething meanùigfui, 

of contributing. There was a sense of "'keep going. Don 't give up. So there had to be a 

reai earthquake under me before Igave in. " 

Later, d e r  her husband died, and she got her first job, she ncalled the sense of 

accomplishment. "ïïzat gave me tremendm satisfaction. Thut 1 managed to do if. 

Managed tofind myselfa job. " She laughs today about the mistalces she made on the job. 

"So live and learn. But it gave me great satisfaction, I could manage. " 

She described the process years later of getting her BA. 

" We had to zero in on sornething, and I had nothing to zero in on! Son I could 

choose between religïous studies and political science. And political science sounded 

ghustZy. So 1 did a general BA. Such a struggle. Anyway, 1 possed somehow. I kept on. 

And it was v e v  satisjjing. So. " 

As a young girl, Leila had an independent spirit and says, she "always felt like rny 

own person " and would do her own thing, maybe feeling like she cculdn't live up to an 

older sister who was a leader and mode1 student. 

"I Le always had a fighting spirit and being cornfortable being that way. My Mom 

recognized it when I was six months old. I just wasn 1 the same as other kids. There was a 

certain spun k or individuaiity. " 

Sarah described herself as introspective, a leader and an introvert. She rememberç 

nom the age of 10 deveioping strategies to cope with her family, the n o m  being that 

people didn't talk about those things outside the family. 



"I certain& didn 't want to be Zike my sister, so 1 think I tried to make my own way 

in thut 1 W O U Z ~  define myselfmore clearly. n a t  3 probably where 1 got thir whole thing 

about, 'Who am I? Where am Igoing? 'sort of thing. Ijtist hied to be centred in myseZj 

clearer in myselfand then the support and love around me. " 

Leith has had to struggle with her independence, and Iearn to be vulnerable and 

allow herself to not always be strong and seek help fiom others. 

" 'l can do it myself' is kind of a theme song for me. And ifl can 't do it myself; I 

may opt for something that I can. 1 am pragmatic. If one way doesn 't work then I'IZ hy 

another way. 1 can get really hung up about what should and shouldn 't be in the world, 

and I am also a very practicul person. I'ZZ put a lot of energy into something practical. 

hands on, that affects me, than 1 will into philosophical and a stafement of values' or 

morals or whatever. I do need to be able to feel a sense ofpersonal involvement and 

cornmitment, Iguess. So it 's Zike, 'Keep going. ' And lguess that 's what I've always done. 

Just keep going. The worst tirne w m  that nine rnunths to a year of depression, when I 

didn 't mer go and get heZp with it, but I knew 1 was depressed. But men there, it warr Zike, 

' WelZ, you 've got tu keep going. ' Su, I dragged myselfout of bed in the moming 

and ... and just had to keep going. Iguess that's always been a theme for me. 'You gotta 

keep going. "' 

Nan's codict  with her father heiped her internalize a sense of independence. 

"That has been a powe?jiul memory for me about feeling thut, 'there 's something 

there that you con hy to squash, but you can try to kill' thut can &y to muve away, but 

you can 't do it. 'And it war an incredible feeling ofpower, selfpower, just ~ontainment~ 

and I think that 's the first comcious avnreness of that. " 

When Nan hirned 12 she got to take three weeks away ftom school, using rnoney 

she had saved fiom her paper route, to travel to Switzerland with her grandmother. They 

visited places her grandmother used to live. She described her as very worIdIy and a 

strong influence. 

Nan felt she was playacting or filling a role in her life, until she travelled on her 

own to Europe. She retumed with a decision to drop organic chemistry and began 

studying psychology and part-time work that corresponded to her new career goals. 

Today she sees that those decisions changed the course of her life. 



"lr was clear. Ijust b e w  that that w m  where 1 needed tu be. Everything followed 

Rom t h e  ... I h e w  that that wm myjob and that S where I had to go. And there was no 

tension about it at ail. It was the beginning offinding out what it is that I really wanted tu 

do, and now I realize that. " 

I've aiways had an independent spirit coupled with a sense of determination. 

When 1 was linle, my mother cal1ed it stubbomness. It would take years in therapy for me 

to see these characteristics as positive attributes that had probably saved me during my 

growing up years and conflict at home. 1 had a strong sense of not wanting my "spirit" to 

be squashed to my mother's wiil. It was a constant battIe between us, always below the 

surface and colouring al1 areas of my Iife. 

"1 recafl sifting at the top of the gray wooden stairs leading down to our 

recreation rom,  crying because no one would play Monopoly with me. I distinct& recall 

making a decision that in juture I would not be preventedfiom doing things, just because 

no one wanted to go along. " 

Later my sense of independence translated into making plans to go to school and 

get a job as soon as L possibly could. 

"1 couldn 't wait to get away fiom home. Instead of grade 13.1 opted for 

community college a f t r  grade 12, calnrlating 1 could be out working with a one-year 

investment. " 

The women had a sense of independent spirit and stubbornness that today has 

become a positive factor in facing challenges in theu lives. 

Life Changing Events and Transition 

Ail of the women had experienced a personal life transition, some of which were 

life changing experiences or tuniing points. These transition h e s  led to stages of denial 

and avoidance, anger, an incubation time to regain energy and perspective, followed by 

renewed goals and purpose in Life. The women oAen described thernselves as completely 

different people following the experience, but at some point stated they had to go through 

what they went through-and it made them the people they are today. 

Laura recalled the anger she felt around a family conflict, and how it triggered 

memones of similar feelings as a child. She talles about "twningpoints" and the "moment 



of decision " as the key to the unfolding of thiç ongoing story. She remembers her 

feelings. 

"Taiat's the use. Nobody understank 1 just have to put up with the situation. I 

aZso became aware that I had felt thu way before. Where did it comefiom? Afer 

p d n g  and praying 1 remembered my childhood, my ongoing battles with my 

stepmother. my father c o h g  me untilfinally I conformed. saying 1 was sony when I did 

not feef it, just for the sake ofpeace. " 
During a therapy session Laura, feeling "an implication that my l$e wwar one of 

. dependency, " expressed her views that the therapist was ageist and sexist, her anger 

halIy fiieling her uncharacteristic outspokenness. '1 cannot remember a time in my lge 

when 1 have been so a n m .  1 found my voice. " She was furious enough to make plans to 

Ieave. "Su, to get me to move it seemedyou had to get me r e d y  mad. " 
"I had a sense of myselfthat wmn 't sguished. niat was a &point. That made me 

decide Y have to do something. ' I know too thut 1 c m  't afford to get too uptight and upset. 

nie first thing you know I'ZZ fall and I'Zl break bones. mat's sort of a basic. I h o w  1 can 4 

afford it. " 

Leila, through her ordeal with infertility, was finaliy able, as an adult, to admit her 

anger at God. In her marriage she attended church, joined committees, but again found 

her faith tested during her infertility cnsis describing that tirne as feeling "completeiy 

alone. " 
"l felt completely abandoned by God. That is mct l y  how Ifelt. I felt Zike that 

poem where it says, 'The footpnns in the sand. and when there's only one set I'm 

carrying you. ' Ijust thought that was the biggest bunch of bullshit in the world. That's 

what I thought. Xow dare anybody have the nerve to have brought me up with this idea 

about God and faith and love and forgiveness and holding and being there, and it's not 

true. mat's how IfeZt. IIfelt completely alone on a lot of levels. I felt that Iti been set up 

to be this good Christian which then lefi me more alone because 1 didn't men have people 

in the world to support me, let alone God. " 
1 recaIled my anger and conhion at my father the last time 1 saw him as a child. 

"My sister and I were playing in snow bank My father walked along up to the aparmtent 

and l remember thinking, 'Oh. there's Daddy! And he didn 't acknowledge us. He might 



have said 'Hi' or something, but walked on by us and then up to the apartment. And then 

came out later and thar was it. " Today rny feelings are 'How can anyone Zeave their 

child?'lt's harder to rnaintain a reZatiomhip when you onZy see them in ZittZe bits and 

pieces. So 1 can understand the pain of that. But my feeling is. 'How dnre he? How dore 

he? How dare he not think thut I f .  important enough to stand up to my rnother and her 

rules, to insist on seeing your child? No tenns and no arrangements are fair trade for not 

getting to see your own child. Andfight for what you love. Stand up for what you love.'" 

Most of the CO-researchers described at one point or another entering into a 

'heutral zone" or incubation phase. Sarah talked about the importance of having faith in 

love of her family, her fnends and her cats-that as she gives love she will get it back. 

She was making elaborate plans for a garden in the back, and planned to take a summer 

coune. With the analogy of gardening she sees herself in the image of  a "corn," or plant 

that goes through a dormant phase under the grounà until it is ready to grow. A corm is 

like a bulb for plants such as irises. 'So there I am under the earth in a corn state, but 1 

know that ifthat corn is nurtured, ifit's watered and fed through the soi1 and it doesn 't 

get fiozen too much, that if's going to corne back And so, i've been trying to use that 

image for myselfnght now, tojurt be okay being a corn in the earth, but knowing that 1 

need to nurture that corn ifit's going to sprout again. There's this whole notion or 

regeneration. rebirth, and enrichment of the elements. " 
Sarah is carefully considering the question of ,  "Why is it dzflcult to let go? You 

know, I can let go of my son; I can let go of my neighborhood; I%e let go ofjobs. Why is 

this one more diflicut for me to let go? I don 't know the a m e r  to that yet. But I think 

when 1 have a clearer picture of that then if will make it easier. Because 1 certain& huve 

let go of things before. " 

"You know Bridges talks about the neutral zone, and I am stuck nght plop in the 

neutral zone. I do get glimpses of the new beginnings, of where 1 could be going ... But 1 

haven 't been able to get any energy into it yet, other than, of course I've got a nau home 

and I've set it up the way I want it and that sort of thing. But emotionally, having new 

beginnings, 1 haven V... haven 't seen that yet for myselJ So, I wodd sny l'nt just stuck rïght 

there in the neutral zone. And Ijustfind that dzjîcult somtimes, because I'rn an action 

oriented person. Although 1 am very rejlecrive, I'm stiZl very action oriented, and to not 



be taking action, to just be sitting in the neutral zone and lrying to be patient with that 

is ... is dincult for me sometimes. In the neutral zone-I have not let go nor have 1 moved 

fonvard. There's a part of me that doesn 't want to. Because 1 think in letting go, then that 

means it's over. But also I'm womed about what will be left when Ilet it go. you h o w ,  

will Ijust sort of be this empty shell, with nothing much inside? What 1 need to be doing 

is finding my own place within rnyseg and fie got all my intemal anchor points. Al1 of 

the external things are fine, other than I'm not in a relationsh@. But the onïy way that I'm 

going to be able to move fonvard is to really feel soiid inside myselfand feel complete 

inside myself: And lguess that's my biggest fear at the moment, is. ifl do let go of what 

that relationship was, and hcw it defined me and all that kind of thing, what will Ifind in 

there, you know? " 
Leith also talked of the importance of the neutral zone in handluig the tough 

transition d e r  her unexpected job loss when she was so close to retirement. "I think the 

hardest part of making decisiom is staying in what Bridges calls 'the neutral zone.' Oniy 

for many people it 's not very neutral because it Ls a place of loss of control. You've let 

go ... and you haven 't got anything else to hang on to. And it cornes up again und again in 

dtferent contexfs. " 

Nan talked about complete lifestyle changes to help her cope with her IBS. 

"Despite this. I went into a deep anornie. As I sat up in the beautzjùl sumoundings of 

Muskoka my head began to chum with many questions. Who was I? m a t  was Iduing 

with my Ive? Myfiends sounded busy and engaged with their lives. There was a whole 

world out there that seemed to be parsing me by. At rny darkest times I felt that 1 was a 

wastrel, an uncontributing member of society i was a person with nothing interesting to 

Say, nothing new to contribute, no new news and long days to fill. Despite asmrances 

fiom fiends and famiiy, I f e t  as though I had ieaped oflof the ship and was now 

drowning in a vast pool of emptiness. 1 war an unmissed nobody witii no profession and 

therefore no identity. My gut spit and chumed, ached and complained. ' 

Nan's rebirth was precipitated by a r e m  to school to pursue doctoral studies in 

education. It was significant that she clearIy recailed what a colleague said to her at the 

tirne. "You have to because the opporiunity 's there. You have to go. You have to continue. 

You 're meant to touch more people than the people in the classroom. You 're not leaving 



the kick in the classroorn. It 's juît supposed to be dzrerent. v i t  t not meont to be. they 'ZZ 

refirse you, " 
Laura's vitaliîy and joy in living is partially sustained by her volunteer work in 

the hospitai. Her eyes sparkle when she describes what it's iike on the rare, specid days 

when she has a sense she's reached someone, to hear someone Say, "It'sjust wonderful 

you've corne in." 

Leila experienced her first change in high school, switching fiom her adolescent 

rebellion to the university bound A student. But it was a precursor of the changes yet to 

corne in her adult life, triggered by her infercility crisis. "I had a real sense of doing the 

right thing now. 1 felt as f I 'd  spent most of my ive not doing the rïght thing andfinal& 

Iti  made some big decisions and 1 had a sense of self-confidence I'd never felt in my life 

before, basicaliy. And I really fet W done it on my own. 1 made the decisions when I was 

ready. 1 sort of proved to everybody that the "bad seed minister 's 

daughter ... rebellious ... who wasn 't going to live up to anybody 's expectations realiy ... had 

the abiiity to, as a 17 or 18 year old. make decisiuns and turn my lije uround." 

Her infertility triggered what could be called an identity crisis. The long road 

through the cnsis, and toward a new fieedom was facilitated by going into therapy. "mat 

phone call and the subsequent process of grrgrreving and healing changed the course of my 

Iife and, perhaps more importantlj, changed the way I view myselfand the way I interact 

with the world around me. Ifnt o completely d@i+entperson now thon prïor to that. The 

infrtility was the thing thot drew me into therapy, but it really got me dealing wiîh a lot 

of the issues that were really le#over hsuesfrom the whole rest of my life." 

It was d e r  the adoption of her first child that Leila knew she had changed 

forever-that there was no tuming back. Today she says, "If had to happen the way it 

happened. I don? fhink it would hme happened ifI hadn't worked through it and been 

ready. " 

Laura, at 84, has a different perspective on her experiences, being at the other end 

of her life. She speaks of her concem with the untapped potentid in society in older 

women. "Tt saddens me. So much lived experience is buried with the old women. Today. I 

believe our voices need to be heard. We have lived through incredible changes and we 

have survived. We need to pass on our strenghs and weaknesses. " 



'7 think rhere's d@erent challenges at dzxerent stages. m e n  we *re old it's a 

going inward tofind more meaning and share it. You have to reach a balance between 

being involved and having tinte for yourseZf" 

Ti$e is a journey. We're here to leam and the lessons keep coming. My lesson is 

how to take criticism and putdowns, to take responsibility but don 't assume it a22 and 

emerge without fementing massive resentment, anger, and fear inside me. " 
"You can leam to sidestep crisis, you can learn coping mechanisms to take on 

roies that will take you ri'ght around that tunnel and proceed with your life right pas? the 

tunnel without ever going through it, and I'm really glad I didn't do that. I have a sense of 

peace about my life that I never had before. It's a g@ that I may never have been able to 

receive ifI hadn 't experienced infertility. " 

At mid-life Leith has lost her fear of the unknown, and is not &aid to take risks. 

"As an older adult, to be able to say, 'Idon 't know anything about this ... corne on, let's 

just see. There 's exciternent about new possibilities! And integruting it in a way or 

coming to it in a way that 's differentfiom a child coming to it. So it is ,.. it 's a dzrerent 

place to be but ... excitement in learning but bringing with it ail my past history. " 

Nan's alternative lifestyle and hoiistic healing has led to a stage of generativity 

and increased faith. "The connections that can be made by simply entering into a 

dialogue with your own inner wisdom is intntn'ing. Utimately these connections bind me 

tu the fabric of universal cosmological existence. I now know and experience a power 

higher than myselfon most good days. On not so good days I can engage myselfin the 

task of meaning making. 1 can enter the tematory by letting go. opening up and accessing 

the channels. rien I can map the nature of the tem-tory by accessing the symbols. 

opening up my own understandings and relating them to those of estabhhed knowledge 

systems. Finally, I can discover the hidden treasures that will Iead me to new doors, new 

understandings and new lives to lead in the future. " 

I have experienced a rebirth in mid-life, mostly characterized by the absence of 

fear. 1 have taken some big risks so far, have failed and succeeded in equai measure. 

What can happen? ''Tm in a mid-life stage where I'm feeling some kind of interna1 

pressure ... time is moving a little dzfferently for me now. Time's going faster and 1 have a 

sense of 'ger some completion here and move into something else' because I'rn 



approaching a mid-Zfe stage. In some ways it makis me v e v  tired, because I don 9 have a 

new vision, or I'm just getting a new vision of what's coming n a .  Idon't have it yet ... " 

Conclusion 

The women had common themes of enjoying the pursuit of intellectud 

stimulation through reading. This sometimes led to a stniggle between inteliectual 

abilities versus expression of the creative side, but most women talked of reading as a 

means of escape and gaining information and understanding. Visualization was often 

comected to a need for meditation and introspective tirne, and led to an increased sense 

of a higher power, an awareness of creation and nature, and sometimes a belief in God. 

Family conflicts were experienced by the women who recognized the repeating 

cycle of life. Eventually the struggle duninishes and we lose energy around old issues. 

This conflict seemed to be a part of their pattern of a sense of  independence and 

stubbornness and somehow feeling different This was at the root of some of the family 

conflict, but it seemed to aise as a coping strategy to survive the tensions within the 

family dynamic. Qualities that were seen as iiabilities while growing up, in retrospect 

were seen by the women as positive characteristics that got them through some difficult 

times. Those quaiities have been modified over tirne, if they get in the way of healthy 

functionùig. Al1 of these elements combined to contribute to a sense of resiliency in the 

women. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

RESILIENCY REVISITED 

E. Timothy Burns (1994) examines the importance of positive self-concept as the 

key to resiliency, drawing on research by Bonnie Benard and Nancy Phillips to endorse 

this view. He says the broadest context of psychoIogicaI hardiness and resilience is a 

purposive Life and the purpose of our lives is threefold: finding our way to God, healing 

our wounds, and expressing our gifts, and that these three things wiU serve as a blueprint 

for a meaningfuI life. 

Emrny Werner talked about individual temperament and the importance of hope 

in her research of diaries of pioneer settlers of the Amencan midwest. An individual's 

basic temperament would be one of being defeatist or resourcefbl. Journai entries give 

accounts of fandies boiling and eating bufMo hides to survive; a litîle girl with nothing 

more to play with than a beam of light through a window who was dways happy (and 

was reportedly the same way as an adult many years later), children walking miles for the 

promise of a sugar cube, a Iittle boy who was separated fiom his father and when taken in 

by another camp and fed, aven wmth,  caring and shelter, just seemed to curl up and 

die. He had given up hope. Families and individuals that exhibited positive traits included 

women joining their children together and supporting each other and praying together as 

a family. They were arnong the few who did not experience a death in thek family, and 

did not resort to cannibalism to survive. (Werner, 1995) 

Whether one possesses resiliency may be a subjective value judgement that seems 

to change with retrospective awareness. Without fail, in my research the people who 

exhibited the strongest resilience had three elements in common: self-reflection, passage 

of t h e ,  and the ski11 of articulating their process. Research by Krell(1993) found that 

Nazi concentration camp survivors had these things in common. Over the years after their 

survival, they coped by deveIoping their expertise in a skill or a trade. They also 

exhibited a certain ernotional detachment fiom others-they would seem to get only so 

close and people around them said they never really knew them. Most recently, 



researchers have noted some survivors have been telling their stories-and that the process 

of self-reflection and articulation has Ied to a greater degree of healing (JSrelI, 1993). 

In this research, my hrst two i n t e ~ e w s  with CO-researchers led to a recounting 

childhood expenences, and narratives of adult experiences that had had an impact on the 

person. The third interview questions asked the person to state charactenstics that made 

them resilient, and things around them that had contributed to their resiliency. The shift 

led to a perceived change to an intellectual level of recounting charactenstics they 

"thought" made them resilient, and things around them that encouraged their resiliency 

over time. 1 sensed the shîft during the actud interview, and in transcnbing the tapes it 

actually became more apparent. These observations, while at hrst puzziing to me, later 

proved to be enlightening. They confhed the integrity of the narrative accounts, where 

the person spoke from a voice that resonated with the recounthg of the details of the 

experience that waç pivotal for them. Ofien it was like they were transported back to the 

actual event, and when the story was told, reemerged into "real" tirne. Also, in recounting 

the stories, participants ofken said something to the effect that they did not thùik they 

were doing anything out of the ordinary, but what was required of them in the 

circumstances. There was no ego investment, but actually the opposite, in speaking h m  

a place of deep knowing. In contrast, during the last interview, the voice was different, 

and the listing and recounting of charactenstics and supports did seem to have more 

"ego" investment, saying "this is what 1 think makes me resilient." 

One Kev Person and Attachment Theorv 

Researcher Emmy Werner (1994, 1995) was one of the first to study the concept 

of resiliency, with her focus on what some people do nght. Why do some overcome 

seemingly insurmountable odds and emerge even stronger, while others in similar 

circumstances succumb? Her longitudinal study followed 698 individuals in Hawaii over 

a 40 year span during a period of economic and social change with sugar plantations 

becorning more automated, men being laid off h m  jobs and the resulting shifts in social 

positions in the home and community. Her research indicated that strong environmentai 

supports can overcome negative heredity and that a combination of intRnsic and extrinsic 

factors combined to lead to individual resiliency. Often there was a key penon who 



provided unconditional positive regard. This research is supported by reports of children 

surviving the war in Northem Ireland, where they were scared by bombs and violence 

going on around them. But the most devastating event was the loss, either temporary or 

permanent, of the primary care provider (Anthony & Cohler, 1987, McNamee, 1994). 

Werner States the legacy of '%ope" is the strongest message conveyed by participants in 

her research. Similar studies by Jack and Jean Block (1980) in California followed 130 

individuals exarnining ego resilience, finding a need for a strong home base as a 

necessary component. However, this concept is opposed to David Fergusson's (1996) 

New Zealand study of 940 individuals f?om 1977 to age 16. He found one key factor 

determinhg resiliency cannot be isolated but it is many factors working together. His 

theory is that childhood adversity may lead to the developrnent of protective and 

compensatory strategies that combine to create resiliency. Garmezy (199 1, 1985) notes 

that the research literature on resiIiency is divided, depending on who you focus on. He 

stressed that we should have faith in the huma. ability to bounce back fkom setbacks. 

Gannezy illustrates this point with Bleuler's case study of Vreni." A child of a 

schizophrenic mother, at a young age she was responsibIe for caring for her siblings. She 

married a man who supported her "careproviding" role and by al1 reports she was 

"happy" and "contented" in life. Bleuler's explanation is that, although she did not excel 

in school she was well adjusted and adapted according to what was required of her. 

When 1 began this research on resiliency, writing the life stories of six women 

going through transition in their lives, 1 thought 1 would find confirmation of the idea that 

they had had a key person in their lives to provide unconditional positive acceptance and 

encouragement. However, this concept did not immediately resonate with most women, 

leading me to suspect there may be an additional element to this concept. Perhaps there is 

a key person, but that person is so intrinsic to their lives, seemingly in synch with them 

and supporthg them in such a seemingly unobtrusive way, that they rnay not notice until 

time and reflection take place. 

Resilient individuals had a positive personal disposition and family milieu, but 

beyond that was ski11 in identi-g and selecting resilient models and sources of support 

in peers, older f?iends, ministers, and teachers to whom they could tum to when needed. 

Several women in this study mentioned the influence of a key person-some identified 



them directly, others related expenences incidentally, while recounting a personal 

narrative. 

Leila had a direct recollection of the influence of a neighbor woman who became 

a key person for her over the years. This neighbor mom, Suie, offered time and 

unconditional acceptance, and Leila remembers her "@st sitting rocking me in the living 

room becairse Ijwt needed a hug. " "Mumsie." as Leila caiied her, wouid become a 

significant mentor to her, 

Sarah was close to her late mother and describes her as strong, very warm, very, 

very loving and supportive. IShe nied to be there as much as she could. She w m  great. 

We had a very warrn, loving, close in ail kînds of ways ...y ou know, physical closeness 

and everything else.. . kind of relationdip. ' Her parents' prevailing messages were that 

she "could do anything. You need an education. It's important to look ahead and plan for 

the future. ." Sarah felt a bit of pressure living up to those messages, but the spiral 

continues as she passes them on to her son, and she lives out those values in her role as a 

community coliege instructor in career counseling- 

Sarah's brother has also become a key person for her over the years. Sarah's 

brother was older by three years, and being both middle children they naturally played 

together. It was a privilege as a girl that she was "ollowed" to play with the group of older 

boys. As a teenager he always included her and both being good dancers, they would go 

dancing together. "We were very close on a lot of IeveZs in terms of shared values. Ithink 

part of it was his openness, and 1 matured fater than my age. We 're still very supportive 

of each other. I've become bestfienrLF with hùfirst w i f .  And 1 was "best man " at his 

wedding! So we're really quite close in tenns of shared values, the work that we do, that 

sort of thing!' 

Sarah taked about her family relationships. "My mother was very supportive and 

no matter what was happening tned to be sure the resr of us were okuy. My brother and 1 

were very close and sort of helped each other through that. I certainly didn t want to be 

like my sister, so I think I tried to make my own way in that I would define myself more 

clearly. That's probably where Igot thrî whole thing about. 'Who am I? Where am I 

going? Sort of thing. Ijust tried to be centered in myself: clearer in myselfnnd then the 

support and love around me." 



Sarah's clearly articulated her views on attachment theory and the idluence of a 

key person in an individual's life. "Ithink a lot of it is around seljrimage, serf-esteem, 

energy. vision. Why does one childfiom Regent Park make it out and ten of his 

classmats don?? Mqbe there was a role rnodel. Maybe there was somebody-a role 

model to me isjtrst a vision embodied, you know, T I  had a role model it would be ... I 

could be like that. 'And thatgerson believes that I could be like thut. n e  d e  model or 

mentor, is one who also believes that I could be like that. Well, that person may be there 

for al2 of those other people. Let's take the teachm who is a rde  model and a mentor. The 

same teacher is in fiont of al1 that class-maybe one or two of those kids access it. How do 

th- access it? What's in their being thtzt allows them to access it? And Idon 't know the 

answer to that. But I do think people are optïmistic or pessimistic. I think we have 

personality traits-innate personaiity traits thaf ... that youfight against. I've seen a lot of 

people with pessimrrtic attitudes fight againsi their pessimism. " 
Nan recalled the strong idiuence of her grandmother-her key person in her life. 

"Ir was just a wondeNl, sort of solid, connected place to be. She brought the Swissness 

out. or I"ve alwuys felt an affinity there. On some levd I always knew I was going tu 

many someone who was German or Swiss. She had an incredible love for the country." 

1 thought back to my own experiences with key people in my life. 1 have become 

more aware of strong female mentors and role models that have 1 have sought out 

throughout al1 my transitions. My boyf5end1s mother as a teenager was a feisty, 

irreverent Scottish woman, about four foot something, and a red dynamo. During my 

divorce, a woman at church, Doris, befriended me. Somewhat eccentric, in her eighties, 

into journal writing and practicing taï chi, she was a positive source of encouragement for 

me in purshg my EEd. Laura, who slowly earned my trust and encouraged me when 1 

was going through the "Iaw school experience" at one point sayhg to me, "Maybe you 

learned something else more valuable here." My fnendship with Laura, in her eighties, 

vibrant, inspiring, and always challenging those around her to think. 1 am just begiming 

to appreciate and feel gratitude for their input over the years. 

"Laura, who's 82, has talked about the spiral, about issues coming up over and 

over again, and eventually there isn 't a whole lot of energy around them. It's a spiral 

where our stuffkeeps revisiting, we keep repeating our lessons and we keep going 



through them. And when someone of 82 years oid tells me that, I know that there's going 

to be some truth to it and to pay attention. Thnt my stuff Ls not a <done deal,' and put it on 

the sherand il'sfinished once and for aK mat's not the case." 

These women were able to articulate an awareness of a key person who 

had special meauhg for them. For others the details emerged incidentally while they told 

the narratives and anecdotes of their personal life histories. Unconditional positive regard 

of a key person had undoubtedly had a positive impact on their personai resiliency. 

The Role of Self-reflection, Passage of Time and Restorying 

Self-concept is an important factor when considering resiliency. According to 

Werner and Smith, "It is the child who 'works well, loves well and expects well 

notwithstanding profound life advenity' (as cited in Fonagy et al., 1994).Why is it that 

some children arrive at adaptive outcornes despite risk? Masten states that to understand 

and prevent maladaptions, we will do well to understand resilience in development 

because they are different parts of the same story (as cited in Fonagy et al., 1994). 

Fonagy examines attachent theory as a key factor in promoting resiliency, and 

that intergenerational transmission of maladaptive relationship patters are a threat to 

development. However, some individuals are resilient to such a threat with one 

explanation being that individuals who are at nsk of transmitting insecurity, but who do 

not do so, may be disthguished in ternis of the complexity of their intemal working 

model of relationship patterns. During the h t  18 months of life, the child is able to 

differentiate between the influence of independent parental relationships. This insulation 

of the internal working models allows for the creation of a secure internal working model 

alongside one or more highiy insecure ones. This may explain the case for the resilient 

maltreated child. This is a critical part of an Attachment Theory account of why the 

presence of even a relatively remote, but stable and responsive figure in the child's early 

life can be a protective factor, foster a secure intemal working model of relationships and 

conûibute to the chiid's resilience to hardship (eg. Braithwaite and Gordon, 1991; Brown 

et al., 1986; Hunter and Kilstrom, 1979; Quinton and Rutter, 1988; Werner and Smith, 

1982; Werner, 1989 as cited in Fonagy et al., 1994)). It appears that even the small child 

has the capacity to independently encode, differentiate and isolate the internal working 



models of primary caregivers, The key to secure attachment is that the careprovider must 

have a coherent working model (Fonagy et al, 1994). Individuals with an incoherent 

intemal working model are likely to provide an inconsistent, muddled picture for their 

infants, fiequently giving rise to a situation when the infant's attachment needs are 

hstrated. The coherence of autobiographical narratives depends on the adequacy of the 

refiection process and researchm have developed a scale to measure this capacity. The 

notion of a reflective self is borrowed by WiIliarn James (1 890) who used the term in his 

description of the evolution of a self structure when the mental state of the individual 

becomes a subject of his own thoughts. James stated that our considering our spiritual 

self at al1 is a refiective process, it is the result of our abandonhg our outward-looking 

point of view, and of our having become able to think of subjectivity as such, to think of 

ourselves as thinkers. 

The enhancement of reflectiveness cap- one of the essential aspects of the 

psychotherapeutic process (Fonagy, Moran and Traget as cited in Fonagy et al., 1994). 

The work of Freud, Rapaport, and Josephhe supports the present approach to thinking 

about relationships as the defensive coping stance or generd personaiity trait described 

by ego psychologists. The t em "psychologicaI rnindedness" is usually operationalized as 

self-awareness (Lowdd Loevinger, Vaillant Br McCullough as cited in Fonagy et al., 

1994). Reflective-self functioning was rated as accurate in narratives where the 

in te~ewee  demonstrated a willingness as well as a clear ability to contemplate 

psychological States, including conscious and unconscious motivations and conaicting 

beliefs and desires (Fonagy et al., 1994). 

There are a few things to keep in mind in a discussion of re-storying. First, our 

stories change with the retelling. Second, they may change over tirne. Third, there is a 

dissipation of vital energy when something is tallced about "before it is tirne." Fourth, the 

perceived response of the receiver of the story is an important Iùik to the whole process. 

Studies by Quinton, Braithwaite and Gordon support a reliable capacity to reflect 

upon mental states enables the child to make optimal use of the individuals avaiIable to 

him, both through family and informal relationships (as cited in Fonagy et al., 1994). 

OYGrady and Metz further state that reflective-seiffunction is a critical component of 

autonomy and a coherent sense of identity (as cited in Fonagy et al., 1994). It is 



reflective-self fùnction that provides protection ag& the terr img threat of fusion, 

passive submission and loss of identity so frequently observed in the severely maltreated 

child. According to Cowan and Pellegrini, superior reflective-self fhction may explain 

the greater interpersonal awareness and empathy observed in resilient children (as cited in 

Fonagy et al., 2994). Bowlby states the feedback aspect is of perhaps the highest 

importance (as cited in Fonagy et al., 1994). The opportunity of reflection upon intention 

allows for modification of unhelpfbl intemal working models of relationships through 

encounters with new significant figures; it equips the individual with a ballast, a self- 

righting capacity." It is ultimately a therapeutic construct: it describes what analysts and 

therapists attempt to do day after day with patient whose reflective-self capacity tends to 

be severely curtailed. Fonagy et al. (1994 state: 

Al1 attempts, regardless of theoretical ftamework, at focusing on the working of 

the mental life of an individual have clear therapeutic effects. There is something 

unique about the therapeutic process that takes place between two individuals, 

where one person takes an interest in the mental life of another. The patient's 

thinking is facilitated and he or she c m  conceive of his or her world in new, more 

resilient and sometimes sadder and perhaps bappier ways. @p. 251) 

The importance of self-reflection is a key finding of research led by Peter Fonagy. 

The coherence of autobiographical narrative depends on the adequacy of the reflective 

process. He reports that research data are consistent in the view that a supenor reflective- 

self may explain the greater interpersonal awarmess and empathy (Cowen et al., 1990; 

Pellegrini, 1980) observed in self-reflective children. 'Tt serves as a ballast, or a self- 

rigktkg ccqûcity. It is h p m t i i i  therapeuiie constnict to create internai woricing 

rnodels of thernselves and others as thinking and feeling. All attempts, regardless of 

theoretical framework, at focusing on the working of the mental life of an individual have 

clear therapeutic effects. There is something unique about the therapeutic process that 

takes place between two individuals, where one person takes an interest in the mental Iife 

of another. The patient's uiinkllig is facilitated and he or she can conceive of his or her 

world in new, more resilient and sometimes sadder and perhaps happier ways. Reflective- 

self fimction is a protective process" (Fonagy et al., 1994, p. 250). 



In this research, Laura's self reflecting led to an awareness of the weight of 

others' burdens as contributhg in some metaphorical way to her own osteoporosis. On an 

emotiond Ievel, she talks about osteoporosis as being bent double with other people's 

issues. She remembers times of going to her aunt for soiace. " m e n  I told her all my 

complaints, she said, 'Don 't corne to me, go to your parents! That wus very devastating to 

me because that suys that l couldn't go to anybody else. 1 had tu keep if al1 to myselfond 1 

think that camed an awful lot of weight. " When she has the feeling of not being her 

"authentic self*" it trïggers childhood memones of having to apologize to her stepmother, 

and her father would beg her to apologize when she didn't really mean it. 

"That was part of the way of agreeing. Cause I'd hold out and hold out and then 

Dad would corne to me and say, 'She feels so badly, just go up and say you're sony. ' ThLs 

was always the thing she wanted me to say. And so IV give in tu him. But it's not being 

the authentic self: And so it went that way. And then being very much a part of 

the ... brought up in a culture where women were to serve; we were the second clms 

citizens. Although, that's not fair exact& in a fanrning community, because there was 

great respect, but there were separute roles. Stül and al2 the men had the power. Su I 

continued to be conditioned ... then training of course, the doctors were 'lords of creation. ' 

You got up on your feet when they came in and you held the doors open when they lep. 

We were very drilled in hierarchy. And the head nurses were the priorîty, and you were 

the lowest of the low and stood back for everybody. Su. al2 almg the way ... and then when 

I was rnamed, again, the same thing. My hrrsband was under the sarne thing where the 

man was the ...ye t, he wasn 't autocratic and so forth ... but he's still of the school ... Still I 

was confonning, confonning, confonning, and ah ... that fine line ... and I can 't Say fie 

found it yet. But how to be authentic and be compassionate of others but don 't take their 

burdens on my back How to distinguish, because everything told me that'sjurst what I 

did ... what Ishould do ... " 
Over time, Laura has gained some perspective on her childhood experiences."It's 

not what the other person does. It's how I react to it. And I can 't let go un fil I becorne 

conscious of what 1 do. And I'm getting cleurer. " She is beginning to lose interest in the 

struggle. "I'm tired. If's boring. Yes, f i e  lost interest. WeZl, when I t e  Zost interest, I've 

surely moved. " 



L a m  says she had to get in touch with her shadow side, accepting "the ugliness 

offntion and the grief of loss to a movement toward regeneration und self- 

actualization. " 

Leila's life tur~ed around with her decision to set aside her adolescent rebellion 

and seriously pursue her academic studies at university. She utilized the overcoming of 

her adolescent crisis as a theme, filtering and interpreting her studies at university back to 

this trïumph "I had this nafve perception t h t ,  well. 'You %e gone through one bad thing 

in your life and you 've come through it. You 're just going to sail through. '" 

Leila stressed the importance of time in changing her perspective. '!But ifl don 'î 

do ail these things, then who am Igoing to be? I .  was a shiftfi.om being a compilation of 

all the roles that you are. rfyou busy yourselfwith these rules, and doing good and being 

there for other people, and being competent and making your lists, and being the leader 

of this group or the organizer of that group, ifigive al1 that up, then who am I? And it 

was the most scary feeling in the world. Who am Igoing to be? And the anfiver is, 'You 

know what ? You don 't know, but you 've gotta go down that path in order t o m d  out. ' " 

"1 was thinking about resiliency and the process that we went through, and 

thinking about my appronch and how 1 owned my own issues around if. 1 found the 

information 1 needed worked through it in a way that a few years ugo I never would have 

been able to do. " 

Leila hopes her new found perspective w i l  help in fûture adjustments that wilI 

be faced by her adopted farnily . "The g@ you give your chikiren by honoring their birth 

farniiy is to help them tu genuinely belong in both places. One of the biggest challenges is 

dealing with the very real fact thal no matter how loving the adoption plan is for them, 

someone '"gave them up" and no one except the cMd can h o w  how that feelr. '" 

Leila talks about how her new perspective has increased her sense of spirituality. 

"There's a spintunlity. nere's a sense of connectedness with the universe and people in 

the world. As Ilive more of my life, then analyze it agaimt this mer-broadening horizon, 

it 'i really exciting. As I keep having these eqeriences I have this deeper faith and belief 

that things are okay und things happen for a reason and everything that's given to ur is 

@en for a reason. It's an opportunity to grow and to change and not necessarily that you 

know the outcome. Things come sideways, nut necessariru in a direct relutionship. " 



It's not just an iatellectud exercise. It feels Like realitty to her. W's not jus? having 

these theories but reu lly internalising them. I'm starting to be able to not on& see things 

in retrospect when I'm faced with bad things, evev little crises in my life. I'm able to kind 

of...not always, but increasingly, stop and think, Okay. You know what ? Let's just think 

about this from another angle. Step backfiom it. Things will work out. Maybe not the 

way you think they're going to work out, but there's a reason. You need to keep your 

sense of self and your sense ofpeace about your life even in the miakt of tragedy! ïlere's 

no one nght way of doing ît. Things jmt aren't that biack and white." 

"lget a lot of energy fiom discussions andfiom idem. And that's huge for me. 

People around me who think the way I think that can connect with how I'rn thinking, that 

care about me enough to work through rhings on the b e l  that I need tu work things 

through. 

Sarah has an unusually high Level of self awareness which she had an easier time 

applying to her major career change, than to her change in a long-tem love 

relationship."I just saw so clearly that as things were changing, and this was about 1989, 

that we needed to change what we were doing. And of course, that's exact& whot 

hnppened. That ir the shift that's happened because of the changes in the iabor market 

because of the recession. So, I've always been able to see a few years ahead. I've always 

been able to see just a liîtle bit ahead in order to prepare myseli; whether it's acquisition 

of skills, or confidences, or whatever, to be able fo move into new directions. Yes, that's 

been there a long time. I rhink l'm by nature a refec tive person-certain& in high schoo2 1 

wouid say 1 did that a lot. Where am I? What do I want to do? So, ISte certain& done thot 

most of my lijie. " 
The spird continues as Sarah takes tirne for reflection on some of her core issues, 

which lead her to new ones. "Who am I? How do I want to live the second halfof my life? 

What kind, ifony, of relationship do I want with a man? And I'm just trying to do that 

refection right now. So, if's easier for me to do that without any distractions. You know, 

when I corne homefiom work it's just me and the cats. " 
Sarah stresses the need for congruence with inner values and outer reality, and 

that she describes the feehgs of dissonance she experienced in her job before she chose 

to Ieave. "My values were changing, or my values had always been the same but there 



are times Iput them a bit on the back burner and they were becoming more and more 

into prominence for me and causing me more and more discomfort. " It is a belief she 

carries over into her teaching today. " I teach it and have lived it both professionally and 

personally. I think that when that tension becornes too strong ... say it is an elastic. So 

here's your vision and here's your m e n t  realiq and it's gemng really taut. WelZ, ifyou 

let go of this it moves the elastic fonvard towards your vision. And 1 think that's what 

Senge talks about a lot, is this moving fonvard toward vision. And that's exact& what it 

was for me, w m  by letting go ... isdt that interesting ... " Sarah paused in a moment of self- 

awareness. 

"When Ithink about my own career at the college, there's so much serendipity 

there. but yet a lot of it was my own doing. I mean, I chose to do things su that I would be 

known thsre, so that I would be valued, so thar when the time came th ey'd... that's who 

they would think of would be me. And that 's exact& what happened. " 

She is right in the midst of change but sees it as part of the overd continuum of 

her Iife as opposed to a major hirning point. "Idon't h o w  what is going to happen, 

whether this in fact wilZ resulr in a very dzferent way that I live my life because I'm nul 

there yet. I've always been pretty clear. I%e had linle detours, doubled back on myse[f; 

but I wodd not Say there have been any major turning points in rny life." 

Sarah trusts her intuition and personal visioning, fïnding it a place to put her 

energy, to put her in a state of readiness when opportunity aises. This leads to 

synchmnicity, the alignment of the inner and the outer work "Probabiy the maior thing 

for me is the alignment of the inner work and the extemal supports. m e  two seem to be 

very necessary for me to be able to be resilient, emotionalh radient within. " 
"The process of talking about these things shines a clearer Zight on if. In the day 

to day it's eary to just bury al1 this st~@ What's happened is if's just put a realiy strong 

spotlight on so that I'm seeing things much clearer. 1 don nr think the actual perception of 

what happened in my mind hm ehanged. Becouse lspent well over a year prior to men 

separating exantining myserfl the reiatiomhip. And now since that's been finished, thut's 

what I've been doing non-stop. It's changed in that iti a shaver focus for me, awareness 

of my dependency, over-responsibility, over-compensation, his role ... if's right there in 

fiont of me. 



"Reading this shffwas good, very good to read. You can see the insights jumping 

off the page. It gave me a focus and it wm clear that one of my problem was that I was 

not able to articulate my vision and 1 could see what wus holding me back from that, but 

it w m  also that not having the vision was keeping me stuck in a kind of Zimbo, so that was 

helpful. " 
Along with Sarah, Leith used the analogy of a seed germinating to describe her 

own movement between action and resting-between introspection and putting her ideas 

out in the world. 'Y am also including myself in the exchange-the interaction. How do you 

know when you're doing that? h a r t  getting excitement and some anxiety in my e t .  1 

know when I'm putting myself on the edge. That 's the place where the ive is. However, 

you can't be out there al2 the time. So there's a resting-place. When does the resting-place 

become a 'rotting place?' When you are indulgng yourselfto the point of beginning to 

rot, rather than just resting, renewing ... l'm thinking of the image of a seed germinating, 

but ifthe seed stays in the gmund too long and gets too much water and heat and 

moisture, it'll start to rot, and then it won? sprout and corne forth. So, the fine line for me 

ïs knowing, being able to move back and forth between the edge and the restingplace, 

and not let rnyselfslip into the rafting place. " 
Leith felt she had to take care of physical needs to clear a pathway for the inner 

work to proceed. "'It had to be physical before my mind could start thinking. When you 

get to the end process, you 're still looking at it, you're still looking at it, you're still 

watching it and you're backing away fiom it, and then at some point you can. tum around 

and start looking forward, looking out. But 1 had to do these physical things, get them 

done in order to stop my focus, in order to change my focus." 

"niat's the hardest part of the neutral zone or the impasse ... 1% use the analogy of 

doors. You know, when you're closing one door behind you, ifyou can see that there's 

three doors here in pont ofyou andyou could try any one of those, then you're not so 

inclined to be gazing at the one you just shut behind you. But ifyou've jwt shut one 

behind you, and there's nothing there, that's the impasse. That's when it's really hard not 

to go back " 
In shamanic studies Leith has learned to refiame stories from the past, to create 

empowering images. She talked about the intemal messages we send ourselves. " We tell 



our stories, using them for mythology and entertainment and we keep ourselves in a 

certain place by the way we entertain ourselves with these stories." Leith has been able to 

change her interpretation of a signincant childhod story. She was four and got into 

trouble for walking alone with her older brother to school. The words "se@h1' and 

"inconsiderate" are what she recalls. in t e b g  the story now she sees the behavior as not 

only realistic for a four-year-old, but that she was "spunky" and "brave" to venture forth 

the way she did. And after carrying that around for years, she now holds it "as a power 

story instead of a poor me story. " 
Nan expressed her ideas around her continuing reflaming of her childhood 

experiences of being caught between her mother and father's struggle. 'So I was brought 

up in very much ... this is rny rnother 's nursing stuff and what 's important. S e ' s  working 

with people who are probably going to remain quadnplegics for the rest of their lives. It's 

big, right? So for us to say, 'WhatP Dadfieaked out about? Why is he always so irritable 

and so dzncult to talk to, and why is it you always protect him? And she said, Tt's not 

really that big a deal, is it? ' So in my world in some respects that's the way Ifiamed it. 

'It 's not really that big Q deal! But as Ipeel the Zayers of it bacR. it is. It's a findamental 

big deal, right? It 's a 'who you are as a person big deal, ' right? " 
From this experience Nan has internalized a sense of invulnerability-of resiliency. 

'7 do have a sense that no one can really hurt me. There's nothing really that anybody ... I 
mean somebody could kill me, but there's nothing really that somebody can do that's 

really going to hurt me, that's really going to stop me. So it gives me a sense ofl 'Well, 

take a chance. What's the worst thing that can happen?' So 1 have a very strong inner 

v o i e  that gives that message. It reminds me, ~~t go do it. ' What's going to happen? 

mat's the worst case scenario ... what's the worst case scenario? So that allows me to 

take risks sometimes. It calms my inner critic." 

'Ytf i t  quite niceiy with the stuffI was doing in psychoIogy and seemed interesting. 

It was cleur. l j u t  knew that that was where 1 needed to be. Everything has followedfiorn 

there ... I knew that that was rny job and that 's where I had tu go. And there was no 

tension about it at all. " 
'Tt was the beginning offinding out what it is that Ireally wanted to do, and how 

to reulize that. ' She became more physically active with aerobics, weights and swunming 



but not yet in a way that comected to the body. Her goal was to look good. The 

integration would corne later. 

"I think that part of my journey has beenjourneying back tu myselfand that part 

of myselfthat is in nature and is rnuch more creative and loves that kind of lfe. Ifind I'm 

trying to integrate the scient@-objective area of the very rational side with the side 

that's much more holistic, more sensual. That's my masculine-feminine stufl Going down 

the road of science was cutting off my earthy-feminine. " 
'Y began to understand the immense power that the inner critic can have over our 

lives. I & a n  tu recognize her voice. 1 Iearned to heed her warnings when it was 

necessary or pmdent tu do su. I also leamed to quiet& put her cornplaints or warnings 

aside when îhey inteqered with my need to q r e s s  my creative self: Most important&, 1 

experienced directiy the concept o f f lw .  I began tu q e m i c e  what putting your raft in 

the river of the creative lge force meant. 1 recognîzed when 1 was in that state and when I 

was grounded on the rocky shore. I began tu see myseZfas a conduit for creative energy 

and I began tu see my daily practices as a way to keep mypiges clean and in good repair 

sa that 1 rnight conduct the creative energy efficient&. I addition to writingfiee 

associative poetry, 1 began to qeriment with clay and taught myselfhow to drnw using 

Betty Edwards ' Drawing on the Righht Side of  the Brain. 

Nan has now become more aware of the strong professional role modeling fiom 

home, as weil as scripthg as the oldest child. She chose to become an educator. 

"Education is my lifeblood. Definitely. Ifthere was a scnpting, it would be around me 

being the oldest child and being the son that wam't and therefore following father. I can 

see that. " 
'So, knowing when to quit is an option. Nof assurning that that's not an option. 

And having the sense of when there's too much of yourselfgoing into something to the 

point where you 're not ... the balance is ofl I think that's part of my decision tu leave as 

well. m e  balance is off somewhere there. " 
She talked about an increased sense of self awareness about her decision to leave 

teaching, an awareness gained as a result of her CO-research in this resiliency project. 'Tt 

was really neat in our interview tu hear myselftalking about it that way because ii 

allowed me to kïnd oJ..let that go. I don 't think it's finished, but I think I'm letting it go 



and not beating rnyself up about the iden...Ifm leaving something as oppused tu going for 

something else. Hearing myseiftalk about it being such a 7ieady' decision brought it 

home. That's what was missing. 1 could do it but I couldn't be tnie to myself: It wasn't 

drawing on the best strengths that I have. It took an incredible amount of energy to 

maintain that role. It was amazing to make that connection. ltfzt certain understondings 

of myself: as Ialways had as a child. nere's a part of nie that's that person. But that's a 

reuily smail part and for some reason tu break out of the part was messy at that tirne. It 

meant I was going to have to do more exploring. li meant I was going to have to rnaybe 

do more school work. It meant I was going to have to go into uncharted tem'tory, which 

meant alZ kindr ofpractical inconveniences. " 
"The insight about teaching and how that was a practical 'heady ' decision, and 

ulso the wrïting that carne out around my Dcrd and the similan'ties in the process that my 

Dad went through was a big insight. He made a practical choice in teaching and it 

destroyed hirn in a lot of ways. " 
The importance of a sense of home is interwoven throughout Nan's story. 'Y have 

some very strong sensors for 'home.' I~ustfeel like-safe, secure, Ioved. When I don? 1 feel 

I have a fairly decent îrack record of recognùing it and doing something. Iseem to be 

able to garner enough energy to move out of it. " 
"This journey continues to spellbind me. m a t  started as an innocent search for 

understanding and control over rny intestinal tract h m  inadvertently led me to a new 

home, new skills, newfiendr, new courses, new knowledge and new dream for the 

future. My relationship with IBS continues tu provide me with the push 1 need at times to 

keep moving. " 
"The connections that cm  be made by simply entering into a dialogue wilh your 

own inner wisdom inhiguing. Ultimatei'y these connections bind me tu the fabric of 

universal cosmological existence. I now know and experience a power higher than rnyself 

on most good days. On not so good days 1 can engage myselfin the task of meaning 

making. I can enter the territory by letting go, opening up and accessing the channels. 

Then I can map the nature of the tem-tory by accessing the symbols, opening up my own 

understandings and relating them tu those of established knowIedge systems. Final&, I 



can discover the hidden trearures that will lead me to new doors. nav understandings 

and new Zives tu lend in the future. " 

"This process with you and talking about the way Isaw rny resiIience, by taiking 

about it, it's realiy brought me along in being able to understand where l i e  corne fi-orn 

and where I'm m and how tht  inforrns what I need to be doing in my thesis stuft: A's just 

wonderful to be able to engage in that kind ofprocess. To have someone ask the 

questions and being able to talk it through has led to much richer connections and 

imights. The acf of sharing it in dialogue helps give it f o m  Physicst David Boom talh  

about the idea that we need to sh@ our world to fit with our rninutderstanding of the 

continents and to do that is to dialogue. and that's David Hunt's sharing as CO-creation. 

So, I do my piece of creation with the universe, and then I shure to create a piece and 

there's very much this envelope thut's also tranrfrmed. Su there's been that End of 

process. It's been very neat. Yeah. it's been good. " 
in my own continuing story, 1 am continuaIIy bbrevising" the intemal script of 

what happened to me when my father left. And although today I am largely at peace with 

it, corning to terms with it wiIl likely be a continual process, intennittently, throughout 

my Ii fe. "ln rny mind ... and ? know I was quite clear in thinking this ... that in my mind I 

wanted to be able to go tu him as an addt with some kuld of life in place, not arlang for 

anything. To be able to say to him. you know, Vjust wanted to meet you. Idon't need ... l 
don 't need to sort of 'get' anythingpom you I jw t  want to-..And wrote that in a letter to 

him. 1 mean. if gets worse as we delve into tlik because I...lmean Le has a daughter 

who 's had everything. You know, he's put her through nursing school and,..horseback 

riding lessons, you know and ... " 
"He remarried. He's been successful. He has worked in the same job for 25 years, 

mam'ed to the same woman for 25-30 years. hm been stable, raised a wondefil 

daughter ... " 
"1% not a*id any more. It went away. It went away over the surnrner and I think 

it connecfed to going back and seeing my home in the summertime. Getting on my bike 

and going in and seeing th is place had some kïnd of connection for me. A ghost was put 

to rest or something. It was just a culmination of things. " 



"Going to Montrenl. renting a bike, I w u  by myselJ biked for the whole day. 

Happened on this apartrnent ... So step-by-step-by-step I'w been doing something to put 

these pieces together. Ail my lifp. 1 mean all my Iree That's no mystev to me. But the fact 

that I had this mup with me. and low and behold the bike trail kind of connected to this 

Mile dot on the map that marked Esplanade Street. So, therek afieedom with that. 

There's also a gngneving that goes with it. I don? know, change or leaving some 

youth ... dreams and the pmsibilities of youth ... leaving those behind. Leaving some of the 

mythology behind. What could be possible and what's going to happen? But also with 

leaving go of that is a new detemination in my own life to get what I want and get what I 

need " 
1 have used my iife knowledge in my work with leaming disabled students. 'Y 

never understood why I was drawn ta students and children who hadproblems- who had 

learning disabilities and behavioral problems. When 1 was little, of course. Igrew up in a 

famiiy that wusn 'Z that stable and lack of support at home. Two of my coping methoch QS 1 

was growing up were to lie and steal. 1 dont think it was above and beyond what a kid 

normally does. But I waî made to feel that this war just really aw$d. 1 w m  made to 

feel ... in fact, growing up my mother would say, 'I'm going to send you to a girls'home or 

[iuvenile delinquent ' place ... or who knows the t m  she ured. But she was always 

threatening to send me to theseplaces. So, I remember being severefy 

punished ... eve?ything I've ever done that 1 n?ed ?O break the rules I go? caught. I 

remember having these phases of thinking, 'I'm going to be good. 'And at some point I 

realized there was nu pieasing my mother no matter whal I did. And whatever I did 1 was 

going to get caught, so Imight as wellplq by the rules. Just to be honest. It's easier. You 

don 'r have to remernber what you told anybody. You don ? have that guilt. You know, 

those lessons you learn as you grow up. But as an adult, I started volunteer work in 

Children's Aïd, started working in education, andlstarted to realize some of the reasonr 

why I war doing the things 1 war doing. So I don 't have this guilt thing, that I was this 

bad kid. I was reaIZy resourcefirl in getting my needs met. Idid it. " 
"Now 1 recognire it as my spintlt just kind of getting what it needed and grabbing 

afier ... grabbing hold of something. I was afiaid to tell rny rnother the truth. But a 



theraptkt said to me, 'nere  was a tumingpoint for you where you decided ... ' Now there's 

a littZe core in me that says, 'I will not go anyfirther than this. ' " 
''So little by Zittle I've been gemng answers, studyrng child psychology. education. 

Getting answers for myself: of course, but I%e had teachers mk me, 'What do you do?' 

When I'm working with a behmtioral kid or working with sorneone with leurning 

disabilities. "What do you do?' And there ïs something else. I mean, it's not just whnt you 

learn in school in the program There is something else, a respect that I have, a 

knowing, and an awareness. " 

'Y worked with a teacher who approached me asking, 'Whut do you feel you want 

to do? What's the best thing for you nght now? How are you going to approach this to 

make a d ~ f e r e c e  to the students?' There's a higher goal. and fhat is what I respond to, 

that's how 1 work best-" 

'Ygrew up in a household where. through no fuult of theirs, a lot of reading was 

going on. but there was not a lot of encouragement for the grkls to pursue academics. I 

have made that my mission. to get children interested in reading and knowledge and 

learning. It 's a nrajor thing for me. The work that I do ... " 
"So to know when top& and when to pull back. it's very challengng. nere's 

energy Iget fiom my students and the satisfaction that I see. the tnist that I have. I'm 

good at it and 1 can help them. ï k t ' s  v e v  energùng, very afiming for me." " 

"My studentx It doesn 't matter what the age group is, from the Zittle kids Iget the 

warm fùzzies and the older people Iget spurred on .At challenges me to do more and 

learn more and stay on my toes. But it's definitely nolrrishing for me. It 's not me giving, 

giving, giving. It's defnitely something that cornes back to me in energy. It's defnitely 

something that cornes back to me. It coma back to me in the life cycle." 

1 also have an awareness of myself in the midst of the therapeutic paradigm, and 

have made a conscious choice, for now, to step out of the introspective stance. 1 also 

recognize that for me, therapy came at a tirne when I desperately needed it, and was Iife- 

saving. '1 have gone through this introspection prucess and the transition process I'm in 

is to 'gel out of my head' and jurt get on W h  living. To move on and get to a 'doing' 

phase. I really sense that in myselfand Ifm not sure where that will lead. What job it will 

lead to, finishing my thesis. rnoving forward. " 



"Enough. 1 am as healed as I'm mer going to be and 1 have to go out there, in the 

condition I'm in, with al2 the baggage and theJlavs and scar trSsue and whatever and 

say, ' Okay. Lzye moves forwardfiom now on. Okay, I'm moving fornard in lge. Sve got tu 

move forward, because ifI'rn spinning my wheels, stagnating, in a rut...fie got to have 

some land of movement forward in many areas. Thut's the intemal stug more than what's 

going on around me." 

?don 't want to nrn for therapy and al1 that. IS>e intemaZized a lot of smff thut's 

usefil and that helps me. I don? get sent into a tailspin so much with things that trigger 

me. Pm very aware of the fact that I've corne to this place where I've said, ' l'm maybe not 

going to do this too much more.' You know? 1 want to get on with the present and rnove 

on with ire. But talkïng about if opens it up. Definitely. It opens it up and if does rnove it 

fonvard a litlle bit more." 

"To just let go and go with theflow. I%e very aware of the times when I'm not so 

driven. when I'm not so stmctured and controlled, and have that loose kind of 'being in 

the moment. ' And it happens more and more, but I'm very mare of how good that feels. " 

"Being playful and getting in touch with the child-like part of me that for a long 

timg wasn 't there. 1 feel that that's getting expression now. 

The key seems to be the relationship of one person attending to-helping-the other, 

and as a by-product of that help, benefiting themselves. "AU attempts, regardless of 

theoretical fiamework, at focusing on the working of the mental iife of an individual have 

clear therapeutic effects. There is something unique about the therapeutic process that 

takes place between two individuals, where one person takes an interest in the mental Iife 

of another. The patient's thinking is faciiitated and he or she can conceive of his or worId 

in new, more resilient and sometimes sadder and perhaps happier ways" (Bowlby, 1 980 

as cited in Fonagy et al, 1994 p. 251) 

So, it is important to reflect on our experiences, and with the passage of time, to 

talk about them to a supportive "other." The feedback aspect is perhaps of most 

importance in this cycle. When one person attends completely to another-to their words, 

their stories, their inner expenence, healing begins. 

Retuming fkom rny trip to Montreal a few summers ago, I had a few days to 

myself, waiting for the haze to lift, the past to merge with the present. Then 1 called a 



fiend. 1 was aware of not wanting to "let go" of the experience too soon, to go public 

with it untii 1 was ready. 1 told my niend about my experience of "going home." 1 was 

aware that in the telhg, it was becoming something else, a transfomative experience. 

Later, at a summer retreat another participant spoke of a similar experience of finding an 

old weaving shuttle on the f e l y  homestead. 1 watched ber as if looking in a rnirror 

reflecting my own experience. 1 got my photographs back and sified through them. Some 

portrayed the fkont door of my childhood home superimposed with my refiection, again 

creating a whole new dimension to the expenence. 

This event seemed to trigger a senes of changes in my life. M e r  a penod of 

inexpIicable grieving, 1 seerned to experience physic unblocking, and reached another 

level of fieedorn and absence of fear. Was this my successfül navigation through a mid- 

life passage, onto the second half of my life? It seems so. My "work" now involved 

continuhg my doctoral thesis writing, renegotiating a rocky relationship, energizing my 

teaching goals and plans to move to a new apartment. But as summer moved into fall 1 

was plagued by a strange weepiness, h d h g  myself tearing up at the most inappropriate 

times-grocer store line-ups, on the subway, in waiting rooms. It was baffling, seemed to 

corne unbidden, and very often felt out of control. 1 am nomally a fairly composed 

person, enjoying a good cry over a sad movie, and not afiaid of grieving when the 

emotions are there. But this was different. I'd find myself cholcing up, my eyes tearing to 

the strains of music 1 might hear while roaming the aisles of the drng store hunting for 

shampoo! People were respectful although somewhat wary. I became guarded, wondering 

what was triggering me. 1 felt iike 1 was caving in; 1 lost weight and was totaily confûsed 

as to what was happening, unable to make the co~ect ion as to this strange despondency 

that had settled on me. 

Inner Characteristics 

Some of the women in this study spoke of a key person in their life who provided 

unconditional positive reinforcement. For Liela it wcts the neighbour mom who she could 

go to for a hug when she needed it, who never seemed too busy for her. For Sarah it was 

her brother who included her and didn't treat her like a Iittle kid, letting her join in the 



boys' games, and later dancing with her. For Leith it was her grandfather who was a 

doctor, and let Leith accompany him to his office. 

Most of the women in this study were sustained by a personal faith or spirituality. 

AIthough they may have referred to it by different names, they each expressed their own 

version of their beliefs in a power greater than themselves. Laura felt this spiritiiality in 

nature and it came to her at a very young age. Sarah spoke of having faith in love, herself; 

in others and the Iife force. Liela spoke of her belief in God and her struggle with 

personal rneaning since she is fkom a "religious" family in the traditional sense. Leith has 

explored eastem religion and now is a student of native "shamanic" spirituality, taiking 

about her sense of renewai and humility at being an oider person at the beginning of 

something new. 

Most spoke o f  their faith as being attached to a sense of creative energy, either in 

an artistic sense or in a wider sense of being part of nature. Sarah loves gardening, Laura 

and Samantha spoke of loving to be in nature, and had begun to express herseif in her 

painting. Both Samantha and Leith had begun to express themseIves through poetry. 

Being the oldest of the group, both Leith and Laura talked of a sense of 

generativity, a sense of a life mission of passing on to others and numiling others. They 

spoke from a perspective of seeing the cycles and spirals repeating themsehes, and the 

necessity in life to keep going on, putting one foot in fiont of the other. 

Sarah spoke of the importance of a personal vision 

Most of the women descnbed themselves as being determined either directly, or 

indirectly through their personal narratives. This seemed to correlate to the concept of 

having an independent spirit discussed earlier. 

Outer Resources 

Al1 of the women in this study are readers, and described reading as a real love 

either in a pursuit of knowledge or for escape. Sarah described reading a book a day 

ranging frorn "garage sale pocket books" to senous literature. L a m  spoke of hding 

hiding places as a chifd while she read her way through her family's bookshelves. Liela 

and 1 often exchanged titles and book references after our interviews for this study. Her 

enthusiasm resulted in my pursuit of a study of Robert Kegan's (1 994) life stage theory. I 



described myself as a "bookworm," something that got me into tmuble as a young girl, 

but has never fded me as a source of information, escape and pleasure throughout my 

Me. I tell my students 1 love reading more than 1 love chocolate, and thatls saying a lot! 

Al1 of the wornen in this study have above average levels of education. Al1 of us 

are graduate students with the exception of L a m  who had the distinction of eaming her 

BA at age 66. We d l  spoke of the need for intellectual stimulation and setting goals, 

dong with being part of a culture of exchanging views and taking part in discussion. 

Most of us have had some kind of therapy, or a therapeutic fkiendship that 

sustained us in t h e  of personal crisis. Most of us are experienced in self-reflection and 

articulahg our experiences. 

In a Different Voice: What Do You Think Makes You Resilient? 

Early in the research I noted a different voice when women spoke of personal 

narratives that were significant or life changing. Most did not feel they were doing 

anyrhing out of the ordinary, and not really acting bravely, but just doing what had to be 

done. However, in the final interview, when asked to articulate the inner characteristics 

and things around them that contributed to their resilience, the women spoke in a more 

detached way, seeming to intellectualize, or coming nom an "ego" point of view. This 

also relates to the subjectivity of the participants and the intersubjectivity of my position 

in the process. 1 have learned to hear the person, to value group process, to see beyond 

the extemals, to hear the deep place the voice cornes fiom when people are speaking fkom 

their soul? It also relates to Ochberg's (1994) analogy of our life stones including a plot, 

an appeal to an audience and an argument. These stones were told with the view in mind 

that a specific audience would be reading them, through my interpretation. Life story can 

be seen as an argument and every story represents a particular version of event versions 

differ. There is a subjective truîh to each. There are dinerent ways of thinkuig of how we 

make sense of defeats and threats. According to Ochberg (1994), te lhg our life story is 

one way of excising some of these demons. This psychodynamic overcoming is what is 

meant by story fiinctioning as argument. 

A centrai element is the concept of "voice," an issue addressed by Altheide and 

Johnson (1998). They state that we lmow that many settings in modem life have many 



perspectives and voices, which means that ethnographers should faithfulIy report this 

"multivocality" and, if possible, show where the author's voice is Iocated in relation to 

these. A central idea here is the renewed reaIization that aiI knowledge is perspectival, so 

the ethical practice of ethnography demands that the author's perspective be specified. 

The key issue is not to capture the informant's voice, but to elucidate the expenence that 

is implicated by the subjects in the context of their activities as they perform them, and as 

they are understood by the ethnographer. 

Laura 

Lama discussed intemal characteristics of resiliency and things around her she 

felt contnbuted to her sense of resiliency. Intemal charactenstics were: persistence, not 

giving up, a code of ethics, taking responsibiliîy, hying to break out of prohibitions such 

as being able to draw, an appreciation of what health means, gratitude, prayer, deep 

breathing and learning to relax. 

Things around her that have contributed to her resiIiency inchded: music and 

dancing, dogs as a cornpanion over the years, being surrounded by people who never 

gave up-who were Christian, the importance of goup sharing, getting heip in maintaining 

her physical health, the stimulation of University and input and opinions fiom many 

people. 

Leila 

Inner charactenstics included: no longer seeing things as absolute right or wrong, 

tmsting intuition, being an emotional person, being a deep uiinker, having a quick mind, 

constantly making connections, not just sitting and letting things happen, her mind 

always active working and reflecting, having a sense of drive and enthusiasm, having a 

real sense of hope in dealing with the cycles of life, an increased ability to deal with the 

ups and downs of life, stick-to-it-ness or resourcefulness, an h tune-ness with emotions 

and feelings, authenticity, being real, getting emotions and feelings out, thriving on 

intellechial stimulation, thinking and learning and personal growth, needing tirnes just to 

flop out on the couch and watch TV, questionin& choosing reactions, a feeling of 

persona1 empowerment fiom having made decisions, being able to reach outy an ability or 



openness to make connections, taking it for granted that this is who you are, a sense of 

balance, resourcefiilness, being in touch, love of life, enthusiasm for life, the desire to 

redy work at that feeling of peace and happiness. recogniPng that it's hard work but the 

most important thhg is wanting to do more intentional reflecting, learning that you do 

need to be there in a very real way for yourself in order to be there for other people and 

Iearning to deal with the stereotypes and myths around adoption in a non-defensive way. 

Supports around her included: a support network, reciprocal relationslips instead 

of feeling good by always being there for others, ber husband, farniiy, friends, therapy, 

adoptive parents' group and her social worker. 

"There's son of resiliency around a 'stoic' kind of resiliency where you 'put things 

into perspective' and Lou realike there ore so many people out there worse off than you, ' 

and )ou appreciate what you have.' The ChMan ethic of 'be gratefUI and sort of cany 

on.' I think thnt for me that came to mean a repressing of the real feelings. " 

Tve always had a Ifsghting spirit' and being cornfortable being that way. My 

Mom recognized it when 1 war six months old. Ijwt wasn't the same as other kids. There 

was a certain spunk or individuality. I'm becoming more self-confdenf. and honoring 

that part of me." 

Inner charactenstics were: having a focus, having a place to belong, having a 

sense of purpose in the comrnunity, leaming to meditate, awareness of why we do the 

things we do, detennination, courage, strengh, independence, learning not to rely on 

other people, trusting her gut instinct, determination, taking nsks, trusting, willing to 

tolerate not knowing, being interested in leaming new things and exploring new things, 

paying attention to what "speaks" to her, patience, when she makes up her mind to do 

something she goes ahead with it, if one way doesn't work finding another, not being 

afraid to stretch and grow in trying new things, the ability to keep on going, enjoying the 

moment without catastrophizing about the future or having the need to plan for 

everything, recognition of the patterns, cycles, Unity, different levels of things happening, 

belief in a higher power, God or spirit, a unity in everything, focus on shamanic studies, 



the belief that we are energy and spirit and we take physical fom to Iiilfill our purpose 

here on Earth. 

Things surrounding her were: circumstances, peopIe, comrnunity, reading 

including personal growth, psychology, spintuaMy, workshops, careful diet-she became a 

vegetarian four years ago, exercise-mostly walking, she has never been part of the 'in' 

crowd, but on the f i g e ,  her husband, looking to leaders in the community she's admired 

and respected. 

Sarah 

Imer characteristics included: facing her fear and going through a career change, 

being able to r e b e  things, meditation, appreciaîing people's differences, recognizïng 

the need for cIear relationship and career bomdaries, professional detachment, daily 

affirmations, not catastrophipng things, quiet the ,  peacefulness, trying to relax and take 

it one day at a the, recogn-g and acknowledging what's really going on with herself 

and around her, trying to recognize and be aware of what she's thinking and feeling 

instead of being numb or in denial, high expectations of herself based on knowing how 

much she can achieve, being an achiever, having a sense of purpose in work, a good 

dollop of patience even though being an action oriented person, using creative 

visualization, tnrsting intuition, strength, willpower, stubbomness and persistence. 

Supports around her included: her son, jounialling in a loosely stnictured, 

intuitive way, recording her dreams, w a k g  or sitting reflectively, connections to things 

bigger than herself whether it's nature or a cause, having a place in the world, recognizing 

that she is part of the world, not needing to be connected to a whole bunch of people and 

Yoga- 
Sarah has clear impressions of an experience whiIe facilitating group work at 

school. The person across fiom her had never been in a long-term relationship and 

pointed out to her ?orne people never have whar youLe had. " She's tucking that away for 

some future time when it will be usefui to put tfiings into perspective. 



Sarnantha 

Inner characteristics included: using visualization-that she could visualize whole 

paintings, day to day always taking in opportunities and taking in perspectives so that she 

can test that against her core to see whether it resonates or not and self-esteem to an 

extreme. 

Supports around her included: role models including two grade school teachers 

who stand out for her as creative, innovative, cntical thinkers, psychosynthesis with the 

philosophy that there is a core self that is all wise and ail knowing with a tension between 

levels of awareness, and reading adventure autobiographies with a sense that "Yeah. You 

can do this. Other people do this. You can do it," and an interdependent connection. 

Victoria 

h e r  characteristics contributhg to resiliency are: determination, detachment, 

resourcefulness, a strong faith that is not wavering, belief in God, being very verbal and 

always talking to people, reaching out and asking for help-even fiom the t h e  1 was little, 

reading, learning to redly listen and hear others, sharing 'family secrel' to get nd of a 

sense of shame, assertiveness, self-sufficiency, just having a sense of 'living my life,' not 

being in step with people my own age, a sense of 'you've done this before you can do it 

again,' learning to let go of control, recognizing the reciprocity of aIlowing someone to be 

there for me to help me, not blaming but expressing anger, learnhg to 'be with' others, 

learning to Say no especially to authority figures, trusting my own inner voice and h e r  

wisdom, awareness, being redistic, optimistic, tryhg to get away nom intellectualizing 

as a defense mechanism, playfuIness, curiosity, introspection, 

Things around me that have contributed to my resiliency were: therapists, church 

community, teaching, working with learning disabled and students with behavioral 

problems, there has aiways been an older woman mentor that I have befnended at 

significant life stages, studying, keeping a dream journal, exercise, jogging when creative 

ideas and solutions corne to me most, creativity in arts and crafts, people close to me, one 

or two key people to talk to, creating a substitute family around me, being single having 

to create a social li fe, synchronicity, stimulation of the city but also the tranquility of the 

country. 



Creative Energy 

My Çiend Laura has always maintained mv thesis journey must be a creative 

endeavour in order to have energy and personal meaning for me. It is an issue that is 

close to her as she felt her creative attempts as a child were put down, when she 

approached her mother with a sketch, played the piano of sang off-key songs. "It wm a 

putdown. Pïonk " Today Laura finds creative expression in seeing the light of recognition 

in someone's eyes when she is explaining something to them. Or the feeling she gets 

when she visits chronic care patients and they greet her with a fiiendly, "Oh, it's you." 

On the phone we talked about a manuscript 1 was CO-editing dong with my thesis 

work, the amazing energy 1 got fiom the womeds Iife histories. She could see I was 

living out the process 1 was writing about. I however could not yet see it; 1 was too close. 

1 started to see impending nid-life changes as no accident in timing with my research 

work and editing the book manuscript. There were su many merging issues. 1 started to 

hear people around me saying how they clarified their ideas by articulating hem, that by 

self-reflection they gained new insight. People spoke of the need to trust the process, a 

concept 1 have lived out for some time now-mostiy out of necessity rather than choice. 

These ideas resonated with my own inner wisdom and authentic howing. 

When we approach life situations in a creative way, the resulting anxiety can lead 

to transfomation. This creative stance involves personal nsk. The creative process often 

requires an ability to endure high levels of anxiety and a relative lack of defensiveness in 

order to process. ANUety is often produced through uncovering of unconscious material 

d u h g  the creative process itsel. As difficdt and painful as swh attempts at resolution 

may be however, resolving inner chaos through creativity often leads to self-discovery 

and self-howledge. The creative process c m  be seen as a springboard for inner 

transformation, and the way in which an experience acquires symbolic power becomes a 

tuming point in a person's life. A person shifts in a new way of fhding meaning in 

oneself and in the surrounding world. This new perspective is then deeply felt to be a 

more aware way of apprehenduig things-a paradigm shift in the inner seIf 

Leila tallced about her own anxiety propelled her into personal healing, and a 

creative use of the resources available to her in the process. "I'm overly analjtical in 



decision making, so itk vr y labor intensive, but in relating it to resiliency. once the 

process is gone through, things are really dealt with and they're really worked through, 

and there isnrt the same kind of lingering "stuf' that I cany with me." 

"And it's like the resiliency builds on itselfalmost. And once there's that 

recognition that you have it in yourselfto do this and get through hard times and it 

doesn't mean that the hard times aren't there. 

"r c m  be vulnerable and recognize they are just as important as the strongparts. 

There's strength in vulnerability, isnt there? Thot's something new tu me, tu not be afiaid 

to show wlnerabiiity and being more cornfortable with who you are. ntat you recognize 

the resilient, strong parts of you are just as important as the vuherable, insecure parts. 

You dont need to have a defernive mode where 'Everything's justfine and I'm total& 

competent and 1 can handle everything. "' 
"ïlere's a depth that I take things to. 1 want to peel back the layers and 

understand things. Ijust don 't take things at face value, sort of getting at the 'why. ' It took 

a lot of work tu relate that qualïty about myselfta infertrrtrlity, but then once Istarted 

looking, it really did have an Hect on how Ideal with the rest of my life. " 
"It isn 't just about gem-ng through hard times. It is reaZly the way you do it. 

Maybe what you get at the end of the hard time, rnaybe there's a qualitative dzJterence if 

you get to it in an authentic way that's sort of true to yourseij versus a rneans to an end." 

Sarah remembers vividly her moment of awareness when she moved fkom anxiety 

to a creative way to approach a career change. ''So it was only in starting to challenge 

that set of mental rnodels that I was able to move. And what happened was a fiiend 

worked with me and hejust did a Zittle diagram. And 1 think I'm quite a visual person. He 

did this little diagram with this little road and here I am walking down this road and then 

there's this big chasm and then the road goes on the other side. And so he look me up to 

the edge of the c h m  and he said, ' m a t  is in the chasm?'And I said 'Financial 

insecurïty. ' mat's what it was ... that's what was holding me back! It was about my 

responsibility as a parent. So, once I realized that, then I said to myself; ' WeZl, bentg an 

entrepreneur is not the only thing I can do. What is it 1 have to market?' And then 1 went 

through a whole series of looking at myselfand looking nt the skills and interests and 

qerïence. And how does that translate? T v k g  t o f i d  the tramferable stuff to other 



venues, other than the goverment. And that wm really a precipitating moment for me 

because it was facing what rny fear was that allowed me to refame oother things. "So 1 

had been working towards that vision but it w m  just taking the leap that I found dzflcult. 

1 would suy it was inner preparation, external things that happened that just cinched it. 

There's just no way 1 could have stayed there. There'sjust no wczy. " 
"ln the end, what's happened, it h a  been, not bouncing back. ev en... it's like 

bouncing forward. Because I was able to, in the process of change, crystallùe more 

clearly what it war that 1 was Zooking for-for nzysef: And in so doing was able to sort of 

set my goals and rnove towards those and I reali'y haven 't looked back since then. So what 

in some ways Iperceived to be a setback at the tirne, and in the process of trying to make 

a decision to give something up, in fact worked out to be, in the present, really goud for 

me. Becarcse it forced me to be clear, it forced me to stretch, to take risks that 1 nonnulZy 

wouldn 't have taken. " 

''So it realZy was about seeing that 1 had diffèrent possibilities, fhat I had options, 

instead of keeping rnyself(closed)-that is al1 that I can do. this is aZZ that I am. And it was 

really that transferabiiity of al1 the skills and qualities that I had to new circumstances 

and validating them and honoring them. But the thing that got me going to that point was 

facing my fear. And lguess that 's where l am right now is f b n g  my fenr ... " 
"On a large scale 1 am involved in a number of initiatives to bring more vision to 

the Peld of career development. I am on the steeriizg committee of a new professional 

organization for career development practitioners in the province. I was part of a sub- 

committee that developed a generic cornpetencies model for the field- 1 am on a national 

group establishing national standards for career coumeZing. Iam also involved in 

developing an articulation agreement between our community college und OISEWT that 

will create an undergraduate prograrn in career developrnent. All of these initiatives are 

part of my personal vision for rnyself nd for my profession. 1 am sure that as these 

visions are achieved new ones will be emerging to capture my creative energy. " 
Nan has moved fiom anxiety to a position of the courage in finally being her 

authentic self. ''Thut's a new piece. That's the rnostpowerjÙZpiece in some respects 

because that's the one that seems to be providing the core, the root to core security. And 

then I'm really able to accept the gifisfiom the world around me. IfeeZ okay developing 



rny voice and knowFng that there's no real voice I can rnodel myselfafter. That I have to 

feel safe enough in what I'm doing and suyikg that it's authentically me. That I can stand 

up tall, you bow,  and say, like it or not it's authentically me!' 

Nan taked about the possible contributing factors toward her IBS as feeling that 

her creativity was continually being squashed while at home growing up, in favor of 

pmuing sciences in high school and university. She described her father as giving up a 

career as an actor to pursue teaching and setting aside his creativiy to go into 

administrative work. It was a decision Nan found resonated with her own need to quit 

teaching in order to stay tme to her personal gods and needs for creative expression. Nan 

has fond healing creative expression through yoga, alternative medicine, joumalling and 

most recently art and potfery. She experiments with colour and fom and shape in hugh 

paintings that are full contrasts and rnovement. 

Nan feels her most courageous act at this point in her life would be to have a child 

even though she has been ambivalent about the decision up to this point. " m e n  I'm 

totally connected, feeling very centered, very much at home with rnyseZJ with people 

around me... love my lije, feel I'm doing the right thing, doing the oniy thing I can be 

doing ... it alZ f d s  into place ... having a child is the most wonde fil thing we could do. 

W71y did we wait so long? All that. And there's more and more and more of that as time 

goes on. 

"The ultimnte op timistic act ir to have a child So, ifItm having trouble with the 

idea of having a child, then 1"' really a pessimist. Interesting. " 
Leith felt growing up there was always a tension between expressing her 

intellectuai, Iogicd, analytical side over her creative seIf. Through her GestaIt and 

shamanic studies she has incorporated her creativity into her life, and risked sharing her 

poetry with those whose judgement she fears most-her farniIy, particularly her father. 

"As a child, the creutive, intuitive, imaginative, even fnagical' part of me was not 

encouraged. Die scholarly, acudemic. practical, organiked, logical side of me was 

encoraged. "As the oldest granddaughter, her relatiomhip with her grandfather was 

significant in unconditional positive acceptance, "like father-daughter once displaced. " 

1 have had a long stniggle with my own creative expression since my mother 

burned my art and writing when 1 was a teenager. As a child 1 was always escaping into 



writing poetry and drawing pictures at my desk. Today 1 h d  creative energy through 

teaching, through fieeing others' creativity. And my artistic side has re-emerged stronger 

than ever through expressions in fabric art, collage, paintings, writing, and photography. 

Conclusion 

It is important to reflect on our experiences and with the passage of time to 

articulate our impressions about those experiences-whether verbally or in writing. An 

important cornponent is the unconditional acceptance of the person attending to our inner 

experiences. The feedback aspect is one of the most important parts of this cycle. 1 

experienced that in this research while working with the women in writing their life 

history. Most said they had never had the opportunity to talk in such a way, or read 

accounts written by others. They expressed a feeling of being afnrmed and validated. 

Nan talked about the process moving her forward in her thesis work. Sarah found it 

helped in her psychic work with her separation, and that it moved her forward as well. 1 

found it helped me make a bit of sense of my forties rnid-life transition. It served as a 

container for the confusing t h e  and feelings, and in some ways the women's histones 

combined with the work I was involved with in reflecting on them and writing about 

them energized my own creative movement. 



CHAPTER EIGHT 

DISCUSSION: CO-RESEARCHERS IN TElE PROCESS OF 

TRANSFORMATION 

Introduction 

My explorations into the topic of resiliency led to the findings that the literature 

points to the importance of one key person in life who provides unconditional positive 

regard, whether inside or outside of the biologicd family. Also explored was the 

significance of attachment theory, of intemalizing a mode1 of healthy adult behaviour 

during the developmental years. The women's life histones recorded here revealed a 

common theme of self-reflection and articuiation as very important to their personal 

resiliency. All women had also experienced varyhg degrees of stress or connict and 

tensions around their farnily relationships, particularly with either father or mother. For 

example, al1 women spoke of wanting to get out of the house, lose themselves in nature 

or the comforting lap of a neighbor "rnorn" when family stress ensued. Further to this, d l  

women had experienced significant Me-changing situations as adults. These included 

divorce, family conflict, unexpected career changes, death of a family member, cancer, 

academic failure, uifertility, depression and physical illness. The women spoke of the 

cycle of conflict repeating in a iife spiral until the issue was resolved. Women aiso made 

use of love of nature, visualization, reading, prayer and meditation, creativity and a belief 

in a higher being or God. They ail had the common characteristic of having an 

independent spint and being sornewhat stubborn, a trait that may have led to more 

conflict during childhood, but was seen as an asset fiom an adult perspective. 

The Co-researchers: In The Process of Transformation 

The age of the women included mid-thirties, mid-forties, early fifties, and mid- 

eighties. Each woman represented a different age cohort, grew up with a different set of 

noms and cu1tura.l references. This infomed my understanding of the women, but it did 

not determine their "life stage" or current perspective. Each woman was at a different 

stage of awareness, level of denial or acceptance of their individual reality that had no 

real bearing on age. Awareness was enhanced by experiences of effective therapy, broad 



reading, articulation of their stories and reflecting back both verbally and in writing, 

along with individual educational interests. Awareness dso corresponded to the current 

expenence. Sarah was in the middIe of transition when I met her-in the neutral zone-and 

just beginning to make sense of it. Samantha was on the verge of major life change- 

deciding to have a child, giving up teaching and considering career and academic 

possibilities. Leila was considering adopting another child, something she decided to do. 

Laura stated that she was at a life stage of being old having lived for a long h, 

but who she is as a person has no age. The chronological details of her life were 

somehow the easiest to &te, and the longest-she has lived the longest! She also has a 

vastly dBerent vantage point fiom most of us by virtue of having lived for so many 

years. But wisdom and length of time on earth are not synonymous, and I was always 

open to the wisdom and learning each woman expressed fiom her unique vantage point. 

HaMng read c u . t  popular literature on adult life-stage theory, I was aware of 

the noms and expectations at different transitions. The theones provided a good 

hmework fiom which to meet and explore issues with each woman. However, my real 

challenge was to set aside my own judgements of where someone "should" be in the life 

stage, of whether they were ahead or behind or "even" with the next person. 1 felt that I 

was meeting the person at a particular time in their life and fiom that vantage point their 

observations, reflections and recollections had validity. 

Kotre (1984) found the process of life review goes on at many ages, although 

mostly in the elderly and may be stimulated by the research interview itself or at any 

turning point in life. In this process, past expaiences and conflicts retum to 

consciousness to be surveyed and reintegrated. Life review was a universal phenornenon 

set in motion by the anticipation of death. The life review was a way to analyze Be past 

to achieve acceptance of one's own Life. The process provides integrity for the individual 

in the present context of his or her life. According to Kotre, when storytelling is 

successful, it leads to this life review process. Research has shown that our interpretation 

of life events is largely shaped by present circumstances. 

Once again, the role of the researcher in iistening to the participants is stressed as 

a very important component. Being flattered is not the same a s  being understood. 



The need to be given energy by way of supporthg and menttoring future generations was 

a goal of both Leith and L a m  Holding the roIe of teacher in high regard, Laura feels 

there is no more important role one may undetake. She often uses the analogy of 

teaching in conversation, and holds the role of teacher in hi& esteem. Leith spoke of 

wanting to be there for her grandchildren, to be a source of "safe" unconditional love, the 

way her grandfather was there for her as a child. She sees that now as one of her most 

important roles. 

Derenowski Fleury (1991) found that as lifestyle changes are sustained over tirne, 

individuals begin to perceive that changes have been incorporated into existing life 

patterns. Specific health behaviors were considered by subjects to be a part of the 'new 

normal' within their lives. Three categories of htegrating change occurred concurrently: 

establishing rituds, achieving harmony, and transforming change. Over tirne, the new 

behaviour eventually becomes an integral part of daily activity. "The exercise is a 

stabilizing factor. This is what you do now; this is part of who you are. You feel more in 

control than when h t  starting out. It's like you know that you will never be the same 

person agah-'  Because possible selves are not well-anchored in social expenence, they 

comprise the self-knowledge that is the most vulnerable and responsive to changes in the 

environment. Mead found that having a self implies the ability to rehearse possible 

courses of action depending on a reading of the other person's reactions and then being 

able to calibrate one's subsequent actions accordingly (as cited in Derenowski Fleury, 

1991). 

Al1 of the women in this study had experienced some form of adversity during 

their lives. As children most had experienced family stnss and conflict ranging fiom 

moderate to severe. As adults, dl had experienced a life crisis such as a sudden job 

change, physical illness or unwanted change in a relationship. In "Flow" Mihaly 

Csikszentmihalyi (1990) States that adversity can sirnpl* an individuai's life. The 

reason tragic events are seen as positive was that they presented the victim with very 

clear goals while reducing conûadictory and inessential choices. This resonates with 

Leila's words in descnbing how she came out of "the black tirne that was infertility" to a 

new level of awareness. Today she says she wouldn't have changed anything, and she 

wouldn't be the person she is if she hadn't experienced those things. 



Csikszenthmihalyi (1990) found the ability to take misfortune and make 

something good corne out of it is a very rare giA. Those who possess it are cded  

'survivors,' and are said to have 'resiliencet or 'courage.' Of al1 the Wtues we can learn no 

trait is more useful, more essential for survival, and more Wrely to improve the quality of 

life than the ability to transfom adversity into an enjoyable challenge. Ifwe admire those 

who have that quality we will have a chance to emulate them. 

Csikszenthmihalyi uses the example ofjob transition, which echoes Leith's story 

of facing a career change d e r  years as vice president of a major company just a short 

thne before her eligibility for bill pension. Csikszenthmihalyi (1990) reports, Getting 

fired could be a godsend if one took the opportunity to find sornething else to do that was 

more in tune with one's desires. In each person's life, the chances of only good things 

happening are extremely slim. The likelihood that our desires will always be filfilled is 

minute. Sooner or later everyone will have to confront events that contradict his goals: 

disappointments, severe illness, financial reversal, and eventually the inevitability of 

one's death. Each event of this kind is negative feedback that produces disorder in the 

mind. Each threatens the self and impairs its fiinctioning. If the trauma is severe enough, 

a person may lose the capacity to concentrate on necessary goals. If that happens, the self 

iç no longer in co&rol. If the impairment is very severe, consciousness becomes randorn, 

and the person 'loses his rnindl-the various symptoms of mental disease take over. In less 

severe cases the threatened self survives, but stops growing; cowering under attack, it 

retreats behind massive defenses and vegetates in a state of continuous suspicion. It is for 

this reason that courage, resilience, perseverance, mature defense, or transfomational 

coping are so essentiai. 

Why are some people weakened by stress, while others gain strength f?om it? 

Those who know how to transform a hopeless situation into a new "flow" activity that 

can be controlled will be able to enjoy themselves, and emerge stmnger fiom the ordeal. 

There are three main steps involved in such transformations: unselfconscious self- 

assurance, focussing attention on the world, and the discovery of new solutions 

(Csikszentmihalyi, 1 990). 

People who h o w  how to transform stress into enjoyable challenge spend vety 

little tirne thinking about themselves. They are not expending al1 their energy trying to 



saris@ what they believe to be their needs, or worrying about socially conditioned 

desires. hstead their attention is alert, constantly processing information fkom their 

smoundings. The focus is stili set by the person's goal, but it is open enough to notice 

and adapt to extemal events even if they are not directly relevant to what he wants to 

accomplish. 

Attitude is very important. An openness to life is essential. Ifone operates with 

unseIfconscious assurance, and remains open to the environment and involved in it, a 

solution is Iikely to emerge. Outside forces do not determine whether adversity will be 

able to be tunied into enjoyment. The way a person interprets them detemiines whether 

he sees challenges as threats or as opportmities for action. A self that is self-contained 

reflects the idea that such an individual has relatively few goals that do not originate 

within the self, 

Setting goals, becoming immersed in the activity, paying attention to what is 

happening (for interaction rather than self-interest), learning to enjoy the immediate 

experience, are the key to staying open according to Csikszentmihalyi (1990). 

To create h m o n y  in whatever one does is the last task that the flow thzory 

presents to those who wish to attaùi optimal experience: it is a task that involves 

transforming the entirety of life into a singIe flow activity, with unified goals that provide 

constant purpose (Csikszentmihdyi, 1990). 

Victor FrankI's (1984) writings have emerged fiom his survival in a concentration 

camp during the Holocaust, where he visuaiized himself as a fkee man writing books and 

lecturing as a university professor. His visions became reality. His work stresses the 

importance of finding personal meaning as a way to overcome adversity and be resilient. 

Frankle (1984) reported the results of a statistical survey of 7,948 students of 

forty-eight colleges conducted by social scientists fiom John Hopkins University. Their 

preliminary report was part of a two-year study sponsored by the National Institute for 

Mentai HeaIth. Asked what they considered 'very important1 to them now, 16 percent of 

the students checked 'making a lot of money,' while 78 percent said their fint goal was 

'finding a purpose and meaning in my life.' He says the ançwer is not to have a closed 

system, looking inward, but being human always points, and is directed, to something, or 

sorneone, or that oneself-be it a meaning to fulnll or another human being to encounter. 



His writings recount amazing stories of fellow prison mates who survived 

unbearable ordeals, only to finally succumb and seem to give up hope, signded by 

smoking their last cigarette. Withh hours afterward, they would die. This resonates with 

Werner's findings in her research of pioneer settlers in the American mid-west. There is a 

niming point when the individual gives up hope and death seems to inevitably follow. 

Once an individual's search for meaning is successfiil, it not only renders him 

happy but also gives him the capability to cope with suffering. The pnority stays with 

creatively changing the situation that causes us to suffer. 

Reciprocity: Listening and Fiiding a Voice 

What have 1 given back to the participants? What were they getting back? Most 

said they had never seen themselves d e n  about like this before and found the 

experience amazing. The act of listening is so important and powerful, especially today. 

Being heard. Having a witness to the articulation of our self-reflection is a key to 

resiliency. The use of the tape recorder sets a powerful dynamic in place, one of being 

"recorded," of getting it on the record, of being attended to. 1 recognized that as an 

individual 1 represented a particular audience. My listenuig provided a venue for co- 

researchers to tell their story, their version of events in their lives with their particular 

plots, themes and arguments. Listening to my own voice while transcnbing the tapes was 

an eerie feeling. 1 could tell where 1 was coming fkom, my agendas, fears, tniths and 

untruths, shifis and also when I was speakhg fkm a place of deep knowing. To a lesser 

extent 1 felt I could discem that in the participants as well. Transcribing was an important 

part of the research process for me. 1 had the realization that we miss so much in our day- 

to-day conversations and exchanges. To really listen, hear and distill meaning, is so 

important. Al1 the stages were different. Participants' voices changed when talking about 

personal expenences, or significant people or even shifted fkom present day to long ago. 

When Leila talked about her rebellious childhood, when 1 taked about my father, and 

when Sarah talked about her ex-husband, we alt had a shift in voice. 

Words on a page are limiting. It is only a very small percentage. When people 

speak they also convey meaning through inflection, face, body, posture, breathe, 

grarnmar and rhythm. 



The validity of the research expenence was in the "therapeutic value of talking 

and being heard." M e r  the interviews most participants expressed the pleasure at having 

a value put on their communication. L a m  said she felt great, Leith said she felt good, 

Sarah said she felt better, Samantha came to new awarenesses, and Leila stressed that it 

was important to her to talk about her expenencs to inform people about the issue. 

David Hunt (1992) discusses the importance of listening and attending to the 

other and States that it is revealing about our curent culture that we seldom experience 

someone who listens carefiilIy to our words and feelings. 

Pnetenripf 
A V U L . s ~ L  L 

These are stories with no endings. Life is like that. It just keeps going. Unfolding. 

Ongoing. Unexpected. But it's interesthg to h o w  what the women in these pages are 

doing today. A few years have passed since we began. We have al1 continued in our 

transformation, continued to demonstrate resiliency and a tmly independent spirit in 

living life. 

L a m  has tiad progress in her relationship with her son's partner. Her inteilectual 

pursuits are always a vital part of her and she's now studying "Contemporary Native 

Issues in Canadian Society" and moving into a new apartment. 

Leila adopted another child, a boy, so now there are three children in the 

househoid and she smiles as she says, "My needs corne last. Really 1st. And sometimes 1 

feel the enormity of being responsible for these lives.. ." She's taking a course at 

OISEAJT and looks temfic. On reading her i n t e ~ e w  she commented on how things have 

changed so much since that tirne. 

Sarah comments on how she was nght in the rniddle of change two years ago 

when we fist met. She says to some extent she is still in it, but things are getting better. 

She's looking healthy-back to her usual weight. She's as busy and involved with work as 

ever, stopping to tell a fiiend about a weekend conference she would be attending. 

Leith is feeling good about her growing Gestalt therapy practice, and fields calls 

fiom people with concerns about breast cancer as a volunteer for WilIow in downtown 

Toronto. 



Samantha recently had a public showing of her art. The walls were transformed 

by her vibrant designs and 1 admired her courage in putting her work out for public 

display. 

And me? Well, I'm finishg this writing and my doctoral degree. I'm teaching 

fùll time now at a suburban high school, students with a combination of leaming 

disabilities, behavioural problems and physical disabilities. 1 love it. My students 

energize me when they look at me and Say, Y can't believe 1 studied Shakespeare," or 

"You're nice to us, Miss." 1 want to start recording some of these interactions in a 

journal. In future I'd like to teach at the university level, to combine research with my 

practical experience. And I'd like to write a book, a novel, or at least some kind of short 

fiction. But 1 think 1'11 rest a while. . . 
I h d  a scrap of paper under a pile at my cornputer, '1 will not waste my life in 

fiiction when it could be turned into momentum." A sufiagist quote, it seems like good 

advice by which to live. 

A Final Note 

It was an awesome task to write these women's stories, and try to integrate it with 

the existing research in the field. My approach was to jump in and see what happened. 

The writing was a process of exploration. 1 have no doubt my discoveries and 

expenences here have increased my own personal resiliency and hope this may also be 

true on a broader scale. 

Further Issues to Explore 

How does the concept of self-reflection and articulation as a key contniutor to personal resiiiency 

relate to theories of self-actualization? How does the concept of self-reflection fit with theories of the 

medical mode1 as opposed to hoiistic medicine where the individuai's behavior makes sense and has a 

logical explanation when taken in the context of the natural result of a particular expenence? 



CHAPTERNINE 

EPILOGUE 

Introduction 

For five years now 1 have been steeped in the topic of resilience, fint explorhg 

the Iiterature, then meeting and talking with the women, and later beginning my writing 

and synthesis of the topic. I have become known in my circle of colleagues and fnends as 

"the one who's into resilience." An acquaintance rushed past me on Bloor Street the other 

day, grabbed my arm saying breathlessly, "I'm moving today. Boy, could I ever tell you 

about resilience. TaIk about resiiience! 1111 call you as soon as I'm settled." I'm not 

unhappy about the association. After years of working and studying special education and 

leaming disabilities, 1 found renewed energy in a topic that had a positive focus. 1 liked 

Emmy Werner's hdings, supported by much of the "resilience" Iiterature, that a Iegacy 

of hope c m  be passed on fiom the studies. 1 introduced this writing with that focus, and I 

want to end on that note. As much as possible, 1 wanted this to be research and writing 

about what works. The women's stones are intensely serious and heart-rending. Some 

interviews involveci tears with pauses while we both collected omelves and hunted for a 

tissue. Others were intellectuaIly stimulating to the point of leaving my head spinning. 

Sometimes there was a connection or feeling of having met a "kindred spirit," and other 

times there was laughter at a shared expenence either good or bad. But in spite of-or 

perhaps because of-the expenences these women have gone through, they al1 consider 

themselves resilient and have an essentialIy positive view of their lives. Many echoed 

similar sentiments saying that they would not be the people they are today, or where they 

are today if they had not had their experiences. There was no self-pity or resentment in 

the telling of the stones. In fact, there seemed to be a pnde in the te lhg  and a renewed 

perspective in telling the narratives in the context of rediency. Most of the women felt 

pleased and honored to be chosen to participate. It made them t W  of themselves as 

"resilient." 

In beginning the interviews 1 held in mind the current literature which seemed to 

support the "one key person" theory, dong with various intrinsic and extrinsic 



charactenstics particular to each individual. Although I tried to fiame my questions as 

broadly as possible, and I beiieve I did not lead the participants, 1 did ask them pointedly 

about role models in their past, mentors, and people who had infiuenced them. The 

response to this h e  of questionhg was usud1y mixeci and did not seem to follow any 

pattern. My realization is that older women role models and mentors have been a key part 

of my resiliency. Because my initial research into the iiterature pointed in that direction, 

and because it rang tme in my own experience, 1 questioned women on key figures in 

their lives. 1 did not pursue it if they answered negatively, but 1 felt surpnsed if they said 

there was a Iack of a significant role model. Reflecting on that 1 realize because I was not 

close to my rnother and had no strong f d y  supports, 1 was always "pulling in" people 

who would be supportive of me. Since my late teens 1 have always had a strong older 

woman mentor who has provided encouragement and unconditional positive acceptance. 

It has been invaluable to me. In some small measure 1 hope 1 have been able to fulfill that 

role for others by being a "special friend" to two girls through Chi1dren9s Aid, in my 

teaching' in forming a women's thesis support group, and in my support and 

encouragement of other women. 

1 also noted these wornen recalling stones of supportive people in their lives, in an 

incidental way, while telling an anecdote or story that was part of their life history. This 

led me to conclude that perhaps their supports were so incidental, taken for granted, and 

an accepted part of their lives, that they did not have a conscious awareness of the effect 

these people had on them. Their perspective also seemed concurrent with Fonagy's 

"attachent theory"-that they had internalized a model of a supportive healthy adult in 

their early developmental years. That was one possible explanation for these women 

being resilient and overcoming setbacks in their adult Lives. 

The other realization I had was that in spite of my tentative views based on my 

initial overview of the resiliency literature, 1 still allowed myself to be "open to surprise" 

to use David Hunt's terni. Of course, openness is a prerequisite to life history research. 

That is in fact what makes research fascinahg for me. Although my own experiences 

resonated greatly with a number of the women, there were also instances where 1 did not 

relate, had no middle ground of mutual expenence to draw on, and could only trust my 

intuitive sense and remain open, nonjudgmental, and listen. The stories that were not the 



same as mine served as a base of cornparison, a "reality check" to test my own responses 

and reactions. 

Limitations of the Study 

There are several issues which should be taken into account when considering the 

limitations of this study: first, the selection of research participants; second, clarifying the 

definition of resiliency and the comparability of the sample in this study to other research 

samples used in the study of resiliency; and third, possible researcher bias. 

First, consideration should be given to the relationship of the characteristics of 

the research participants in this study to the findings and conclusions of the study. The 

women were not representaîive of the average population for several reasons. Four of the 

five women who volunteered for the study were among graduate students who 

participated in the course on Creativity and Welhess: Learning to Thrive, a course which 

involved extensive self-reflection and journaIlhg as part of the examination of personal 

adversity. It should also be kept in mind that five of the women had undergone persona1 

therapy . One explanation could be that the kind of women who would be drawn to take 

this kind of course may be more resilient-by availing themselves of resources, and 

attracting to themselves the kind of support they need. It may also be that the skills of 

resilience can be leamed and that by being involved in a course involving joumalling and 

introspection, and using therapy as a rneans of self-reflection, a higher level of resilience 

may be attained in the face of personal life challenges. 

Second, it is important to recognize the subjective nature of the study, and my 

own expectations regarding some of the constructs explored which may have created 

tensions within the participants. When 1 began interviewhg the women in this study, 

each asked what I meant by the term resiliency, and 1 usually called it "bouncing back," 

and we discussed what it meant for the participants. Bouncing back h m  personal iife 

crisis might be different f?om resiliency during experiences of war, mental illness or other 

trauma Again, it is difficult to compare levels of individual pain and courage, but it is 

important to keep in mind the notion of a range representing different levels of Iife 

challenges and resulting levels of resiliency. The kind of resilience demonstrated by the 

individual survivor of war may be different fiom the kind of resilience demonstrated by 



the individual suMving life changes. It would be interesting to compare the extremes and 

see if a pattern of resilient behaviour would emerge. Again, there is subjectivity in the 

awareness and reporting of our own life experience that needs to be kept in muid in 

understanding the research findings here. 

Third, there is a subjective bias and expectations that 1 bring to the study which 

should be acknowledged and explicitly stated. Regardhg the importance of one key 

person who afEected an individual's resilience, there was a Iack of immediate 

acknowledgement by some of the participants of this theory. However, the findings 

resonated with that theory when examining anecdotal reports by the women. Other views 

are that there may be several key people throughout our lives that appear at pivotal 

moments when we need support in a particulai- area. 

These factors may indicate that resilient individuals will seek out experiences that 

promote learning that leads to self-reflection and an awareness of key people in our lives, 

and that resilience may be a leamed skill. It may also indicate that resilient pcople draw 

to them the resources that they need. This study relied primariiy on the findings of 

longitudinal studies and their examination of ordinary people who were sometimes 

placed in extraordinary circumstances in life. Similarly, the six women whose Iife stones 

are presented here see themselves as ordinary people living ordinary lives. However, 

circumstances have led hem to do extraordinary things-they have developed resiliency. 

Above all, the message of hope prevails; there is something that still cannot quite be 

explained and captured about the human spirit-the amazing potential of the ordinary 

person and our will to survive is what makes the exploration of this topic so 

extraordinary . 

SewReflection and ArticuIation 

Having nearly completed the writing, and while going back into literature by 

Werner, Garmezy, Bleuler, and especially Fonagy, something struck me. It was while 

jogging that the final connection came. That's always when 1 get my best ideas. Through 

their narratives, there were characteristics that emerged, even though the women thought 

they were simply doing what was needed under the circumstances. In the final interview, 

the women listed characteristics, both intemal and extemal, that they thought on an 



intellectual level, contributed to resiliency. Areas of commonality seerned to be a love of 

reading, talking reflecting, being in nature? a sense of independence.. .al1 pointing to the 

overriding theme of self-reflection. AI1 the women had this in common as an umbrella 

under which the charactenstics they exhibited or taked about could be categorized They 

were al1 very articulate and had been in therapy or talked to significant others about their 

issues prior to me. Most commented that the experience of sharing their thoughts-tallcing 

about them in this context-changed their perceptions or illuminated them. 1 also explored 

the concept of life stories as plot, which we tell to a specific audience as a type of 

argument. This would certainly have to be taken into account in the reading and 

interpretation of these Iife stones. The other characteristic the women had in common 

was family conflict or crisis when they were children. They also demonstrated what 1 

wouId cal1 an "independent spirit" or a sense of independence. Many said they were told 

as children they were feisty or independent, and that trait carried through for them, 

sometimes as an asset, and most laughingly agreed that it couId sometimes be a liability. 

This was especially true for Leila. 

Bennet and Sparrow (1990) refer to this independent spirit in Follow Your Bliss 

stating that those who were able to find meaning in life shared a belief in following our 

own inner guidance. Our parents would ciaim that we were 'headstrong and stubborn 

children,' for surely that rnust have been the impression we sometimes gave. 

The women also spoke of trusthg their intuition and "inner wisdom" as a key 

component of their personal resiliency. Bennet and Sparrow (1990) discuss the 

importance of integrating lessons of childhood with the lessons of adulthood and hal ly  

return to that very early trust we had once had with our inner worlds. "It took time to 

rediscover that what we see and smell and feel is not just 'out there,' but that it is the 

result of an interaction between the extemal enviromnent and what we bnng to it from 

within. We agreed that for both of us, messages of inner guidance that had the quality of 

'quiet excitement,' of peace, of b e r  calm and confidence seemed to be the most 

tnistworthy and the most directly beneficial" @, 222). Bennet and Spmow (1990) 

descnbe it the process M e r :  

When we paid attention to these messages and acted upon them, we found 

ourîelves closer to a life path that tnily felt nght for us. The messages that led us 



off our paths had very different qualities. Describing those qualities isn't easy. 

Sometimes they had a particular urgency, like a spoiled child pulling at our hand 

and crying, 'Gimme, gimrne, gimme!' to satisw those needs nght now. If there 

was excitement in the message, it was not the quiet, peacefii, and centered feeling 

of excitement when we were on our path; rather it was the excitement associated 

with amie@. It was the 'jangy' excitement that goes with high-adrenaline states. 

As o h  as not, when we looked very dosely, we'd find fear involved: fear of 

something happening or fear that we would not be able to have something that for 

the moment we were absolutely convinced we must have. (p. 72) 

1 find it interesthg to note that in fomulating my research questions 1 did not 

have the idea in muid that self-reflection and articulation leading to higher levels of 

functioning would be the findings of this research. Therefore, when rereading questions 1 

noted with interest that 1 asked, "Did tallring about these experience change your 

perceptions of your role or the role of others?" This question was undoubtedly informed 

on a subconscious level korn my initial reading of the resiliency literature. But the 

responses I received to that question led to findings for which 1 was not prepared and did 

not anticipate. My conclusions are that the women spoke fiom a different voice when 

recalling and talking about anecdotes nom their past, and this h a 1  question, with its 

resulting change in voice firom a more "intellectualized" stance, served to highlight the 

authenticity of the earlier stories. In this way 1 feel confident that the women's truths 

emerged independently and collectively in this work. By telling their stories, by reading 

them and collaborating with me in the final narrative, it raised our awareness to another 

level. This action in and of itself raised our awareness to increase our resiliency. 

Early in the research 1 noted a different voice when women spoke of personal 

narratives that were significant or life changïng. Most did not feel they were doing 

anythmg out of the ordinary, and not really acting bravely, but just doing what had to be 

done. However, in the .final interview, when asked to articulate the inner charactenstics 

and tbgs  around them that contributed to their resilience, the women spoke in a more 

detached way, seeming to intellectualize, or coming from an "ego" point of view. This 

also relates to the subjectivity of the participants and the intersubjectivity of my position 

in the process. 1 have leamed to hear the person, to value group process, to see beyond 



the extemals, to hear the deep place the voice cornes from when people are speaking fiom 

their soul. I also have experienced the collective truth and new awareness that emerges in 

the group process. The tmth is always the tnith. It doesn't change. 1 used to &te things 

dom before a visit to the therapist with the feeling that 1 had to "get it." Later 1 realized 

that the tmth will always corne out, it never changes, is aiways there. Those experienceq 

and trust in my intuition has stood me in good stead in this research. 

Tbe Writing Process 

My primary concem was to convey, in my writing, an accurate portrayai of the 

participants in their life story that was both honest and caring. 1 was aùnùig for a 

representation of the good and bad, while illuminating the issues presented. Did 1 

accomplish this goal? 1 think so. And when 1 put the question to each CO-researcher 

during the feedback session, most agreed that 1 had done that. They all commented that 

they had never had themselves written about in this way, and that it was " a m h g  that 1 

could pull together al1 the various aspects." It was while I was doing the h a i  writing that 

1 began to realize the true e n o d t y  of this projecf the scope of the undertaking, and the 

amount of distillation necessary fkom the information gathered. 

I did not give the participants the questions ahead of t h e .  Why not? 1 

rationalized that 1 wanted theu first response. We had discussed the topic in a general 

way, and the kdings from the literature, again in generalities. However, my interview 

came fiom an infomed stance and 1 realized at that time that coming fiom a position of 

being informed would change the dynamic somewhat. The other side of this issue is, if 

they had had the questions in advance it may have been too much information. It might 

have led to the participants being over-prepared to build a case proving resiliency, instead 

of speaking spontaneously on the topic, t e h g  personal narratives as they arose in their 

mind at the time. 1 also felt their involvernent in the Creativity and Wellness course had 

also served as preparation to have the rnindset to contemplate the topic of resiliency. 

1 wanted them to speak intuitively and honestly. There are many ways of approaching 

this and under the circumstances 1 think it was the nght t b g  to do. 

Another question 1 asked myself was why 1 conducted my interview at the end? 1 

didn't want my ideas to be formulated to the extent that they would influence the 



discussion. I wanted to remain open to surprise. Also, 1 believe my many years of 

personal therapy and being involved in support groups has changed me in that 1 am used 

to being heard and validating others by listening. In conducting this research and reading 

the litexütü.~ on h0.w ~d iù~b i t :  a comiijity this is in today's world, 1 am reminded how 

fortmate 1 am to have people who Iisten and the abiliw to Listen as constants in my life. 

It was revealing the number of times insights or ideas were repeated in my notes, 

jotted down in different colon, on different days, forming an interconnected huth that 

came îhrough. The doesn't change and it doesnt go away. 

Depending on the different developmental stage each woman was at, they had 

different energy around different issues and how they articufated it. Laura, as a woman in 

her eighties taks of the spiral, the cycles. At her age she has seen it al1 so many times, but 

still cornes at it with energy, a sense of c h  and reflectivity while reviewing her life. 

Liela is still trying out different behaviors especially in relation to her mother, finding 

what works. She is intensely committed to the process of self-reflection and articulating 

and personal growth. Sarah is very no nonsense and very self-aware of being in the 

neutral zone in the middle of transition and patiently waiting to move beyond that. Leith 

has been through so much in life, and her pursuit of spiritualïty and need for generativity 

have given her new energy. She is very aware of her strength. Samanha speaks in a 

lyrical way, using stones, intellectualizing and seems on verge of change. And 1 am in a 

new phase of energy and change as 1 enter mid-life, want to move out of self-reflection 

and am more invested now complethg projects, in "doing" with an increased sense of the 

urgency of tirne. 

We l e m  so much fiom others. It's a privilege for me to have heard these stories. 1 

was continually energized by their conmitment, involvernent and genuine interest. They 

are 'gold.' By having shared in small percentage of their lives, it ùiformed my own mid- 

life transition. They have changed me. 

So ~ O W ,  some years have gone by since the beginning of collecting these 

women's life histories, of working on my thesis research, of my journey "home" to 

Montreal. The experience has unblocked al1 kinds of creative energy and opened up new 

experiences. A relationship has ended, which caused me a great deal of sadness at the 

tirne. But sornething new and seemingly more solid has replaced it-something I never 



would have expected at the time. 1 have a new apartment that is filled with flowers and 

art and joy and I play music and dance around the room swinging my amis in my own 

pnvate celebration of life. I have taken on a new teaching job in special education with 

students with multiple exceptionalities nom grade nine to twelve. 1 love teaching them 

and together we explore the wrîtings of Langston Hughes, O Henry, Anne Frank, Charles 

Dickens and Shakespeare. We read shoa stories and Canadian novels exploring the 

legend of Louis Riel. 1 love teaching and feel renewed energy and confidence facing the 

challenge of the task. The high point of my day is when my grade 12 students corne into 

English class, loudly asking, "Are you going to read us a story today, Miss?'I am in the 

process of self-reflection and getting some distance on the Montreal expenence. I have 

created a collage of photographs and memorabilia of the expenence. I feel I have had 

enough emotional distance £iom the experience to be able to put it into perspective. 1 

want to honour what it meant for me to have the courage to go back and face the past, and 

the fieedom it has given me. I continue to Iive the process. 

The writing process was a key part of this work for me. My research here has 

been infonned by my training as a joumalist, teacher, volunteer for Children's Aid over 

the years. I have been trained and am respectful of issues of confidentiality, 

trustworthhess and integrity. My intuition and gut instincts have been proven to be good. 

During this writing process, I reflected back twenty years ago, when as a newspaper 

reporter 1 was trained and ethically against anyone reading drafts of my writing. This 

work has been a change in thinking into a stance of working fkom a perspective of being 

interpretive, collaborative, telling more than one ûuth. It feels different. For this project, 

that's the way it should be. I think I have told it the way it really is. 

My jomalism instructor trained us to trust o u  intuition during the interview 

process, and we were advised against using a tape recorder, but told to get good notes. He 

said we would remember the important-key information. 1 have been trained to look for 

the "lead," to pick out the thesis, and get to the main point of the story. 1 was trained to 

"be objective," but 1 always liked writing feature stories more than hard news, and never 

really felt "objective" about my matenal. My voice was always present. For rny BA 1 

took a course in anthropology where the professor encouraged us to "do ethnography in 

our day-to-day lives." It served to increase my awareness, and for some reason what she 



said has stayed with me. Barbara Tuchman in the New York Times, February 2, 1989, 

stated the writer's object is.. .or should be.. .to hold the reader's attention.. .I want the 

reader to tum the page and keep on turning to the end (as cited in Denzin, 1998). 

Richardson (1 998) considers writing a method of inquiry, a way of finding out 

about yourself and your topic.. . Wnting in different ways, we discover new aspects of our 

topic and our relationship to it and feels form and content are inseparable. That writing 

fiom ourselves should strengthen the community of qualitative researchers and the 

individual voices within it, because we will be more fully present in our work, more 

honest, more engaged. Richardson describes her disappointment that much of writing 

pertaining to qualitative research is boring and we have to keep in rnind that the meaning 

is in the reading. She says qualitative researchers should ask how we can create texts that 

are vital and make a difference. Richardson states that one way to create those texts is to 

tuni our attention to writing as a method of inquiry and write because one wants to find 

something out; write in order to learn something that one didn't know before writing it 

(Richardson 1998). She states the researcher-rather than the survey, the questionnaire, or 

the census tape-is the 'instrument.' The more honed the researcher, the greater the 

possibility of 'good' research. 

Through the course of this research project, the person that 1 am in the writing 

process has been affirmed. According to Denzin (1998), poststnicturalism suggests two 

important things to qualitative researchers. First, it directs us to understand ourselves 

refiexively as persons wrïting fiom particulas positions at specific times; and second, it 

frees us fiom trying to write a single text in which everything is said to everyone. 

Nurhuing our own voices releases the censonous hold of 'science writing' on our 

consciousness, as well as the arrogance it fosters in our psyche. Wnting validated is a 

method of knowuig. Through the writing we can experience the self-reflexive and 

transformational process of self-creation. We find ourselves attending to feelings, 

ambiguities, temporal sequences, blurred experiences; we struggle to find a textual place 

for ourselves and our doubts and uncertainties. 

The Other represented in the text is always a version of the researcher's self, 

(Demin, 1998). Kreiger argues that when we discuss others, we are always talking about 

ourselve (as cited in De&, 1 998). Our images of 'them' are images of 'us.' According to 



Demin, a vital text is not boring but builds an emergent, reflexive interpretation of the 

subject matter at hand: 

It presumes a writer with the guts to tell it like it is, to put him-or herself on the 

line, so to speak. It presumes a sociaily situated (and isolated), unique writer who 

has the courage and authenticity to write a boId new text. This writer first 

expenences, feels and ihinks. (p. 321) 

Denzin descnbes the writer's position as expressive, interpretive, setting forth the 

multiple meanings of an event, object, experience or text describing writing as an act of 

discovery. There is a power and authority to this kind of writing. No one else but this 

writer could have brought this corner of thc world alive in this way for the reader. He 

states that the field-worker must be a cornmitted writer, but the stories that are boldly told 

are stories that flow fiom that cornmitment. People who have actually lived the 

expenences being described c m  be local interpreters and use their experience, concepts, 

words and meanings that actually operate in the worlds being studied. 

My own experience of telling and most importantly writing my life history and 

the life histories of the CO-researchers was an important part of my own self-reflection 

and restorying. The researchers also expenenced their own restorying when taking part in 

the process of being in te~ewed ,  editing and givhg feedback in the writing process. 

Interpretatiou is an art that cannot be formalized. In the end it is a matter of storytehg 

and the stories we tell each other. Denzin states: 

And so the stones we tell one another will change and the cntena for reading 

stories will also change. And this is how it should be. The good stories are always 

told by those who have learned well the stories of the past, but who are unable to 

tell them any longer because those stones no longer speak to them, or us." ( p. 

3 40) 

David Hunt(1993) describes the importance of infusing the Spirit of Renewal into 

our actions saying it is an instance of reflection-in-action. Specifically you will probably 

need a daily review penod to consider your actions in Iight of your beliefs and to develop 

some guides for new actions which will be closer to the Spirit of Renewal. He advocates 

using a personal image, a saying which we keep in mind, and a symbol such as a pin or 

poster, as a powerfbl guide. 



Kotre (1984) quotes one of his CO-researchers describing what the writing process 

meam for her, illustrating the codicts  she wil1 face in trying to reach her goal. She 

describes writhg as something that's lasting, sornething that's active, sornething that 

integrates al1 the gathering.. .and she will leave something like that behind.. . many 

sornethings- 

My own personal writing goal was to push my work to a level where 1 wrote in a 

style that Uitegrated quotes with my own writing. However, in order to remain tnie to 

qualitative methodology and better represent the authenticity of each person's voice, I 

went back over the story and transcribed intemiews to include more direct quotes. After 

conducting my feedback session with each participant, I changed some writing back to 

direct quotes, and revisited the i n t e ~ e w s  and written materials to flesh out the narrative. 

Again 1 kept an ongoing list at the end of "characteristics of resiliency." 1 also changed 

the quotes to italics for cl* of organizational style and to rnake the participantsf voices 

stand out distinctly. My own personal writing goals would integrate with the accurate 

representation of each voice. 1 also shifted my professional stance fiom that of a 

journalist trained to discourage involvement of the subject in the editing process, to that 

of a qualitative researcher welcoming the CO-participants' important role in collaborating 

in the research and writing process. 1 believe this collaboration enhanced the integrity of 

the work. 

Throughout the research process 1 was looking for comrnonalities and emerging 

themes-first of d l  in the reading the literature, then later in interviews, whiIe transcribing, 

organizing and coding, writing the results up long hand, then typing them ont0 the 

cornputer. A natural variation and evolution of qualitative inquiry evolved. Three levels 

of analysis surfaced: 1) a descriptive account of CO-researchersf experiences which 

formed the narrative, 2) the individual collective and thematic interpretations of the 

narrative content, and 3) the meta-analysis of the thematic interpretations. According to 

Judith Magrill (1 996) the reflexive and dialectical conversation between participants 

emerged into a higher awareness, a shared meaning and a more informed understanding 

of the issues. 

My goals with tiiis work, within the qualitative paradigm, were on four levels: 

research, writing, leamhg, and personal development. Of course, they are al1 overlapping 



and interconnecteci. 1 heId these gods in the forehnt  of al1 my interactions with the 

women, in my writing, and in my analysis and discussion of the research. 

My ovenidhg research goal, which I articdated to each woman at the conclusion 

of the interview sessions, was to represent what they had to Say as accurately as possible, 

staying true to her voice and Iife history in both "the good and bad." For me it was an 

issue of personal integrity. My background as a joumalist, teacher, and volunteer worker 

for Children's Aid agencies informed me over the years. As much as possible, on a 

conscious level, 1 wanted to convey the truth and essence of what each woman said, By 

working in a collaborative matter I worked to achieve that. 

My writing goal was to keep my writing fluid, and retain my "voice" and the 

voice of the women, in order to convey the energy and vitality of the project. It was vital 

to my own creativity cycle to push my writing to another level. In writing the women's 

histories, 1 felt a wondefil sense of energy and accomplishrnent in the actual process, 

and once the stones were completed. This energy continued to infuse every step along the 

way, sustaining me tbrough the most difficdt parts of researching the methodology and 

completing the analysis and conclusions. There were shifts in my professional stance as 1 

was trained as a joumalist that only under very rare circumstances should the subject of 

the writing take part in the editing process. We were taught that this would compromise 

our own representation of the facts and the "truth." My goal was different as a qualitative 

researcher. The CO-researchers participated equally in each step dong the way, giving 

feedback about the i n t e ~ e w  process and during several editing sessions of the written 

work. My final impression was that this process in no way compromised the integrity of 

the work, and made it a tmly collaborative project. 

My personal learning goal was to cl- my position within the research 

paradigm of qualitative inquiry. 1 needed to be comfortable and feel confident with 

rneanings and vocabulary. I needed to place myself within the historical fhmework of 

qualitative research, but also clari@ my position in relation to the women 1 was wnting 

about. 

My personal goal was to satisfy academic standards within the existing 

bureaucratie and political background, while staying tnie to what 1 had to Say. This has 

been one of the most difficult tasks. 1 formed a women's thesis support group who met for 



dinner bi-monthly to encourage each other, talk on the phone, commiserate and celebrate 

together. It has made d l  the difference. So we are now part of a network of women who 

have completed our doctoral work. It is significant, because on a rnacro level we are al1 a 

part of each othez's work and will carry that with us no matter where we go nom here. 1 

have not worked done, and 1 am not finishing alone. 1 have a sense of communal 

achievernent that is hard to describe, but it has already changed how 1 am in my 

professional relationships. It has given me confidence and a heightened awareness of the 

need for sharing and collegiality. Working with my supeMsor Solveiga Miezitis, 1 had 

the same goals of maintaining my personal honesty and integrïty while working with her 

in carrying out this project. Because of who she is, she has made this project possible, 

and has made it possible for me to stay true to my ideals and goals. 

Who 1 am as researcher (dong with CO-researcher) has created this "story." It has 

helped me stay tuned to my participant's voice. My writing here has a f fhed  my own 

"knowing." It is true to me and expresses my passion. 

Conclusion 

1 was tmly honored to 'be with' each person and humbled by the trust they had in 

me in sharing their personal narratives. My core belief that we dl have an innate wisdom 

in our own way of being has been confirmed. My participation in this project has 

changed me. 1 have been changed profoundly as a result of meeting the women and 

sitting with them, listening to them, joining in conversation with them, reading books that 

were relevant. It has been instrumental in pushing me on into my own nid-life transition 

of my forties, a passage 1 had been putting much energy into resisting. Now it is time to 

go fonvard. With the completion of my doctoral studies, many changes have taken place. 

1 moved to a new apartment, almost doubled my private special education tutoring, 

taught English at a community college, accepted a special education teaching position at 

a nearby high school and will now have room to set some new goals. One goal will be to 

continue writing, with whatever possibilities emerge fiom this study, but also 1 want to 

move onto my lifelong goal of writing fiction. Whatever unfolds, 1 h o w  that these 

women's stories wiIl always resonate with me. 



Findly, there is something about the poem 'Courage' written by pilot Amelia 

Earhart, who died just before age 40 in 1937 when her plane was lost over the Pacific, 

that captures the essence of life.. . 
Courage is the price that life extracts for granting peace 

The soul that knows it not, knows no release 

From little things 

Kaows not the livid Ioneliness of fear 

Nor mountain heights where bitter joy can hear 

The sound of wings. 

(Mullens, 1990) 
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Appendi A: 

FuiIy-Informed Written Consent Form for Co-researchers 

A Qualitative Inquiry Exploring ResiIiency in S i x  Individuals in the Process of 

Transformation in thsir Lives 

My name is Victoria Plaskett and 1 am a graduate student at the Ontario Institute 

for Shidies in Education at the University of Toronto (OISUUT). 1 am conducting a 

research project in order to complete requirements for the Doctor of Education in the 

Special Education Department of Human Development and Appiied Psychology. 1 would 

like to ask you to volunteer your time and participate in a study that explores factors that 

characterize and contribute to resiliency in women undergoing life change and transition. 

Signed Consent: 

As a participant in this research project, 1, ,am 

consenting to be a volunteer in an exploratory study which will use qualitative methods 

of examining personal narrative in an aim to explore factors that characterize and 

contribute to resilience in individuals undergoing life change and transition. 1 know that 

the purpose of the study is to gain a greater understanding of resiliency in individuals, in 

order to add to the existing literature focused on "what we do right, " instead of the "at- 

risk" theory commonly concemed with what is wrong in people's iives. 1 understand that 1 

may withdraw from thc study at any time. I understand that personal data will be coded to 

insure anonymity as well as confïdentiaiity, and that identifjhg names and descriptions 

of individuals who participated in the study will be excluded in this research. 

I understand that this project has been reviewed and approved by the Ethical 

Review Committed at OISENï as adequately safeguarding CO-researchem' privacy, 

welfare and civil liberties. 1 realize that my rights and well-being wil1 be respected both 

during the study and in the final report. 

As a participant in this shidy, I will spend approximately 10 h m  over a period 

of severai months being inte~ewed. I understand that the interviews will be recorded by 

audio tape and notetaking. 1 understand that 1 am invited to be a full participant in the 



research process due to my personal howledge in the area of study. 1 understand that 1 

can help formulate the interview questions and discuss my expenences in a safe and 

trusting environment. 1 understand that 1 can refhin fiom a n s w e ~ g  any question asked 

during the interview, fiom participating in any part of the discussion 1 h d  unduly 

uncornfortable, and 1 can request certain portions of the recorded documentation (written 

or audio-tape) be excluded fiom the final analysis. 1 am fiilly aware that there are no right 
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that the audio-tapes or notes fiom the interview c m  be used for educational purposes. 
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Phone: 416-923-6641 Ext. 2573. 
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321 Bloor Street West, 
Toronto, Ontario.. MSS 125 
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